The Jerome N. Frank Legal Services Organization
Y A L E L A W S C H OOL

November 2020
Re: Evidence supporting claim for service-connected disability compensation for potentially
radiogenic condition related to service at Palomares, Spain.
Enclosed here is information regarding radiation exposure of veterans of the 1966 nuclear
cleanup operation at Palomares, Spain. The information was compiled as part of Skaar v. Wilkie,
No. 17-2574, a class action challenging Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) methodologies used
to establish radiation exposure. The information was assembled by counsel for the class of
Palomares veterans certified1 in that case to provide the VA with information on which to
adjudicate related claims. It is intended to support an application for disability compensation for
radiation-related conditions arising out of service at Palomares, Spain in 1966.
This letter and attachments provide evidence for a legal conclusion that the dose estimate
methodologies currently relied upon by the Secretary to assess claims of Palomares veterans
seeking service-connected disability benefits for potentially radiogenic conditions do not
constitute “sound scientific evidence” as defined in 38 C.F.R. § 3.311(c)(3), and as required by
Hilkert v. West, 12 Vet. App. 145, 149 (1999). This letter further includes an overview of the
Palomares incident and the VA’s subsequent failure to provide disability benefits to veterans
exposed to radiation during the cleanup operation. It also explains the relevance of the 35
documents attached here, and listed at the end of the cover letter, to show that the VA has
improperly conducted evaluations of Palomares veterans’ benefits claims.
This packet was prepared by class counsel in Skaar v. Wilkie, the Jerome N. Frank Legal
Services Organization. It is intended to compile pertinent evidence for class members in their
individual claims for disability benefits for radiation-related conditions developed in connection
with service at Palomares, Spain in 1966. Class counsel does not represent class members in their
individual applications or appeals and does not represent claimants who are not members of the
class (unless expressly indicated elsewhere). Class counsel makes no claims as to the merits of the
claims of veterans they do not individually represent, nor expresses any opinion as to the claimant’s
membership in the Skaar class.
Factual Background
In January 1966, two U.S. Air Force planes collided over Palomares, Spain, releasing four
nuclear bombs. Ex. 6 at 4. Two of these bombs conventionally exploded after landing, dispersing
dangerously high amounts of alpha radiation in the surrounding countryside. Approximately 1,400
servicemembers were sent to the site as part of the U.S. military’s clean-up effort in Palomares, in
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an operation known as “Broken Arrow.” U.S. military responders were exposed to high radiation
levels, measured by their clothing and urine and nasal samples. Id. The U.S. sampled some, but
not all, personnel, and collected only one sample from most of those tested, violating accepted
bioassay protocol. Ex. 7 at 4, 27.
The U.S. provided full-body counters – which can detect plutonium in lungs, the organ
most likely to harbor plutonium – to the Spanish to test Palomares residents, but it never did so for
U.S. servicemembers. Ex. 14. Instead, researchers selected just 26 Palomares responders
(misleadingly called the “high 26”) for lifetime monitoring of urine samples. Ex. 6 at 4; Ex. 1 at
1. Air Force medical officers concluded that a longitudinal, expansive treatment program was
necessary to supplement the urinalysis data. However, the U.S. government chose to halt all
monitoring after less than a year. Id. Indeed, the U.S. government sought to downplay the health
hazard of the Palomares “Broken Arrow” operation from the beginning. Exs. 9, 10. U.S. Officials
made initial assessments of risk based on “intuition” and the preliminary readings of only a few
working alpha radiation counters. Ex. 9 at 304, 305, 3113. The U.S. told its troops there was no
health risk, gave them little to no safety gear, and forced them to eat irradiated tomatoes for their
meals. Exs. 9, 11.
Legal Standard
Many Palomares veterans have developed medical conditions related to their radiation
exposure, some as young men. Some Palomares-related conditions are already considered
presumptively radiogenic under 38 C.F.R. § 3.309 and § 3.311 when developed after other
radiation exposure events, but Palomares veterans do not receive the benefit of these presumptions.
Exs. 6, 11. This means that, for example, a veteran of underground nuclear tests at Amchitka
Island, Alaska, who developed lung cancer would receive presumptive service connection, but a
veteran of the nuclear cleanup at Palomares who developed the same cancer would not receive
presumptive service connection. See 38 C.F.R. § 3.309(d)(2)(xx); (d)(3)(ii). The Air Force denied
any expected ill health effects for Palomares personnel and made many false statements regarding
Palomares exposure. Exs. 19C, 19D, 19E. Instead of notifying Palomares veterans of their
radiation exposure and adding testing details to their medical records, the U.S. affirmatively
decided to withhold veterans’ exposure data from their medical records, in large part to avoid
potential legal liability. Exs. 9, 11.
The VA has used dosimetry methodology of questionable scientific validity when
estimating ionizing radiation doses for Palomares veterans. Exs. 1, 2. The methodology is the
subject of litigation under consideration by the Court of Appeals for Veterans Claims in Skaar v.
Wilkie, No. 17-2574, a class action lawsuit in which applicants for disability benefits claims may
be class members. Since 2001, the VA has unlawfully relied on radiation dose estimates derived
from a scientifically unsound report produced by a privately-contracted litigation support
company, Labat-Anderson, Inc., in adjudicating benefits for Palomares veterans’ claims under 38
C.F.R. § 3.311. Ex. 16.
In determining whether a condition is “at least as likely as not” to have resulted from
exposure to radiation in service, the VA must rely on “sound scientific evidence,” defined as
“observations, findings, or conclusions which are statistically and epidemiologically valid, are
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statistically significant, are capable of replication, and withstand peer review.” Id. § 3.311(c)(3).
The VA is “bound to follow its own regulations as long as they are in force.” Snyder v. Principi,
15 Vet. App. 285, 29 (2001). The Under Secretary for Benefits must rely on “sound scientific
evidence” when determining service connection for claims related to ionizing radiation. Hilkert v.
West, 12 Vet. App. at 149.
Legal Opinion
The dose estimates that the VA has relied on to deny Palomares veterans’ claims do not
meet the “sound scientific evidence” standard required by § 3.311. In 1998, the Air Force
contracted Labat-Anderson to create a report on Palomares exposure (the “LA Report”). Ex. 7 at
11. As Princeton nuclear physicist Dr. Frank von Hippel explains, the LA Report provides two
dose estimate ranges for Palomares veterans. Exs. 1, 2. The first is based on plutonium excretion
in urine samples collected from Palomares veterans, but with the highest dose measurements
improperly excluded. Excluding the highest measurements makes the total range of samples
artificially low. This means that estimates calculated from this model may show levels of radiation
exposure lower than what veterans actually experienced. The second is also based on those
samples, but is “reconciled” with environmental data collected months or years after the clean-up
ended. Exs. 1 at 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 at 10, 16. In other words, the estimate produced from this model do
not accurately reflect the radiation levels at the time of the cleanup.
From the completion of the Report in 2001 to 2013, the VA relied on doses constructed
under the LA Report’s second set of ranges to adjudicate claims of Palomares veterans seeking
service-connected disability benefits for radiogenic conditions under 38 C.F.R. § 3.311. After
Congress challenged that methodology in 2013, the Air Force told the VA that it would begin
calculating dose estimates using the first set of ranges from the LA Report. Exs. 15, 19C-G. Neither
the first nor the second set of ranges, however, are based in “sound scientific evidence,” a term
specifically defined in VA regulation at 38 C.F.R. § 3.311(c)(3).
Labat-Anderson conceded in 2001 that its dose methodology analysis was “preliminary,”
and explicitly cautioned that additional bioassay data collection, research, and analysis was
required. Exs. 7 at 10-11, 19I. As in 1967, however, the Air Force refused to perform additional
analysis. Exs. 15, 19I. As Dr. von Hippel explains, the LA Report is not only preliminary but is
also fundamentally flawed on a methodological level. Exs. 1, 2. First, the Report excludes the
highest radiation exposures measured from its analysis without scientific basis, which violates the
VA requirement that “exposure at the highest level of the dose range reported” be presumed. 38
C.F.R. § 3.311(a); Ex. 1 at 13-14. The LA Report then unreasonably adjusts, or “reconciles,” the
dose estimate ranges downward using air sampling data collected at least two months after the
cleanup ended. Ex. 14. Further, it arbitrarily sets a ceiling for Palomares veterans’ exposure based
on the lower measurements of the “high 26,” despite the fact that veterans not in that group had
higher exposures measured. Exs. 15, 16. The dose estimates derived from the LA Report fail to
constitute “sound scientific evidence,” and the VA’s continued reliance on them is also arbitrary
and capricious, violating 38 U.S.C. § 7261(a)(3)(A). In sum, the VA should not use dose estimates
produced from the LA Report’s faulty methodology in its disability benefits adjudications.
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“Sound scientific evidence”—or proper calculation methods—for Palomares veterans’
dose estimates could take two forms. First, the VA could offer new radiation exposure testing for
Palomares veteran claimants using current technology. Ex. 7 at 11. Alternatively, as Dr. von
Hippel explains, the VA could require that the Air Force use a methodology that uses all bioassay
data collected, including the highest doses measured, and building scientifically appropriate
uncertainty into the model and dose ranges. Ex. 1 at 15-16. The evidence attached to this letter
requires a finding that the VA’s reliance on dose estimates derived from the LA Report does not
meet the standard for “sound scientific evidence.” 38 C.F.R. § 3.311(c)(3); Hilkert v. West, 12 Vet.
App. 145, 149 (1999). Accordingly, the VA cannot make disability benefits decisions based on
dose estimates arising from the LA Report methodology, as are the estimates currently supplied
by the Air Force.
INDEX OF EVIDENCE
1. Dr. Frank von Hippel, Program on Science and Global Security Working Paper 1 (Dec. 7,
2017) (explaining why dose estimate methodologies based on the Labat-Anderson Report
are scientifically unsound and flawed).
2. Dr. Jan Beyea and Dr. Frank von Hippel History of Dose, Risk, and Compensation
Assessments for US Veterans of the 1966 Plutonium Cleanup in Palomares, Spain (July
24, 2019), Health Physics 117(6): 625–636 (outlining problems with obtaining dose
estimates based on the Labat-Anderson Report due to its scientific flaws).
3. Biography, Dr. Frank von Hippel (2019).
4. Curriculum Vitae, Dr. Frank Niels von Hippel (updated Jan. 1, 2019).
5. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Plutonium Backgrounder (Mar. 2017).
6. Class Certification Order, Skaar v. Wilkie, 17-2574 (Dec. 6, 2019) (certifying a class of
Palomares veterans to challenge the VA’s dose estimate methodology).
The VA Relies on Flawed Dose Estimate Methodologies Based on the Labat-Anderson
Report
7. Labat-Anderson Inc., Palomares Nuclear Weapons Accident: Revised Dose Evaluation
Report (Apr. 2001) (questionable preliminary report using unsound scientific methods and
flawed assumptions on which VA dose estimate methodology is based; prepared by
unnamed litigation support specialists and not subjected to a review process).
8. Labat-Anderson Inc., Palomares Nuclear Weapons Accident: Revised Dose Evaluation
Report, Appendix C (Apr. 2001) (containing dose estimate data).
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The U.S. Government Failed to Collect Complete Bioassay Data at Palomares and After
9. L.T. Odland, Air Force Logistics Command, Wright-Patterson AFB, Plutonium Deposition
Registry Board, Proceedings, First Annual Meeting (Oct. 26-28, 1966) at 5, 6, 20-21 (initial
Air Force plan to aggressively monitor exposure at Palomares, as “small amount of
Plutonium-239 detectable in the urine; i.e., amounts less than acceptable body burden, are
of biological significance, since permissible body burdens as assayed by urinalysis may
only vaguely indicate the amount of the isotope which may be deposited in the lungs”;
discussing withholding exposure results from veterans to avoid legal liability).
10. Notes on Phone Conversation with Col. Odland (Apr. 5, 1967) (referencing the “sleeping
dog” policy that halted follow-up monitoring of radiation-exposed Palomares veterans
rather than monitoring their health as initially recommended).
11. Dave Philipps, Decades Later, Sickness Among Airmen After a Hydrogen Bomb Accident,
N.Y. TIMES (June 19, 2016) (Col. Odland states that he “never got accurate results from
hundreds of men who may have been contaminated” by plutonium exposure and that he
acknowledged at the time that “plutonium lodged in the lungs could not always be detected
in veterans’ urine,” such that “men with clean samples might still be contaminated”).
12. Dave Philipps, Legal Win Is Too Late for Many Who Got Cancer After Nuclear Clean-Up,
N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 11, 2020) (“For decades, the Air Force has cited urine samples taken in
the field in 1966 to support its claim that the cleanup troops were not harmed, even after its
own analysis raised alarms about the data.”).
The U.S. Government Minimized the Appearance of Hazardous Exposure at Palomares
13. Friday Afternoon Session (Oct. 6, 1967) at 296, 304, 305, 313 (transcript of conversation
led by Dr. Wright Langham, head of hazardous materials response at Palomares, explaining
that the only value of the surgical masks provided to responders was psychological; that
the alpha radiation counters at the site often did not work; that exposure risk assessment
was based on “intuition”; and that acceptable post-cleanup radiation levels were negotiated
with the Spanish without direct reference to human health).
14. U.S. Dep’t of State, Nuclear Accidents at Palomares, Spain in 1966 and Thule, Greenland,
in 1968 at 5 (describing eagerness of Spanish and U.S. governments to downplay risk of
exposure).
15. Department of the Air Force, Memorandum for the House Armed Services Committee
Regarding Report on Implementation of the Recommendations of the Palomares Nuclear
Weapons Accident Revised Dose Evaluation Report (Dec. 6, 2013) (discussing review of
data leading to partial revision of dose estimate methodologies).
16. Department of the Air Force, Memorandum for Department of Veterans Affairs Regarding
Radiation Exposure Estimates for USAF Nuclear Weapon Accident Responders –
Palomares, Spain (Dec. 6, 2013) (describing review of dose assessment process which
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found inconsistencies leading the office to adopt questionable methodologies based on the
misnamed “high 26” doses, which methodologies should be revised as set out in Skaar v.
Wilkie).
17. U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, Aircraft Collision Cleanup at Palomares, Spain
(website providing overview and discussing health risks according to flawed
methodology).
Declarations from Palomares Veterans and Substitute Claimant
18. Declaration of Victor B. Skaar (Feb. 19, 2019).
19. Declaration of Nona Watson, Survivor of Nolan Watson (Feb. 26, 2019).
a. Handwritten Statement of Nolan Watson (regarding his experience at Palomares).
b. Letter from Rep. Broun to Chairman McKeon (regarding issue of Palomares).
c. Letter from Maj. Gen. Robinson to Rep. Broun (regarding the Air Force’s handling
of Palomares-related issues) (May 21, 2012).
d. Letter from Rep. Broun to Maj. Gen. Robinson (pointing out numerous
discrepancies in the May 21, 2012 Air Force letter).
e. Letter from Col. Goggin to Rep. Broun (responding to Rep. Broun’s letter, stating
that “responders were not expected to experience any health effects”) (July 12,
2012).
f. Letter from Rep. Broun to Nolan Watson (explaining amendment to H.R. 1960
requiring the Air Force to submit a report on Palomares) (June 13, 2013).
g. Memo. from USAF Medical Support Agency/SG3PB to Dep’t of Veterans Affairs,
Jackson, MS on Radiation Exposure Estimates for USAF Nuclear Weapon
Accident Responders – Palomares, Spain (Dec. 6, 2013).
h. Memorandum from Nona Watson to Rep. Broun (including questions propounded
to the Air Force regarding its Palomares dose evaluation report) (Mar. 21, 2014).
i. Letter from Rep. Broun to Nona Watson (including the Air Force responses to the
March 21, 2014 questions regarding its Palomares dose evaluation report) (May 14,
2014).
j. Medical records of Nolan Watson (including his physician’s conclusion that “it is
as likely as not that his renal cell carcinoma was caused by his active duty radiation
exposure”) (Nov. 29, 2010).
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k. Statement by Peter Ricard, Palomares veteran, in email to Nona Watson (Aug. 22,
2012).
l. Statement by Ronald McCutchen, Palomares veteran, in email to Nona Watson
(Oct. 25, 2010).
20. Declaration of John Garman (Feb. 15, 2019).
21. Declaration of Virgil McDaniel (Feb. 21, 2019).
22. Declaration of Travis Quinn (Feb. 25, 2019).
23. Declaration of Anthony Maloni (Feb. 26, 2019).
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Exhibit 1

PROGRAM ON SCIENCE AND GLOBAL SECURITY, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
WORKING PAPER

Assessment of the U.S. Air Force’s estimates of the radiation doses
received by the veterans of the cleanup of plutonium from two nuclear
bombs that fell on Palomares, Spain in 1966
Frank von Hippel,* 7 December 2017
Summary
1. About 1600 U.S. military men – mostly Air Force – participated in a cleanup of
plutonium contamination in the Spanish village of Palomares in 1966. The
contamination resulted from chemical explosions in two nuclear bombs that had
fallen from a collision of a U.S. B-52 bomber with its aerial refueling tanker. The
young men were ordered to work for up to three months shoveling contaminated earth
into barrels for shipment to the United States. They worked without protection against
plutonium-contaminated particles because their supervisors did not wish to alarm the
Spanish citizens and officials observing the cleanup.
2. Under 38CFR3.311, “Claims based on exposure to ionizing radiation,” veterans are
entitled to compensation if they developed a radiogenic disease after their service and
if they received a radiation dose to the diseased organ large enough so that the
“evidence supports the conclusion it is at least as likely as not the veteran’s disease
resulted from exposure to radiation in service.” Since such dose estimates have an
uncertainty range, the veteran is given the benefit of the uncertainty and the highest
level is presumed under the law.
3. Between 2001 and 2013 (35 to 47 years after the accident) the Air Force based its
estimates of the veterans’ doses on measurements of airborne plutonium after the
cleanup. These theoretical exposures had no relationship to the actual amount of
plutonium inhaled by the veterans during the cleanup, when the concentration of
airborne plutonium is likely to have been much higher.
4. In 2013 (47 years after the cleanup) the Air Force changed to the assumption that 26
veterans in a “high dose” group, for which good measurements of urine
contamination were available, had inhaled the amount of plutonium estimated in a
2001 reanalysis of that data and that the remainder of the group of about 1600 had
received lower doses. Although the remaining group had lower-quality measurements
of the plutonium in their urine, estimates based on those measurements indicated that
a significant fraction could have had much higher doses than the lowest dose to the
“High 26” – and some could have had much higher doses than the highest of the
“High 26”.
5. The dose estimation process for the “High 26” also was flawed by the fact that the
*
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the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy. He has published numerous peer-reviewed
articles on the health consequences of nuclear accidents, including one hypothetical case involving
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plutonium excretion rates declined with time instead of being relatively stable after
the first ten days, as predicted by the biological model used. The analysis done for the
Air Force dealt with this problem by dropping the early highest urine measurements.
This significantly reduced the resulting dose estimates, whereas a proper treatment
would have used that data to increase the maximum of the dose uncertainty range.
6. Based on the above, it appears that the uncertainties in the dose estimates currently
being used to determine the veterans’ benefits have been grossly underestimated and
that the upper end of the uncertain ranges for many of them may be multiple factors
of ten higher than the Air Force is advising.
Background
A June 2016 New York Times article describes the frustrations of a group of Air Force
veterans in their efforts to obtain Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) assistance for
health problems they attributed to their participation 50 years earlier, without significant
protection against plutonium inhalation, in the removal of plutonium-contaminated earth
from areas in the Mediterranean village of Palomares, Spain.1 Four U.S. nuclear bombs
fell there on 17 January 1966 as a result of a U.S. bomber colliding with its refueling
tanker. Three of the bombs struck the ground near the village of Palomares and, in two,
the chemical explosives detonated and dispersed their plutonium in a fine dust of
plutonium oxide.
A similar event occurred two years later when another B-52 loaded with bombs crashed
on the ice off of Thule, Greenland. In the Thule cleanup, however, a serious effort was
made to protect personnel involved the cleanup from plutonium inhalation and
contamination.2
After these and other accidents, the U.S. abandoned its policy of keeping nuclear-armed
bombers in the air at all times.
About sixteen hundred U.S. military personnel – mostly Air Force but including 107
Army, 37 Navy and 38 other individuals3 –participated in the Palomares cleanup over a
period of approximately three months (17 January to 11 April 1966) for a period of two
to three weeks each, on average. They were afforded little protection from contamination
or inhalation. Wright Langham, the Los Alamos National Laboratory expert who advised
on the protection of the men during the operation later told his colleagues, “[t]he manual
says you will dress up in coveralls, booties, cover your hair, wear a respirator, wear
gloves,” but explained that none of that was done because of concerns about alarming the
local population4
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Dave Philipps, “Decades Later, Sickness Among Airmen After a Hydrogen Bomb Accident,” New York
Times, 19 June 2016, http://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/20/us/decades-later-sickness-among-airmen-aftera-hydrogen-bomb-accident.html?_r=1
2
For a description of the Thule crash and cleanup, see, Project Crested Ice, The Thule Nuclear Accident
(Strategic Air Command Historical Study 113 (1969), http://nsarchive.gwu.edu/nukevault/ebb267/03.pdf.
3
L.T. Odland, R.L. Farr, K.E. Blackburn and A.J. Clay, “Industrial Medical Experience Associated with
the Palomares Nuclear Incident,” Journal of Occupational Medicine, Vol. 10 (1968) pp. 356-362.
4
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2797062-xxplutonium-1967-DOE-secret-briefing.html, p.
296.
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“Most of the respirators were surgical masks, and if it did something for your psychology to
wear one, you are privileged to wear one. It wouldn’t do you any good in the way of
protection but if you felt better, we let you wear it. We ran into such psychological problems.
The manual says you will dress up in coveralls, booties, cover your hair, wear a respirator,
wear gloves. That's what the manual says. So, some people tried to do this where you could
find something that resembled this type of equipment and before long you found this caused
consternation in the village. They said, ‘How come you dress up like that and you let us walk
around in the village with our street clothes on?’ And so even little things like that that I
never even thought of before becomes a problem psychologically. Why shouldn’t we be
protecting them if we were doing all of this protection in the area? So, most of the time it
would hardly meet the standards of the health physics manuals the way this operation was
done, and I think it’s fine because I think there was not anything wrong with this operation. I
think it seems wrong with the manual,”

An initial assessment was made of the quantities of plutonium the men inhaled5 (“body
burdens”) based on a formula Langham had devised to relate plutonium excreted in urine
samples to body burden.6 On this basis, it was concluded that, of 1586 on-site samples,
20 indicated body burdens of more than the then specified maximum permissible body
burden (MPBB) of 0.044 µCi (44,000 pCi or 1630 Bq]7 of plutonium-239 and 422
samples indicated between 9% and 99% of an MPBB.8 Later off-site urine samples from
about 20% of the cleanup personnel resulted in much lower estimates. Of 373 cleanup
personnel, only 6 were concluded to have inhaled more than 10% of the MPBB.9 Of
those resampled, 26 provided three urine samples over a year.10 Their urinary excretion
dropped much more rapidly than predicted by Langham’s formula, however, raising
questions about the validity of the formula.
The Air Force established a Plutonium Deposition Registry Board to advise it on followup. That group met only once in October 1966 and advised against entering the
5

Inhalation was assumed to be the dominant route of intake. The body does not absorb most chemical
forms of ingested plutonium.
6
Wright H. Langham, “Determination of Internally Deposited Radioactive Isotopes from Excretion
Analysis,” Industrial Hygiene Quarterly, September 1956, pp. 305-318. The formula is D = 435U*t0.78
where D is the body burden, U is the amount excreted daily in urine and t is measured in days. This
formula assumes that the exposure happens during a short period at t = 0. The data was obtained from
human injection experiments coordinated by Langham that later became infamous because an absence of
informed consent.
7
These units of radioactivity relate to the number of nuclear disintegrations per second. A Curie (Ci) is the
radioactivity of a gram of radium, 3.7x1010 disintegrations per second. A µCi (millionth of a Curie) is
37,000 disintegrations per second. A pCi (trillionth of a Curie) is 0.037 disintegrations per second. A
Becquerel (Bq) is one disintegration per second.
8
L.T. Odland, et al, “Industrial Medical Experience Associated with the Palomares Nuclear Incident,” op.
cit. An earlier version was published as L.T. Odland, R.G. Thomas, J.C. Taschner, H.R. Kaufman and R.E.
Benson “Bioassay experiences in support of field operations associated with widespread dispersion of
plutonium” in H. Kornberg and W. Norwood (eds), Diagnosis and Treatment of Deposited Radionuclides.
Symposium. XVIII: Amsterdam, the Netherlands (Monographs on Nuclear Medicine and Biology Series,
No. 1., 1968) pp. 256-265.
9
Plutonium Deposition Registry Board, Proceedings, First Annual Meeting, 26-28 Oct. 1966 (Dept. of the
Air Force, Air Force Logistics Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio) p. 19.
10
L.T. Odland et al, “Industrial Medical Experience Associated with the Palomares Nuclear Incident,” op.
cit.
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plutonium body-burden estimates into the medical records of the veterans but rather to
send the data “to the appropriate [Service] Surgeon General for deposition and recording,
as he saw fit.”11 After that, there was no further monitoring.12
Many of the men have suffered cancers and other conditions that they attribute to their
exposure to plutonium and some have applied for benefits.
Determination of Benefits
Establishing whether or not a veteran is entitled to benefits is a two-step process laid out
in 38CFR3.311, “Claims based on exposure to ionizing radiation”:13
1. The veteran’s disease must be “radiogenic,” i.e. to have been shown by epidemiologic
data to be caused by ionizing radiation; and
2. Since the probability of ionizing radiation causing the disease increases with dose, the
veteran must have received a dose large enough so that “it is at least as likely as not
the veteran’s disease resulted from exposure to radiation in service.”
Usually the dependence of risk on dose (d) is expressed as a Relative Risk [RR(d)], i.e.
the factor by which the risk of a radiogenic disease is increased over the baseline in the
absence of radiation exposure beyond that received by the average population. The
criterion in Section 3.311 is therefore defined through the formula [RR(d) – 1]/RR(d)
≥0.5. The boundary is set at a dose where radiation has doubled or more than doubled the
risk relative to a control population of the same sex, age and race. This boundary is taken
to be the point at which the probability of disease causation (assigned share) due to
radiation is 50% or more.
The National Cancer Institute has established a website where the “probability of
causation” (PC) or “assigned share” can be calculated, using the IREP interactive
program.14 Excess risk for 19 cancers known to be radiogenic can be calculated in the
IREP program’s online calculator, including an uncertainty range, as a function of
estimated dose and converted into the PC.
Handling uncertainty in the relationship between a dose and disease is a key element of
IREP. Under VA rules, the 50% criterion need only be met at the upper 99% credibility
range for the overall uncertainty.15 The range of uncertainty of the PCs calculated by
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Plutonium Deposition Registry Board, Proceedings, op. cit. p. 21.
“Palomares Broken Arrow--Report on Medical Follow-up Program” (Air Force Logistics Command,
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio) 16 Jan 1968.
13
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgibin/retrieveECFR?gp=1&SID=256a630c4acdb9cb26393c9c5531b0f7&ty=HTML&h=L&mc=true&r=SEC
TION&n=se38.1.3_1311
14
https://www.niosh-irep.com/irep_niosh/ The analyses behind the original version of this calculator are
discussed in David C. Kocher et al, “Interactive Radio-epidemiological Program (IREP): A Web-Based
Tool for Estimating Probability of Causation/Assigned Share of Radiogenic Cancers,” Health Physics Vol.
95(1) pp. 119-147. See also: https://radiationcalculators.cancer.gov/.
15
“The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), in their application of the 1985 radio epidemiological tables,
uses the value at the upper 99 percent credibility limit of the probability of causation estimate,” User's
Guide for the Interactive Radio Epidemiological Program (NIOSH-IREP)
https://www.niosh-irep.com/irep_niosh/Help/irepug.pdf, p. 3.
12
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IREP can be performed for a single (e.g., a maximum) dose or, if the uncertainty in dose
can be expressed in terms of a standard statistical distribution, for a range of doses.
Establishing the organ doses a veteran received – and their uncertainty ranges – is
therefore critical to the determination of eligibility for benefits. When the dose is
uncertain, section 3.311 gives the veteran the benefit of the doubt,
“When dose estimates provided pursuant to paragraph (a)(2) of this section are reported as a
range of doses to which a veteran may have been exposed, exposure at the highest level of the
dose range reported will be presumed.”

As will be seen below, the dose estimates that have been made for the Palomares veterans
are extremely uncertain and, in many cases, the maximum doses have been grossly
underestimated.
Estimating the doses received
For other classes of “atomic veterans,” doses were primarily from penetrating gamma
rays and neutrons – either directly from a nuclear explosion or from ground contaminated
by fission products from a nuclear explosion. Such doses can be measured by a dosimeter
worn as a badge.
The doses incurred by the Palomares veterans were different. They did not come from
outside the body. They came from inside from inhaled particles of plutonium.
A second difference in the radiation doses incurred by these veterans is the short range of
the radiation emitted by plutonium. Gamma rays and neutrons are penetrating and
therefore the damage done in the body is relatively uniform – typically within a factor of
two or three. The alpha rays emitted by plutonium carry a great deal of energy and do
great damage to cellular DNA – indeed an estimated 20 times more per unit energy
deposited than gamma rays – but they deposit that energy in a very short distance, shorter
than the thickness of a paper bag or of the dead layer of cells that covers our skin. The
damage done by plutonium is therefore done to the lung tissue where it is first deposited
and where some remains, and then to other organs to which dissolved plutonium is
transported via the bloodstream. Doses must therefore be estimated for each organ where
a significant amount of plutonium ends up.
A third difference is that the estimation of the doses received by the Palomares veterans
is based on a very indirect measure: measurements of plutonium excreted in their urine –
in most cases, only a single measurement of questionable validity.
In order to deduce doses from measurements of plutonium in urine, it is necessary to have
a model of redistribution of the plutonium in the body to the various organs and then of
the rate at which the plutonium in each organ is excreted into the urine. Until recently,
there has been very little data on the transport and therefore the dosimetry of plutonium
in the body. What existed was based primarily on controversial experiments done in the
mid-1940s based on injections of plutonium by Langham’s collaborators into uninformed
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hospital patients and on post mortems of these patients and a few Los Alamos plutonium
workers.16 Uncertain mathematical models were constructed to fill the gap.
Since the end of the Cold War, another source of dosimetry and epidemiological data has
become available from workers exposed to plutonium at the Mayak plutonium production
and processing facility in the Urals where corners were cut during the late 1940s and
early 1950s as the Soviet Union rushed to catch up to the U.S. in the production of
nuclear weapons.17 The extent to which this new data and analysis can be used to reduce
the uncertainties discussed below remains to be seen.
The Air Force’s attempts at dose estimation
Perhaps in response to claims for benefits from Palomares veterans, the Air Force
contracted with the consulting firm Labat-Anderson (LA), a firm that specialized in
“litigation support and information services,”18 to estimate the doses received by the
Palomares veterans. In April 2001, the Air Force published the resulting analysis. It is
labeled “revised.”19 The report is very unusual for a scientific analysis in that its authors
are not listed. Also, it does not contain a description of the review process, the revisions
that were made in response or who made them. Unfortunately, Labat-Anderson no longer
exists. It was bought in 2009 by USIS, which went bankrupt in 2015 after a massive data
breach and the settlement with the U.S. government of a claim of fraud.20
The Labat-Anderson report included two very different estimates of the doses that the
veterans had received:
1. A detailed attempt to estimate doses from the measurements of plutonium excretion
in urine; and
2. A cursory alternative “environmental” exposure estimate based on measured airborne
plutonium in the Palomares area after the cleanup.

16

See William Moss and Roger Eckhardt, “The Plutonium Injection Experiments,” Los Alamos Science
1995, http://la-science.lanl.gov/lascience23.shtml
17
Reconstruction of Radiation Dose from Past Inhalation of Plutonium: The Mayak Worker Dosimetry
System – 2013, special double issue of Radiation Protection Dosimetry, Vol. 176, Nos 1 and 2, October
2017, https://academic.oup.com/rpd/issue/176/1-2.
18
David Hubler, “USIS buys professional services firm Labat-Anderson,”
https://washingtontechnology.com/articles/2009/05/20/usis-buys-professional-services-firm-labatanderson.aspx
19
Labat-Anderson, lnc. Palomares Nuclear Weapons Accident: Revised Dose Evaluation Report, April
2001, https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/2797013/xxplutonium-2001-USAF-Revised-DoseEvaluation.pdf. The appendices are not included in the version posted by the Air Force. Those appendices
were provided to me by Nona Watson, the wife of one of the veterans.
20
Associated Press, “USIS to lose federal contracts after cyberattack compromises security of 25,000
government workers,”10 July 2015, http://wjla.com/news/local/usis-to-lose-government-work-aftercyberattack-compromises-security-of-25-000-government-workers-106; “Security check firm USIS accepts
$30 million fraud settlement,” Homeland Security Newswire, 20 August 2015,
http://www.homelandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20150820-security-check-firm-usis-accepts-30-millionfraud-settlement .
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The Air Force Surgeon General preferred the “environmental” estimates, which were
generally much lower than the estimates based on the urine excretion data, and put out a
press release in May 2002 stating21
“the re-evaluations, using modern modeling methods, confirmed original conclusions that the
exposures were not significant.
“The Palomares report found that the ability to reconstruct doses from urinalysis was
confounded by poor data quality, mostly as a result of sample contamination and limited
analytical sensitivity. However, environmental (air) sampling data suggests that exposures
were less than 500 mrem [0.5 rem or 0.005Sv],22 1/10 the current limit for radiation
workers…”

As will be explained below, the “environmental” dose estimates most likely grossly
underestimated the doses received by the Palomares veterans.
The maximum dose of 0.5 rem attributed in 2002 by the Air Force Surgeon General is
comparable to the average annual dose of 0.24 rems from natural background radiation,
including from indoor radon23 and – as the Air Force release stated – one tenth the 5-rem
limit that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has set for the radiation dose that a nuclear
worker can receive in one year.24
Based on this dose estimate, the veterans were not entitled to the benefits that some
would have been accorded had the estimated doses been much higher. Faced with this
situation, fewer than one percent of the veterans appear to have applied for benefits. A 6
December 2013 memo from the Air Force to the VA states25
We have records for 19 USAF veterans who submitted claims since 2001 in association with
the Palomares response, with three individual appeals for re-assessment for a total of 22
claims. For several of these claims, dose estimates and subsequent responses involved
assistance from the Air Force Safety Center.”

Because of the huge disparities between its dose estimates from the urine samples and
from the environmental data after the cleanup, the authors of the 2001 reanalysis
recommended that26
“Additional effort is needed to reconcile the estimated intakes and doses derived from the
urinary bioassay data with the estimates from environmental measurements. A targeted effort
that includes participant activities, participant interviews, urine and other appropriate
21

“AF Surgeon General releases reports on two nuclear weapons accidents,” Air Force Medical Services
SG Newswire for May 2002, supplied by Nona Watson.
22
The units Gray (Gy) and rad are measures of the intensity of the ionizing energy absorbed. A Gray equals
1 joule/kg and a rad = 0.01Gy. The units Sievert (Sv) and rem are measures of radiation damage. For
gamma radiation 1 Gray energy deposition density corresponds to a dose of 1 Sievert. For the alpha
radiation emitted by plutonium, it is generally assumed that 1 Gray energy deposition density results in a
dose of 20 Sieverts. A rem = 0.01 Sv.
23
Sources and Effects of Ionizing Radiation (UN, 2000) Vol. 1, Annex B, Table 31.
24
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/cfr/part020/part020-1201.html
25
“Radiation Exposure Estimates for USAF Nuclear Weapon Accident Responders – Palomares, Spain”
FROM: Air Force Medical Support Agency/SG3PB, TO: Department of Veterans Affairs, Jackson, MS,
Attn: Ms. Gail Berry, 6 December 2013.
26
Labat-Anderson, op. cit. Executive Summary, p. 3.
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plutonium analyses using current techniques, medical records review, and modeling should
be considered…”

The Air Force did not, however, commission the recommended further studies. Twelve
years later, in 2013, in response to a Congressional request for an explanation,27 the Air
Force Surgeon General responded that28
“The follow-up biomonitoring results obtained in 1967 provide a reasonable, yet conservative
(worst case) exposure estimate for response personnel. Modeling methods currently available
to perform dose reconstruction would not change the fundamental conclusions reached in
1968 that adverse acute health effects were neither expected or observed, and long-term risks
for increased incidence of cancer to the bone, liver and lung were low. Biomonitoring today,
though technically feasible, is not expected to confirm a correlation between health outcome
and exposure due to the low exposure level. The Air Force is able to establish an upper bound
on possible exposures for response personnel, based on the "High 26" cohort (considered the
highest exposed 26 individuals) using actual bio-monitoring results from a time close to the
actual exposures and will apply this conservative approach in addressing requests from
Veterans Affairs for exposure assessments. This revised conservative approach will afford the
veteran with the benefit of the doubt as to level of exposure. Hence, we do not recommend
additional, broad-scale, follow-up biomonitoring.”

There was no mention here of the “environmental” estimates the Air Force had favored
for the previous eleven years. The Air Force had shifted to dose estimates based on the
urinary excretion data.
In a simultaneous 6 December 2013 memo to the VA, the Air Force established the
following procedure for assigning doses:
a. “Establish the veteran 's presence at the incident site.
b. “Perform a review of duties based on historical records and statements provided by the
veteran.
c. “Review available bioassay data for the veteran and assign an intake value.
“(1) If the veteran is a member of the cohort with the highest exposure potential
(designated as the ‘High 26’), use their established intake estimates. The established
intakes range from 34,000 to 570,000 picocuries (pCi) [1260-21,000 Bq].[29]
“(2) For the remaining responders, define intake as ‘does not exceed the intake calculated
for the least exposed member of the High 26 group.’ The intake range for this group will

27

Section 1059 of the Defense Authorization Act for FY 2014, “Not later than one year after the date of the
enactment of this Act, the Secretary of the Air Force shall submit to the Committees on Armed Services of
the Senate and the House of Representatives a report on the implementation of the recommendations of the
Palomares Nuclear Weapons Accident Revised Dose Evaluation Report released by the Air Force in April
2001.”
28
Report on implementation of the Recommendations of the Palomares Nuclear Weapons Accident Dose
Evaluation Report, 6 December 2013, https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/2797042/xxplutoniumUSAF-Response-to-Amendment-to-HR-1960.pdf.
29
The LA report used two models to estimate plutonium intake from the amount in the urine sample. This
estimated range is from one of the models. The other gave an estimated range of 19,000 to 2,600,000 pCi,
LA report, p. 24.
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be conservatively set at 1,100 to 34,000 pCi [41-1260 Bq].[30]
d. “Estimate committed doses for the organ(s) of concern. The primary organs of concern from
plutonium exposure are the lung, liver, and bone surface, based on International Commission
on Radiological Protection (ICRP) Publication 30 (used by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and Environmental Protection Agency) and ICRP Publication 68 (used by the
Department of Energy and the Defense Threat Reduction Agency). We will provide both
ICRP model results in responses to the VA.
e. “lf the member does not have a valid urine sample, reconstruct the dose based on similar
exposures using their specific duties, if possible. If that is not possible, consider having the
member provide a urine sample for analysis using the latest analytical procedures that claim
to eliminate or greatly reduce confounding factors such as radioactivity from natural or
background sources.”

Thus, unless measurements on new urine samples are carried out, the revised dose
estimates are to be based on the 2001 revised estimates of the doses received by the
“High 26” group of veterans and any veteran not among the less than 2 percent in the
“High 26” will be assigned a dose range with its top equal to the estimated dose of the
least exposed of the 26.
A follow-on memo on 27 January 2014, provided a table of “Equivalent organ doses
from single Intake of [34 nCi (34,000 pCi)] 139+240Pu based on [International Council on
Radiation Protection reports] ICRP 26/30/48 and ICRP 71.31
This table of organ estimates is reproduced below. It would be desirable to compare with
values obtained from the study of the Mayak workers.

30

There is nothing conservative about this range. The LA report estimated 75,000 to 20,000,000 pCi for the
“remaining cases” group (1063 individuals). See below.
31
“Memorandum for Department of Veterans Affairs Jackson, MS from: AFMSA/SG3PB
SUBJECT: Revised Response for Radiation Dose Information on Veteran [REDACTED] 27 January
2014.”
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Attachment
HQ AFSEC/SEWN Ltr to AFMSA/SG3PB,
9 January 2014
Equivalent Organ Doses from Single Intake of 239+240Pu,
Based on ICRP 26/30/48 and ICRP 71.

Intake (nCi) = 34
ICRP 26/30/48 Inhalation
Exposure Pathway
Organ
Gonads
Breast
Lung
Red Marrow
Bone Surface
Thyroid
Liver
Effective

Dose (rem)
1.51
0.00005
40.6
8.3
103
0.00005
3.80
10.5

Type S

ICRP 71 Inhalation Exposure
Pathway

Organ
Adrenals
Bladder Wall
Bone Surface
Brain
Breast
Oesophagus
St Wall
SI Wall
ULI Wall
LLI Wall
Colon
Kidneys
Liver
Muscle
Ovaries
Pancreas
Red Marrow
Respiratory ET Airways
Tract
Lungs
Skin
Spleen
Testes
Thymus
Thyroid
Uterus
Remainder
Effective Dose
GI-Tract

Class Y

Dose (rem)
0.040
0.040
21.4
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.042
0.042
0.10
4.9
0.040
0.30
0.040
1.14
4.8
10.9
0.040
0.040
0.31
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.043
2.0

Table 1. Guidance given by the Air Force to the VA in January 2014 for maximum estimated
doses for all but the “High 26”.

As discussed below, theThis
2001
the doses
theand
“High
letter re-analyses
is protected by theof
PRIVACY
ACT to
of 1974
HIPAA26” excluded the
Use of the personal information is for official use only.
earlier field measurements of plutonium excretion, whose inclusion would have resulted
Forthe
Official
Use Only of plutonium excretion of
in considerably higher doses. Also,
field measurements
many of the veterans not among the 26 were higher than those of the 26.
Labat-Anderson (LA) estimates of doses
As mentioned above, LA made two sets of dose estimates for the veterans, one
“environmental” set based on air contamination measurements after the cleanup was
completed and one based on the amount of plutonium in selected urine samples. As noted
above, the dose estimates based on the after-cleanup air concentrations were
recommended by the Air Force until late 2013.
Doses based on air measurements. After the cleanup, air-sampling stations were set up
at four locations around and in Palomares to assure that the resident population was not
10

being exposed to dangerous levels of wind-blown plutonium. The nearest station was
about 0.5 kilometers from the impact site of one of the bombs. The three others were
about a kilometer away. Measurements were taken starting in June 1966, two months
after the cleanup had ended.32 LA estimated maximum doses from this data in two ways:
1. From the maximum annual average and maximum 10-day measured plutonium
concentrations in the air – both in 1967, a year after the cleanup – perhaps due to dry
weather or unusually high winds.33 The measured air concentrations after the
cleanup were obviously irrelevant, however, to the plutonium that would have been
inhaled shoveling plutonium-contaminated dirt into barrels without effective
respiratory protection in the most contaminated area during the cleanup.
2. Assuming the minimum measured surface plutonium contamination level in the
cleanup areas34 and the highest 10-day value of the plutonium resuspension factor
(the ratio between the plutonium level in the air measured in Bq per cubic meter and
the ground contamination ratio measured in Bq per square meter). The maximum
equivalent full-body dose calculated in this way was 0.31 rem.
Approach #2 is slightly more defensible than the first since the maximum dose was
referenced to the minimum original contamination level in the cleanup area but even the
highest resuspension coefficient assumed was measured more than a year after the
cleanup after the ground in the air-sampling site had been deep plowed to reduce the
surface activity.35 In any case, shoveling contaminated soil into barrels could have
caused much more resuspension of fine particles than the wind.
As noted above, in 2013, the Air Forces abandoned the environmental dose estimates.

E. Iranzo, S. Salvador and C.E. Iranzo, “Concentrations of 239Pu and 240Pu and Potential Radiation Doses
to People Living Near Pu-Contaminated Areas in Palomares, Spain,” Health Physics Vol. 52 (1987) pp.
453-461; and Emma Iranzo, “Resuspension in the Palomares Area of Spain: A Summary of Experimental
Studies,” Journal of Aerosol Science, Vol. 25 (1994) pp. 833-841.
33
Labat-Anderson, Table 5.
34
Labat-Anderson, Table 6. The maximum surface contamination of 1.18 MBq/m2 assumed by LA
corresponded to the boundary level and hence minimum level for the area that the servicemen cleaned up,
Iranzo et al, “Concentrations of 239Pu and 240Pu…”, op. cit.
35
Iranzo et al, “Concentrations of 239Pu and 240Pu…”, op. cit.
32
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are quite low, they can represent plutonium intakes that require evaluation.
Figure E-4 illustrates the urine results obtained from the High 26 Cases Group. Those results
show the variability in measured plutonium values. The expected behavior of urinary excretion
from inhalation of Class Y (Type S) 239 Pu and an equal mixture of Class W (Type M) and Class
Y (Type S) 239 Pu are also shown. The results do not correspond to the expected pattern very well
at all as was previously discussed in Section 4 of the main report. Consequently, attempts to fit
the urinary excretion model to the measurements were expected to be difficult.

Dose estimates based on urine samples
10
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CINDY and LUDEP programs were used. For samples, assumptions were developed for the date
predicted rate of excretion assuming either the inhalation of 100,000 pCi of low solubility
plutonium or of 16,000 pCi with half low solubility and half higher solubility plutonium. The
E-20
Y or
dispersed plutonium in the environment was measured as 87% low-solubility PuO2 (Class
37
Type S) for which the excretion would be relatively constant after first ten days or so as for the
solid line. The figure shows, however, that the early gross alpha measurements,38 mostly made
before 100 days, are about ten times higher than the measurements made between 100 and 300
days after exposure and that those in turn are ten times higher than the measurements made after
300 days. LA decided to ignore the early urine measurements and base its inhalation estimates on
the later measurements despite the fact that the drop with time in the excretion rates that its
biological model could not explain continued in the later measurements as well. NDA stands for
samples with no detectable activity that were assigned plutonium concentrations equal to the limit
of detectability.

In the LA dose evaluation based on the measured plutonium levels in the urine of 1456
individuals, the samples of 1063 were only evaluated cursorily “because their data
indicated contamination from collection on site” and because they gave high doses.39 The
evidence for contamination appears to have been the presence of alpha-emitting particles
36

Labat-Anderson, Figure E-4.
Labat-Anderson, p. E-10, full cite not given there.
38
The gross alpha measurements were measurements of the rate of alpha decays in the urine sample. This
could have included uranium as well as plutonium. The alpha spectrometer measurements also measured
the energy of the alpha rays to determine which were from plutonium. It would be interesting to determine
how much of a difference was found in these two measurements for the same sample. I have not checked
yet whether this is reported in the articles on the measurements.
39
Labat-Anderson, p. ES-2.
37
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on the outsides of the sample bottles.40 Samples from 313 individuals were also
contamination suspects but the dose estimates that they produced were not seen to be
outrageously high. Only the analyses of urine samples from 80 individuals, about 5
percent of the total veterans, who had laboratory tests were considered worthy of careful
analysis. Of these, 26 or less than 2 percent had been subject to resampling over a followup period of 18 to 24 months.41 These 26 were labeled the “High 26” although their dose
estimates were not, in fact, high compared to dose estimates based on the available data
for the other 1560 veterans.
As, in the 1968 analysis, LA found that the urinary excretion rate for the 26 dropped
much more rapidly with time than the model predicted (figure 1). This was true not just
for the comparison of the gross alpha measurement with the alpha spectrometer
measurements but also within the alpha spectrometer measurements.
Section 4.2 of the LA report discusses how internal doses were estimated from the urine
excretion measurements. Two models were used: the Code for Internal Dosimetry
(CINDY, Pacific Northwest Laboratory, 1992), and the Lung Dose Evaluation Program
(LUDEP version 2.06, UK National Radiological Protection Board, 1991). The
discussion of dosimetry is expanded in LA, Appendix D. The models describe the
transport of plutonium from the lung to other organs and then its excretion into the urine
from those organs. LA Figure D-6 shows the different models’ estimates of intake for a
given excretion rate. The excretion rates are shown as relatively constant for the first
year and show a ratio of 2,700 to 14,000 between intake and daily excretion rates in
urine, depending upon the model.
For the “High 26,” with their high early measurements excluded, the range of intakes
estimated was from 34,000 to 570,000 pCi for CINDY and 19,000-2,600,000 pCi for
LUDEP. The corresponding range of lung doses is given as 0.38-6.33 Sv (38-633 rem).42
Table 1 above, from the Air Force memo to the VA dated 27 January 2014, updated this
estimate for the veteran with the lowest estimate intake, providing “Equivalent organ
doses from Single Intake of [34 nCi (34,000 pCi)] 139+240Pu. It compares the previous
ICRP model predictions with the mostly lower predictions from the more recent (ICRP
71, 1995) model. For lung dose, it reduced the dose estimate for an intake of 34,000 pCi
to 0.11 Sv (11 rem).43 The predictions of these models should be compared with those
from a model recently developed based on data from the workers at Russia’s Mayak
plutonium production site. This data includes autopsy measurements of plutonium in

40

L.T. Odland et al, “Industrial Medical Experience Associated with the Palomares Nuclear Incident,” op.
cit.
41
L.T. Odland et al, “Industrial Medical Experience Associated with the Palomares Nuclear Incident,” op.
cit.and Labat-Anderson, p. ES-2.
42
Labat-Anderson, Table E-5.
43
Memorandum for Department of Veterans Affairs Jackson, MS
From: AFMSA/SG3PB
SUBJECT: Revised Response for Radiation Dose Information on Veteran [REDACTED] 27 January 2014.
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different organs. For a lung dose of 1 Sv, the Mayak study finds an excess lung-cancer
risk of about 40% for smokers and about 150% for non-smokers.44
Based on Figure 1, if the early measurements of plutonium excretion had not been
excluded, the estimated doses to the “High 26” would have increased several-fold.
Combining this uncertainty with the model uncertainties, it cannot be excluded that the
maximum organ doses received by some of the 26 would be in the range where, if they
developed some radiogenic cancers or other radiogenic disabilities, it would be more
likely than not that their conditions were caused by the plutonium that they inhaled.
After estimating the doses of the “High 26,” the LA report divided the remaining cases
into three groups:45
i) A “Repeat Analysis” group of 54 individuals whose urine sample had been either
reanalyzed or from whom an additional urine sample had been taken. The LA
estimates of the range of plutonium intakes for this group was 2,900 to 1,300,000
pCi from CINDY and 11,900 to 5,240,000 pCi from LUDEP.46 For CINDY, this
corresponds to 0.08 to 38 times the lowest estimated intake in “High 26.” For
LUDEP, the factor is 0.35 to 154. The Air Force’s instruction in its 6 December
2013 memo to the VA that this entire group should be assumed to have a lower
dose than the lowest of the “High 26” therefore could do the high-dose
individuals in this group a considerable injustice. Indeed, the highest-dose
individual in the “Repeat Analysis Group” was estimated by LA to have ingested
more plutonium than the highest exposed individual in the “High 26” group.
ii) A “Contamination Cutoff” group (313 individuals) where the urine excretion rate
was estimated as below 0.1 pCi/day. Here, for 30 individuals for which more than
one sample was taken, “[t]he lowest results for any individual were used
regardless of whether the analysis was performed using gross alpha counting or
alpha spectrometry.”47 No reason was given for this bias toward lower doses. The
resulting intake range was estimated with CINDY as 1,500-110,000 pCi or 0.04 to
3 times the lowest value among the “High 26”.
iii) A “Remaining Cases” group (1063 individuals) for which only one sample had
been obtained or a follow-up sample did not produce results because of low
recovery of plutonium or laboratory error. This is the group whose samples were
both considered to be environmentally contaminated and which gave high doses.
Here the LA estimates for plutonium intakes using CINDY ranged from 75,000 to
20,000,000 pCi or from 2 to 600 times the lowest intake in the “High 26” with the
estimated highest intake 36 times higher than the highest intake among the “High
26”. Here, once again, the Air Force’s instruction that the intakes of all these
44

E.V. Labutina, I.S. Kuznetsova, N. Hunter, J. Harrison, and N.A. Koshurnikova, “Radiation Risk of
Malignant Neoplasms in Organs of Main Deposition for Plutonium in the Cohort of Mayak Workers with
Regard to Histological Types,” Health Physics, Vol. 105 (2013), pp. 1-12. Assuming the standard 1 Gy =
20 Sv for alpha radiation and linearity of effect with dose, which appears to be a reasonable approximation
for the Mayak lung-cancer data.
45
Labat-Anderson, pp. 25-27.
46
Labat-Anderson, section E.4.2.2.1.
47
Labat-Anderson, section E.4.3.2.2.
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veterans should be taken to be less than the lowest of the “High 26” does not
appear be justified.
The Air Force could counter that the measurements for this group is unreliable
because of possible environmental contamination. But that introduces an
uncertainty into the analysis. It does not necessarily mean that the measurements
were wrong.
Conclusions
1. The Palomares veterans were knowingly exposed to airborne plutonium, an extremely
potent carcinogen, without proper protection.
2. Until 2013, 47 years after their exposure, the maximum radiation dose estimates
recommended by the Air Force to the VA for the determination of the eligibility of
the Palomares veterans for benefits were based on measurements of airborne
plutonium resuspension after the cleanup. The veterans were almost certainly
exposed to much higher levels of airborne plutonium during the cleanup.
3. Beginning in 2013, the Air Force recommended organ radiation dose estimates for the
“High 26” based on plutonium levels in their urine using a biological model that
failed its only available test. The model predicted almost constant plutonium levels in
the veterans’ urine after the first ten days of exposure while, in fact, the level fell by
an order of magnitude48 between the measurements taken before 100 days and those
taken between 100 and 300 days and by another order of magnitude for the
measurements taken between 300 and 500 days (Figure 1). Because of concerns about
the quality of those early measurements, they were not used in making the dose
estimates. The data should, however, have been used to at least increase the
uncertainty of the estimates and thereby the maximum estimated doses. In any case, it
cannot be excluded that the maximum organ doses received by some of the 26 are in
the range where, if they are have developed some radiogenic cancers or other
radiogenic disabilities, it would be more likely than not that their conditions were
caused by the plutonium that they inhaled
4. Beginning in 2013, the Air Force also instructed that the 98+ percent of the
Palomares veterans not included in the “High 26” be assumed to have doses equal to
or lower than the lowest dose incurred by one of the “High 26”. The 2001 analysis
done for the Air Force found, however, that the urine sample measurements for those
not in the “High 26” indicated that they had inhaled up to 600 times more plutonium
than the lowest of the “High 26.” The quality of the urine measurements may not
have been as good as those for the “High 26” but, once again, they should have been
used to at least establish the maximum doses that those Palomares veterans might
have received. Based on the fact that the highest estimated intake among the
“Remaining Cases” group of 1063 veterans was 36 times higher than that of the
highest among the “High-26”, it cannot be excluded that the maximum organ doses
received by many in the “Remaining Cases” group are in the range where, if they
developed some radiogenic cancers or other radiogenic disabilities, it would be more
48

“Order of magnitude denotes very roughly a factor 10, e.g. a factor between 3 and 30.
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likely than not that their conditions were caused by the plutonium that they inhaled
5. Thus, the Air Force’s dose estimates have huge uncertainties and the maximum doses
incurred by those not in the “High 26,” could be hundreds of times higher than those
that the Air Force has recommended to the VA for determination of benefits.
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Exhibit 2

Paper
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Abstract—In 1966, about 1,600 US military men—mostly Air
Force—participated in a cleanup of plutonium dispersed from
two nuclear bombs in Palomares, Spain. As a base for future analyses, we provide a history of the Palomares incident, including the
dosimetry and risk analyses carried out to date and the compensation assessments made for veterans. By law, compensation for
illnesses attributed to ionizing radiation is based on maximum estimated doses and standard risk coefficients, with considerable
benefit of the doubt given to claimants when there is uncertainty.
In the Palomares case, alpha activity in urine fell far faster than
predicted by plutonium biokinetic excretion models used at the
time. Most of the measurements were taken on-site but were
disqualified on the grounds that they were “unreasonably high”
and because there was a possibility of environmental contamination. Until the end of 2013, the Air Force used low dose estimates
derived from environmental measurements carried out well after
the cleanup. After these estimates were questioned by Congress,
the Air Force adopted higher dose estimates based on plutonium
concentration measurements in urine samples collected from 26
veterans after they left Palomares. The Air Force assumed that
all other cleanup veterans received lower doses and therefore assigned
to them maximum organ doses based on the individual among the 26
with the lowest urine measurements. These resulting maximum
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INTRODUCTION
ON 17 January 1966, a US bomber on airborne alert collided
with its refueling tanker and three US thermonuclear bombs
fell in the Mediterranean village of Palomares, Spain. In two
of the bombs, the chemical explosives detonated and dispersed plutonium in a fine dust containing plutonium oxides.
About 1,600 US military personnel—mostly Air Force
but including 107 Army, 37 Navy, and 38 other individuals—
participated in the Palomares cleanup over a period of almost
3 mo (17 January to 11 April 1966). Most were assigned to
work for a period of 2 wk, but some stayed for up to the entire
85 d duration of the cleanup.
These servicemen (we believe they were all men) were
exposed via inhalation of airborne plutonium. In this paper,
a history is provided of the Palomares incident, including the
bioassays, dosimetry, and risk assessments carried out to
date. Also covered are the compensation assessments made
for veterans. Our intent is to provide a base on which future
policy and scientific analyses can build. A natural next step
would be to see if modifications to any conclusions would
arise after a full uncertainty analysis and the use of the most
recent International Commission on Radiological Protection
(ICRP) biokinetic models, now being finalized for plutonium to appear in part 4 of the ICRP publication series on
occupational intakes of radionuclides (OIR).3
Plutonium was inhaled as a result of “activities such as
vehicle movement, handling debris during recovery, plowing
fields to mix the contaminant into the soil, and vehicle movement. Persistent winds also contributed to the resuspension
of contaminated soils from the ground or contaminated dusts
3

Personal communication, Keith F. Eckerman (eckermankf@ornl. gov),
retired-consultant, Environmental Sciences Division, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, 7 March 2019.
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from the surfaces of accident debris, local buildings, or agricultural crops” (Labat-Anderson 2001d).
Reportedly, 4,810 barrels were filled with contaminated
soil and crops and shipped to the United States (LabatAnderson 2001d).
The young men worked without protection against inhalation or ingestion of plutonium-contaminated particles.
Wright Langham, the Los Alamos National Laboratory expert who advised on the protection of the men during the
operation, later told his colleagues, “the manual says you
will dress up in coveralls, booties, cover your hair, wear a
respirator, wear gloves.” He explained that none of that was
done, however, because of concerns about alarming the local
population (US DOE 1967). Further comments by Langham
on this decision are reproduced in the supplemental digital
content (SDC), Text S-1, http://links.lww.com/HP/A162.
A similar event occurred 2 y later in 1968 when another
B-52 loaded with thermonuclear bombs crashed on the ice
off of Thule, Greenland. This time, however, in the absence
of a local population, a serious effort was made to protect
personnel involved in the cleanup from plutonium inhalation and contamination (US SAC 1969). After this second
accident, the US abandoned its policy of keeping nucleararmed bombers in the air at all times (US DOD undated).
Upon departure from the Palomares cleanup, each of
the men provided a urine sample that was shipped for analysis to the Air Force’s Radiological Health Laboratory at the
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio (Odland et al.
1968). Virtually all of the assays of these samples collected
on-site were done on the basis of gross alpha counts. Questions were raised about possible contamination, however, and
these assays were later dismissed (Labat-Anderson 2001d).
After the cleanup personnel had left the site, additional
urine samples were obtained from some of them, and measurements of their 239Pu urine excretion rates were obtained
using alpha spectrometry for 422 of them. Of these, 26 were
selected as the highest exposed in this group and were requested to provide at least three additional urine samples
over a period of almost 2 y after the accident (Odland
et al. 1968). “Alpha spectrometry methods for detecting
239
Pu were very much at the developmental stage for most
of 1966,” however, and a later review questioned the quality
of the measurements obtained for most of the 422 (LabatAnderson 2001d).
A question considered was what to do with the results.
The Air Force established a Plutonium Deposition Registry
Board (PDRB) with representatives from all military branches
to advise it on follow-up. That group met once, in October
1966, and opinion was split by service branch as to whether
or not estimates of plutonium body burdens should be entered
into the medical records of the veterans. It was decided to send
the data “to the appropriate [service] Surgeon General for deposition and recording, as he saw fit” (PDRB 1966).
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A key part of assessing risk from radiation exposure is
to make a best estimate of the doses, but doing so is an uncertain business. Compensation of veterans, therefore, has
evolved to include giving them the benefit of the doubt. Uncertainty analysis becomes critical. As will be seen, however,
no uncertainty analysis has been provided for the estimated
exposures of the Palomares veterans.
Some of the veterans of the cleanup have developed
cancers and other conditions they attribute to their plutonium
exposure and some have applied for benefits. A June 2016
New York Times article 50 y after the event described the frustrations of a group of Palomares Air Force veterans in their
efforts to obtain Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) assistance for health problems they attributed to their participation
in the cleanup 50 y earlier (Philipps 2016).
Basis for determining veterans’ compensation
From the start of the effort to assess the doses the servicemen had received, there was recognition of the possibility
of future requests for compensation: “Considerable discussion centered around the possibility of inciting undue concern
in these individuals, perhaps to the point of legal action for
compensation. However, this was realized, and a certain probability of risk had to be accepted if any follow-up program
was to be pursued” (PDRB 1966, p. 24).
Today, a US veteran can go directly to the Department
of Veterans Affairs to seek compensation.
Establishing whether or not veterans or their survivors
are entitled to benefits is a two-step process laid out in Title 38
of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), §3.311, Claims
based on exposure to ionizing radiation (US Dept of VA 2018):
1. The veteran’s disease must be “radiogenic,” i.e., have
been shown by epidemiologic data to be caused by ionizing radiation; and
2. Since the probability of ionizing radiation causing a radiogenic disease increases with dose, the veteran must
have received a large enough dose so that “it is at least
as likely as not the veteran’s disease resulted from exposure to radiation in service. ”
The dependence of risk on dose (D) is usually measured by
relative risk RR(D), the factor by which the risk of a radiogenic disease is increased over the baseline in the absence
of radiation exposure beyond that received by a comparable
unexposed population. An alternative measure is excess relative risk, RR − 1. For compensation purposes, the likelihood criterion in 38 CFR 3.311 is interpreted as
½RRðDÞ−1$
≥ 0:5:
RRðDÞ

ð1Þ

Because the left-hand side of the equation is a valid probability only for a simple cancer model (Beyea and Greenland
1999), it is today formally called an assigned share (AS) with
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the historical designation, probability of causation (PC), kept
for continuity with earlier literature (US DHHS 2003).
Calculations of the assigned share/probability of
causation. The National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH) has established a website where the
AS/PC can be calculated using the interactive radioepidemiological program (IREP) (Kocher et al. 2008; ORCRA 2018).
Excess risk for 19 cancers known to be radiogenic can be calculated as a function of estimated organ dose and converted
into the AS/PC using the IREP program’s online calculator.
Specific inputs include claimant’s ages at exposure and diagnosis, and smoking status. Risk coefficients have been
determined as a function of these covariates from multivariate regression analyses of epidemiological data, primarily
data from the atomic bomb survivors in Japan.
It is the VA that uses the NIOSH IREP when a veteran
makes a claim. In principle, however, on appeal, a veteran
can submit an expert report with calculations made with different assumptions.
Handling uncertainty in the relationship between a
dose and disease is a key element of IREP. Under VA rules,
the 50% criterion need be met only in the upper 99% credibility interval of the overall uncertainty (ORCRA 2005).
The range of uncertainty of the AS/PCs calculated by IREP
can be performed for a single (e.g., maximum) dose or for a
range of doses if the uncertainty in dose can be expressed in
terms of a standard statistical distribution.
Establishing the organ doses a veteran received and their
uncertainty ranges is therefore critical to the determination of
eligibility for benefits. When the dose is uncertain, 38 CFR
3.311 again gives the veteran the benefit of the doubt:
“When dose estimates provided pursuant to paragraph
(a)(2) of this section are reported as a range of doses to
which a veteran may have been exposed, exposure at the
highest level of the dose range reported will be presumed”
(US Dept of VA 2018).
The VA sets the dose range. On appeal, however, claimants can introduce their own expert opinion for both dose
and uncertainty. As will be seen below, the dose estimates
that have been provided by the Air Force to the VA for the
Palomares veterans are extremely uncertain and, in many
cases, the maximum end of the uncertain range appears to
have been seriously underestimated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Documentation
Air Force and VA documents relating to the Palomares
dosimetry and compensation decisions include PDRB 1966;
USDOE 1967; AFLC 1968; Odland et al. 1968; Place et al.
1975; Maydew and Bush 1997; Labat-Anderson 2001b
and d; Ashworth 2013; USAF 2014; and BVA 2017.
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Software calculations
Estimates of assigned share (probability of causation)
for a sample of veterans were made using the NIOSH online
IREP (Kocher et al. 2008; ORCRA 2018).
Units
To facilitate comparison with the historical literature, curie
units are included in parenthesis in the text and on certain figure
axes. All doses are organ doses, unless otherwise indicated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Initial estimates of systemic body burdens
Langham formula. The original estimates for intake of
plutonium for each of the 1,600 participants in the Palomares
cleanup were based on the on-site, urine excretion data and
a formula devised by Wright Langham to relate excretion
rates of plutonium in urine samples with systemic body burden, not including lung burden (Langham 1956; Odland
et al. 1968).4
AL ¼ 435 " M ðt Þ " t 0:78 :

ð2Þ

Here AL is the initial body burden (i.e., activity [A] using the
Langham [L] equation). AL was often listed for veterans as a
fraction of a “maximum permissible body burden” (MPBB),
which at the time was an intake of 1.6 kBq (44 nCi) (LabatAnderson 2001d). M(t) is the amount excreted daily in urine
at time t, with t measured in days. AL and M(t) have consistent units, so that if M(t) is given in terms of Bq d−1, AL has
units of Bq (Langham 1963).
The formula applies if the exposure happens during a
short period around t = 0. The data was obtained from human
injection experiments coordinated by Langham (McCally
et al. 1994; Moss and Eckhardt 1995). Intramuscular and intravenous injections were used to establish resulting tissue
distribution patterns (Langham 1963). The Langham formula does not account for the addition to the circulatory system of inhaled plutonium from the lungs, so that a cleanup
worker’s body burden estimated by eqn (2) could be much
less than the total intake that would be estimated by modern
biokinetic models, especially for inhalation of insoluble particles. Some inhalation data on plutonium workers existed at
the time, but this data was considered inconsistent by
Langham (Langham 1963). Only eqn (2) was used to assess
burden at Palomares, although at times Langham multiplied
his results by a factor of 10 to estimate lung burdens, based
on animal experiments (Eakins and Morgan 1964).
Use of the Langham formula
In the dosimetry estimates for the Palomares cleanup
veterans, inhalation was assumed to be the dominant route
of intake, based on the fact that the absorption fraction from
the gut is very low (Langham 1963; Harrison 1991). Using
4

The t exponent is sometimes given as 0.76 or 0.77.
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the Langham formula, the Air Force’s Radiological Health
Laboratory concluded that of 1,586 urine samples taken
on-site, 20 indicated body burdens larger than the thenspecified MPBB, and 422 indicated between 9% and 99%
of the MPBB (Odland et al. 1968). Later, off-site urine samples were sought from those whose on-site samples indicated
10% of the MPBB or more. The off-site measurements resulted in much lower estimates, however. Of the 422 cleanup
veterans whose off-site samples were remeasured, only 6
were classified as having inhaled more than 10% of the
MPBB (Odland et al. 1968).
Of the 422 individuals, 26 of them (the “High 26”)
were asked to provide three additional urine samples over
a period of about 18 mo. Of these, the highest plutonium excretion rate in the first follow-on measurements corresponded
to 34% of the MPBB, implying a maximum intake of 550 Bq
(15 nCi) using the Langham formula. The highest of the
second follow-on measurements corresponded to 10% of
the MPBB, and by the time the third follow-on measurements were taken, the plutonium excretion levels had fallen,
with a few exceptions, below the Air Force’s assigned but
not published limit of detectability for alpha spectrometry
(Odland et al. 1968).
Thus, the urinary excretion rates of the High 26
dropped much more rapidly than predicted by Langham’s
formula, raising questions about the validity of the formula
and/or the urine data. The same inconsistency arises with
biokinetic excretion models in use in 2001, the last year that
anyone has published fits to Palomares data (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1, which is reprinted from the Labat-Anderson report
(Labat-Anderson 2001d), shows the excretion measurements
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for the High 26 along with four model excretion rate curves
for the inhalation of various quantities of soluble and insoluble forms of 239Pu, as calculated by Labat-Anderson using
the CINDY biokinetic model, which would be considered
outdated today. The lowest excretion curve corresponds to
inhalation of 560 Bq (15 nCi) of insoluble plutonium (type
S). The two highest curves correspond to inhaling 560 Bq
(15 nCi) of soluble 239Pu (type M) with and without the addition of 185 Bq (5 nCi) of the insoluble form. The middle
curve is for 185 Bq (5 nCi) of insoluble plutonium plus
185 Bq (5 nCi) of soluble plutonium. None of the curves
are consistent with the time course of the grouped excretion
measurements.
The question of contamination of the on-site urine
samples. Most of the urine samples obtained from the
cleanup workers were collected on-site just before the men
left the cleanup project (Odland et al. 1968). Most of the
samples obtained thereafter were collected at the men’s subsequent locations.
In the first recorded discussion of the samples, it was
asserted that the on-site samples were contaminated and that
plutonium body burdens calculated from them were therefore suspect. This provided the initial justification for collection of follow-on off-site samples (PDRB 1966). In the
first published analysis (Odland et al. 1968), it was reported
that “opportunities for sample contamination were numerous. Strong winds spread dust over a wide area, including
the base camp, troops did not always follow decontamination procedures, initial samples were collected in makeshift containers, and when more acceptable ones became

Fig. 1. Measured excretion rates for the High 26, reproduced from Fig. E-2 of Labat-Anderson (2001d). The X symbols indicate gross alpha measurements for urine samples collected on-site. The solid circles correspond to alpha spectrometry measurements for samples mostly collected off-site.
They are grouped roughly according to the first and second samples taken. Nondetects are included in SDC Fig. S-1, http://links.lww.com/HP/A162.
www.health-physics.com
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available, their storage in a dust-free environment was not
always possible.”
There are no reports, however, of attempts to estimate
the magnitude of the contamination, its variance, or the contribution it might have made to the body burdens.
Contamination by naturally occurring alpha emitters in the decay chains of uranium and thorium also is
possible. Typical values of background alpha activity in urine
have been reported by Perkin Elmer as 1.3–23 mBq L−1
(0.053 to 0.93 pCi d−1), assuming 1.5 L of urine per
day (Eikenberg et al. 2011). The analysts apparently
considered this possibility at the time (Labat-Anderson
2001d). A few tens of the on-site samples were remeasured
for 239Pu using alpha spectrometry (Labat-Anderson
2001d). Although apparently looked for, no alpha emitters
other than plutonium were reported (Labat-Anderson
2001d). The 239Pu alpha measurements of the samples
taken on-site were generally lower than the gross alpha
results, however (Labat-Anderson 2001d).
Dose estimates by Labat-Anderson
Perhaps in response to claims for benefits, the Air
Force contracted with the firm Labat-Anderson, Inc., to estimate the doses received by the Palomares veterans. LabatAnderson was described in media reports as specialized in
risk assessment (Bloomberg 2019) and in “litigation support and information services” (Hubler 2009).
The Labat-Anderson analysis published by the Air
Force in April 2001 is labeled “revised” (Labat-Anderson
2001d). Neither its authors nor its reviewers are listed. It is
indicated in an appendix (Labat-Anderson 2001d) that one
of the unnamed authors had been director of radioanalysis
at the US Air Force Radiological Health Laboratory from
1969 to 1976.
It has not been possible to seek additional information
from Labat-Anderson because the company no longer exists. It was bought in 2009 by US Investigation Services
(USIS), which went bankrupt in 2015 after a massive data
breach and settlement of a claim of fraud by the US government (Associated Press 2014; HSN 2015).
As discussed below, Labat-Anderson carried out detailed
analyses of the urine excretion data. Its report concluded,
however, that the results were “unrealistically high when
compared with estimates prepared for other plutonium exposure cases—persons residing in the Palomares vicinity
and Manhattan Project workers” (Labat-Anderson 2001d).
No explanation was given for why the exposures of
Manhattan Project workers should have been comparable to
those of the veterans of the Palomares cleanup, but LabatAnderson did develop alternative dose estimates based on environmental measurements of airborne plutonium around
Palomares after the cleanup. The environmental estimate takes
up less than two pages in the massive Labat-Anderson report.
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Until late 2013, however, the Air Force based its benefit recommendations for Palomares cleanup veterans on LabatAnderson’s environmental dose estimate.
Environmental dose estimate. Labat-Anderson’s environmental dose estimate was based on data taken by airsampling stations set up after the cleanup at four locations
around and in Palomares to make certain that the resident
population was not being exposed to dangerous levels of
wind-blown plutonium. The nearest station was about
0.5 km from the impact site of one of the bombs. The three
other stations were about 1 km away from the nearest impact
site. Measurements were taken starting in June 1966, 2 mo
after the cleanup ended (Iranzo et al. 1987).
Labat-Anderson estimated maximum plutonium inhalation of a hypothetical cleanup veteran who had worked
12 h d−1, 6 d wk−1 for 11 wk in postcleanup Palomares. It
assumed that during that period, the veteran would have
been exposed to the highest 10 d value of the postcleanup
plutonium resuspension factor (10−7 m−1) for an area contaminated with 239Pu at a concentration of 1.18 MBq m−2
(Labat-Anderson 2001d). The resuspension factor is the ratio of the concentration of plutonium in the air above the
ground, measured in Bq m−3, to the contamination level of
the ground, measured in Bq m−2.
The maximum organ-weighted committed effective dose
equivalent (CEDE) calculated in this way was 0.0031 Sv.
There are a number of reasons to question this estimate, however.
1. Dust generated by shoveling contaminated soil and vegetation into barrels, by deep-plowing fields, and by
movement of trucks and other machinery across fields
during the cleanup could have caused much more resuspension of particles than the wind.
2. It is well known that resuspension factors decline rapidly with time (Maxwell and Anspaugh 2011). The
maximum resuspension coefficient of 10−7 quoted by
Labat-Anderson for Palomares was measured 6 mo after the accident (Iranzo et al. 1994). This is consistent
with measurements made 6 mo after the Chernobyl release, but measurements of resuspension coefficients
immediately after the Chernobyl accident were 2 orders
of magnitude higher (Garger et al. 1997).
3. The cleanup effort deliberately attempted to reduce the
wind resuspension factor by deep-plowing fields that
had been contaminated. The purpose was to redistribute
surface plutonium through the top 30 cm of the soil and
thereby make most of it inaccessible to the wind.
4. The land contamination level of 1.18 MBq m−2 assumed by Labat-Anderson was the level below which
cleanup was deemed unnecessary—much less than the
contamination levels in the areas where the cleanup took
place (Iranzo et al. 1987).
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Labat-Anderson recommendations for further analysis. The authors of the Labat-Anderson report were aware
of the weaknesses of both the “unrealistically high” dose estimates based on plutonium levels in the servicemen’s urine
and the very uncertain estimate based on a hypothetical exposure to wind-blown plutonium. They acknowledged their
inability to explain the great difference between these estimates. They therefore recommended that “additional effort
is needed to reconcile the estimated intakes and doses derived from the urinary bioassay data with the estimates
from environmental measurements. A targeted effort that
includes participant activities, participant interviews, urine
and other appropriate plutonium analyses using current
techniques, medical records review, and modeling should
be considered…” (Labat-Anderson 2001d).
Another factor Labat-Anderson could have mentioned for consideration was day-to-day variability in urine
excretion, the so-called (urine bioassay) scattering factor
(Castellani et al. 2013).
Initial Air Force guidance on doses, 2002
The Air Force did not, however, commission additional
studies and opted to use the lower environmental dose estimate. The Air Force surgeon general issued a press release
stating that “re-evaluations, using modern modeling methods,
confirmed original conclusions that the exposures were not
significant. …The Palomares report found that the ability to
reconstruct doses from urinalysis was confounded by poor
data quality, mostly as a result of sample contamination
and limited analytical sensitivity. However, environmental
(air) sampling data suggests that exposures were less than
500 mrem [0.005 Sv], 1/10 the current [annual] limit for
radiation workers…” (AFMS 2002).
A maximum CEDE of 0. 0031 Sv is also comparable to
the estimated average annual global dose of 0.0024 Sv from
natural background radiation, including from indoor radon
(UNSCEAR 2000). Such a dose estimate, even accounting
for somewhat higher individual organ doses, is too low to support a conclusion that a radiogenic illness was more likely than
not due to plutonium inhaled during the Palomares cleanup.
Revised Air Force guidance, 2013
A decade later, Congress asked why the Air Force had
not implemented the Labat-Anderson recommendations for
additional studies (US Congress 2013). In response, the
then Air Force surgeon general decided to change the recommended maximum dose estimates from the environmental estimate to doses obtained for the High 26 from the
Labat-Anderson analyses of the urine data. He argued that
“the follow-up biomonitoring [urine excretion] results obtained in 1967 provide a reasonable, yet conservative (worst
case) exposure estimate for response personnel. Modeling
methods currently available to perform dose reconstruction
would not change the fundamental conclusions reached in
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1968 that adverse acute health effects were neither expected
or observed, and long-term risks for increased incidence of
cancer to the bone, liver and lung were low. Biomonitoring
today, though technically feasible, is not expected to confirm a correlation between health outcome and exposure
due to the low exposure level. The Air Force is able to establish an upper bound on possible exposures for response personnel, based on the ‘High 26’ cohort (considered the highest
exposed 26 individuals) using actual bio-monitoring results
from a time close to the actual exposures and will apply this
conservative approach in addressing requests from Veterans
Affairs for exposure assessments. This revised conservative
approach will afford the veteran with the benefit of the doubt
as to level of exposure. Hence, we do not recommend additional, broad-scale, follow-up biomonitoring” (USAF 2013).
A simultaneous (6 December 2013) memo from the
Air Force to the VA (Ashworth 2013) recommended the following procedure for assigning doses:
a. “Establish the veteran’s presence at the incident site.
b. “Perform a review of duties based on historical records
and statements provided by the veteran.
c. “Review available bioassay data for the veteran and assign an intake value.
“(1) If the veteran is a member of the cohort with the
highest exposure potential (designated as the ‘High
26’), use their established intake estimates. The established intakes range from 34,000 to 570,000
picocuries (pCi) [1,260–21,000 Bq].
“(2) For the remaining responders, define intake as
‘does not exceed the intake calculated for the least exposed member of the High-26 group.’ The intake range
for this group will be conservatively set at 1,100 to
34,000 pCi [41–1,260 Bq].
d. “Estimate committed doses for the organ(s) of concern.
The primary organs of concern from plutonium exposure
are the lung, liver, and bone surface, based on International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP)
Publication 30 (used by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Environmental Protection Agency) and
ICRP Publication 68 (used by the Department of Energy
and the Defense Threat Reduction Agency). We will provide both ICRP model results in responses to the VA.
e. “lf the member does not have a valid urine sample, reconstruct the dose based on similar exposures using their
specific duties, if possible. If that is not possible, consider
having the member provide a urine sample for analysis
using the latest analytical procedures that claim to eliminate or greatly reduce confounding factors such as radioactivity from natural or background sources.”
Thus, unless measurements on new urine samples are carried out—an option raised as a possibility by Labat-Anderson
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Table 1. Maximum organ dose estimates (Sv) recommended by the Air Force (USAF 2014) for compensation decisions for
non-High 26 Palomares cleanup veterans, when based on a urine-excretion estimate of 1,300 Bq (34 nCi) of plutonium inhaled
by the lowest exposed of the High 26 (Labat-Anderson 2001d).a
Dose estimates (Sv)
Organ
Lung
Bone surface
Liver
Red marrowe
Gonads/testese
Committed effective
dose equivalent

Labat-Anderson
(2001d)

Air Force (2014)
(using ICRP 30)b

Air Force (2014)
(using ICRP 71)c

0.380
1.060
0.192
0.081
0.015
0.100

0.406
1.030
0.038
0.083
0.015
0.105

0.109
0.214
0.049
0.011
0.003
0.020

Recommendation in Air Force
memo (2014)d
0.406
1.030
0.049
NAe
NAe
0.105f

a
Labat-Anderson 2001d; USAF 2014. Intake of 1,300 Bq (34 nCi) using CINDY program was the lowest intake for the High 26, which serves
as the maximum intake, and hence the intake for compensation purposes, for all Palomares veterans other than the High 26 (Ashworth 2013;
USAF 2014).
b
Based on ICRP Reports 26, 30, and 48, as indicated in the Air Force memo (USAF 2014). CINDYestimate was based on ICRP 30.
c
Warning: uses dose coefficients from a biokinetic model that was developed later than the model (CINDY) used to generate the
1,300 Bq (34 nCi) plutonium intake, leading to an inconsistent dose estimate.
d
The higher of the two Air Force columns.
e
Not explicitly discussed in the memo text.
f
Upper limit of range of Labat-Anderson’s 0.0031 CEDE environmental estimate and the 0.105 CEDE from the second dose column.

and mentioned as a possibility in point (e) of the Air Force’s
advice above—the revised dose estimates are to be based on
Labat-Anderson’s 2001 estimates of the doses received by
the High 26 group of veterans. The 98% of the Palomares
cleanup veterans not in the High 26 are to be assigned a
maximum dose equal to the lowest of the doses estimated
for the High 26. Table 1 shows the Air Force’s recommended estimates of the organ doses received by this
individual.
Implications of the Air Force’s 2013 guidance
As indicated in Table 2, basing plutonium inhalation
estimates on maximum postcleanup environmental air
measurements—as the Air Force recommended from 2002

through most of 2013—produces AS/PCs that are all well
below 50% even at the 99% credibility level. On the other
hand, lung and bone cancers among the Palomares survivors
would be declared service related (AS/PC > 50%, at the
99th percentile) if the Labat-Anderson inhalation biokinetic
dose estimates for the lowest of the High 26 are used, as recommended by the Air Force after 2013. Liver cancer
reaches 50% for early diagnoses (before 1990) and comes
close even for a late diagnosis at the 99+% credibility level.
Although leukemia is not explicitly covered in the 2014
memo, based on the dose estimate given there for red marrow, the AS/PC for leukemias diagnosed in 1980 and earlier
would also exceed 50% at the 99+% credibility level
(ORCRA 2005). Additional details about the calculations

Table 2. Assigned share/probability of causation (AS/PC) obtained using the NIOSH IREP (ORCRA 2005) at the 99th
percentile credibility level for maximum doses allowed for non-High 26 Palomares veterans, assumed to be male, born in 1946
and former smokers.a
Cancer
type
Lung
Bone
Liver
Liver
Leukemia
Leukemia

Cancer
onset by

Dose estimate before 2014, based on
Labat-Anderson’s maximum
“environmental” exposure (Sv)b

2017
2017
1989d
2017
1980d
2017

0.012
0.030
0.0015
0.0015
0.0024
0.0024

Dose estimate after 2013, based on
AS/PC at 99+% Labat-Anderson’s lowest Pu intake AS/PC at 99+%
credibility (%)
for High 26 (Sv)c
credibility (%)
1.9
11
3.1
2.4
2.3
0.07

a

0.406
1.03
0.049
0.049
0.081e
0.081e

61
80
51
45
59
2.4

Exposure in 1966.
Basis for guidance prior to 2014, based on estimates of resuspension intake. Values in Table 1 scaled by 0.31/10.5, the ratio of committed
effective dose equivalents (USAF 2014).
c
From Table 1.
d
Only early onset cases will rise above 50% at 99th percentile credibility with an assigned dose of 0.049 Sv for liver and 0.081 Sv for leukemia.
e
Not explicitly mentioned as an accepted maximum dose in Air Force memo (USAF 2014).
b
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of assigned shares can be found in SDC Text S-2, http://
links.lww.com/HP/A162.
Dose estimate uncertainties
The Air Force’s maximum recommended dose estimates for all but 26 of the approximately 1,600 veterans
are based on central values for three data urine measurements obtained off-site from a single veteran, including
one nondetect that was assigned an ad hoc value of
0.11 mBq d−1 (0.003 pCi d−1 ) (SDC Table S-1, http://
links.lww.com/HP/A162). There is no recorded measurement of an on-site sample for this serviceman. A leastsquares procedure was used to obtain the central value. No
uncertainty range for intake or corresponding dose was
assigned. Thus, no uncertainty in maximum dose can be included in compensation assessments using the NIOSH IREP.
The uncertainty distribution for assigned share/probability
of causation is therefore entirely due to uncertainties in the
dose-cancer coefficient.
In addition to the data for the High 26, there are more
than 1,000 other measurements, including at least one each
for most of the 1,600 veterans. Most of these measurements
were made on samples taken on-site, and the possibility of
contamination has been raised. But, aside from noting that
plutonium was detected on the outsides of some of the sample bottles, none of the analyses have attempted to establish
how much the estimated doses could have been affected by
contamination. In other cases, Labat-Anderson raised the
possibility that laboratory errors could have affected the results. These observations support a conclusion that the measured doses are uncertain. Labat-Anderson’s assessment of
these doses is therefore reviewed below.
Labat-Anderson’s assessment of dose using excretion measurements. Labat-Anderson reviewed and organized the available records of the 1,600 cleanup personnel.
This information was then preserved in a massive Appendix
C to its report (Labat-Anderson 2001a, b, c) that was only
released in May 2018 with personal identifying information
redacted as a result of a Freedom of Information Act request
from a Yale Law School clinic working on an appeal on behalf of one of the cleanup veterans (YLC 2018). As discussed
above, most of the urine samples collected within 100 d of
the accident were taken in the field, and all but a few tens
of those were measured only for gross alpha emissions.
As noted above, concern was expressed about the accuracy
of the on-site measurements due to detected contamination
of the outsides of some of the sample bottles by wind-blown
plutonium-contaminated dust.
Also, as already noted, 422 of the cleanup personnel
had a repeat analysis recorded, a urine sample taken offsite
and measured using alpha spectrometry (Odland et al.
1968). Labat-Anderson concluded, however, that, beyond
the High 26 who were asked to provide additional samples,
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the measurement of off-site urine samples for only 31 additional veterans among the 422 (7%) produced “usable results” (Labat-Anderson 2001d)
“Other samples submitted did not produce usable results for several reasons. These reasons included laboratory
errors during processing and chemical recoveries that were
unreported, too low to be measured or below 40%.5 This project established a minimum requirement for chemical recovery at 40% for alpha-spectrometry samples as a reasonable
lower limit for credible results” (Labat-Anderson 2001d).
Chemical recovery percentages were determined by
spiking the urine samples with 66 mBq of 236Pu in an unreported chemical form (Odland et al. 1968b).
The problems that Labat-Anderson identified with the
plutonium measurements were consistent with a contemporaneous evaluation: “It seems clear that in the field of low-level plutonium analysis the techniques are so exacting and the evaluation
so difficult that it is common for the chemist to be unable
to duplicate the work of others” (Nielsen and Beasley 1964).
On the other hand, the Air Force’s Radiation Health Laboratory, which did the measurements, stated that “by use of
split-sample techniques with other laboratories, we learned
that our results compared favorably with theirs” (AFLC 1968).
No indication was given, however, as to the plutonium
concentrations or the 236Pu/239Pu ratios in the split samples.
Reliability problems with plutonium were found at
sites other than Palomares. Retrospective analysis of worker
plutonium measurements from Britain’s Sellafield plutonium separation center, carried out for epidemiology studies,
found reliability problems for plutonium bioassays prior to
the 1970s (Riddell 2011; Riddell et al. 2000). Assessments
of dose made using early excretion measurements were
thought to be high compared to assessments made with later
excretion measurements. This expectation was based on the
idea that plutonium exposures should follow contamination
levels, which were building up over time. Apparently, the
possibility that protection management was weaker in the
early years was not considered an important contributing factor.
For the most recent Sellafield studies, in order to get robust estimates, dose assessments were produced only for individuals with five or more usable samples (Riddell 2011).
This sample-size threshold matches the 2013 recommendation of a European consensus group (Castellani et al. 2013).
Based on our extraction of data from Appendix C of the
Labat-Anderson report, when nondetects were included in
the totals, 19 of the High 26 had as many as five data points
(SDC Table S-1, http://links.lww.com/HP/A162). When
nondetects were excluded from the totals, only one of
the 26 had five or more data points.
5

For the record, we note that contemporaneous documents indicated that all
recoveries for the 422 were greater than 40%, with a range of 43–113%
(Odland et al. 1968). On the other hand, Labat-Anderson did have access
to the original lab cards and file notes for each veteran.
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Contamination problems considered at Sellafield were
of a different sort than those considered at Palomares: for instance, plating out of plutonium on the walls of the sample
bottles and funnels occurred, “which was not removed by
washing in water but which did re-dissolve in urine when
these items were re-used.”(Riddell 2011). Of course, the
identification of potential problems does not mean the
Palomares data are unusable; only that the uncertainties
are larger than occur from alpha counting variations alone.
Assessment by groups of veterans. Given the different
numbers of urine samples per serviceman and the different qualities of the measurements made on them, LabatAnderson placed the veterans in four groups: High 26, repeat
analysis, contamination cutoff, and remaining cases.
High 26 group. These were the primary focus of analysis because all had at least three off-site urine samples measured (Labat-Anderson 2001d). The on-site measurements
were discarded and individual intake estimates were obtained by obtaining a best fit to theoretical excretion curves
of the off-site urine excretion data points.
The on-site measurements were discarded both because
they were “unreasonably high” and because there was a possibility of contamination (Labat-Anderson 2001d). Also, the
fit to the predictions of the biokinetic models “tended to
produce better fits for samples with lower values and taken
at longer time following the exposure” (Labat-Anderson
2001d). This last rationale simply reflects that the theoretical excretion curve used by Labat-Anderson for inhaled
plutonium oxide was almost flat starting 10 d after exposure
(Fig. 1) while the excretion measurements fell by about an
order of magnitude between the on-site urine samples and
those taken off-site about 200 d after exposure, by another
order of magnitude by about 400 d, and by another order
of magnitude to below the limit of Labat-Anderson’s assumed
detectability by about 600 d (SDC Fig. S-1, http://links.lww.
com/HP/A162). It is not surprising that a fit to a nearly flat theoretical curve gets better if early high data points are discarded.
The fit would also have improved if the nondetects or other
lower groups of late readings were removed.
After the on-site measurements were discarded, the estimated High 26 intakes ranged from 1,260 to 21,000 Bq
(34 to 560 nCi) (Labat-Anderson 2001d). In its revised
2013 guidance, the Air Force chose the low end of this range
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as the upper bound of the dose range for all the other
cleanup veterans.
A historical note: Labat-Anderson’s estimate of the
highest intake for the High 26, assuming inhalation of insoluble particles, is some 37 times the 560 Bq (15 nCi) value
estimated using the Langham formula for systemic body
burden, which was largely based on lung-bypassing injections of plutonium. Those unfamiliar with these experiments carried out on hospital patients thought to have less
than a 10 y life expectancy, in the days before informed consent was a requirement, can consult the references (McCally
et al. 1994; Moss and Eckhardt 1995).
Repeat analysis group. This second group comprised
54 individuals not among the High 26 who had urine assays
that passed the Labat-Anderson quality tests. Measurements
of on-site samples were excluded unless they reported as no
detectable activity (NDA), in which case they were assumed to be at the detection threshold. Also, “some alphaspectrometry results that did not fit the expected urinary
excretion pattern were excluded” (Labat-Anderson 2001d).
The remaining measurements translated into estimated intakes ranging from 107 to 48,000 Bq (2.9–1,300 nCi).
More than three-quarters of the estimated intakes (42)
were higher than the lowest estimated intake for the High
26 (Labat-Anderson 2001d).
Contamination cutoff group. This group contained 313
individuals whose on-site measurements corresponded
to plutonium excretion rates of less than 0. 0037 Bq d−1
(0.1 pCi d−1). According to Labat-Anderson, this was approximately the lowest level that could be detected by the
gross alpha counting techniques of the time (Labat-Anderson
2001d). Thirty individuals had more than one measurement.
In these cases, Labat-Anderson discarded the higher measurement without explanation (Labat-Anderson 2001d).
The resulting estimated intakes ranged from 56 to 5,600 Bq
(1.5 to 150 nCi). A tally of the entries in the relevant table
shows that almost half (143) were greater than the lowest estimated intake for the High 26 (Labat-Anderson 2001d).
Remaining cases group. This group contained 1,063
individuals, i.e., 73% of the 1,456 veterans who were assigned
doses. All or virtually all their samples were taken on-site and
Labat-Anderson concluded that “the possibility of contamination
prevents useful evaluation of these data.” It did report, however, that measured excretion data corresponded to intakes

Table 3. Labat-Anderson estimates of exposure range for different groups of veterans.
Group
High 26
Repeat analysis
Contamination cutoff
Remaining cases

Number of Palomares cleanup
vets in group

Labat-Anderson plutonium inhalation
estimate based on urinary excretion (Bq)

Ratio of inhalation estimate
to lowest of the High 26

26
54
313
1,063

1,260 to 21,000
107 to 48,000
56 to 5,600
2,800 to 740,000

1 to 16
0.003 to 1.4
0.0016 to 4.4
2.2 to 590
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ranging from 2,800 to 740,000 Bq (75 to 20,000 nCi) of
239
Pu (Labat-Anderson 2001d).
It will be seen from Table 3 that the lowest intake calculated for the remaining cases group is higher than the lowest intake calculated for the High 26, which, after 2013, the
Air Force decided to use as the upper bound for the doses
that would be assumed to have been received by the remainder of the 1,600 cleanup veterans. There are two potential
explanations for this result. First, the estimated intake for a
High 26 veteran is reduced by the existence of multiple data
points used in the fits to urine excretion curves that are fairly
flat over time. The later data points tend to be lower than the
first alpha spectrometry measurements, thus bringing down
the estimated intake. Second, there appears to be a contributing artifact due to the fact that the threshold measurement
limit used for the gross alpha measurements of the on-site
excretion rates were about 3 times higher than the threshold
measurement limit assumed for the alpha spectrometry used
for virtually all the samples taken off-site—0.009 pCi d−1
vs. 0.003 pCi d−1 (Labat-Anderson 2001d). These levels
are much lower than plutonium detection thresholds reported
elsewhere, however. The Air Force reported a detection limit
of 19 mBq d−1 (0.5 pCi d−1) for alpha spectrometry in connection with the similar accident that occurred near Greenland
(Labat-Anderson 2001e). Other statements of detection limits
associated with the Palomares accident include 0.37 mBq d−1
(0.01 pCi d−1) (Iranzo and Richmond 1987) and 0.74 mBq d−1
(0.02 pCi d−1) (Espinosa et al. 1998). Unstated was the extent
to which any of these limits included process uncertainty as
opposed to count rate uncertainty alone.
The High 26 group was thought to have had the highest
plutonium excretion rates of 422 participants in the resampling program. As discussed above, this is debatable. The
High 26 certainly did not have the highest measured excretion rates among the urine measurements collected on site.
Based on our review of a spreadsheet printout of the onsite results (SDC Fig. S-2, http://links.lww.com/HP/A162),
many readings of other veterans showed higher on-site plutonium excretion rates than many of the High 26 and some
were higher than the highest of the High 26. Of the High
26, 18 had on-site readings above 1 pCi d−1 and 4 above
3 pCi d−1 (37 and 110 mBq d−1, respectively). For the entire
cohort, the spreadsheet printout shows 288 readings above
1 pCi d−1 (37 mBq d−1) and 91 above 3 pCi d−1 (110 mBq d−1),
with a highest value of 124 pCi d−1 (4. 6 Bq d−1). This is 3.5
times greater than the highest value of 35 shown for the High
26 on Fig. 1. The geometric mean for the 288 readings is
2.6 pCi d−1 (96 mBq d−1), with an arithmetic mean of
5.4 pCi d−1 (200 mBq d−1), while the geometric mean of
the High 26 gross alpha readings is 3 pCi d−1 (110 mBq d−1).
The fact that the High 26 did not have the highest
among the on-site measurements is significant because as
already noted, the Air Force has assigned to all veterans
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not among the High 26 the organ doses estimated for the
lowest of the High 26. If, instead, estimates of inhaled plutonium based on the on-site measurements were used with
the biokinetic models of the day to calculate the high ends
of the uncertainty ranges for the veteran’s doses, the highend doses received by many would be much higher than
their Air Force-assigned maximum doses.
CONCLUSION
About 1,600 US military men—mostly Air Force—
participated in a cleanup of plutonium contamination in the
Spanish village of Palomares in 1966. They worked without
protection against inhalation of plutonium-contaminated
particles because their supervisors did not wish to alarm
Spanish citizens and officials observing the cleanup. In this
paper, a history is provided of the Palomares incident, the
bioassay and dosimetry that has been carried out to date,
and its use in compensation decisions.
One reason that dosimetry was carried out in a 2001 report was that under 38 CFR 3.311, US veterans are entitled
to compensation if they develop a radiogenic disease after
their service and if they received a radiation dose to the diseased organ large enough so that the “evidence supports the
conclusion it is at least as likely as not the veteran’s disease
resulted from exposure to radiation in service” (US Dept of
VA 2018). Since such dose estimates have an uncertainty
range, the veteran is given, under the law, the benefit of
assuming the highest credible dose. With regard to
uncertainty in cancer risk coefficients, the threshold for
compensation is assessed at the 99+% credibility as
determined, for example, by the NIOSH IREP calculator.
Between 2001 and 2013 (35 to 47 y after the accident),
the Air Force based its estimates of the veterans’ doses on
measurements of airborne plutonium 6 mo after the cleanup.
These theoretical exposures had no relationship to the actual
amount of plutonium taken in by the veterans during the
cleanup, when the concentration of airborne plutonium is
likely to have been orders of magnitude higher.
In 2013 (47 y after the cleanup), the Air Force changed
to the assumption that 26 veterans in a “high-dose” group,
for which multiple off-site measurements of urine activity
were available, had inhaled the amount of plutonium estimated in a 2001 reanalysis of that data and that the remainder of the group of about 1,600 had received lower doses. It
was decided that the remainder, i.e., non-High 26 veterans,
would be assigned the lowest inhalation estimate among the
High 26 as a basis for estimating organ doses for determining compensation for a radiogenic illness. Based on the
NIOSH IREP calculator, these post-2013 allowed doses
are sufficiently high to justify a Palomares service connection for lung and bone cancer, as well as liver cancer diagnosed before 1990 and leukemia diagnosed before 1982.
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The dose estimation process for the High 26 was limited, however, by the fact that high early urine measurements were excluded, on the grounds of potential sample
contamination evidenced by the order-of-magnitude lower
plutonium excretion results obtained in the first set of offsite measurements. This drop was inconsistent with the
biokinetic model for excretion after exposure to plutonium
oxide that was being used at the time. Discarding the early
data is questionable, however, because the excretion rates
calculated from off-site samples continued to drop by an order of magnitude each 200 d in contradiction to the relatively
flat prediction of the biokinetic model for either soluble or
insoluble plutonium. Several hundred veterans might have
had higher readings than the lowest of the High 26 had their
measurements not been dismissed because of laboratory failures such as low plutonium-recovery rates from the samples
as evidenced by low recovery rates of a 236Pu tracer. Even for
the measurements that were accepted, many of the readings
recorded for the veterans not among the non-High 26 were
higher than some of those for the High 26, putting into question the designation of the High 26.
Virtually all the non-High 26 had either an on-site or a
single off-site urine sample collected, with its plutonium
content measured and fitted to a standard biokinetic model
of the period to estimate the quantities of plutonium inhaled.
These estimates indicate that a significant fraction could
have inhaled much larger quantities of plutonium than the
lowest of the High 26 currently proposed by the Air Force
as a surrogate basis for calculating their doses.
It therefore appears, based on the present record, that as
a result of inattention to uncertainty in urine measurements,
uncertainty in biokinetic modeling, and the Air Force’s exclusion of the on-site urine samples, the uncertainty ranges
in the dose estimates currently being used to determine the
veterans’ benefits have been seriously underestimated.
Whether or not this and other conclusions would change
using the most recent ICRP biokinetic models and a full uncertainty analysis is not known. The history presented here,
however, can provide a base on which future policy and dosimetric analyses can build.
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Professor of Public and International Affairs, Woodrow Wilson School
Director, Center for Science and Global Security
Ph.D., Oxford University, 1962
Research Interests
Von Hippel, a theoretical physicist, is a Professor of Public and
International Affairs and co-principal investigator with Harold
Feiveson of Princeton’s research program on Science and
Global Security. From September 1993 through 1994, he was
on leave as Assistant Director for National Security in the
White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, and
played a major role in developing U.S.-Russian cooperative
programs to increase the security of Russian nuclear-weapon
materials. He is the chairman-elect of the American Physical
Society’s Panel on Physics and Public Affairs. He also chairs
the editorial board of Science & Global Security and is a member
of the editorial board of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists.
Von Hippel received his B.S. degree in physics from MIT
in 1959 and D.Phil. in theoretical physics in 1962 from Oxford,
where he was a Rhodes Scholar. During the following ten years,
while his research focus was in theoretical elementary-particle physics, he held research positions at the University of
Chicago, Cornell University, and Argonne National Laboratory
and served on the physics faculty of Stanford University.
In 1974, von Hippel’s interests shifted to “public-policy
physics.” After spending a year as a Resident Fellow at the
National Academy of Science, during which time he organized
the American Physical Society’s Study on Light-Water Reactor
Safety, he was invited to join the research and in 1984 the
teaching faculty of Princeton University.
During the late 1970s, von Hippel’s research focused on
technical questions relating to the containment and mitigation of nuclear-reactor accidents, alternatives to recycling
plutonium in nuclear-reactor fuel, and the potential for major
improvements in automobile fuel economy. Since the early
1980s his research has focused on developing the analytical
basis for deep cuts in the U.S. and Soviet/Russian nuclear
stockpiles and removal of their nuclear missiles off launchon-warning alert; verifying nuclear-warhead elimination, a
universal cutoff of the production of weapon-usable fissile
materials and the phasing out of their use in nuclear-reactor
fuel; and a comprehensive nuclear-warhead test ban.
Von Hippel has served on advisory panels to the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment, U.S. Department
of Energy, National Science Foundation, and U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, and on the boards of directors of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science and
the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. For many years he was
the elected chairman of the Federation of American Scientists.

In 1977, von Hippel shared with Joel Primack the American
Physical Society’s 1977 Forum Award for Promoting the
Understanding of the Relationship of Physics and Society
for their book, Advice and Dissent: Scientists in the Political
Arena. In 1989, he was awarded the Federation of American
Scientists’ Public Service Award for serving as a “role model
for the public interest scientist.” In 1991, the American Institute of Physics published a volume of von Hippel’s selected
works under the title Citizen Scientist, as one of the first three
books in its “Masters of Physics” series. In 1993 he was
awarded a five-year MacArthur Prize fellowship. In 1994, he
received the American Association for the Advancement of
Sciences’ Hilliard Roderick Prize for Excellence in Science,
Arms Control and International Security.
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1 January 2019

EDUCATION: D.Phil. (Theoretical Physics, Oxford, 1962); B.S. (Physics, M.I.T., 1959)
Professional Experience:
July 2013-: Senior Research Physicist, Program on Science and Global Security and Professor of Public and
International Affairs emeritus, Princeton University
1984-1993, 1995-2013: Professor, Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs, Princeton
University
Sept. 1993-Dec. 1994: Assistant Director for National Security, Office of Science and Technology Policy,
Executive Office of the President (while on leave from Princeton University)
1974-1983: Senior Research Physicist, Center for Energy and Environmental Studies, Princeton University
1973-74: Resident Fellow, National Academy of Sciences
1970-73: Associate Physicist, High Energy Physics Division, Argonne National Laboratory
1969-70: A. P. Sloan Foundation Fellow, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
1966-69: Assistant Professor, Physics Department, Stanford University
1964-66: Research Associate, Newman Laboratory for Nuclear Studies, Cornell University
1962-64: Research Associate, Enrico Fermi Institute for Nuclear Studies, University of Chicago
AWARDS AND HONORS
Leo Szilard Lectureship Award, American Physical Society, 2010, for “outstanding work and leadership in using
physics to illuminate public policy in the areas of nuclear arms control and nonproliferation, nuclear
energy, and energy efficiency.”
First George F. Kennan Distinguished Peace Leadership Award (Coalition for Peace Action, 2004)
American Association for the Advancement of Science, Hilliard Roderick Prize in Science, Arms Control and
International Security, 1994
MacArthur Prize Fellow, 1993-1998
Dorothy Eldridge Award, New Jersey Sane/Freeze, 1993
Advisory Professor, Fudan University, Shanghai, 1992
Einstein lecture, New York Academy of Sciences, 1989
Federation of American Scientists, Public Service Award, 1989
Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1988Fellow, American Physical Society, 1984American Physical Society Forum Award for Promoting the Understanding of the Relationship of Physics and
Society, 1977 (with Joel Primack)
National Academy of Science Resident Fellowship, 1973 - '74
A.P. Sloan Foundation Fellowship, 1969 - '70
Rhodes Scholarship, 1959 - '62
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SELECTED OFFICES, COMMITTEES, ETC.
Current
Science and Global Security, Editorial Board, (1989-)
Past
Forum on Physics and Society, Executive Committee, Member at Large, 2016-18
Co-chair, International Panel on Fissile Materials (2006-2013)
Princeton University, Scholars in the Nation’s Service Initiative Selection Committee (2009); MPA Admissions
Committee (2007-08), Selection Committee, Scholars in the Nation’s Service (2007-08); Chair, Science,
Technology and Environmental Policy Program PhD Seminar (2005-2008), Woodrow Wilson School:
Undergraduate Program Committee (1984-93, 95-96, 98-, 2005-7); Advisory Committee of Dean of the
Faculty’s Rules and Procedures Group (2005-6), Council on Science and Technology (1992-93, 2001-04);
PhD Committee (1988-93, 95-98, 2005-7), Director, Science, Technology and Environmental Policy
Program (1984-93, 97-98), Interdepartmental Committee for the Program in Engineering and
Management Systems (1990-93, 95-97); Coordinating Committee, Center for Energy and Environmental
Studies (CEES, 1974-93, 95-01); Acting Director CEES (1997-8); University Research Board (1988-92);
Council on Energy and Environmental Studies (1990-91); MPA Program Committee (1990-93, 97-98)
Ploughshares Fund (Advisory Committee, 1990-93, 95-)
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Chairman, Editorial Board, (1991-93); Board of Directors (1983 - `86), Editorial
Board (1975 - `83, 96-2005)
University of Chicago/Argonne National Laboratory, Advisory Committee on Nuclear Non-proliferation (2004-6)
Co-Director, Program on Science & Global Security (formerly Program on Nuclear Policy Alternatives, 19742006); Acting Director (fall 2009)
Panel on Public Affairs, American Physical Society (2003-6), chair (2005)
Russian Academy of Sciences/U.S. National Academies Joint Committee on U.S.-Russian Cooperation on Nuclear
Nonproliferation (2003-5)
National Academy of Sciences: member, National Academy of Sciences, Committee on Lessons Learned from the
Fukushima Nuclear Accident for Improving Safety & Security of U.S. Nuclear Plants (2012-2016.).
Report reviewer: Strengthening Nuclear Security: Protecting Nuclear Weapon-useable Material in Russia
(2004); Safety and security of commercial nuclear spent fuel storage (2004); Methods and Technical
Capabilities for Monitoring Transparency and Verification of Controls on Nuclear Weapons and
Nuclear-Explosive Materials (2004).
Federation of American Scientists: Chairman (1979-`84; 2000-2003), Chairman, FAS Fund (the tax-exempt
research arm of the F.A.S., 1986-93, 95-2000), Vice Chairman (1984-`86); Council Member (l975-`79);
Director, Cooperative Research Project on Nuclear Disarmament and Nonproliferation (1987-93, 95-99)
Student Pugwash, USA, Board of Directors (1998-2001).
Los Alamos National Laboratory External Review Board Member, Nonproliferation and International Security
Division, (1995-2001)
Arms Control Association, Board of Directors, (1996-2001)
Frankfurt Peace Research Institute, Research Advisory Committee (1998-2002)
Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology, Center for Arms Control, Energy and Environmental Studies, Board
of Directors (1990-93)
Advisor to the Director, Office of Nonproliferation and Arms Control, U.S. Department of Energy (1995-7)
Secretary of Energy Advisory Board, Member, Weapons Usable Fissile Materials Disposition Task Force (1996)
Department of Energy Study on "The National Ignition Facility and the Issue of Nonproliferation," External
Reviewer, August 1995.
Social Science Research Council, Peace and Security Fellowship and Workshop Program, Member, Advisory
Committee (1995-97)
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American Association for the Advancement of Science: Nominating Committee (1992-93); Board of Directors
(1987); Council (1974 - `76); Chairman, Selection Committee, Award for Scientific Freedom and
Responsibility (1981); Chairman, Subcommittee on Protection of Professional Responsibility of the
Committee on Scientific Freedom and Responsibility (1976 - `81); Congressional Science Fellowship
Selection Committee (1973, 1974); Selection Committee for the first Hilliard Roderick Prize for Science,
Arms Control and International Security (1990)
Congressional Office of Technology Assessment: Advisory Panel on Managing Nuclear Materials from Warheads
(1992-93); Advisory Panel, Study on Solar Power Satellite Issues (1979 - `81)
Natural Resources Defense Council: Chairman's Council (1986-93), Nuclear Weapons Data Book Project
Advisory Committee (1984-93)
Sane/Freeze Campaign for Global Security (Advisory Council, 1989-93)
Parliamentarians for Global Action: Technical Advisor (1984-88), Nuclear Test Ban and Non-Proliferation
Program Advisory Committee (1989-93)
American Physical Society: Study Group on Light Water Reactor Safety (organizer and member, 1974-75);
Congressional Science Fellowship Selection Committee (1973)
CTB Coalition (Advisory Committee, 1990-1991)
International Pugwash Scientists' Movement (Council, 1987-89)
International Foundation for the Survival and Development of Humanity; Member of the Board and Chairman of
the International Security Program (1988-92)
Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign, National Advisory Board (1982-86)
Institute of Medicine: Steering Committee, Symposium on Nuclear War (1985-86)
Greater London Council, War Risk Study, Commission Member (1984-86)
World Resources Institute, Board of Directors (1982-84)
Public Health Advisory Committee on Radiation, (New York City Health Department, 1978 - 1984)
Three Mile Island Public Health Fund Advisory Board (1982 - `83)
International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation: US Delegate (1977-78)
Nuclear Regulatory Commission: Risk Assessment Review Group (1977-78)
Energy Research and Development Administration: Steering Committee, Breeder Reactor Program Review (1977)
National Academy of Sciences-National Academy of Engineering-National Research Council: Panel on Breeder
Reactor Safety (1976-77)
National Science Foundation: Subcommittee on Science for Citizens (1977-79)
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PUBLICATIONS
Books
Lessons Learned from the Fukushima Nuclear Accident for Improving Safety and Security of U.S. Nuclear
Power Plants: Phase 2 (National Academies Press, May 2016, with 16 others).
Lessons Learned from the Fukushima Nuclear Accident for Improving Safety and Security of U.S. Nuclear
Power Plants: Phase 1 (National Academy Press, May 2014, with 23 others).
Unmaking the Bomb: A Fissile Material Approach to Nuclear Disarmament and Nonproliferation (MIT Press,
2014, 277 pp.) (with Harold A. Feiveson, Alexander Glaser and Zia Mian)
The Nuclear Turning Point: A Blueprint for Deep Cuts and De-alerting of Nuclear Weapons (with Harold A.
Feiveson, Bruce G. Blair, Jonathan Dean, Steve Fetter, James Goodby, George N. Lewis, Janne E. Nolan,
and Theodore Postol) Brookings Institution Press, 1999, 402 pp.
Citizen Scientist. New York: American Institute of Physics, Masters of Modern Physics series, 1991; New York;
Simon and Schuster [paperback], 1991, 285 pp.
Reversing the Arms Race: How to Achieve and Verify Deep Reductions in Nuclear Weapons, co-edited with
Roald Z. Sagdeev. New York: Gordon and Breach Science Publishers, 1990, 432 pp.
London Under Attack: The Report of the Greater London Area War Risk Study Commission (with A. Ehrlich,
S.W. Gunn, J.S. Horner, J.M. Lee, and P. Sharfman. Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1986, 397 pp.
Life in Times of Turbulent Transitions, and other writings of Arthur R. von Hippel (edited by Frank N. von
Hippel, Materials Research Society, 1982, 2004, http://vonhippel.mrs.org/
Advice and Dissent: Scientists in the Political Arena (with J. Primack). New York: Basic Books, 1974;
Meridian-New American Library, 1976, 299 pp. Received American Physical Society Forum Award for
Promoting the Understanding of the Relationship of Physics and Society (1977).

Chapters in books
Mitigating the Threat of Nuclear Proliferation from Nuclear-Submarine Programs in Reducing Risks from
Naval Nuclear Fuel, George Washington University, Institute for International Science & Technology
Policy, Occasional Papers Series, October 2018, https://cpb-use1.wpmucdn.com/blogs.gwu.edu/dist/c/1963/files/2018/10/Occasional-Papers Reducing-Risks-fromNaval-Nuclear-Fuel-2anfj76.pdf
“Ban Production of Highly Enriched Uranium,” in 10 Big Nuclear Ideas for the Next President, Tom Z.
Collina and Geoff Wilson, eds. (Ploughshares Fund, 2016)
Citizen Activism Against the Nuclear Threat [Contribution to Lois Nicolai’s Ordinary People, Extraordinary
Times, 13 Sept. 2015 (to be published)
Policy and technical issues facing a Fissile Material (Cutoff) Treaty, Handbook of Nuclear Proliferation and
Policy, Nathan E. Busch and Joseph F. Pilat, eds. (Routledge, 2015, with Zia Mian)
Issues Raised by the Report of the Independent Investigation Commission on the Fukushima Nuclear
Accident, Commentary in the English edition of the “The Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station
Disaster: Investigating the Myth and Reality” (Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists in collaboration with
Routledge/Earthscan, 2014)
History and Current Status of Reprocessing and Plutonium Breeder-reactor Programmes Worldwide,
Chapter 7 in India's Nuclear Energy Programme, R. Rajaraman, ed, Indian National Science Academy,
2013.
Nuclear Energy, Chapter 14 in Global Energy Assessment, Cambridge University Press, 2013 (lead convening
author)
The Feasibility of a Diplomatic Solution to the Confrontation over Iran’s Nuclear Program, chapter in
Assessment of the Nuclear Programs of Iran and North Korea, Jungmin Kang, ed. (Springer, 2013)
Plutonium, proliferation and radioactive-waste politics in East Asia, chapter 4 in The Next Arms Race, Henry
Sokolski, ed (Strategic Studies Institute, US Army War College, 2012)
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Spent-Fuel Management: The Cases of Japan, South Korea, and Russia in Multinational Approaches to the
Nuclear Fuel Cycle, American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 2010
The Costs and Benefits of Reprocessing in Expanding Nuclear Power: Weighing the Costs and Risks, Henry
Sokolski, ed. (Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, 2010) pp. 525-553.
Managing spent fuel in the United States: The illogic of reprocessing, Falling Behind: International Scrutiny
of the Peaceful Atom, Henry Sokolski, ed. (Strategic Studies Institute, 2008)
Fissile materials: global stocks, production and elimination, SIPRI Yearbook 2007: Armaments Disarmament
and International Security (Oxford University Press, 2007, p. 558 (with Harold Feiveson, Alexander
Glaser and Zia Mian).
In memoriam in Hans Bethe and his physics, Gerald E. Brown and Chang-Hwan Lee, eds,, World Scientific
Publishing Company, 2006 (reprint of article from Arms Control Today April 2005, with Richard Garwin)
Alternatives to war on Iraq, North Korea and Iran in The Iraq War and its Consequences: Thoughts of Nobel
Peace Laureates and Eminent Scholars, Irwin Abrams and Wang Gungwu, eds. (World Scientific, 2003),
pp. 287-294.
Security of nuclear materials and Pakistan’s Nuclear Weapons in Tactical Nuclear Weapons: Time for
Control, Taina Susiluoto, ed. (United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research, 2002), pp. 25-33.
Getting Back to Basics: Controlling Fissile Materials, in Twenty-first Century Weapons Proliferation, Henry
Sokolski and James M. Ludes, eds. (London: Frank Cass, 2001), pp. 84-96.
U.S.-Russian Cooperation on Fissile Material Security and Disposition (with Oleg Bukharin), in The Weapons
Legacy of the Cold War: Problems and Opportunities, Dietrich Schroeer and Alessandro Pascolini, eds.
(Brookfield, VT: Ashgate, 1997), pp. 51-66.
Eliminating Nuclear Warheads by Anatoli Diakov and Frank von Hippel in 1993 Science and International
Security Anthology, Elizabeth J. Kirk, W. Thomas Wander and Brian D. Smith, eds. (Washington, D.C.:
American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1993), pp. 425-439.
Convergence of the Nuclear Arms Reduction and Non-proliferation Agendas in Nuclear Deterrence and
Global Security in Transition, David Goldfischer & Thomas Graham, eds. (Boulder, CO: Westview Press,
1992), pp. 87-102.
Danger: warheads being dismantled, and No more excuses, The World in 1993 (The Economist, 1992), pp. 8384.
Recollections of Sakharov in Andrei Sakharov: Facets of a Life, edited by B.L. Altshuler, B.M. Bolotovsky, I.M.
Dremin, V.Ya. Fainberg and L.V. Keldysh. Paris: Editions Frontires: 1991, pp. 325-333. Also published
in the Soviet journal, Nature (Priroda), May 1991, pp. 98-101, and excerpted in Pravda, 21 May 1991, p.
2.
The Technical Basis for Bans on Space Nuclear Reactors and Ground-based Anti-satellite Lasers in Space
and Nuclear Weaponry in the 1990's, Carlo Schaerf, Giuseppe Longo and David Carleton, eds (London:
MacMillan, 1992), pp. 71-82.
Nuclear Weapon Elimination: Fissile Material and Warheads in Security Without Nuclear Weapons?, Regina
Cowan Karp, ed. (Oxford University Press, 1992), pp. 153-163.
Stability of the Nuclear Balance after Deep Reductions (with Harold A. Feiveson) in Reversing the Nuclear
Arms Race, How to Achieve and Verify Deep Reductions in Nuclear Weapons, edited by Frank von
Hippel and Roald Sagdeev. (Gordon and Breach Science Publishers, 1990), pp. 23-55. Reprinted in The
Arms Race in an Era of Negotiations, David Carlton and Carlo Schaerf, eds. (London: MacMillan, 1991),
pp. 141-178.
Warhead and Fissile-Material Declarations in Reversing the Nuclear Arms Race, How to Achieve and Verify
Deep Reductions in Nuclear Weapons, edited by Frank von Hippel and Roald Sagdeev. New York:
Gordon and Breach Science Publishers, 1990, pp. 61-81.
Limited Attacks on the United States and the Soviet Union, Annex 4B in Effects of Nuclear War on Health and
Health Services, Second Edition (Geneva: World Health Organization, 1987), pp. 101-120 (with Barbara
G. Levi).
Controlling Nuclear Weapons at the Source: Verification of a Cutoff in the Production of Plutonium and
High-Enriched Uranium for Nuclear Weapons (with B.G. Levi), in Verification of Arms Control: The
Technologies That Make It Possible, edited by K. Tsipis, D.A. Hafmeister and P. Janeway.
Washington/New York/Oxford/Toronto/Sydney/ Frankfurt: Pergamon-Brasseys, 1986, pp. 338-388.
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Perspectives on Limited Nuclear War in Security and Survival: the Nuclear Arms Race, edited by T.C. Smith
and I.B. Singh. Boulder Colo: Lynne Rienner Publishers Inc. 1985, pp. 23-52.
The Short-Term Consequences of Nuclear War for Civilians (with J.S. Duffield) in The Environmental Effects
of Nuclear War, edited by J. London and G. White (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1984) pp. 19-64.
The Effects of Nuclear War, in Physics, Technology and the Nuclear Arms Race, edited by D.W. Hafemeister
and D. Schroer (New York: American Institute of Physics) 1983, pp. 1-46.
Global Risks from Energy Consumption, in Health Risks of Energy Technologies: Symposium Volume of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science, edited by E. Etnier and C. Travis. Boulder, CO:
Westview Press, 1982, pp. 209-227, reprinted in Citizen Scientist.
Forty Miles a Gallon by 1995 at the Least! - Why the U.S. Needs a New Automotive Fuel Economy
Standard, in The Dependence Dilemma: Gasoline Consumption and America's Security, edited by D.
Yergin. Cambridge MA: Harvard University, Center for International Affairs, 1980, pp. 89-108. Draft
version reprinted in U.S. Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources Hearing, Potential for
Improved Automobile Fuel Economy Between 1985 and 1995, April 30, 1980, pp. 480-516.
Energy Supply Options and Climatology: How Fast Must We Move Into the Post-Fossil Fuel Era? in
Multidisciplinary Research Related to the Atmosphere Sciences (Boulder Co: National Center for
Atmospheric Research, 1978) pp. 126-136.
An Evolutionary Strategy for Nuclear Power (with H.A. Feiveson and R.H. Williams) in Nuclear Energy and
Nuclear Weapons Proliferation (Stockholm: Stockholm Peace Research Institute, 1979) pp. 11-47; also
in The Hazards of the International Energy Crisis, edited by D. Carlton and C. Schaerf – (London:
McMillan Press, 1982) pp. 127-168; and also in Energy: For Ourselves and Our Posterity, edited by R.L.
Perrine and W.G. Ernst (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: 1985) pp. 229-263.

Articles in refereed journals
An Alternative to the Continued Accumulation of Separated Plutonium in Japan: Dry Cask Storage of
Spent Fuel, Journal on Peace and Nuclear Disarmament, October 2018,
https://doi.org/10.1080/25751654.2018.1527886 (with Masafumi Takubo)
Nuclear safety regulation in the post-Fukushima era, Science, 26 May 2017, Vol. 356, pp. 808-809 (with
Edwin Lyman and Michael Schoeppner)
Economic Losses from a Fire in a Dense-Packed U.S. Spent Fuel Pool, Science & Global Security (2017) Vol.
25, pp. 80-92 (with Michael Schoeppner)
Reducing the Danger from Fires in Spent Fuel Pools, Science and Global Security Vol. 24 (2016) pp. 141-173
(with Michael Schoeppner)
“After the Iran deal: Multinational enrichment. World powers should buy a stake in Iran’s enrichment
capacity and accept the same rules,” Science, Vol 348, No. 6241, 19 June 2015 (with Alexander Glaser
and Zia Mian).
Accounting for long-term doses in "Worldwide health effects of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident”,
Energy & Environmental Science, Vol. 6 (2013) p. 1042, (with Jan Beyea and Edwin Lyman)
Consistency Tests for the Declarations of U.S. Fissile-Material Production, Science & Global Security, Vol.
19, pp. 1–14, 2011
Fast Reactor Development in the United States, Science & Global Security, Vol. 17 (2009), pp. 109-131.
Nuclear Waste Management in the United States – Starting Over, Science, 10 July 2009, pp. 151-2 (with
Rodney Ewing); letters, 11Dec. 2009, p. 1480.
How the radiological and nuclear medical communities can improve nuclear security, The Journal of the
American College of Radiology Vol 4, No. 4, April 2007, pp. 248-251 (with Laura Kahn).
The U.S. HEU Declaration: Transparency Deferred but not Denied, Nonproliferation Review14, #1, March
2007, pp. 149-161 (with Steven Aftergood).
Feasibility of eliminating the use of highly enriched uranium in the production of medical radioisotopes, Science &
Global Security 14, 2006, p. 151-162. (with Laura Kahn)
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Feasibility of converting pp. Russian icebreaker reactors from HEU to LEU fuel, Science & Global Security
14, (2006) pp. 33-48 (with Alexander M. Dimitriev, Anatoli C. Diakov, Jungmin Kang, and Alexey M.
Shuvayev),
Limited proliferation-resistance benefits from recycling unseparated transuranics and lanthanides from
light-water reactor spent fuel, Science & Global Security 13 (2005), pp. 169-181 (with Jungmin Kang).
A comprehensive approach to elimination of high-enriched-uranium from all nuclear-reactor fuel cycles,
Science & Global Security 12 (2004), pp. 137-164.
Damages from a Major Release of Cs into the Atmosphere of the United States (with Jan Beyea and Ed
Lyman) Science & Global Security 12 (2004), pp. 125-136
137

Nuclear Power Plant Emergencies and Thyroid Cancer Risk: What New Jersey Physicians Need to Know
(with Laura Kahn) NJ Medicine, April 2004, pp. 22-27.
Reducing the hazards from stored spent power-reactor fuel in the United States, (with Robert Alvarez, Jan
Beyea, Klaus Janberg, Jungmin Kang, Ed Lyman, Allison Macfarlane and Gordon Thompson) Science
and Global Security 11 (2003), pp. 1-51; The Authors respond to Allan Benjamin’s comments, pp.
59,60; Response by the authors to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission review, pp. 213-223;
Responses by Beyea, Lyman and von Hippel to Herschel Spector letter to the editor 12, pp.252-3.
Nuclear and radiological terrorism (Keynote address, American Statistical Association Conference on Radiation
and Health, Deerfield Beach, June 23-23, 2002) Radiation Research 158, #6, Dec. 2002, pp. 802-3.
Storage Mox: A Third Way For Plutonium Disposal? (with J. Kang, A. Macfarlane, and R. Nelson),
Science & Global Security 10. #2 (2002), pp. 85-101.
Plutonium and Reprocessing of Spent Nuclear Fuel, Science, Vol. 293, # 5539, 28 September 2001, pp. 23972398.
U and the Proliferation-resistance of U in Spent Fuel (with Jungmin Kang) Science & Global Security 9, #1
(2001), pp. 1-32.
232

233

Ending the production of highly-enriched uranium for naval reactors (with Ma Chunyan) Nonproliferation
Review 8 (2001), pp. 86-101.
Using Commercial Imaging Satellites to Detect the Operation of Plutonium-Production Reactors and
Gaseous-Diffusion Plants (with Hui Zhang) Science & Global Security 8 (2000), pp. 261-313.
The Hazard Posed by Depleted Uranium Munitions (with Steve Fetter), Science & Global Security 8 (2000),
pp. 125-161.
The Question of Pure Fusion Explosions Under the CTBT (with Suzanne Jones), Science & Global Security 7
(1998), pp. 1-22.
How to simplify the plutonium problem, Nature 394, July 30, 1998, pp. 415-16
Might Underground Waste Repositories Blow Up? by Frank von Hippel, Science and Global Security 5 (3),
Winter 1995-96, pp. 273-277.
Probabilities of Different Yields [from different grades of plutonium] (with Edwin S. Lyman). Science and
Global Security 4 (fall 1993).
Disposition of Separated Plutonium (with Frans Berkhout, Anatoli Diakov, Harold Feiveson, Helen Hunt, Ed
Lyman and Marvin Miller) Science & Global Security 3 (Winter 1992/93), pp 161-213
An Atmospheric Limit on Nuclear-powered Microwave Weapons (with Dan L. Fenstermacher). Science &
Global Security 2, fall 1991, pp. 301-324.
Nuclear Warhead Safety and the CTB, Science & Global Security 2, Spring 1991, pp. 253-257.
The Hazard from Plutonium Dispersal by Nuclear Warhead Accidents (with Steve Fetter). Science & Global
Security 2, #1 (1990), pp. 21-42.
The 1969 ACDA Study on Warhead Dismantlement, Science & Global Security 2, #1 (1990) pp. 103-108.
Beyond START: How to Make Much Deeper Cuts (with Harold A. Feiveson), International Security, summer
1990, pp. 154-180; reprinted in Citizen Scientist.
Revisiting Sakharov's Assumptions (in his calculations of the health effects of atmospheric nuclear testing)
Science & Global Security 1, # 3/4 (1990), pp. 185-186.
Every Profession Needs Its Own Journal, Science and Global Security 1 (Fall 1989), pp. iii-iv.
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Sary Shagan and Kyshtym: A Visit to Soviet Nuclear Facilities, Science and Global Security 1 (Fall 1989), pp.
165-174 (with Tom Cochran and Christopher Paine).
Civilian Casualties from `Limited' Nuclear Attacks on the USSR, International Security 11, #3, Winter
1987/88, pp. 168-189 (with Barbara G. Levi and William H. Daugherty). Excerpted in The Nuclear
Reader, 2nd edition, Charles W. Kegley Jr. and Eugene R. Wittkopf, eds. (New York: St. Martin's Press,
1989, pp. 281-283.
A Low-Threshold Test Ban is Feasible, Science, 23 October 1987, pp. 455-459 and 463-464 -- with Harold .A.
Feiveson and Christopher E. Paine, reprinted in Citizen Scientist.
A Low-Threshold Nuclear Test Ban, International Security, Fall 1987, pp. 135-151 -- with Harold A. Feiveson
and Christopher E. Paine.
The Consequences of "Limited" Nuclear Attacks on the US (with W.H. Daugherty and B.G. Levi),
International Security 10, #4 Spring 1986, pp. 3- 45.
The Consequences of a 'Limited' Nuclear War in East and West Germany (with W.M. Arkin and B.G. Levi),
Ambio, Vol, XI, #2-3, 1982, pp. 163-173. See also Addendum, Vol. XII, #1, 1983, p. 57. Adapted as
Kollectiver Selbstmord? Atomkrieg in Deutschland, Spektrum de Wissenschaft (the German-language
version of Scientific American), March 1983. Also reprinted in Nuclear War: The Aftermath, edited by J.
Peterson. New York: Pergamon, 1983, pp. 165-187; and The Aftermath, edited by J. Peterson. New
York: Pantheon, 1983, pp. 165-187.
Automobile Fuel Efficiency: The Opportunity and the Weakness of Existing Market Incentives (with B.G.
Levi), Resources and Conservation, Vol. 10, 1983, pp. 103-124.
The Solar Radiation Resource (with A. Rabl), Energy 8, No. 4, 1983, pp. 295-316.
Radioactive Waste: the Problem of Plutonium (with H. Krugman), Science, October 17, 1980, pp. 319-321.
Fission Power: An Evolutionary Strategy (with H.A. Feiveson and R.H. Williams), Science 203, January 26,
1979, pp. 330-337.
Radioactive Wastes: A Comparison of U.S. Military and Civilian Inventories (with H. Krugman), Science,
August 26, 1977, pp. 883-885.
Report to the American Physical Society by the Study Group on Light Water Reactor Safety (with H.W.
Lewis, R.J. Budnitz, A.W. Castleman, D.E. Dorfan, F.C. Finlayson, R.L. Garwin, L.C. Hebel, S.M.
Keeny Jr., R.A. Muller, G.F. Smoot and T.B. Taylor), Reviews of Modern Physics 47, Supplement 1,
Summer 1975. 124 pp.
Public Interest Science, Science 177, (1972), pp. 1166-1171 (with J. Primack). Reprinted in Technology as a
Social and Political Phenomenon edited by P.L. Bereano (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1976), pp.
507-518; Science, Technology and Society: Emerging Relationships, Rosemary Chalk, ed. (Washington,
D.C.: American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1988), pp. 82-87; and Citizen Scientist by
Frank von Hippel [American Institute of Physics, Masters of Modern Physics series, and Simon &
Schuster (paperback), both in 1991], pp. 1-15.
Inclusive contributions to the rising inelastic proton-proton cross-section (with Dennis Sivers). Physical
Review D, Vol. 9 #3 (1 February 1974), pp. 830-833.
Neutrino + proton --> µ- + N*++ (1236): Comparison with Theory (with Philip Schreiner). Physical Review
Letters 30 (19 February 1973), pp. 339-342. (See also a longer article in Nuclear Physics, summer 1973).
Incoherent Multiple Scattering Effects in the Production of Particles on Nuclear Targets (with J.S. Trefil),
Physical Review D, Vol. 7, (1973), p. 2000.
Final-State-Interaction Contributions to the Exotic Forward Peak in π-p --> K+Y*-(1385) (with Dennis
Sivers), Physical Review D, Vol. 6, #3, 1 August 1972, pp. 874-884.
Centrifugal-Barrier Effects in Resonance Partial Decay Widths, Shapes and Production Amplitudes (with
Chris Quigg). Physical Review D, Vol. 5, #3, 1 February 1972, pp. 624-638.
S-wave Bound States Implied by the SU(3)xSU(3) Charge Algebra (with J. Finkelstein). Physics Letters 31B,
16 February 1970, pp. 226-229.
Nature of SU(3)xSU(3) Symmetry Breaking -- Results from a Systematic Test of the Soft-Meson Theorems
(with Jae Kwan Kim) Physical Review D, Vol. 1, #1, 1 January 1970, pp. 151-164. See also erratum in
Physical Review D, Vol. 3, #11, 1 June 1971, p. 2933.
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Coupling Constants and SU(3) Classification of the Yo*(1405) (with Jae Kwan Kim) Physical Review 184, #5,
25 August 1969, pp. 1961-1963.
Systematic Test of the Soft-meson Theorems and of a Theory of SU(3)xSU(3) Symmetry Breaking (with Jae
Kwan Kim) Physical Review Letters 22, #14, 7 April 1969, pp. 740-744.
Zero-parameter Model of the N-N Potential (with Hirotaka Sugawara) Physical Review 172, # 5, 25 August
1968, pp. 1764-1788. See also erratum in Physical Review 185 #5, p. 2046.
(π-Sigma)I=0,1 and -N Scattering Lengths: Experimental and Theoretical Values (with Jae Kwan Kim)
Physical Review Letters 20, #23, 3 June 1968, pp. 1303-1306.
K- Mesonic X Rays and the -N Scattering Lengths (with John H. Douglas) Physical Review 146, #4, 24 June
1966, pp. 1042-1048.
Vector-Meson Couplings to the Baryons (with H. Sugawara) Physical Review 145, #4, 27 May 1966, pp. 13311334.
SU(6) and the Electromagnetic Form Factors (with K.J. Barnes and P. Carruthers) Physical Review Letters 14,
#3, 18 January 1965, pp. 82-84.
Consequences of Analyticity and Unitarity for Partial-wave Amplitudes (with A.P. Balachandran). Annals of
Physics 30, 1964, pp. 446-475.
Electromagnetic Lambda-Sigma(zero) Mixing and Charge Symmetry of the Lambda Hyperon (with R.H.
Dalitz) Physics Letters 10, #1, 15 May 1964, pp. 153-157.
Parity and Sign of the Sigma(+) --> n + π+ Decay Amplitude and a Model for π+ Emission in
Hypernuclear Decays, Physical Review 136, #2B, 26 October 1964, pp. B455-B471.
The Charge-exchange Contributions to π+ Emission in Hypernuclear Decay (with R.H. Dalitz). Il Nuovo
Cimento 34, 1 November 1964, pp. 799-806.
Analysis of the Experimental Evidence for the Existence of a 4H State with T = 2 (with P.P. Divakaran),
Physical Review Letters 12, #3, 3 February 1964, pp. 128-131.

Papers in conference proceedings
A Ban on the Production of Highly Enriched Uranium, Beijing Seminar on International Security, Suzhou,
China, 1-5 November 2016 (with Sébastien Philippe)
A Ban on the Production of Highly Enriched Uranium, Annual Meeting of the Institute for Nuclear Materials
Management, Atlanta, GA, 26 July 2016 (with Sébastien Philippe)
Iran and Multinational Enrichment, Proceedings of the Beijing Seminar on International Security: Strategic
Stability and Cooperation, Hangzhou, China, 19 – 22 October 2014
Gorbachev’s unofficial arms-control advisers in Nuclear Weapon Issues in the 21 Century, AIP Conference
Proceedings 1596, 2014, Pierce S. Corden, David Hafemeister and Peter Zimmerman eds, p. 39.
st

Scope and verification of a Fissile Material (Cutoff) Treaty in Nuclear Weapon Issues in the 21 Century, AIP
Conference Proceedings 1596, 2014, Pierce S. Corden, David Hafemeister and Peter Zimmerman eds, p.
200.
st

The Uncertain Future Of Reprocessing In Japan, Proceedings of the 2013 Annual Conference of the Institute of
Nuclear Materials Management, Palm Desert, July 2013 (with Masafumi Takubo)
Decreasing HEU Stocks and Use at the Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, Proceedings of the 2013
Annual Conference of the Institute of Nuclear Materials Management, Palm Desert, July 2013 (with I.
Matveenko, V. Poplavko, and G. Pshakin)
A Global Cleanout of Nuclear-weapon-usable Materials, Proceedings of the Beijing Seminar on International
Security, 31 October - 3 November, 2012
Preventing Nuclear-explosive Terrorism by Eliminating Fissile Material: A Progress Report, Proceeding of
the 45th International Seminar on Planetary Emergencies, Erice, 18-26 August 2012
Global Nuclear-weapon Material Stocks and Risks, Proceedings of the 2012 Seoul Nuclear Security
Symposium, 23 March 2012; Seoul, South Korea
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New IPFM Estimates of Weapon-State Stockpiles of HEU and Separated Plutonium, Proceedings of the
Annual Conference of the Institute of Nuclear Materials Management, Palm Desert, CA, 20 July 2011
Spent Fuel Management in South Korea: The Illogic of Pyroprocessing, Proceedings of the Annual
Conference of the Institute of Nuclear Materials Management, Baltimore, 11-15 July 2010
Treatment of Pre-Existing Fissile Material Stocks in a Fissile Material (Cutoff) Treaty, Proceedings of the
Annual Conference of the Institute of Nuclear Materials Management, Baltimore, 11-15 July 2010 (with
Harold A. Feiveson, Alexander Glaser, Arend Meerburg and Zia Mian)
Opportunities for nuclear disarmament: Physicists need to get involved again, Proceedings of a joint
Conference of the Congress of the Federation of German Scientists and German Physical Society, Berlin,
24 Oct. 2009.
Managing Spent Fuel in the United States: The Illogic of Reprocessing, Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of
the Institute on Nuclear Materials Management, Nashville, TN, July 13-17, 2008.
Verification of a Fissile Material (Cutoff) Treaty, Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the Institute on
Nuclear Materials Management, Nashville, TN, July 13-17, 2008.
The International Panel on Fissile Materials, Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the Institute of Nuclear
Materials Management, July 16-20, 2006.
Future Needs For HEU-Fueled Critical Assemblies, Proceedings of the International Meeting on Reduced
Enrichment for Research and Test Reactors, Boston, Massachusetts, 6-10 November 2005.
Science, Technology and Global Security, Vision 2033: Linking science and policy for tomorrow’s world:
Proceedings celebrating the 30 anniversary of the AAAS Science and Technology Policy Fellowship
Programs, May 13-14, 2004, Carnegie Institution, Washington, DC.
th

Security hazards from urban research reactors Proceedings of the international workshop on “Solutions To
Security Concerns about the Radioactive Legacy of the Cold War that Remain in Urban Environments,”
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee, November 15, 2004, in press.
The need to address the larger universe of HEU-fueled reactors, including: critical assemblies, pulsed
reactors and propulsion reactors, Proceedings of the International Meeting on Reduced Enrichment for
Research and Test Reactors, IAEA, Vienna, 7-12 November 2004
On the importance of ending the use of HEU in the nuclear fuel cycle: an updated assessment (with
Alexander Glaser), Proceedings of the 24 International Meeting on Reduced Enrichment for Research
and Test Reactors, November 3-8, 2002, San Carlos de Bariloche, Argentina
th

Reducing stockpiles and use of highly-enriched uranium, Proceedings of the 8 ISODARCO Beijing Seminar on
Arms Control, October 14-18, 2002, Beijing China
th

Storage Mox: A Third Way For Plutonium Disposal? (with A. Macfarlane, J. Kang, and R. Nelson),
Proceedings of the Global 2001 International Conference on the Back End of the Fuel Cycle, Paris, Sept.
12, 2001.
Feasibility of Converting Russian Ice-Breaker Reactors From High-enriched To Low-enriched Uranium Fuel
(with Jungmin Kang), poster, Global 2001 International Conference on Back End of the Fuel Cycle:
From Research to Solutions, Palais des Congres, Paris, September 9-13, 2001.
To reprocess or not? Security Implications in Proceedings of the Workshop on Management and Disposal of
Nuclear Waste, Beijing, September 1999, Yih-yun Hsu and Wang Rui-Ping, eds, (Institute for Global
Chinese Affairs, University of Maryland, 2000), E23-35.
The Convergence of Nuclear Arms Control and Nuclear Materials Management, Keynote address,
Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the Institute of Nuclear Materials Management, Phoenix, Arizona,
July 21, 1997.
Global Nuclear-Materials Control, Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the Institute of Nuclear Materials
Management, Phoenix, Arizona, July 21, 1997 (Abstract)
Addressing the International Overhang of Fissile Material by Frank von Hippel, Proceedings of the Carnegie
Endowment Conference on "Nuclear Non-Proliferation and the Millennium: Prospects and Initiatives,"
Washington, D.C., February 12-13, 1996.
An Evolutionary Strategy for Fission Power by Frank von Hippel Proceedings of Global 1995: International
Conference on Evaluation of Emerging Nuclear Fuel Cycle Systems, Versailles, France, September 1114, 1995, pp. 380-387.
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Contributions of Independent Analysts and Activists to Disarmament and the Conversion of Military
Resources in Proceedings of the International Congress of Scientists on Science and Peace in a Rapidly
Changing Environment, 29 November - 1 December 1991, Rainer Rillling, Hartwig Spitzer, Owen
Greene, Ferdinand Hucho and Gyula Pati, eds; Vol. 1, pp. 26-32.
Verification of Nuclear Warheads and Their Dismantlement: A Joint American-Soviet Study, Nuclear
Materials Management 19: Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the Institute of Nuclear Materials
Management, Los Angeles, CA, 15-18 July, 1990, pp. 589-591.
Controlling and Reducing the Arsenals of the Nuclear Weapon States in Non-Proliferation in a Disarming
World, Proceedings of the VIth International Colloquium organized by the Groupe de Bellerive, Geneva
20-21 June 1990, Sadruddin Aga Khan, ed., pp. 49-58.
Independent Scientists Contribution to Disarmament in Ways Out of the Arms Race, Proceedings of the Second
International Scientists' Congress, Imperial College, London, 2-4 December 1988, John Hassard, Tom
Kibble and Patricia Lewis, eds. (Singapore: World Scientific, 1989), pp. 277-287.
Advances in Weapons Technology and Their Impact on National Security and Arms Control in "Nuclear and
Conventional Forces in Europe: Implications for Arms Control and Security," Proceedings of the Second
AAAS Colloquium on Science, Arms Control and National Security, 28-29 September 1987, Arlington,
VA. W. Thomas Wander and Kenneth N. Luongo, eds, (American Association for the Advancement of
Science, 1988), pp. 33-41, 51, 52-53.
Verification of a Cutoff in the Production of Plutonium and Highly-Enriched Uranium for Nuclear
Weapons in Proceedings of the Workshop on Scientific Aspects of the Verification of Arms Control
Treaties, Hamburg, 13-14 November 1986 (Univeristy of Hamburg, Hamburger Beitra"ge zur
Friedensforschung und Sicherheitspolitik, Vol. 19, June 1987), pp. 55-83.
Verification of Nuclear Disarmament Agreements (with Jack Weiss), in the Proceedings of the International
Scientists' Congress on Ways Out of the Arms Race, Hamburg, West Germany, 14-16 Nov. 1986.
Seismological Monitoring of Nuclear Explosions in Proceedings of the 36th Pugwash Conference on Science
and World Affairs; Budapest, Hungary; 1-6 September 1986, pp. 101-103.
Cutting Off Nuclear Weapons at the Source, in Nuclear War, Nuclear Proliferation and Their Consequences,
Proceedings of the Vth International Colloquium Organized by the Groupe de Bellerive, Geneva, 27-29
June 1985, edited by Sadruddin Aga Khan. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985, pp. 65-79.
Why the Nuclear Arms Race? in Nuclear War -- By Mistake, Inevitable or Preventable?, Report from an
International Conference in Stockholm, Sweden, 15-16 February 1985. Stockholm: Swedish Physicians
Against Nuclear Arms, 1985, pp. 24-30.
Comments on Nuclear Power in The Nuclear Chain Reaction - Forty Years Later," Proceedings, a University of
Chicago Commemorative Symposium, Robert G. Sachs, ed. (Chicago, Ill. University of Chicago, 1984),
pp. 231, 234, 236.
The Possibility of a Nuclear Weapons Freeze, Proceedings of the Princeton Conference on the Nuclear
Weapons Debate, 1983, pp.??
The Environmental Consequences of Nuclear War, Proceedings of the first Conference on the Fate of the
Earth, Oct. 19-21, 1982 (San Francisco: Earth Island Institute, 1983) pp. 276 - 285
Soviet Diversion of Plutonium Under IAEA Safeguards, Proceedings of the Conference on the Nuclear
Weapons Freeze and Arms Control, American Academy of Arts and Sciences, January 13-15, 1983, pp.
37, 38.
Automotive Fuel Economy: the Technological Potential in Low Consumption/Low Emission Automobiles,
Proceedings of an Expert Panel, Rome, 14-15 February 1991. Paris: OECD, International Energy
Agency, 1991, pp. 31-32.
Automobile Fuel Economy in Proceedings of the Soviet-US Symposium on Energy Conservation, Moscow, 6-11
June 1985, published in Energy: The International Journal 12 (1987), pp. 1063-1071.

Book Reviews
Strange Bedfellows. review of Doomed to Cooperate: How American and Russian Scientists Joined Forces to
Avert Some of the Greatest Post–Cold War Nuclear Dangers, Siegfried S. Hecker, Ed. Bathtub Row Press,
2016, Science, 23Sept. 2016, p. 1372.
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The First Proliferation: Waiting for the Soviet Bomb, American Scientist, Vol. 98, No. 4, July/Aug. 2010,
Review of Red Cloud At Dawn: Truman, Stalin, and the End of the Atomic Monopoly. Michael D.
Gordin (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2009).
Public Defenders, review of Defusing Armageddon: Inside NEST, America’s Secret Nuclear Bomb Squad by
Jeffrey T. Richelson, Norton, 2009, American Scientist 97, May-June 2009, p. 256.
Promising the Sun, review of Sun in a Bottle: The Strange History of Fusion and the Science of Wishful Thinking
by Charles Seife, Science, Vol. 322, 28 November 2008, p. 1328.
The Stuff of Bombs, a review of Plutonium: A History of the World’s Most Dangerous Element by Jeremy
Bernstein, American Scientist 95 (May-June 2007), pp. 266-68.
Better active today than radioactive tomorrow: A review of Toward Nuclear Abolition: A history of the world
nuclear disarmament movement, 1971 to the present by Lawrence Wittner (Stanford University
Press, 2003) International Network of Engineers and Scientists Against Proliferation Newsletter #22,
Dec. 2003, pp. 46-47;Federation of American Scientists Public Interest Report 57 (Winter 2004), pp. 1,
11-13.
A Brief For Power and Against Weapons, book review of Megawatts and Megatons A Turning Point in the
Nuclear Age? by Richard L. Garwin and Georges Charpak, Science 295, January 25, 2002, p. 632.
Review of U.S. Military Research and Development, 1984, edited by Kosta Tsipis and Penny Janeway, Physics
Today, April 1985, p. 85.
How Should We Rethink Nuclear Weapons Policy? review of Freeman Dyson's Weapons and Hope, Physics
Today, November 1984, pp. 105,106.

Articles in Scientific American
Are we any closer to preventing nuclear holocaust? Scientific American, August 2016
Chernobyl Didn't Kill Nuclear Power, Scientific American, April 2016
“Time to Ban Production of Materials for Nuclear Weapons,” Scientific American website, 13 January 2010
(with Alex Glaser and Zia Mian)
Rethinking Nuclear Fuel Recycling, Scientific American, May 2008, pp. 88-93.
Thwarting nuclear terrorism by Alex Glaser and Frank von Hippel, Scientific American, February 2006, pp. 5663.
Taking Nuclear Weapons off Hair-Trigger Alert by Bruce Blair, Harold Feiveson and Frank von Hippel,
Scientific American 277, #5, November 1997, pp. 74-81.
Eliminating Nuclear Warheads (with Marvin Miller, Harold Feiveson, Anatoli Diakov and Frans Berkhout)
Scientific American 269, August 1993, pp. 44-49.
Civilian Casualties from Counterforce Attacks, Scientific American, September 1988, pp. 36-42 (with Barbara
G. Levi, Theodore B. Postol and William H. Daugherty), reprinted in Citizen Scientist.
Stopping the Production of Fissile Material for Weapons (with D.A. Albright and B.G. Levi) Scientific
American, September 1985, pp. 40-47 (delayed in the Russian edition of Scientific American until
September 1987), reprinted in Citizen Scientist.
The Fuel Economy of Light Vehicles (with C. Gray) Scientific American, May 1981, pp. 48-59, reprinted in
Citizen Scientist.
Limited Nuclear Warfare (with S.D. Drell) Scientific American, November 1976, pp. 27-37. Reprinted in
Progress in Arms Control, edited by B.M. Russett and B.G. Blair. San Francisco: W.H. Freeman and
Co., 1979, pp. 144-154; and in Arms Control and the Arms Race, edited by B.M. Russett and F. Chernoff.
San Francisco: W.H. Freeman and Co., 1985, pp.??.

Articles in Physics Today
Nuclear Weapons dangers and policy options, Physics Today, April 2018, pp. 32-39,
https://physicstoday.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/PT.3.3896 (with Steve Fetter and Richard Garwin)
Sakharov, Gorbachev, and nuclear reductions, Physics Today, April 2017, pp. 49-54.
A disarmament agenda, interview with Physics Today, June 2015, pp. 26-29 (with Alex Glaser and Zia Mian)
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Gorbachev’s Unofficial Arms-control Advisors, Physics Today, Sept. 2013, pp. 41-47; letters to the editor and
responses, Russia and the US in the Cold War arms race, Physics Today, April 2014, pp. 8-11.
“James Franck: Science and Conscience,” Physics Today, May 2010, pp. 41-46.
The Question of Pure Fusion Explosions Under the CTBT (with Suzanne Jones and Ray Kidder) Physics
Today, September 1998, pp. 57-59.
Fissile Material Security in the Post-Cold War World by Frank von Hippel, Physics Today 48, #6, June 1995,
pp. 26-31.
Big Government and Little Analysts by Frank von Hippel, Physics Today 48, #6, June 1995, pp. 51-52
(reprinted in Philosophy and Social Action 21, #4, Oct.-Dec. 1995, pp. 57-59.
Arms Control Physics: The New Soviet Connection, Physics Today, November 1989, pp. 39-42, 44, 46
(reprinted in Citizen Scientist and in Physics and Nuclear Arms Today, David Hafemeister, ed. (New
York: American Institute of Physics, 1991).
Measurements of Radiation from a Soviet Warhead, Physics Today, November 1989, p. 45 (with Steve Fetter),
reprinted in Physics and Nuclear Arms Today.
Visit to a Laser Facility at the Soviet ABM Test Site, Physics Today, November 1989, pp. 34-35, reprinted in
Physics and Nuclear Arms Today.
The Freeze and The Counterforce Race (with H.A. Feiveson) Physics Today, January 1983, pp. 36, 38, 40, 42,
44, 46-49. See also letters to the editor, Physics Today, May 1983, pp. 12-13, reprinted in Citizen
Scientist and Physics and Nuclear Arms Today.
The Emperor’s New Clothes – 1981, Physics Today, July 1981, pp. 34-41.
The importance of defending Andrei Sakharov, Guest Comment, Physics Today, April 1980, p. 9.
More on Plutonium Recycling, Physics Today, Feb. 1976, pp. 13, 15.
More on Waste Disposal, Physics Today, August 1976, pp. 68, 69.
Public Interest Science -- An Overview (with J. Primack and M. Perl), Physics Today, June 1974, pp. 23-31.

Articles in Physics and Society
(Journal of the Forum on Physics and Society)
Comments on “The New Era of Nuclear Arsenal Vulnerability” by Lieber and Press, Physics & Society,
January 2018, https://www.aps.org/units/fps/newsletters/201804/comments.cfm
Usability of Reactor-grade Plutonium in Nuclear Weapons: A Reply to Alex DeVolpi, by Marvin Miller and
Frank von Hippel, Physics & Society 26, #3 (July 1997), pp. 10-11.
Contributions of Arms-Control Physicists to the Ending of the Cold War, Physics & Society, April 1996, pp.
1, 9-10.

Articles in Arms Control Today
Improving U.S. Ballistic Missile Defense Policy, Arms Control Today, May 2018, pp. 16-22,
https://www.armscontrol.org/act/2018-05/features/improving-us-ballistic-missile-defense-policy (with George
Lewis)
The Feasibility of Ending HEU Fuel Use in the U.S. Navy, Arms Control Today, November 2016, pp. 15-22
(with Sébastien Philippe)
Building on the Iran Deal: Steps Toward a Middle Eastern Nuclear-weapon-free Zone, Arms Control Today,
December 2015, pp. 14-20 (with Alexander Glaser, Zia Mian and Hossein Mousavian)
Agreeing on Limits for Iran’s Centrifuge Program: A Two-Stage Strategy, Arms Control Today, July/August
2014, pp. 8-14 (with Alexander Glaser, Zia Mian and Hossein Mousavian)
A Win-Win Solution for Iran’s Arak Reactor, Arms Control Today, April 2014, pp. 8-13 (with Ali Ahmad,
Alexander Glaser, and Zia Mian)
The Future of Plutonium Disposition, Arms Control Today, July/August 2013, pp. 8-15 (with Tom Clements and
Edwin Lyman)
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South Korean Reprocessing: An Unnecessary Threat to the Nonproliferation Regime, Arms Control Today,
March 2010, pp. 22-29; letters to the editor, June 2010, pp. 49-51.
Complete Cutoff: Designing a Comprehensive Fissile Material Treaty, Arms Control Today, March 2009, pp
16-23 (with Arend Meerburg).
National Fuel Stockpiles: An Alternative to a Proliferation of National Enrichment Plants? Arms Control
Today, September 2008, pp. 20-24.
Reprocessing revisited: The international dimensions of the Global Nuclear Energy Partnership, Arms
Control Today, April 2008, pp. 6-14 (with Edwin Lyman)
The North Korean Test and the Limits of Nuclear Forensics, Arms Control Today, January/February 2007, pp.
42-43 (with Jungmin Kang and Hui Zhang) and correction, April 2007, p. 48.
Deconstructing North Korea’s October 9 Nuclear Test, Arms Control Today, November 2006, pp. 15-17 (with
Richard Garwin); reprinted in the Japanese journal, Sekai, December 2006, pp. 68-71
Global cleanout: Reducing the threat of HEU-fueled nuclear terrorism, Arms Control Today, JanuaryFebruary 2006, pp. 18-23 (with Alexander Glaser)
Is U.S. reprocessing worth the risk? By Steve Fetter and Frank von Hippel, Arms Control Today, September
2005, pp. 6-12.
Hans Bethe (1906-2005), Arms Control Today 35, April 2005, pp. 44-46 (with Richard Garwin)
Does the United States need a new plutonium-pit facility? (with Steve Fetter), Arms Control Today, May 2004,
pp. 10-14.
A Step-by-Step Approach to a Global Fissile Materials Cutoff by Steven Fetter and Frank von Hippel, Arms
Control Today 25, #8 (October 1995), pp. 3-8.
The Administration, Congress and Nuclear Testing (transcript of a press conference), Arms Control Today,
July/August 1993, p. 4.
Worse than Chernobyl? [plutonium dispersal from a nuclear-warhead accident] (with Steve Fetter). Arms
Control Today 22, September 1992, p. 13.

Articles in Disarmament Forum
(Journal of the U.N. Institute for Disarmament Research)
Building confidence in a fissile materials production moratorium using commercial satellites (with Hui
Zhang) Disarmament Forum, 2000, #3, pp. 71-77
The FMCT and Cuts in Fissile Material Stockpiles, by Frank von Hippel, UNIDIR Disarmament Forum 2,
spring 1999, pp. 35-44.
De-Alerting Russian and American Nuclear Missiles (with Bruce Blair and Harold Feiveson) UNIDIR
Newsletter, No 38 (1998) Special issue: "Nuclear De-alerting: Taking a Step Back," pp. 19-22.

Articles in The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
Limitations on ballistic missile defense—Past and possibly future, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Vol. 74 (4)
pp. 199–209, August 2018, https://doi.org/10.1080/00963402.2018.1486575.
Tillerson was right about Trump (re taking the US out of the Iran Deal), Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 9
May 2018, https://thebulletin.org/commentary/tillerson-was-right-about-trump/
“Forty years of impasse: The United States, Japan and the plutonium problem,” Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists, August 2017 (with Masafumi Takubo)
Reprocessing policy and South Korea’s new government, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 15 May 2017,
http://thebulletin.org/reprocessing-policy-and-south-korea’s-new-government10768 (with Jungmin Kang)
“A renewed mobilization to reduce the danger from nuclear weapons,” Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 14
November 2016
“How many nuclear warheads does the United States need?” Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, September
2016.
Why the United States did not demonstrate the Bomb's power ahead of Hiroshima, Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists, August 2016 (with Fumihiko Yoshida)
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Banning the production of highly enriched uranium, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 15 March 2016 (with Zia
Mian and Michael Schoeppner)
Explain This: Subcritical experiments, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 14 December 2012,
www.thebulletin.org/web-edition/features/explain-subcritical-experiments
Murphy’s Law and the doomsday machine (remembering the Cuban Missile Crisis) Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists, 17 October 2012, http://thebulletin.org/web-edition/features/remembering-the-cuban-missilecrisis
“The radiological and psychological consequences of the Fukushima Daiichi accident,” Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists, Vol. 67, Sept. 2011, pp. 27-36.
“Managing nuclear spent fuel: Policy lessons from a 10-country study, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 27
June 2011 (with Harold Feiveson, Zia Mian and M. V. Ramana)
It’s Time to Give Up on Breeder Reactors, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, May/June 2010, pp. 50-56 (with
Thomas B. Cochran, Harold A. Feiveson, Zia Mian, M. V. Ramana, and Mycle Schneider)
Dry-cask storage: How Germany led the way, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Sept.-Oct. 2009, p. 24 (with
Klaus Janberg)
Remembering Jo [Rotblat], Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, November/December 2005.
Where Fermi Stood, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 57, September/October, 2001, pp. 26-29.
Eyes in the sky: Watching for weapons work (with Hui Zhang), Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 57,
July/August 2001, pp. 61-66.
Plutonium Disposal: The Third Way, (with Allison MacFarlane, Jungmin Kang and Robert Nelson) Bulletin of
the Atomic Scientists 57, May/June, 2001, pp. 53-57.
Help the nuclear cities, help ourselves, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 56, November/December 2000, pp. 2123.
"When the dust settles: Depleted uranium is not the radioactive nightmare some say but it is still a
dangerously toxic heavy metal" by Steve Fetter and Frank N. von Hippel, Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists 55, Nov.-Dec. 1999, pp. 42-45, (bullatomsci.org/issues/1999/nd99/nd99toc); see also, letter to
the editor and the authors' response, "The DU dispute continues," Jan/Feb. 1999 issue, pp. 4-5.
Retooling Russia’s Nuclear Cities by Oleg Bukharin, Matthew Bunn, Jill Cetina, Ken Luongo and Frank von
Hippel, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 54, September/October 1998, pp. 44-50.
The slow death of the fast [plutonium] breeder [reactor] by Frank von Hippel and Suzanne Jones, Bulletin of
the Atomic Scientists 53, #5, September/October 1997, pp. 46-51
Let's reprocess the MOX plan by Marvin Miller and Frank von Hippel, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,
July/August 1997, pp. 15-17 (on plutonium disposition).
Paring Down the Arsenal by Frank von Hippel, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 53, May/June 1997, pp. 33-40.
Take a Hard Look at Subcritical Tests by Suzanne Jones and Frank von Hippel, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
52, November-December 1996, pp. 44-47.
Testing, testing, 1,2,3 -- forever (not our title), Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 49, July/August 1993, pp. 28-32.
Russian whistleblower faces jail in Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 49 (March 1993), pp. 7-8.
Plutonium: True Separation Anxiety (with Frans Berkhout, Anatoli Diakov, Harold Feiveson and Marvin
Miller) Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 48, November 1992, pp. 28-34.
Test Ban Debate, Round Three: Warhead Safety, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 47, April 1991, pp. 29-31
and letters to the editor in the June issue, pp. 44, 45.
How to Prevent Accidental Nuclear War, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, June 1990, pp. 35-37.
Soviets Debate Minimum Deterrence, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Jan/Feb. 1990, pp. 5-6.
Taking Apart the Doomsday Machine, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, May 1989, pp. 10-12.
A U.S. Scientist Addresses Gorbachev, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, May 1987, pp. 12-13, reprinted in
Citizen Scientist.
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The Danger of Military Reactors, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, October 1986, pp. 44-48 (with D.A. Albright
and C. Paine).
Breaking the Fuel/Weapons Connection (with H.A. Feiveson and D.A. Albright) Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists, March 1986, pp. 26-31.
Reducing U.S. and Soviet Nuclear Arsenals (with H.A. Feiveson and R.H. Ullman) Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists, August 1985, pp. 144-150. Reprinted in Assessing the Nuclear Age, edited by L. Ackland and
S. McGuire (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986) pp. 311-324.
Attacks on Star Wars Critics a Diversion, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, April 1985, pp. 8-10. Reprinted in
Assessing the Nuclear Age, edited by L. Ackland and S. McGuire (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1986) pp. 163-170 and in Citizen Scientist.
The Myths of Edward Teller, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists (BAS), March 1983, pp. 6-12. See also
subsequent exchange with Teller in BAS, April 1983, pp. 42-44, and the letter to the editor by Frank von
Hippel in the November 1983 issue of the BAS, pp. 60,61. Reprinted in The Consequences of Nuclear
War on the Global Environment, report by the House Committee on Science and Technology, 1983, pp.
41-50 and in Citizen Scientist.
Towards a Solar Civilization (with R.H. Williams), Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, October, 1977, pp. 12-15,
56-60. Reprinted in Towards a Solar Civilization, edited by R.H. Williams (Cambridge, MA: M.I.T.
Press, 1978) pp. 221-238.
Solar Technologies (with R.H. Williams) Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, November, 1975, pp. 25-31.
Reprinted in Towards a Solar Civilization (see above), pp. 1-14.
Energy Waste and Nuclear Power Growth (with R.H. Williams), Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, December
1976, pp. 20-32.
The Plutonium Economy: Why We Should Wait and Why We Can Wait (with H.A. Feiveson, T.B. Taylor
and R.H. Williams) Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, December 1976, pp. 10-14. Reprinted in the
Reader on Nuclear Nonproliferation (US Senate Committee on Government Affairs, 1978) pp. 145 - 150.
Chernobyl, The Emerging Story: Estimating Long-Term Health Effects (with Thomas B. Cochran) Bulletin of
the Atomic Scientists, August/September 1986, pp. 18-24. See also, letter to the editor, November 1986,
pp. 55-56, reprinted in Citizen Scientist. See also, William J. Broad, “Experts Voice Concern on East
Europe Cancers, New York Times, 16 May 1986.
Containment of a Reactor Melt-Down (with J. Beyea), Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, September 1982, pp.
52-59, reprinted in Citizen Scientist.
The NRC and Thyroid Protection - One Excuse After Another, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 36 (October
1980), pp. 44-46, reprinted in Citizen Scientist.
Looking Back on the Rasmussen Report, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, February 1977, pp. 42-47.
Will Our Problems be Solved if We Abolish Nuclear Power Plants? Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,
September 1979, p. 5. Excerpted on the Washington Post editorial page, September 21, 1979, p. A18.
A Perspective on the Debate, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, July 1975, p. 37; Further Points of
Clarification, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, January 1976, p. 44 (reprinted in Hans Bethe, The Road
from Los Alamos (American Institute of Physics/Simon and Schuster, 1991), pp. 206-213.
Scientists, Politics and the SST: A Critical Review, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 28 (April 1972, pp. 24-30
(with Joel Primack).

Articles in Technology Review
Plutonium Perils (commentary), Technology Review 96, August/September 1993, p. 70.
Dismantling the Doomsday Machine [post-START nuclear cuts] (with H.A. Feiveson) Technology Review 95,
May-June 1992, pp. 61-69.
Due Process for Dissenting `Whistle-Blowers' (with R. Chalk), Technology Review, June/July 1979; pp. 45-55,
(excerpted in the Boston Globe, August 12, 1979, p. D1 and in two parts in Mechanical Engineering,
April 1980, p. 82, May 1980, p. 76, reprinted in Citizen Scientist.

Articles in Issues of Science & Technology
(Policy journal of the National Academy of Sciences)
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Nuclear Stockpile Stewardship, Invited comment, Issues in Science and Technology, Summer 1999, p. 9.
Looking Beyond INF, Issues of Science and Technology, Summer 1988, pp. 31-32 (based on testimony before the
Joint Commission on Foreign Relations of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, 24 March 1988).
SDI Research: Differences in Thrust (invited comment), Issues of Science and Technology, Spring 1988, pp. 1213.
Long-Term Health Consequences of Chernobyl, Issues of Science and Technology, Winter Issue 1986-'87, p 8.

Articles in the Federation of American Scientists’ Public Interest Report
The Federation of American Scientists’ Contribution to Ending the Cold War Nuclear Arms Race,
Federation of American Scientists Public Interest Report, Special 70th Anniversary Issue, May 2016.
Presentation of the Federation of American Scientists’ Hans A. Bethe Award to Phillip Morrison,
Federation of American Scientists Public Interest Report, Vol. 56, #1, Spring 2003.
Recommendations for Preventing Nuclear Terrorism, Federation of American Scientists Public Interest Report
(November/December 2001), p. 1, 4-8, 10.
Saga of the Siberian Plutonium-Production Reactors (with Matthew Bunn) Federation of American Scientists
Public Interest Report 53, November/December 2000.
"Did India Test an H-bomb?" by M.V. Ramana and Frank von Hippel, FAS Public Interest Report, JanuaryFebruary 1999, p. 8.
The Department of Energy's Stockpile Stewardship Program, F.A.S. [Federation of American Scientists]
Public Interest Report 50, January/February 1997, pp. 7-9.
Industrial Conversion in Russia: A Tale of Two "Plutonium Cities" by Frank von Hippel, F.A.S. [Federation
of American Scientists] Public Interest Report, July/August 1996, pp. 3-4.
Working in the White House on Nuclear Nonproliferation and Arms Control: A Personal Report by Frank
von Hippel, F.A.S. Public Interest Report 48, #2, March/April 1995, pp. 1, 3-8.
On to START II -- Now! (with Harold A. Feiveson). Federation of American Scientists, Public Interest Report,
June 1990, pp. 1,2, 5-8.
The Technical Basis for Deep Reductions, Federation of American Scientists Public Interest Report, November
1989, p. 7.
Analysts Address Gorbachev (with a response from Gorbachev) in Federation of American Scientists' Public
Interest Report, February 1988, pp. 14-15 (with Anders Boserup, Robert Nield and Albrecht von
Mu"ller).
A Cutoff in the Production of Fissile Material for Nuclear Weapons (with B.G. Levi) in Federation of
American Scientists' Public Interest Report, February 1985, pp. 3-7 (reprinted in Verifying a Nuclear
Freeze, edited by Roger Harrison. London: Berg Publishers, 1986, pp. 167-177.
The Committee of Soviet Scientists Against the Nuclear Threat, Federation of American Scientists Public
Interest Report, January 1984, pp. 1-4.
Cutting Off the Production of Fissile Material for Nuclear Weapons (with H.A. Feiveson), Federation of
American Scientists Public Interest Report, June 1982, pp. 10, 11.
FAS Opposes the Clinch River Breeder, Federation of American Scientists' Public Interest Report, May 1982,
p. 7.
Applying Cost-Benefit Analysis to Environmental Regulations: No Panacea, F.A.S. Public Interest Report,
March 1982, pp. 1, 3, 4.
The Net Energy from Nuclear Reactors, Federation of American Scientists Professional Bulletin, April 1975, p.
5 (with Margaret Fels and Hartmut Krugmann).

Articles in other journals
“Nuclear power and nuclear safety,” Materials Research Society Bulletin Vol. 41, December 2016, p. 665
(editorial).
Life after the Trail Crew, Chips and Clippings, Fall 2016, p. 11.
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Memoriam: Stanislav Nikolaevich Rodionov, Science & Global Security, Vol. 24 (August, 2016) pp. 63-64
(with Oleg Prilutsky).
Weapons plutonium riskier above ground, Letter to the editor, Nature, 18 February 2016 (with Ed Lyman)
Overcoming the challenge of disposing of separated plutonium, Sekai (The World) January 2016, pp, 219-229
(with Masafumi Takubo)
Overcoming the challenge of disposing of separated plutonium, Disarmament Review, Electronic Journal of
Japan Association of Disarmament Studies, Vol. 6, No. 6, November 2015, pp. 13-18.
China must avoid costly trap of reprocessing nuclear fuel, China Dialogue, 2013 (with M.V. Ramana).
Minimizing global stocks of nuclear-weapon-usable materials, Courier of Analytics quarterly, Moscow (2013)
Missing in Action: The Obama Administration and Japan’s Plutonium Program, Perspective, Nuclear
Intelligence Weekly, 28 September 2012, p. 10
Time to bury plutonium, Comment, Nature, 10 May 2012, p. 167 (with Rodney Ewing, Richard Garwin and
Allison MacFarlane)
Making nuclear power safer and less proliferative after Fukushima (perspective) in Elements, Vol. 8 (2012) p.
171.
From reprocessing and breeder reactor development to dry cask storage of spent fuel (Sekai, August 2012, in
Japanese), p. 118
The ‘Plutonium Economy,’ 40 Years Later, In Perspective, Nuclear Intelligence Weekly, 24 January 2011 p. 9
Physicists’ Efforts to Control Nuclear Weapons, INESAP Information Bulletin 26, April 2008, pp. 75-81.
Amulya Reddy and the Social Responsibility of Engineers and Scientists, Energy and Sustainable
Development, June 2006
No hurry to recycle [plutonium], Mechanical Engineering, May 2006, p. 32.
Arthur von Hippel: The scientist and the man, Materials Research Society Bulletin 30, November 2005, pp.
838-844.
Blocking of an MIT fraud investigation by the DOD’s Missile Defense Agency by John Ahearne, Richard
Garwin and Frank von Hippel, MIT Faculty Newsletter XVIII, No. 1, September/October 2005.
Commentary on "Bush, Missile Defense, and the Critics" by Frank Gaffney, Commentary, May 2001, pp. 16,
18.
Depleted uranium not a high priority for the anti-nuclear movement (with Steven Fetter) Medicine and
Survival 7, March 2001, pp. 46-47
Are We Missing a Window of Opportunity? by Frank von Hippel, Newsletter of Economists Allied for Arms
Reduction 7, #3, Fall/Winter 1995, pp. 1, 8 (based on an invited statement prepared for the observance of
the 50th Anniversary of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, University of Chicago, December 7, 1995.
Nuclear Weapons by Frank von Hippel, The Amicus Journal, Winter 1996 (special issue commemorating the 25th
anniversary of the Natural Resources Defense Council), pp. 49-52.
Ban on the Production of Fissile Material for Weapons: Global and Regional Considerations by Frank von
Hippel, Philosophy and Social Action 21 (2), 1995, pp. 15-24 (prepared talk for the Workshop on Global
and Regional Linkages of Arms Control, Fort Aguada Beach Resort, Goa, India, January 15-18, 1995).
Bombs away [on nuclear-warhead dismantlement], Discover 13, April 1992, pp. 32-35.
Activists and Analysts, Melampus Journal for Environmental Education I, Spring 1992, pp. 3-4.
START, Nuclear Times 9, Autumn 1991, pp. 4-5.
Activists and Analysts, Editorial, Nuclear Times, March-April 1986, pp. 19-20.
Automobiles and the West's Umbilical Cord (with W.U. Chandler), Energy Conservation Bulletin, April/May
1982, pp. l, 3, reprinted in Citizen Scientist.
Should Breeder Reactors Be Built in the United States? No! Public Power, May/June 1981, pp. 19, 21, 24.
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The Automobile Fuel Economy Standards - Are They Cost Effective? Technology and Society, June 1980, pp.
1-7.
Mitigating the Effects of Nuclear Accidents, IEEE Spectrum, Nov. 1979, p. 79.
Scientists and the Politics of Technology, Applied Spectroscopy 25 (25th anniversary issue, July/August 1971),
pp. 403-413 (with Joel Primack).

Opeds
A dangerous nuclear dinosaur, Kyodo News Service, 8 March 2017,
https://english.kyodonews.jp/news/2017/03/462427.html (with Masafumi Takubo)
Direct disposal is better solution for South Carolina's plutonium problem, Augusta Chronicle, 24 October
2015 (with Edwin Lyman)
A Really Good Idea: Multinationalize Iran's Enrichment Program, The National Interest, 1 July 2015,
http://www.nationalinterest.org/feature/really-good-idea-multinationalize-irans-enirchment-program-13223
Highly Enriched Danger, New York Times, 22 March 2014 (with Alan Kuperman)
Japan’s Nuclear Mistake, New York Times, Oped, 28 November 2012 (with Masafumi Takubo)
Japan's reprocessing program and proliferation in East Asia, opinion (Kyodo News Network, 27 June 2012)
(with Masafumi Takubo)
Reconsidering the Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant, Opinion, Kyodo News Service, 13 March 2012
“It could happen here [Fukushima Daiichi Accident],” New York Times, 24 March 2011
When the waste is Nuclear, Los Angeles Times, 15 September 2009
Feeding potential for South Asia’s nuclear fire, Asahi Shimbun, April 20, 2007, p. 77 (with Zia Mian and M.V.
Ramana)
Nuclear Role Models, Washington Post Oped, August 6, 2002, p. A15 (with Zia Mian and R. Rajaraman)
A Longer Nuclear Fuse, Washington Post Oped June 6, 2000 ; A27 (with Bruce Blair)
Missile defense -- A dangerous move, Washington Post, "Outlook" Section, Sunday, December 12, 1999, page
B09 (reprinted in the International Herald Tribune, Dec. 23, 1999, p. 8 as "A Missile Defense System
Isn't What America Needs) (with Phillip Bleek).
False Fears About a Test Ban by Ray Kidder, Lynn Sykes and Frank von Hippel, Washington Post, Outlook
Section, Sunday, October 10, 1999; Page B07
Does India need the H-bomb? by M. V. Ramana and Frank von Hippel, The Hindu, Wednesday, December 23,
1998, Opinion, p. 12
U.S. Tritium Production Plan Lacks Strategic Rationale by Charles Ferguson and Frank von Hippel, Defense
News, December 7-13, 1998, p. 29.
The Alternative to Nuclear Tests by Zia Mian and Frank von Hippel, Washington Post, Sunday, May 31, 1998,
p. C-7.
Redoubling Nuclear Weapons Reduction Without Weakening Deterrence by Bruce Blair, Harold Feiveson
and Frank von Hippel, Washington Post (Oped), November 12, 1997, A23.
Russian-U.S. Cooperation in Reducing the Nuclear Danger: Successes and Problems, "Nezavisimaya Gazeta
[Independent Newspaper]," Moscow, April 19, 1996, p. 4.
Negotiating the Future of Disarmament by Frank von Hippel, The Washington Post (Op-ed), March 6, 1996.
Don't Leave Nuclear Disarmament to the Professionals! by Frank von Hippel The [Trenton] Times
[Commentary], Sunday, July 30, 1995, pp. CC1,CC6.
A Pentagon Shell Game with Everything to Lose by Ray E. Kidder and Frank von Hippel, Los Angeles Times
(OpEd), July 26, 1995, B9. Reprinted in many U.S. newspapers and under the title, A Pentagon Arms
Plan Goes France One Better, in the International Herald-Tribune
The Myth of the Soviet `Killer' Laser, New York Times Oped, 19 August 1989.
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Nuclear-Arms Treaties Could Save Us a Bundle, Los Angeles Times Oped, 11 April 1989, Part II, p. 7 (with
Michael I. Sobel)
Let's Work to Halt Plutonium Output, Seattle Times Oped, 4 March 1987 (with David Albright).
The Test Ban Is Up to the U.S., Op-ed, The Philadelphia Inquirer, 6 August 1986, p. 11-A.
Laboratories vs. a Nuclear Ban (with J. Stein), New York Times Oped, 28 March 1986, reprinted in Citizen
Scientist.
Star Wars "Research" to Waste Billions, The Times (Trenton), 27 April, 1985, p. A15.
The Election Offers Clear Alternatives on Arms Control, Princetonian, 3 October 1984, p. 4.
Nuclear "Turkey" [plutonium breeder reactor] on Congress' Menu, Op-ed, Los Angeles Times, Sunday, August
22, 1982, Part IV, p. 5.
Uranium Security Without the Breeder Reactor (with H.A. Feiveson and R.H. Williams) Op-ed, Washington
Post, March l6, l979
Alternatives to the Plutonium Breeder (with H.A. Feiveson and R.H. Williams), Op-ed, Washington Post,
September 16, 1977.
Breedermania (with H.A. Feiveson, T.B. Taylor and R.H. Williams), Op-ed, New York Times, June 20, 1977, p.
27.

Blogs
Declaring more U.S. weapon-grade uranium excess could delay the need to build a new national enrichment
plant, IPFM blog, 4 April 2018, http://fissilematerials.org/blog/2018/04/declaring more us weapon.html; http://fissilematerials.org/library/fvh18.pdf
Fissile material issues in the U.S. National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2018, IPFM Blog, 15
December 2017, www.fissilematerials.org/blog/2017/12/fissile_material_issues_i.html
Future of Japan's Monju plutonium breeder reactor under review, IPFM blog, 1 September 2016,
http://fissilematerials.org/blog/2016/09/future_of_japans_monju_pl.html (with Masafumi Takubo)
U.S. Office of Naval Reactors Outlines $1 Billion R&D Plan for Development of LEU Fuel 14 August 2016,
http://fissilematerials.org/blog/2016/08/report on development of leu fuel.html(with Sébastien
Philippe)
A Little-Known Nuclear Race Taking Place in East Asia is Dangerous and Pointless, The WorldPost
(Huffington Post and Asahi Shimbun), 5 April 2016 (with Fumihiko Yoshida)
Could the U.S. Waste Isolation Pilot Plant go critical if more plutonium were disposed in it? 6 January 2016,
(with Edwin Lyman)

http://fissilematerials.org/blog/2016/01/could the us waste isolat.html
Forwords, etc.
Stanislav Nikolaevich Rodionov (1929-2014) Science & Global Security (with Oleg Prilutsky) (to be published)
Foreword: A transition (on the retirement of S&GS founding editor, Harold A. Feiveson, Science & Global
Security, Vol. 19 (2011) pp. iii–iv
Allan S. Krass (1935-2013), Science & Global Security, Vol. 22, no. 1 (2014) pp. 76-79 (with Dan Fenstemacher,
Chuck Messick and Parrish Staples,)
A Transition, Science & Global Security, Vol. 19, pp. iii–iv, 2011
Japan’s Spent Fuel and Plutonium Management Challenges by Tadahiro Katsuta and Tatsujiro Suzuki
(International Panel on Fissile Materials, Sept. 2006, with Jose Goldemberg)
Fissile Materials in South Asia: The implication of the U.S.-India nuclear deal by Zia Mian, A.H. Nayyar, R.
Rajaraman and M.V. Ramana (International Panel on Fissile Materials, Sept. 2006, with Jose
Goldemberg)
Help needed to eliminate a dangerous legacy of the Cold War, Foreword, Russian Weapons Plutonium and the
Western Option (Nuclear Disarmament Forum, Zug, Switzerland, 2002), 5 pp.
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Preface, Russian Strategic Nuclear Weapons, Pavel Podvig, ed, (MIT Press, 2001), pp. xv-xviii.
Generation Upon Generation, foreword to Nuclear Weapons Databook, Vol. I: US Forces and Capabilities, by
T.B. Cochran, W.M. Arkin, and M.M. Hoenig, (Cambridge, MA: Ballinger, 1983), 2 pp.
Foreword to World Military and Social Priorities, 1983 (Leesburg, Va.: World Priorities, 1983) p. 3.

Interviews
A moment with ... Frank von Hippel, on nuclear power by Eric Hand, Princeton Alumni Weekly, 27 April 2011

Congressional Testimony, Etc.
The UK Government’s Consultation on the Management of the UK’s Plutonium Stock, Submission to the UK
Department of Energy and Climate Change, 7 August 2012 (with Gordon MacKerron)
The NRC’s advisory to evacuate to 50 miles from the Fukushima-Daiichi NPP: Implications for reactoraccident evacuation and thyroid protection strategies, submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, 4 August 2012
Comment on the Future of the United Kingdom’s Nuclear Deterrent, invited testimony, presented to the UK
Parliament’s Defense Committee, January 10, 2007 (with Richard Garwin, Philip Coyle and Theodore
Postol).
Steps to Strengthen Compliance with the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, Testimony before the House
Government Reform Committee’s Subcommittee on National Security, Emerging Threats, and
International Relations, Washington, DC, September 26, 2006
A Technology Whose Time Has Not Come, Hearing on the Potential Use of Advanced Liquid Metal Reactors
for Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste before the Subcommittee on Energy and Power of the
House Committee on Energy and Commerce, 9 June 1993.
Controls on Nuclear warheads and Materials in Disposition of U.S. and Commonwealth of Independent States
(CIS) Strategic Nuclear Warheads Under the START I Treaty and the June 17, 1992 U.S.-Russian Joint
Understanding on Further Reductions in Strategic Offensive Arms, hearing before the Senate Armed
Services Committee, 4 August 1992.
Nuclear-weapons Testing: Why We Can and Should Stop in The Nuclear Testing Moratorium Act, S. 2064 and
Other Nuclear Testing Issues, hearing before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 23 July 1992, pp.
28-36, 48-59.
The Future of Nuclear-weapons Testing in Hearing before the Department of Energy Defense Nuclear Facilities
Panel of the House Committee on Armed Services, 31 March 1992
Urgent Next Steps: Warhead Elimination and Deeper Cuts in Strategic Nuclear Reduction in a Post-Cold War
World: Arms Control Viewpoint, hearing before the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, 5 March
1992.
A Perspective on START in START: Present Status and Prospects, hearing before the Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations, 17 April 1991, pp. 52-60.
A Cutoff of the Production of Fissile Material for Weapons in International Plutonium Control Act. -- H.R.
2403, hearing before the Subcommittee on Arms Control, International Security and Science of the House
Committee on Foreign Affairs, 20 June 1989, pp. 50-71.
A Cutoff of the Production of Fissile Material for Weapons in Department of Energy Modernization Study and
Department of Energy Defense Programs, hearings before the Procurement and Military Nuclear Systems
Subcommittee and Nuclear Systems Subcommittee and Department of Energy Defense Nuclear Facilities
Panel of the House Armed Services Committee, 6 June 1989, pp. 1186-1899.
Stability and Verifiability of Deep Post-START Reductions, briefing at the U.S. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency, 9 June 1989.
After the 150-kt Threshold Test Ban, Hearing before the Senate Armed Services Committee, Feb. 26, 1987
Preparing for Nuclear War While Trying Not to Think About It, in U.S. House of Representatives, Committee
on Science and Technology, Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight, Hearing on The
Consequences of Nuclear War on the Global Environment September 15, 1982, pp. 161-178.
The Consequences of "Limited" Nuclear War in the Germanies, ad hoc Congressional Hearings on the Full
Implications of the Military Budget, March 17, 1982.
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The Thyroid Protection Problem: to Predistribute or Not to Predistribute Potassium Iodide? - testimony
before the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the House Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, March 5, 1982
Uranium, Electricity, and Economics, in U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Energy and Commerce,
Subcommittee on Energy Conservation and Power Hearing on Uranium Efficiency Improvements,
October 5, 1981, pp. 3-32, 53-64.
Why the U.S. Needs an Automotive Fuel Economy Policy, in U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on
Energy and Commerce, Subcommittee on Energy Conservation and Power, Hearing on Energy
Conservation in Transportation, June 24, 1981, pp. 29-54, 66-79.
The NRC Decision-Making Process Concerning Thyroid Protection, Invited Briefing to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, November 18, 1980.
The Harbridge House Study and the Federal Automotive Fuel Economy Standards: Attacking Good Policy
With Bad Analysis, U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations Hearing on Cost-Benefit Analysis: The Potential for
Conflict of Interest, June 17, 1980, pp. 40-61.
Why the U.S. Needs Ambitious Post-1985 Automotive and Light Truck Fuel Economy Standards, in U.S.
Senate, Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, Subcommittee on Science, Technology,
and Space Hearing on Automotive Technology and Fuel Economy Standards, May 14, 1980, pp. 304-330.
Consequences of Reactor Core Melt-Down Accidents and Strategies for their Mitigation, Testimony before
the Energy Subcommittee of the California State Assembly, April 12, 1979.
An Evolutionary Strategy for Nuclear Energy - A Safer Economic Alternative to the Breeder, in U.S.
Senate, Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, Subcommittee on Energy Research and
Development Hearings on the Department of Energy Fiscal Years 1980-81 Authorization (Civilian
Applications), Hearings, April 5, 1979, pp. 1302-1329 (with H.A. Feiveson and R.H. Williams).
The Uranium Requirements, Economics and Proliferation Resistance of Isotopically Denatured Fuel Cycles
in Already Developed Reactors Compared with those of the Plutonium Fuel Cycle in the Fast
Breeder Reactor, Testimony before the Subcommittee on Fossil and Nuclear Energy Research,
Development and Demonstration of the U.S. House Committee on Science and Technology, April 4,
1978, (with H.A. Feiveson and R.H. Williams).
Alternatives to the Plutonium Breeder, Testimony before the Subcommittee on Fossil and Nuclear Energy
Research, Development, and Demonstration of the House Committee on Science and Technology, June
10, 1977.
Alternative Futures for Nuclear Power, Presentation of the Meeting of Experts on the Fast Breeder Reactor
Organized by the German Minister of Science and Technology, Bonn, May 19,1977
Nuclear Power Growth Projections -- written testimony presented to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Hearing Board on the Generic Environmental Statement on Mixed Oxide Fuel (Plutonium Recycle) on
behalf of the State of Wisconsin, March 4, 1977 (with R.H. Williams).
The Need for Federal Support of Independent Policy Analysis, in House of Representatives Committee on
Science and Technology, Subcommittee on Science Research and Technology Hearing on the 1978
National Science Foundation Authorization, February 18, 1977, pp. 881-900.
Some Issues with Regard to Nuclear Research and Development -- Briefing of the Subcommittee on Fossil and
Nuclear Research, Development and Demonstration, House Committee on Science and Technology,
February 11, 1977.
The Plutonium Economy: Why We Should Wait and Why We Can Wait, Testimony before the California
Energy Resources, Conservation, and Development Commission, February 2, 1977.
Nuclear Reactor Safety, Briefing given to Norwegian Committee on Nuclear Power, Norway, August 30, 1977.
Critique of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Reactor Safety Study, Testimony before the N.R.C.'s
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, January 4, 1977.
Emergency Planning for Nuclear Reactor Accidents, Testimony before the New York City Board of Health,
August 12, 1976.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Reactor Safety Study: What is it Good For? in Subcommittee on
Energy and Environment of the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Hearings on the
Reactor Safety Study (Rasmussen Report), 1976.
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Issues Relating to the Use of Nuclear Energy in New York State, Talk to the New York State Legislature, May
5, 1976.
A Roadmap to the Major Issues Relating to Nuclear Energy, Briefing to the Subcommittee on Energy and
Environment of the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, U.S. Congress, April 24, 1975
(reprinted in Oversight Hearings on Nuclear Energy -- Overview of the Major Issues by the same
subcommittee, April-May 1975, p. 5ff).
Federal Support for Public Interest Science, in Special Subcommittee on the National Science Foundation,
Senate Committee on Labor on Public Welfare, Hearings on National Science Foundation Legislation,
1975, April 21, 1975, pp. 872-901.

Reports
Banning the Production of Highly Enriched Uranium (International Panel on Fissile Materials, 2016)
Plutonium Separation in Nuclear Power Programs: Status, Problems, and Prospects of Civilian Reprocessing
Around the World (International Panel on Fissile Materials, July 2015, co-editor with M.V. Ramana,
author of chapter on transmutation, co-author of overview and chapters on South Korea and Japan)
Alternatives to MOX: Direct-disposal options for stockpiles of separated plutonium (International Panel on
Fissile Materials, April 2015, with Gordon MacKerron)
Lessons Learned from the Fukushima Nuclear Accident for Improving Safety of U.S. Nuclear Plants (National
Academy of Sciences, 2014, 367 pp) (with 23 others)
Ending reprocessing in Japan: An alternative approach to managing Japan’s spent nuclear fuel and separated
plutonium, International Panel on Fissile Materials, 2013 (with Masafumi Takubo)
Fissile Material Controls in the Middle East: Steps toward a Middle East Zone Free of Nuclear Weapons and
all other Weapons of Mass Destruction, International Panel on Fissile Materials, 2013 (with Seyed
Hossein Mousavian, Emad Kiyaei, Harold A. Feiveson and Zia Mian)
Background and History of Ethan Pond Shelter and Campsite, Appalachian Mountain Club, 2013
Increasing Transparency of Nuclear Warheads and Fissile Material Stocks and Production Histories in
Global Fissile Material Report 2013: Increasing Transparency of Nuclear Warhead and Fissile Material
Stocks as a Step toward Disarmament (with Harold Feiveson, Alexander Glaser and Zia Mian)
Fissile Material Controls in the Middle East: Steps toward a Middle East Zone Free of Nuclear Weapons and
all other Weapons of Mass Destruction, International Panel on Fissile Materials Research Report #11,
2013 (with Harold Feiveson, Emay Kiyaei, Zia Mian and Sayed Hossein Mousavian)
The Uncertain Future of Nuclear Energy (International Panel on Fissile Materials, Sept. 2010) lead author and
editor (also appeared after additional editing as a chapter in the Global Energy Assessment, Cambridge
University Press, 2013).
Fast Breeder Reactor Programs: History and Status (International Panel on Fissile Materials, Feb. 2010) coedited with Harold Feiveson, Alexander Glaser and Zia Mian, chapter 1, “Overview: The Rise and Fall of
Plutonium Breeder Reactors,” chapter 7, “Fast Reactor Development in the United States,” (with Thomas
Cochran and Harold Feiveson).
Challenges and Opportunities for Russia-U.S. Nuclear Arms Control, Century Fund, Nov. 2009 (with Anatoli
Diakov)
Global Fissile Material Report 2009: A Path to Nuclear Disarmament (International Panel on Fissile Materials)
co-edited with Harold Feiveson, Alexander Glaser and Zia Mian, chapter 5, “Verified Warhead
Dismantlement;” chapter 6, “Disposition of Plutonium and Highly Enriched Uranium,” chapter 7,
“Verified Cutoff of Fissile Material Production for Weapons,” and chapter 8 (co-author), “Nuclear Power
and Nuclear Disarmament”
Global Fissile Material Report 2008 (International Panel on Fissile Materials) co-edited with Harold Feiveson,
Alexander Glaser and Zia Mian, chapter 5, “Reprocessing plants” (with Shirley Johnson and Harold
Feiveson); chapter 7, “HEU in the naval-reactor fuel cycle” (with Ferenc Dalnoki-Veress and Alexander
Glaser); and chapter 8, “Challenge Inspections at Military Sites”
Toward True Security: Ten Steps the Next President Should Take to Transform U.S. Nuclear Weapons
Policy, Federation of American Scientists, Natural Resources Defense Council, Union of Concerned
Scientists (with Bruce Blair, Thomas Cochran, Jonathan Dean, Steve Fetter, Richard Garwin, Kurt
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Gottfried, Lisbeth Gronlund, Henry Kelly, Hans Kristensen, Robert Nelson, Robert Norris, Ivan Oelrich,
Christopher Paine, David Wright and Stephen Young, 2008)
Consultancy on the Status of Pulsed Reactors and Critical Assemblies, IAEA headquarters, Vienna, Austria,
16-18 January 2008 (with N. Arkangelsky, H. McFarlane, J. Matos, V. Pavshook et al)
Global Fissile Material Report 2007 (International Panel on Fissile Materials) co-edited with Harold Feiveson,
Alexander Glaser and Zia Mian, co-author of chapter 4, “Fissile Material Consolidation in the U.S.
Nuclear Complex” (with Peter Stockton); and chapter 8, “Russia’s Nuclear-Energy Complex and its
Roles as an International Fuel-Cycle-Services Provider” (with Anatoli Diakov).
Managing Spent Fuel in the United States: The Illogic of Reprocessing, International Panel on Fissile Materials,
January 2007, 48 pp.
Global Fissile Material Report 2006, International Panel on Fissile Materials, (with Harold Feiveson, Alexander
Glaser and Zia Mian).
Consultancy on “Assessing HEU Facilities for Future Conversion Efforts” IAEA Headquarters, Vienna,
Austria, 8 – 10 February 2006 (with N. Arkhangelsky, J. Matos, and C. Chuen).
International Assessment of the Interim Report of the New Nuclear Policy-Planning Council of Japan’s
Atomic Energy Commission, Takagi Fund, 2005 by Fred Barker, You Fujimua, Tetsunari Iida, Yuichi
Kaito, Takeo Kikkawa, Christian Küppers, Mycle Schneider, Frank von Hippel, and Hitoshi Yoshionka)
Nuclear Power and Proliferation Resistance: Securing the Benefits, Limiting Risk, American Physical
Society, Panel on Public Affairs, May 2005 (with John Ahearne, Robert Budnitz, Steve Fetter, Roger
Hagengruber, Ernest Moniz, Burton Richter, Thomas E. Shea and James Tape)
The Search for Common Ground Iran Group Options Paper, April 2005
The Future Use of Critical and Subcritical Assemblies, Report of a Consultation held at International Atomic
Energy Agency, Vienna, 7 – 10 February 2005 (with Sergei Chiginov, SOSNY Scientific and Technical
Center, Academy of Sciencies of Belarus; Robert Jacqmin, Commissariat à l’ Energie Atomique, Centre
de Cadarache, France; Takamasa Mori, Head, Research Group for Reactor Physics, Department of
Nuclear Energy Systems, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute; Nikolay Arkhengelskij, Ministry of
Russian Fed.on Nuclear Energy, 25 pp.
The Modern Pit Facility: No urgency a MPR. Resolve key technical issues before proceeding. (with Steve
Fetter and Francis Slakey) American Physical Society Panel on Public Affairs White Paper, April 2004,
http://www.aps.org/public_affairs/index.cfm).
Toward True Security: A US Nuclear Posture for the Next Decade (with 15 others, Federation of American
Scientists, Natural Resources Defense Council, Union of Concerned Scientists, June 2001), 33 pp.
The Last 15 Minutes: Putting Ballistic-Missile Defense Into Perspective (co-edited by Joseph Cirincione and
Frank von Hippel, Coaliton to Reduce Nuclear Dangers, May 1996, 85 pp.
Ending the Production of Fissile Material for Weapons, Verifying the Dismantlement of Nuclear Warheads:
The Technical Basis for Action, (Washington, D.C.: Federation of American Scientists, 1991) 58 pp.
Toward a Comprehensive Nuclear Warhead Test Ban (with Dan Fenstermacher and Nikolai Kapranov).
Washington, D.C.: International Foundation, January 1991, 58 pp.
Reducing the Dangers of Accidental and Unauthorized Nuclear Launch and Terrorist Attack: Alternatives to a
Ballistic Missile Defense System (with Robert S.McNamara, William G. Miller and Roald Z. Sagdeev).
Washington, D.C.: International Foundation, January 1990), 24 pp.
Casualties Due to the Blast, Heat and Radioactive Fallout From Various Hypothetical Nuclear Attacks on
the United States (with W.H. Daugherty and B.G. Levi) in The Medical Implications of Nuclear War,
edited by F. Solomon and R.Q. Marston. Washington, DC.: National Academy Press, 1986), pp. 207232. See also backup report with the same title and by the same authors. Princeton University, Center
for Energy and Environmental Studies Report # PU/CEES 198, March 1986.
A Bilateral Cutoff of the Production of Fissile Material for Nuclear Weapons, Hearings on a Nuclear
Weapons Freeze organized by the Federation of American Scientists, Washington, D.C., March 7, 1983
Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing and Radioactive Waste Disposal (Columbia, SC: Energy Research Foundation,
1983) 10 pp.
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Some Long-Term Consequences of Hypothetical Major Releases of Radioactivity to the Atmosphere from Three
Mile Island: Report to the President's Council on Environmental Quality (with J. Beyea). Princeton
University, Center for Energy and Environmental Studies Report # PU/CEES 109, 1980, 94 pp.
Proliferation Resistant Nuclear Power Technologies: Preferred Alternatives to the Plutonium Breeder (with
T.B. Cochran, R.E. Train and R.H. Williams), minority report of the Steering Committee of the LMFBR
Program Review of the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration, April 6, 1977, ?? pp.
Risk Assessment Review Group Report to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (with H.W. Lewis, R.J.
Budnitz, H.J.C. Kouts, W.B. Loewenstein, W.D. Rowe and F. Zachariasen). Washington, D.C.: NRC,
Report # NUREG/CR-0400, 1978, 65 pp.
Issues Bearing on the Need for and the Timing of the U.S. Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor, Report
prepared for the Subcommittee on Energy and Environment, U.S. House Interior Committee (Committee
Print No. 16, May, 1976.
Some Introductory Lectures on Strong Interaction Theory for Experimentalists (Argonne National Laboratory,
High Energy Physics Report # 7226, 1972).
The Politics of Technology: Activities and Responsibilities of Scientists in the Direction of Technology,
(Stanford Workshop on Social and Political Issues), September 1970, 167 pp. (with Joel Primack).
Congress and Technology, (SWOPSI, 590A Old Union, Stanford, CA 94305), April 1970, 21 pp. (with Joel
Primack).

Princeton Reports
Assessment of the U.S. Air Force’s estimates of the radiation doses received by the veterans of the cleanup
of plutonium from two nuclear bombs that fell on Palomares, Spain in 1966, Program on Science and
Global Security Working Paper, 7 December 2017, https://www.princeton.edu/sgs/faculty-staff/frankvon.../SGS-working-paper.pdf
Conversion and Job Creation in Russia's Closed Nuclear Cities (with Oleg Bukharin and Sharon K. Weiner)
Center for International Studies/Center for Energy and Environmental Studies report, November 2000, 81
pp.
Using Commercial Observation Satellites to Verify that Uranium Enrichment Gaseous Diffusion Plants are Not
Operating (with Hui Zhang) May 2000, PU/CEES Report # 325.
Helping Russia Downsize its Nuclear Complex: A Focus on the Closed Nuclear Cities (with Oleg Bukharin,
Harold Feiveson and Sharon Weiner; Matthew Bunn, William Hoehn and Kenneth Luongo) Center for
International Studies/Center for Energy and Environmental Studies Report, June 2000, 53 pp.
Defense Conversion and Small Business Development: A Proposal for Two IFC Projects in Three of Russia's
Closed Nuclear Cities by Jill Cetina, Oleg Bukharin and Frank von Hippel, PU/CEES Report # 306,
March 1998.
Consequences of 'Limited' Nuclear Attacks on the U.S.S.R., (Princeton University, Center for Energy and
Environmental Studies Report # 211, June 1987), 69 pp. (with Barbara G. Levi, William H. Daugherty
and David Thickens).
Quantities of Fissile Materials in US and Soviet Nuclear Weapons Arsenals (with D.H. Albright and B.G. Levi),
Princeton University, Center for Energy and Environmental Studies Report # PU/CEES 168, July 1986,
120 pp.
The Prospect for a Freeze on Nuclear Weapons, in The Nuclear Arms Debate: Ethical and Political
Implications (Princeton: Center of International Studies, World Order Studies Program, Occasional Paper
No. 12) May 1983, pp. 95-100.
The Energy Demand of U.S. Buildings, Princeton University, Center for Energy and Environmental Studies,
Report # PU/CEES 119, 1981, 77 pp.
U.S. Transportation Energy Demand, Princeton University, Center for Energy and Environmental Studies
Report # PU/CEES 111, 1981, 49 pp.
Nuclear Reactor Accidents: The Value of Improved Containment (with J. Beyea) (Princeton University, Center
for Energy and Environmental Studies, Report # PU/CEES 94, 1980) 58 pp.
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Letters to the editor
The North Korean Test and The Limits of Nuclear Forensics, Arms Control Today, January 2007 (with
Jungmin Kang and Hui Zhang, in press)
Nuclear Pit Facility’s Merits, Snags, and Timelines, by Steve Fetter and Frank von Hippel, response to letter to
the editor from Everet Bechner, Deputy Administrator for Defense Programs, National Nuclear Security
Administration, Physics Today, January 2005, pp. 12-13.
Revisiting nuclear power safety, Science 299, January 10, 2003, letter to the editor, pp. 201-2.
Does the U.S. need new nuclear weapons? Physics and Society, July 2002.
Availability of potassium iodide for thyroid protection, letter to the editor, Princeton Packet, June 25, 2002;
Town Topics, June 26, 2002 (with Grace Sinden, Laura Kahn, Vrunda Patel, Johathan Spergel, Kurt
Stenn)
“Radiation Risk and Ethics:' Health Hazards, Prevention Costs, and Radiophobia, letter to the editor, Physics
Today 53, April 2000, p. 11.
"Proposed Anti-missile System Could be Neutralized by Air Bags" by Frank von Hippel, letter to the editor,
Princeton Packet, March 29, 1999.
U.S. Can Begin Cutting its Tritium Needs and Nuclear Arsenal without STARTing," by Charles Ferguson
and Frank von Hippel, letter to the editor, Physics Today , May 1999, pp. 11, 13.
Task force should look at other nuclear-deterrent options by Charles Ferguson and Frank von Hippel, letter to
the editor, Washington Times, Dec. 16, 1998, p. 18.
Underground Nuclear Testing, Physics Today, March 1992, pp. 95-96 (letter to the editor).
DoE [Department of Energy] and the National Labs, Science 254, 13 December 1991, p. 1566 (letter to the
editor).
Lethal Radiation Dose, letter to the editor, Science, Vol. 230, 29 November 1985, p. 992.
Automobile Fuel Efficiency, (letter), Science 228 (19 April 1985), pp. 263, 265.
Bombs from Fuel, letter to the editor, Wall Street Journal, 16 August 1982 (see also T.E. Phillips and L. Bernath,
12 July and 26 August 1982).
Putting the Chernobyl Cancer Risk in Perspective, Letter to the Editor, New York Times, early June 1986.
Thyroid Protection, letter to the editor, Science 221, 2 September 1983, p. 906.
Potassium Iodide for Thyroid Protection, letter to the editor, Science 218, December 17, 1982, p. 1174.
Potassium Iodide Policy, letter to the editor, Science 218, October 1, 1982, p. 6.
Available Thyroid Protection, letter to the editor, Science 204, June 8, 1979, p. 1032.

Other publications
29 U.S. Scientists Praise Iran Nuclear Deal in Letter to Obama, by William Broad, New York Times, 8 August
2015.
In Memoriam: Allan S. Krass (1935–2013) Science & Global Security, Vol. 22 (2014) pp. 76–79 (with Dan
Fenstermacher, Charles Messick, and Parrish Staples)
Hot Archives: Transcript of fragments of a conversation with Academician Andrei Sakharov (with Jeremy
Stone and Frank von Hippel) Novaya Zhizn (New Life) 2, March 28, 2002, pp. 8-9 (secretly transcribed by
the KGB, from the files of Mikhail Gorbachev).
Military Research Cooperation by a Japanese Corporation, (with Masa Takubo), Kagaku (Science) 71 No.8,
Aug. 2001, pp1019-1022.
Civil plutonium stockpiles: challenging the rationale for reprocessing by Frank von Hippel in Managing
Plutonium in Britain: Current Options (Oxford Research Group, September 1998), pp. 17-20; reprinted
with minor updates in Nuclear Reprocessing: Has it a Future? (Oxford Research Group, Current
Decisions Report #22, Oct. 1999), pp. 1-9.
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Coupling a Moratorium to Reductions as a First Step toward the Fissile-Material Cutoff Treaty by Frank
von Hippel in The Road to Nuclear Zero: Three Approaches, Francine Frankel, ed. (Center for the
Advanced Study of India, University of Pennsylvania, 1998), pp. 13-28.
Weapons-Useable Nuclear Materials Security After The Cold War by Frank von Hippel in Weapons-useable
Nuclear Material -- Open Questions About the Possibilities of Secure Disposal, Norbert Arnold, ed.
Konrad-Adenenaur Institute, Bonn, 1995, pp. 17-28.
Are a Comprehensive Test Ban, and the Cessation of Production of Fissionable Materials for Weapons Now
Possible? in New Realities: Disarmament, Peace-building and Global Security (exerpts from the panel
discussions organized by the NGO Committee on Disarmament, Inc., at a conference held at the United
Nations, 20-23 April 1993; United Nations, 1993), pp. 188-190 and discussion following.
The Laboratories and the Former Soviet Union in The Future of the Nuclear Weapons Laboratories, Transcript
of a Congressional Research Service Seminar, 14 April 1993, Part 1, pp. 31-35.
Why We Can and Should Stop [Nuclear] Testing in Nuclear Testing Issues, transcript of a CRS Seminar
(Washington, D.C.: Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress, 15 July 1992), pp. 2-5, 22-29.
A Ban on the Production of New Fissile Material for Weapons, Disarmament Possibilities, Excerpts from the
Panel Discussion Organized by the NGO Committee on Disarmament, United Nations, 10-12 May 1989,
pp. 82-85, 87,88.
Focus on Nuclear Warheads (Interview), Moscow News, 25 October 1987, p. 7.
M.S. Gorbachev's Meeting With Representatives of an International Forum of Scientists Favoring a Ban on
Nuclear Testing (with A.P. Alexandrov, A.T. Balevski, S. Bergstrom, T.B. Cochran, D. Paul, K.
Fushimi, M.S. Gorbachev, G.F. Lenci, G.B. Marini-Bertolo, O.`Nathan and J. Rotblat), translation of a
transcript published in Pravda, 15 July 1986, pp. 1-2.
The Campaign to Ban the Testing of Nuclear Weapons -- Where Do We Stand?, keynote address at the
International Scientists' Forum on the Comprehensive Test Ban, Moscow, 11 July 1986, excerpted in
Novoye Vremya, 25 July 1986, pp. 3-5.
"On experts," and "Reactor safety" in Naturens Verden, 1978, No. 4, pp. 138 -140 (proceedings of a debate
about nuclear power broadcast by Radio Denmark, January 29, 1978)

Unpublished but important
The potential value of stricter limits on Iran’s stockpile of low-enriched UF6 (Memo to the Iranian and U.S.
negotiators, 25 Sept. 2014) (with Alex Glaser)
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Exhibit 5

Plutonium
Plutonium is a radioactive metallic element with the atomic number 94. It was discovered in
1940 by scientists studying how to split atoms to make atomic bombs. Plutonium is created in a reactor
when uranium atoms absorb neutrons. Nearly all plutonium is man-made.
Plutonium predominantly emits alpha particles – a type of radiation that is easily stopped and has
a short range. It also emits neutrons, beta particles and gamma rays. It is considered toxic, in part,
because if it were to be inhaled it could deposit in the lungs and eventually cause damage.
There are five “common” isotopes of plutonium, Pu-238, Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-241, and Pu-242.
These are all “fissionable” – the atom’s nucleus can easily split apart if it is struck by a neutron.
The different isotopes have different “half-lives” –
the time it takes to lose half of its radioactivity. Pu-239 has
a half-life of 24,100 years and Pu-241’s half-life is 14.4
years. Substances with shorter half-lives decay more
quickly than those with longer half-lives, so they emit more
energetic radioactivity.
Like any radioactive isotopes, plutonium isotopes
transform when they decay. They might become different
plutonium isotopes or different elements, such as uranium
or neptunium. Many of these “daughter products” are
themselves radioactive.

Plutonium-238 powers the Cassini spacecraft
orbiting Saturn (NASA)

Different uses have been found for plutonium. Plutonium-238 has been used to power batteries
for some heart pacemakers, as well as provide a long-lived heat source to power NASA space missions.
Like uranium, plutonium can also be used to fuel nuclear power plants. This is done in a few countries
but not currently in the United States.
Today’s light water reactors – used to make commercial power in the United States – create
plutonium when the uranium in their fuel fissions. Some of the neutrons released by uranium interact
with other uranium atoms to form plutonium. Some of the plutonium itself fissions – part of the chain
reaction of splitting atoms that is the basis of nuclear power. Any plutonium that does not fission stays
in the spent fuel. Spent nuclear fuel from U.S. reactors contains about 1 percent plutonium by weight.
There are many metric tons of plutonium in spent nuclear fuel stored around the world. To be
usable, plutonium would need to be separated from the other products in spent fuel. This process, known
as reprocessing, uses chemicals to separate plutonium from uranium and other fission products. Once

separated, plutonium oxide can be mixed with uranium oxide to produce mixed oxide or MOX fuel.
MOX fuel can be used in power reactors. The U.S. policy on MOX fuel has a complicated history.
The NRC is currently overseeing construction of a facility in South Carolina to make MOX fuel
using plutonium removed from U.S. nuclear weapons declared excess to military needs. This facility is
part of a Department of Energy program to convert it into a form that would be difficult to convert again
for use in nuclear weapons.
March 2017
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A nuclear weapons accident occurred on January 17, 1966 over Palomares, Spain when a United
States Air Force (USAF) B-52 bomber and an USAF KC-135 tanker aircraft collided. That
accident lead to the release of four thermonuclear weapons. The accident damaged two of the
weapons with release of radioactive contamination, leading to a three-month response effort to
identify, characterize, remove, and remediate the accident site. During the response effort, some
personnel were exposed to airborne dust and debris contaminated with plutonium.
Radiation monitoring efforts during the response were limited to the evaluation of exposures and
their possible effects on health using principles and methods accepted at that time. However,
recent interest in radiation exposure to veterans and government employees, as well as the
availability of improved technology for assessing doses led the Air Force to review the data for
possible use in estimating radiation exposures.
Initial Exposure Evaluation
The response effort began on the evening of January 17. A base of operations (Camp Wilson)
was established, and measurements for released plutonium began on January 18. The response
force peaked at about 680 U.S. personnel on January 31, and then gradually fell until the effort
ceased on April 11. Approximately 1,600 personnel participated during the operation.
Response personnel provided urine and nasal swab samples while on site to assess possible
intakes of plutonium and the potential effects on health. The sample results were evaluated in
terms of guidelines available at the time.
The assessment program concluded that of the nearly 1,600 participants, less than 20% showed
levels of plutonium in their bodies that could be detected in urine samples. Only 26 personnel
showed values of 7% to 67% of the upper limit for plutonium in the body (Odland 1968a). Those
26 were followed up for a period of 18 to 24 months following the accident. A 1968 Air Force
review of the follow-up program concluded that no additional information could be gained from
continued sampling and recommended that further sampling effort be suspended.
Exposure and Dose Updates
The evaluations conducted during 1966 through 1968 depended on the limited understanding of
plutonium’s behavior under field conditions. Since then, advances in that understanding and in
methods for assessing dose provided an opportunity to reexamine the monitoring data. The
approach uses the concept of Committed Effective Dose Equivalent (CEDE) - a cumulative dose,
weighted for the contributions of individual organs, and summed over a 50-year period – as an
indicator of possible risk from the exposure. Comparisons can also be made to the annual limit
on intake (ALI) of 20,000 picocuries (NRC 2000), to the 21 rem from cumulative exposure to
average background radiation over 70 years, or to the 50 rem guideline for cumulative dose to
workers (1 rem per year over 50 years of work).
During the project, computer programs that perform the necessary intake and dose calculations
were tested. Two programs (CINDY and LUDEP) were selected because intakes they estimated
agreed to within a factor of two for the majority of the test cases. That agreement was judged
reasonable and acceptable for this assessment.
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Available Records
The initial urine sampling that began within three days of the accident experienced some
problems such as sampling for less than the desired 24-hour period, possible sample
contamination from dust spread by strong winds, and use of non-clinical sample containers.
Follow-up sampling was conducted on personnel with initial urine results indicating retained
plutonium at 10% of the maximum permissible body burden (MPBB) or more. This second
phase was implemented to assess whether sample contamination may have produced spurious
urine levels, indicating a false-positive exposure.
Most of the cases involved samples collected on site that were assayed once for gross alpha
radioactivity. The remaining cases involving samples collected on site were either resampled, or
reanalyzed using alpha spectrometry. Finally, 26 cases were resampled for 18 to 24 months.
Analysis of all the data produced the following four groups.
A High 26 Cases Group that included the 26 individuals who were resampled for 18 to 24
months after the initial phase of sampling in 1966.
A Repeat Analysis Cases Group that contained 54 individuals who either had submitted
initial samples that were reanalyzed using more sensitive methods (alpha spectrometry), or
who were resampled.
A Contamination Cutoff Cases Group that included 313 individuals with results that were
below an assumed cutoff level of 0.1 pCi per day.
A Remaining Cases Group that contained 1,063 individuals with records that were not
otherwise evaluated because their data indicated contamination from collection on site.
Environmental measurements obtained in the Palomares vicinity for over 15 years following the
accident provided a basis for preparing independent estimates of intake and dose using
representative scenarios for response force activities.
Results
The CEDEs estimated from urinary bioassay were judged unrealistically high when compared
with estimates prepared for other plutonium exposure cases – persons residing in the Palomares
vicinity and Manhattan Project workers. The estimates of plutonium intake and CEDE from
inhalation using environmental data measured in Palomares ranged up to no more than about 0.2
rem. Consequently, the estimates from urine analyses are not useful as representative intakes and
doses. The detailed evaluations performed for the High 26, Repeat Analysis and Contamination
Cutoff Cases represent preliminary estimates that cannot be considered as definitive. Follow-up
studies are required to develop credible estimates of dose that are compatible with those
calculated from environmental data.
Conclusions
Preliminary results calculated for all 26 individuals in the High 26 Cases Group, the 54
individuals in the Repeat Analysis Cases Group, and the 313 individuals in the Contamination
Cutoff Cases Group proved unrealistically high. They are inconsistent with those calculated from
environmental data and when compared with the experience from exposed workers.
Furthermore, the urine results are inconsistent with plutonium’s known behavior and are
inadequate by themselves to support meaningful intake and dose evaluations without
confirmatory studies, such as analysis of urine samples now using very sensitive instrumentation,
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detailed review of participant medical records, participant interviews, and comprehensive
assessments based on sound environmental measurements.
Recommendations
Several future actions should be considered to further refine these initial estimates.
1. Additional effort is needed to reconcile the estimated intakes and doses derived from the
urinary bioassay data with the estimates from environmental measurements. A targeted effort
that includes participant activities, participant interviews, urine and other appropriate
plutonium analyses using current techniques, medical records review, and modeling should
be considered.
2. The results of this effort should be communicated to responders, veterans organizations, and
other interested parties using appropriate information that clearly confirms the conclusions of
the original medical evaluation program, recognizes the difficulties in preparing updated
intake and dose estimates, and outlines the options for strengthening the estimates.
3. Further contacts with the Department of Energy for comparison with evaluations of their
personnel who responded to this accident could provide useful data. The effort should be
summarized in a companion document that conveys the details of the project and its potential
effects on health in an easily understood manner. That document should be made available to
any of the responders who desire a copy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
LABAT-ANDERSON INCORPORATED was awarded TASK ORDER Number
TO 799BG0031 under General Services Administration Contract GS–35F-4813G to provide
services to the Air Force Medical Operations Agency for evaluating the radiation exposure
records of personnel who responded to past nuclear weapons accidents and incidents for the
purpose of updating dose estimates. The Task Order specified the following objectives:
To identify, locate and review the records of the incident, radiation exposure assessments,
and other information pertinent to the study.
To evaluate current methods and models for estimating radiation doses and risks from the
intake of radioactive materials contained in nuclear weapons.
To recommend a methodology for conducting the re-evaluation of the available radiation
exposure information.
To evaluate any and all radiation exposure information, such as urine bioassays, nasal swabs,
air sampling information, etc. for scientific soundness and possible use in updating the
radiation records of the response personnel.
To perform the update and prepare records for input to the Air Force Master Radiation
Exposure Registry.
The Task Order did not specify extensive searches of personnel records, or efforts to locate and
contact the personnel involved except on a limited basis where specific information might be
useful or when individuals expressed interest in the project.
The Task Order also required that the effort should begin with the nuclear weapons accident of
January 17, 1966 over Palomares, Spain involving a United States Air Force (USAF) B-52
bomber and a USAF KC-135 tanker aircraft. That accident involved a mid-air collision between
the two aircraft, the release of four thermonuclear weapons, damage to two of the weapons with
release of radioactive components, and a three-month response effort to identify, characterize,
remove, and remediate the accident site. During the response effort, personnel were exposed to
airborne dust and debris contaminated with plutonium.
Substantial response efforts provided a foundation for evaluating the potential radiation effects
from the exposure using accepted principles and methods of the time. However, heightened
interest in radiation exposure within the Department of Energy and veterans of the 1991 Gulf
War led to this effort to review the data and update radiation exposures, wherever possible, using
current methods and procedures.
This report provides the results of the efforts conducted under this Task Order and includes a
review of the accident details and radiation assessment efforts and results in Section 2; and a
summary of the environmental measurements and review of the radiation assessment data from
1966 through 1968, an evaluation of its accuracy and usefulness, and efforts to prepare the data
for re-assessment of radiation doses in Section 3. Section 4 provides a summary of radiation
effects and dosimetry methods. Section 5 discusses the methods and results of preparing
estimates from environmental data. Section 6 summarizes the methods and results for preparing
estimates from the urinary bioassay results. Section 7 discusses the results, assesses the
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implications of the results on health, and Section 8 concludes with a summary and
recommendations for further evaluations of the responders to this accident.

2 BACKGROUND
At 10:30 a.m. (local time), on January 17, 1966, a U.S. Air Force B-52 bomber and a USAF KC135 tanker collided during a refueling operation at 9.44 km (31,000 ft.) over the southeastern
coast of Spain (DNA 1975). The incident released four thermonuclear weapons that fell to earth
near the small coastal hamlet of Palomares, Spain. Serious damage to two of the weapons caused
dispersion of their contents over a limited area. Strong winds contributed to further spread of the
material and contaminated aircraft debris to the village, surrounding lands, and agricultural crops
(Odland 1968a). The response to the incident to find, safeguard, recover, and return weapons
contents to the United States, and to assess and mitigate effects on the local populace required
significant effort involving hundreds of personnel for almost three months.
Responding personnel encountered the contaminated debris, lands, village, and crops. Although
emergency protection measures were followed, responders and local citizens were exposed to the
plutonium dispersed from the two weapons. Extensive efforts assessed the effects of those
exposures on US military and civilian responders during a program that went on for two years
after the incident. Soon after the accident, the Government of Spain represented by the Spanish
Junta de Energia Nuclear (JEN) and the Government of the United States, represented at the time
by the Atomic Energy Commission (now the Department of Energy), agreed to cooperative
programs for extensive follow-up studies of the site and surrounding areas (DOE 2001). Those
studies have produced significant understanding about the characteristics of the residual
plutonium, its environmental distribution, resuspension into the air, and migration through the
soil and other pathways; as well as estimates of the radiation doses to the local populace and
evaluations of their health condition.
This section provides additional details about the accident itself, discusses the nature of the
response, reviews the methods, procedures and operation of the health and safety assessment
program, and reviews the results and limitations of the assessment.
2.1

ACCIDENT SUMMARY

Both aircraft were destroyed in the air. Four thermonuclear weapons, 11 men (four survived),
and hundreds of tons of debris fell to earth in and around the barriada (Hamlet) of Palomares.
Parts of the aircraft were scattered over a wide area generally between Cuevas de Almanzora and
Vera along the Mediterranean Sea between Puerto Rey and Villaricos. At that time Palomares
had no telephones and did not appear on maps of the area. The population of the time was
estimated to be about 1200.
The first of the four nuclear weapons was found intact with its primary chute deployed on the
evening of January 17, 1966 just east of Palomares. A radiation survey showed that no
radioactivity escaped the weapon. The area was designated impact point 1.
The primary chutes did not open for two other weapons whose chemical high explosives
detonated. One weapon was found on the morning of January 18, 1966 about one mile west of
the village (impact point 2). The third weapon was found about two hours later on the eastern
edge of Palomares (impact point 3) with high explosive and radioactive material scattered by
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impact and explosions. The fourth weapon was finally recovered intact from the Mediterranean
Sea on April 7, 1966 (Odland 1968a).
The explosions and fires around impact points 2 and 3 produced airborne clouds of plutoniumcontaining dust that were carried over some distance by 30 knot winds. Eventually, a total of 558
acres of soil contaminated above 5.4 micrograms per square meter ( g/m2 ) were remediated by
removal or plowing. These levels provided many opportunities for responders to inhale or ingest
the radioactive plutonium.
2.2

RESPONSE SUMMARY

The Guardia Civil, the first representatives of the Spanish government, arrived on site about one
hour after the accident. They immediately took charge, secured the accident site and informed
both Spanish and American authorities. The commander of the 16th Air Force headquartered at
Torrejon Air Base near Madrid and the Strategic Air Command Headquarters at the Offutt Air
Force Base in Omaha, Nebraska were notified and the "Broken Arrow " response system was
initiated. The commander and three staff members surveyed the accident site from the air and
arrived at San Javier (195 km from Palomares) at 1:30 p.m.
OPERATION RECOVERY was initiated by deciding to bring personnel in from two Spanish
bases, Moron, and Torrejon. Movement of personnel started at 0100Z on January 18 from Moron
with a second convoy at 0310Z. 126 personnel were transported in six buses. The first of two
convoys from Torrejon departed at 0137Z, the second at 0202Z, with 175 persons in six buses.
Following a 12 to 14 hour drive to the southern coast, the first of buses arrived at 1300Z and the
last arrived about 1700Z.
Another Disaster Control Team from Offutt Air Force Base in Omaha Nebraska arrived at the
accident scene at 7:30 am on January 18. Members of the Joint Nuclear Accident Coordinating
Center (JNACC), Sandia Corporation, and the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) left
Albuquerque at 1800 GMT on January 17.
By the evening of January 17, 49 U.S. personnel were on site. Camp Wilson was established as a
general headquarters, and measurements for released plutonium began on January 18. About 300
more airmen from the Moron and Torrejon air bases were on site by the evening of January 18.
A maximum of about 680 U.S. personnel were at Camp Wilson on January 31.
By January 21, the camp moved to leveled, higher ground some 5.6 km east of the Garrucha
where it remained until April 3. A helicopter pad, motor pool, and 75 tents were on firmer
ground in less danger of flooding. The camp was moved again where it remained until closure on
April 11.
Manning reached a peak by January 31, with 598 Air Force, 64 Army, and 19 Navy. All except
some officers were housed at the camp. Those were quartered in two hotels close to the accident
scene. Personnel involved with search, recovery, and decontamination generally rotated through
the camp at two-week intervals. Population at the camp varied, but from the high on January 31,
there was a gradual reduction until the camp closed on April 11. The first major reduction
occurred on February 9 and 10 when about 50 of the clean-up personnel and the 40-man
ordnance disposal team left. A slight upswing occurred from March 11 to 17 during the period of
filling of 4,810 barrels with contaminated soil and crops. Other personnel at camp included 126
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Guardia Civil and 39 Spanish personnel who worked in the cleanup and other activities. Overall,
almost 1,600 personnel participated in the response effort at one time or another.
Response activities included performing radiation surveys, protection, and recovery of nuclear
weapons, development of remediation plans, and decontamination of affected areas. These will
not be discussed in this report. However, details of the efforts to assess and control radiation
exposure are of vital importance to this effort and are described next.
2.3

SUMMARY OF HEALTH ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

This accident represented one of the first times that plutonium had been dispersed on and around
civilian property outside the United States. Furthermore, the response placed a significant
number of military and civilian personnel resources at risk. Procedures for assessing and
controlling contamination from the materials in these weapons were available and used.
However, there were many questions about the behavior of inhaled and ingested plutonium under
field conditions.
2.3.1 On-Site Sampling
Urine sampling, recognized as a reasonable method for assessing exposure to plutonium, was
begun within three days of the accident. Urine sample collection on site was subject to collection
of less than the desired 24-hour specimen and possible sample contamination. Samples were
shipped by the most expedient means to the USAF Radiological Health Laboratory (USAF RHL)
at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio for analysis. Two sampling phases were used – an initial phase
and a resample phase.
2.3.2 Interpretation of Urine Results
The results were evaluated in terms of the maximum permissible body burden (MPBB, see
Appendix A) of 239 Pu as recommended by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) in Handbook
69 (NBS 1959). The NBS recommendations were based in part on Publication 2 of the
International Commission on Radiation Protection, Recommendations of the International
Commission on Radiological Protection, Report of Committee II on Permissible Dose for
Internal Radiation, published in 1959 (ICRP 1960). The MPBB for 239 Pu considers the bone as
the “critical organ” or the organ that is most susceptible to radiation from plutonium and is the
basis for developing protection limits. The body burden is defined as that portion of 239 Pu
distributed by systemic circulation. It does not include that amount fixed in the lungs. The
MPBB was 0.044 microcurie ( Ci) of 239 Pu.
The MPBB was developed as an operational tool for limiting dose to a critical organ over a
working lifetime. The dosimetry model used assumed uniform deposition of the radionuclide in
the organ, energy emitted equals energy absorbed, and the characteristics of the model could be
represented by “Standard Man” data. The concept was designed to provide adequate protection
over a 50-year working lifetime and as such applied to continuous intake of radionuclides over
the entire period. Thus for a material like plutonium, the limit would allow for continuous intake
for 50 years while keeping the dose to the bone (the critical organ) below the limit.
An individual’s body burden was estimated from the measured urinary gross alpha radioactivity
for initial samples. The following equation was used, taken from Langham (Langham 1956):
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retained systemic body burden (pCi or Bq); meaning the amount retained in
the body “t” days after exposure
239
Pu activity (pCi or Bq) in a 24-hour sample
time in days from exposure to sampling

The analysis required assumptions about the type of exposure (acute or continuous), and about
whether samples represented true 24-hour urine outputs. This calculation applies to a single acute
exposure. The individuals responding to the incident were generally on site for two weeks, some
more and some less. Others remained for almost the entire period of operations. The beginning
date for the exposure was assumed as the midpoint of time an individual arrived on site until
ceasing activities (departing). Odland (Odland 1968b) reported that “When the 12-hour volume
was less than 1.2 L, calculations were so adjusted as to express the total activity had the output
been 1.2 L. When the volume exceeded 1.2 L, the actual value for calculating systemic body
burden was used.”
2.3.3 Resampling Program
The Air Force conducted a resampling program at 90 to 150 days after collection of the initial
sample. This resampling applied to individuals whose gross alpha results for initial samples
suggested a systemic body burden of 10% or more of the MPBB.
The program established procedures to identify and quantify the isotope of interest in the urine –
Pu.

239

2.4

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Odland reported that the USAF RHL processed almost 1600 urine samples during the initial
phase (Odland 1968a). Table 1 gives the distribution of the samples in relation to the systemic
body burdens they represent. Those results indicate that 20 individuals potentially exceeded the
MPBB and 442 samples exceeded 10% of the MPBB and required resampling. However, the
possibility for contamination of the initial samples collected on site introduced uncertainty about
that conclusion. This potential for sample contamination in and around Palomares was also
recognized by the Spanish Junta de Energia Nuclear (JEN), which transferred urine sample
collection and medical examination of local residents from Palomares to Madrid in 1967 (Iranzo
1987).
Table 1. Initial Urine Samples (Percentage of one MPBB).
Number Analyzed

1586

BB greater than 100%

20

BB 9% to 99%

422

BB 0.9% to 9%

537

BB less than 0.9%

607
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A resampling program began shortly after on-site operations ended. Originally, samples were
desired at two-month intervals; however, this became impractical and samples were collected
primarily at the discretion of the individuals. Table 2 contains the results of the resampling
program (Odland 1968a). The laboratory processed 422 samples during the resampling phase. Of
those, only six exceeded 10% of the MPBB with slightly less than half of those resampled (203)
showing results below 1% of the MPBB.
Table 2. Urine Resampling Program Results.
BB greater than 10%
BB 1 to 10%
BB less than 1%
BB zero
Total

6
213
39
164
422

A small specimen of lung tissue, obtained at time of necropsy from an early responder who died
from heart disease, contained 2.8 pCi of 239 Pu; or about 0.00034 microcuries (about 2% of
estimated maximum permissible lung burden) when extrapolated to the total mass of the lung.
Early urine analyses for the individual indicated a rapid decrease in gross alpha radioactivity that
was attributed to contamination. However, early behavior of inhaled plutonium was not excluded
as a possibility (Odland 1968a). Nevertheless, if correct, the quantity in the lung of this
individual represents a small fraction of the MPBB after 9 months following exposure.
In summary, the assessment program indicated that of the nearly 1,600 participants, less than
20% indicated systemic body burdens of plutonium that could be detected by urine bioassay, and
only 25 showed values in the range 7% to 67% of the MPBB guideline (Odland 1968a). Those
25 and one additional individual were followed up for a period of 18 to 24 months following the
accident.
2.5

PLUTONIUM DEPOSITION REGISTRY BOARD

The Air Force recognized that the consequences of possible exposure to plutonium from the
Palomares Broken Arrow required in-depth and credible assessment, provisions for long-term
maintenance of the records, and possible follow-up of those exposed. To satisfy that need,
representatives of the U.S. Air Force Medical Service met in Omaha, Nebraska in March 1966
and identified the need for a detailed and long-range program to provide follow-up and
treatment, when required. The concept of a special board to satisfy those needs was developed
into a Plutonium Deposition Registry and Board with the following purposes as stated in the
proceedings of the first meeting (Odland 1966):
(1) It would provide adequate follow-up of personnel with internal deposition of
plutonium, in order that any possible biological injury would be detected at the
earliest date, and it would provide, when required, the best possible treatment to
reduce body burdens of Plutonium-239.
(2) It would provide the government with complete factual data upon which to
evaluate claims for compensation that might subsequently arise.
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(3) It would provide the medical profession with additional urgently needed data with
which to manage medical problems at future Broken Arrows or laboratory
accidents of a similar nature.
The Plutonium Deposition Registry Board met first on October 26-28, 1966 (Odland 1966) to
establish the Board; to review progress to date, and to set policy for further follow-up. The Board
reflected a tri-service nature as well as an interagency flavor with participation by the Atomic
Energy Commission, the Veterans Administration, and the Defense Atomic Support Agency.
Additionally, several recognized experts in plutonium medical effects participated as Board
Members or as Consultants (Odland 1966). Board deliberations produced recommendations in
the following areas:
Samples should be collected from all that departed the accident scene without submitting a
sample, or whose initial samples suggested a systemic body burden greater than 9%.
No further sampling of individuals whose initial urine results suggested a systemic body
burden of less than 9%.
Sampling should be continued on members whose results on resampling were in the top 10%
of the resampling group and showed systemic body burdens of 1-10%.
The Board also discussed the use of whole-body counting as an additional assessment tool and
the use of 239 Pu to 241 Am ratios in the weapon components, soil and urine as possible method for
determining 239 Pu in the lungs; however, no specific recommendations were developed.
On January 16, 1968, the Air Force Logistics Command Surgeon issued a letter report that
reviewed progress of the follow-up effort (Wallace 1968). The report summarized the results of
resampling of the 26 individuals whose initial urine samples showed the highest 239 Pu content
suggesting systemic body burdens of 7% to 67%. The report concluded that little additional
information could be gained from continuing the effort. Finally, the report announced that the
Surgeon General of the Air Force had concurred with canceling the Board meeting scheduled for
1967 and that further activities would be limited to analyzing tissue specimens, as they became
available. As a practical matter, this letter report suspended activities of the Board in the matter
of the Palomares accident. Research during this project identified no evidence of additional
testing efforts or results.
Our review of the urinary levels reported during the assessments conducted in 1966 and 1967
indicated that the initial intakes could exceed the current annual limit on intake (ALI)
recommended by the ICRP (ICRP 1979). Consequently, a repeat evaluation of the urinary data
seemed warranted to provide assessments using currently accepted methods for analysis and
management of radiation risks. The remainder of this report discusses the detailed approach for
performing those assessments.

3 ASSESSMENT OF AVAILABLE DATA
The response effort discussed in Section 2 above included a health evaluation program that
generated records of the possible doses to those who responded to the accident. Locating those
records involved contacts with the Air Force Medical Operations Agency (AFMOA) at Bolling
AFB, DC and the Air Force Institute for Environmental, Safety and Occupational Health Risk
Analysis (AFIERA) at Brooks AFB, TX. Those records required detailed review to understand
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the data they contained and the processes that produced the data; an analysis of the consistency
and reliability of the contents; and possible adjustments to estimate intake and dose equivalent.
In addition, the Government of Spain, in collaboration with the U.S. Department of Energy, has
conducted extensive studies of the environmental characteristics of the residual contamination in
the Palomares area. In particular, air sampling, particle size characteristics, and resuspension
factors have been determined from data collected for more than 15 years. These data provide a
valuable source for independent intake and dose estimates.
3.1

ENVIRONMENTAL DATA

Studies of the environment around Palomares have included air sampling at four locations, and
estimates of the resuspension of plutonium particles from the surface into the air for subsequent
inhalation by the local populace. Those studies used air samplers placed in four locations
representing possible sources of plutonium. Samplers were located near the impact points of the
two destroyed weapons, at another contaminated area, and in the town of Palomares. From 1966
to 1980, the highest annual average air concentration was measured at 11.9 fCi/m3 (442 Bq/m3 )
in 1967. The highest average for a weekly measurement period occurred in March 1967 with a
concentration of 292 fCi/m3 (10.8 mBq/m3 ) (Iranzo 1987). Measurements during other periods
were lower than these, but demonstrated some variation over time.
Studies at Palomares have also estimated the resuspension of plutonium at and around Palomares
from the same air sampling data combined with knowledge of the plutonium surface
contamination levels. Resuspension is a process that represents the air concentration of a
material above a surface contaminated with the same material. The resuspension factor (in units
of m-1 ) is the ratio of the air concentration (expressed in units of pCi/ m-3 or Bq/m-3 ) to the
surface contamination (in units of pCi/ m-2 or Bq/m-2 ). The studies at Palomares indicate that the
resuspension factors initially were 10-7 m-1 initially, dropped to values on order of 10-9 m-1
months later, and to 10-9 m-1 to 10-10 m-1 after several years (Iranzo 1994). The air concentrations
were determined in areas where the surface contamination ranged from 3.2 Ci/m3
(0.118 MBq/m2 ) to 32 Ci/m3 (1.18 MBq/m3 ).
Both the air sampling and the resuspension results represent credible efforts that can be used as
the basis for estimates of intake and dose.
3.2

AIR FORCE BIOASSAY DATA

During the initial contact, AFIERA and AFMOA provided records in the form of:
Air Force Forms with laboratory analytical and exposure details of the nasal swipe and urine
samples submitted and processed.
Complete case files for the 26 individuals identified for follow-up in 1966 and commonly
referred to as the “High 26”.
A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet prepared by AFIERA staff that contained the data from those
Air Force Forms, and some data related specifically to the 26 individuals (referred to as the
“High 26” who were considered as having the highest exposures).
Copies of the accident response reports, USAF RHL documents on the evaluation of
exposures by urinalysis, and selected publications from journals and conference proceedings.
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Appendix B contains a detailed discussion of the information collected, an evaluation of the
information’s suitability for a dose evaluation, and adjustments made to the data for performing
intake and dose calculations. The record prepared and maintained by the Air Force consisted of
forms, computer spreadsheets, and written correspondence and reports of activities.
The data were evaluated to assess the availability of the elements required by the internal
dosimetry models. Review indicated that the exposure date or dates, sample date, and results
were not completely recorded for all cases. Substantial numbers of samples lacked one or more
important pieces of data. Data forms for 115 individuals apparently represented a repeat analysis
of a sample or a follow-up sample for an individual. Sample collection proceeded for only 12
hours for many samples collected at Camp Wilson, indicating a correction to 24 hours would be
needed. Our review indicated that 12-hour samples were clearly designated in only 42 of the
samples. Lacking any other recorded information, sample volumes were assumed to represent
24-hour output unless specifically designated as 12-hour samples.
Urine sampling, begun within three days of the accident, was subject to several compromises,
including: collection limited to 12 hours or less for operational requirements; sample
contamination from strong winds; non-uniform decontamination procedures; make-shift sample
containers, and frequently contaminated storage areas.
Records for 122 nasal swab reviewed indicated that only 13 contained a result (8 were 0 pCi, 4
had values all below 1.5 pCi, and 1 was reported as NDA). Therefore, the nasal swab records
were not used in this analysis.
The majority of available records contained results from the gross alpha method on samples
collected on site. Most of the records for samples collected on site raised serious questions about
estimates derived from them. Records for the 26 individuals in follow-up contained multiple
samples collected up to two years after the incident. Unfortunately, the pattern of results for
samples collected during the resampling phase often did not follow the pattern expected for Class
Y (Type S) plutonium. However, treatment of the records for the 26 served as the model for the
other cases. A second group of records contained repeated analyses using the more sensitive
alpha spectrometry and provided a reasonably well-defined set of cases for analysis. These two
groups were designated the High 26 Group and the Repeat Analysis Group, respectively.
Appendix E provides additional details of the bioassay data evaluation and grouping of cases.
The remaining results generally fell into two categories: those with the results of some
resampling; and those with one sample and often very high results. Careful review of the group
of data indicated that processing all of the cases would produce unrealistic estimates that would
be based on potentially contaminated samples. Gross alpha results from samples collected on site
produced intake estimates and doses that seemed unreasonably high. Contamination of samples
collected at the accident site continued to impact the evaluation as it did at the time of the
accident. However, review of those data also indicated a substantial number of cases with urinary
results that were essentially below the detection limit or were quite low. Their data were
reviewed again to determine whether a reasonable lower cutoff could be determined. Analysis of
the processes (Appendix E) supported a cutoff limit at 0.1 pCi/day for gross alpha activity. This
was similar to the detection limit of 0.74 mBq/d (0.02 pCi/d) used in studies by the Government
of Spain from 1966 to 1985 (Iranzo 1987). Consequently, 0.1 pCi/day was selected as a cutoff
limit, and cases in that category were designated the Contamination Cutoff Group.
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Applying a cutoff to urinary excretion to individual cases does not precisely impact all samples
equally. A fixed value for the cutoff concentrations produces higher estimated intakes and
correspondingly higher dose equivalent values for samples taken at longer times after the
exposure, especially for Class Y (Type S) plutonium.
After applying the cutoff, 1,219 samples for 1,063 individuals had urine concentrations above
0.1 pCi/d that were classified in the Remaining Cases Group. These were not evaluated further.

4 RADIATION EFFECTS AND DOSIMETRY METHODS
Responders to the Palomares accident encountered sources of possible exposure from plutoniumcontaminated aircraft debris, contaminated lands, and agricultural crops, and dust produced by
winds. Evaluation of the potential radiation effects requires estimates of the exposure and
associated radiation dose, and comparison with knowledge about the effects of radiation on
human health. Furthermore, these evaluations must take into account current knowledge and
apply accepted methods for estimating the radiation exposure and dose. The approach to
accomplishing these estimates is guided by recommendations of both international and national
scientific bodies concerned with radiological protection. These bodies, primarily the
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) have published recommendations
on the relevant guidelines for limiting radiation effects and exposure, and estimating doses from
radioactive materials that may enter the body, as plutonium does.
This section summarizes the current understanding of radiation effects, in general, and
plutonium, specifically, on health, and the guidelines to protect workers and the public from
those effects. It also summarizes updated internal dosimetry methods relevant to evaluating
plutonium exposures.
4.1

SUMMARY OF RADIATION EFFECTS

This study of exposure to plutonium at Palomares and calculation of possible doses to internal
organs raises questions about the possible health effects that may be associated with them. This
section provides a brief summary of our understanding of the possible health effects from
ionizing radiation and plutonium in particular, some of the guidelines for limiting exposure to it,
and some basic information about the possibility that a certain dose could cause some kind of
effect on health.
4.1.1 General Radiation Effects
In discussing health effects relating to ionizing radiation, the term “dose” is used. “Dose” comes
from the early medical use of x-rays, much as a dose of medicine is measured in grains or
ounces. It refers to the amount of radiation energy absorbed by an organ, tissue, or cells,
measured in rem (or Sv). Today, the average American receives a dose of 0.3 rem (0.003 Sv)
every year from natural sources—radioactive materials in rocks and soil, cosmic radiation,
radon, and radioactivity in our bodies. Over a 70-year lifetime, the cumulative background dose
averages 21 rem (0.21 Sv). In some areas of the world, people receive much higher doses from
background radiation. For example, in areas of India and Brazil the ground is covered with
monazite sand, a radioactive ore. Radiation exposure rates there are many times the average
background levels elsewhere. People who live in these areas receive doses of up to about 0.7 rem
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(0.007 Sv) each year from the gamma radiation alone (NAS 1990). These levels combined with
the other sources of background radiation (cosmic rays, radon, etc.), cause average doses that are
about three times more than the U.S. average. Yet these people show no unusual rates of cancer
or other diseases linked to radiation.
The effects of ionizing radiation can be categorized as either prompt or delayed, based on the
time frame in which the effects are observed. Prompt effects, like rapid death, occur when high
doses are received in a short period of hours to weeks. Delayed effects, such as cancer, can occur
when the combination of dose and dose rate is too small to cause prompt effects. Both animal
experiments and human exposures to high levels of radiation show that ionizing radiation can
cause some cancers (NAS 1990). All of the observed effects of ionizing radiation in humans
occur at relatively high doses. At the low doses that are of interest to radiation workers and the
general public (that is, below a few rem), studies to date are inconclusive (NAS 1990). Although
adverse health effects have not been observed at low doses, the carcinogenic nature of ionizing
radiation makes it wise to limit the dose.
For low-doses, there are no conclusive data that relate dose to health effects or showing a
threshold, or minimum, level for cancer. Because of this, experts who study radiation effects
have decided that the results from high-dose, high-dose-rate studies must be used to control the
low-dose, low-dose-rates experienced by workers and the public. A convenient way to do this is
to assume that no effects occur at zero dose. In addition, since the rate at which effects occur is
extrapolated from higher doses, it is also assumed that the effect increases linearly with dose.
These two assumptions are known as the “linear-dose-response, non-threshold” (LNT)
hypothesis. This implies that the same number of additional cancers would occur from exposing
100 persons to 100 rem (1 Sv), or 10 thousand persons to 1 rem (0.01 Sv), or 10 million persons
to 0.001 rem (0.00001 Sv). No prompt effects have ever been reliably observed in humans below
about 10 rem (0.1 Sv). Reports from the Japanese atomic bomb survivor studies conclude that
the location and reality of such a threshold, if one does exist, are difficult to assess. Nevertheless,
the Health Physics Society (HPS 1996) has stated that “Below 10 rem (which includes
occupational and environmental exposures), risk of health effects are either too small to be
observed or are non-existent.”
Within the first 30 years after the discovery of x-rays, standards were developed for the
measurement of radiation. At about the same time, acceptable levels of dose were set. The first
level, known as the ‘tolerance dose’, or that amount of radiation that could be tolerated, was set
at one-tenth of a unit (about 0.1 rem (0.001 Sv) in today’s units) per day for 300 days a year,
which amounts to 30 rem (0.3 Sv) in a year.
From World War II to the early 1980s, radiation dose limits were adjusted downward in response
to increased concern about radiation effects, the increased uses of radiation, and because
improved radiation protection technologies appeared. The National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurements (NCRP, established in the 1930s) developed the recommended
changes for the United States. During that time, the dose limit was reduced from three-tenths of a
rem in a six-day period in 1946 to 5 rem (0.05 Sv) per year in the mid-1950s. In addition, a limit
for the public was set at one-tenth of the worker limit to provide an additional margin of safety.
Research does not show a clear threshold dose for cancers from radiation, so the small risk per
person at low doses had to be considered in relation to the large number of workers who were
receiving those doses (NCRP 1993b).
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The NCRP adopted three radiation protection principles: (a) no practice shall be carried out
unless it produces a positive net benefit (sometimes called justification); (b) all exposures shall
be kept as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA), economic and social factors being taken into
account (called optimization); and (c) the dose equivalent to individuals shall not exceed the
recommended limits (called limitation). These principles work together to protect against both
prompt and delayed effects in large groups of workers and the public.
In 1993, the NCRP released a new set of national recommendations based on International
Commission on Radiation Protection’s 1990 recommendations. Those limits for non-threshold
effects differ slightly from the earlier recommendations: 50 rem (0.5 Sv) per year to any tissue or
organ and 15 rem (0.15 Sv) to the lens of the eye to avoid cataract formation. The recommended
occupational limits on whole-body doses (total effective dose equivalent), first set at 5 rem (0.05
Sv) per year in 1958, are now set at no more than 5 rem (0.05 Sv) in any one year and a lifetime
average of no more than 1 rem (0.01 Sv) per year (NCRP 1993).
Occupational radiation exposure limits for federal agencies are currently established in
"Radiation Protection Guidance to Federal Agencies for Occupational Exposure," 52FR 1717,
signed by President Reagan on January 20, 1987. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission
implemented that guidance in its regulations on radiation protection (Title 10, Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 20). These limits apply to all licensed uses of radioactive material under NRC's
jurisdiction. Similarly, other Federal agencies as a matter of policy and directive, including the
DoD in DODI 6055.8, Occupational Radiation Protection Program, also observe this guidance.
The current established protection standards are (NRC 1999):
5 rem in a year for workers (to protect against cancer).
50 rem in a year for workers to any organ (to protect against threshold effects, such as
radiation burns, etc.).
50 rem in a year to the skin or to any extremity.
15 rem in a year to the lens of the eye (to protect against cataracts).
0.1 rem in a year (70-year lifetime) for members of the public.
These limits are in addition to the radiation doses a person normally receives from natural
background, medical testing and treatment, and other sources.
The protection standards mentioned above provide regulatory guidelines to be used primarily for
designing radiation protection programs and facilities. Their intent is to limit dose to a worker so
that risk is limited to levels that are similar to so-called “safe industries.” Limits for the public
perform the same purpose but generally include additional margins of safety to account for a
wider range of ages (childhood to aged), more diverse health condition, and individual
sensitivities. Their primary purpose is to prevent exposures that are associated with risks
exceeding the established guides.
These guidelines also offer usable comparisons for evaluating the possible effects of exposures.
For example, the occupational limit of 5 rem (0.05 Sv) in a year provides one such value. Since 5
rem (0.05 Sv) represents an acceptable risk, any exposure below 5 rem (0.05 Sv) should be
considered acceptable. NCRP recommends that the average dose equivalent per year for workers
should not be more than 1 rem (0.01 Sv) a year over 50 years or work. That is the same as 50
rem (0.5 Sv) in 50 years. Therefore, 50 rem (0.5 Sv) provides a reasonable guide for an exposure
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from radioactive materials in the body, such as plutonium. Since these guides are set with
margins of safety, receiving a higher dose does not mean that one will be harmed. However, it
would mean that further evaluation might be needed to determine whether the exposure was a
one-time incident or one that could recur.
An alternate approach to evaluating the possible effects of an exposure considers the possibility
that an exposure will lead to health effects, such as cancer or hereditary effects. The NCRP has
provided risk factors for the probability that a certain dose equivalent from radiation will cause
an effect. Those factors for workers are 0.0004 per rem (0.04 per Sv) for fatal cancer, 0.00008
per rem (0.008 per Sv) for non-fatal cancer, and 0.00008 per rem (0.008 per Sv) for hereditary
disorders for a total of 0.00056 per rem (0.056 per Sv) (NCRP 1993a). For members of the entire
population, these factors are 0.0005 per rem (0.05 per Sv) for fatal cancer, 0.0001 per rem (0.01
per Sv) for non-fatal cancer and 0.00013 per rem (0.013 per Sv) for hereditary disorders, for a
total of 0.00073 per rem (0.073 per Sv).
4.1.2 Health Effects of Plutonium
Plutonium, discovered in 1941, is radioactive and can be dangerous when it gets into the human
body. Some have even referred to plutonium as “the most toxic substance known to man”. Early
concerns about the health risks of plutonium arose from knowledge of the effects of radium,
discovered by Marie Curie in 1899. With its half-life of 1620 years, radium-226 presents an
intense and constant radiation source for hundreds of years. Early uses of radium exposed
workers to significant doses with acute cases ending in rapid death, and lower exposures leading
to infections of the jawbones, pathological bone fractures, or cancers of the bone.
The National Bureau of Standards addressed radium’s dangers by developing an occupational
standard for radium, adopted in May 1941, about two months before the discovery of plutonium.
Scientists on the Manhattan Project then recognized the potential hazards of plutonium, which is
similar to radium. They estimated that plutonium would be roughly as dangerous as radium when
comparing equal masses.
Plutonium gives off alpha particles that produce heavy ionization and give up their energy more
quickly than the lighter beta particles, or x-rays and gamma rays. In air, alphas travel only 3 to 5
centimeters and in living tissue only about 30 micrometers. That distance is less than the thinnest
part of the dead layer of external skin cells (called the epidermis), or the thickness of a piece of
paper (about 100 micrometers). Because of this low penetrating power, materials that give off
alpha particles present no hazard when kept outside the body.
Unfortunately, when they get inside the body, alpha emitters come into very close contact with
the body tissues and irradiate cells. Plutonium can be inhaled, ingested, or passed into the blood
stream through a wound. When that happens, about 90 percent eventually goes to the lung, liver,
or bones.
The half-life of plutonium-239 is 24,065 years. This half-life is short enough that 1 microgram of
material will undergo more than 2000 decay events per second, but it is long enough to allow
that microgram to decay at an approximately constant rate for thousands of years.
No one has ever died from an acute plutonium uptake. But, researchers have estimated lethal
doses from studies on dogs, rats, and mice, which indicate that a few milligrams of plutonium
per kilogram of tissue is a lethal dose. Extrapolated to humans, an intravenous injection of about
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22 milligrams into an average human (70 kilograms; about 154 pounds) would be lethal within
about 30 days to half the people exposed. Inhalation would require about four times more or 88
milligrams.
Recognizing the similarity of plutonium to radium, scientists worked to develop exposure
standards that would limit the risks to workers, especially on the important war-time effort of
developing a plutonium-implosion bomb. Beginning in 1945, those efforts have evolved into a
set of radiation protection recommendations that have received international acceptance. In 1977,
the ICRP published major revisions in those recommendations that based radiation protection for
plutonium on dose rather than deposition in the body. Those recommendations, known as ICRP
30, have been largely adopted in the United States. In 1991, the ICRP published new
recommendations (ICRP 60), which reduced the recommended annual occupational limit to 2
rem (20 millisieverts) per year. Thus far, these recommendations have not been adopted in the
United States, however, they are considered in most radiation protection assessments.
Plutonium absorption in the body depends mainly on the plutonium compound and how it enters
the body. The body generally absorbs the soluble forms (nitrates, citrates, and certain oxides)
more readily than insoluble forms. Plutonium absorption through intact skin is usually quite low,
but deposits in tissues through puncture wounds, cuts, and somewhat less through skin burns.
Soluble plutonium begins movement throughout the body within minutes or hours of the uptake
and may move to the lymph nodes near the wound; remaining for years. Some insoluble
plutonium gets into the blood circulation quickly, but most remain at the site and are slowly
redistributed over weeks and months. About 90 percent of the systemic burden deposits ni the
liver and bones. The kidneys excrete plutonium in urine that represents the concentration of the
plutonium in the blood making plutonium measurements in urine a convenient indicator of
plutonium in the body.
Ingesting plutonium is perhaps the least likely means for plutonium to enter the body. But even if
plutonium is ingested, the gastrointestinal tract provides a natural barrier, and in adults only
about 0.05 percent of the soluble plutonium compounds and a mere 0.001 percent of the
insoluble ones enter the blood stream. The rest of the plutonium simply moves out of the body in
feces.
Inhalation of plutonium dust provides the most likely entry route for plutonium. Particle size
affects plutonium absorption. Smaller particles are more likely to be retained. Particles over 10
micrometers in diameter (considered large) are filtered out in the nose and upper respiratory
region, swallowed, and eventually passed out through the gastrointestinal tract. Particles less
than 10 micrometers in diameter (called respirable particles), deposit on the mucus layer of the
bronchial tubes. Through a process, known as lung clearance, hair-like structures of the lining
(called celia) transport the mucus layer and dust particles up to the throat, removing much of the
foreign material deposited in the bronchial tubes.
Smaller particles, especially those under 1 micrometer in diameter, are carried down into the
tiniest airways of the lung and into alveoli (also known as air sacs). These structures have no
effective lung-clearance mechanisms, but scavenger cells called phagocytes, engulf the inhaled
plutonium particles, and transport them into lymph nodes or into lung tissues.
Autopsy studies reveal that, initially, plutonium is mostly deposited on the bone surfaces. Less
than 5 percent of the plutonium is typically found within the bone marrow. Based on this this
pattern of deposition, the primary carcinogenic risk from plutonium in the skeleton is bone
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cancer. There is no conclusive evidence that plutonium increases the risk for leukemia, which is
the unchecked proliferation of certain blood cells produced in the bone marrow.
Plutonium in the bone remains there for a very long time, gradually being redistributed
throughout the bone. Current models (based on observation of exposed persons and autopsy data)
estimate a half time of about 50 years for plutonium retention.
The plutonium deposited in the liver is eventually transformed from relatively soluble forms in
hepatic cells into insoluble forms (hemosiderin deposits), which are sequestered in the cells that
form the linings of liver ducts (reticuloendothelial cells). The retention half time for the
plutonium deposited in the liver is approximately 20 years.
To date, there have been only few epidemiological studies of workers exposed to plutonium.
Studies of workers at Los Alamos National Laboratory (Wiggs 1994) and Rocky Flats
(Wilkinson 1987) are the only ones in the United States to have used quantitative measurements
of plutonium exposures, but they involved few workers: 303 at Los Alamos and 1450 at Rocky
Flats. These two studies showed no evidence of statistically increased rates of lung, liver, and
bone cancers, which are shown in animal experiments to be the highest-risk cancers due to
plutonium exposure. Another study (Reyes 1984) indicates that an increased brain-cancer rate in
Rocky Flats workers was not caused by plutonium exposure or external radiation.
A study (Voelz 1983) involving 224 males exposed to plutonium between 1944 and 1974 who
had plutonium deposition greater than 0.16 microgram (0.01 microcurie) found no cases of bone
or liver cancer. By 1980, the final year of the study, only one person had died of lung cancer
indicating risks were much lower than predicted by some nuclear-industry critics. Another study
looked at 26 chemists, metallurgists, and technicians at Los Alamos, who were accidentally
exposed to plutonium between 1944 and 1946.Their plutonium body burdens ranged from 50 Bq
to 3,180 Bq when estimated by analysis of their urine (Voelz 1997). Interestingly, the mortality
rate of these men has been lower than that of the population in general, and in 1996, 19 of them
were still living.
Of those who are no longer alive, one died of lung cancer in 1989, at the age of 66, and two died
of prostate cancer and congestive heart failure, respectively, but both had lung cancer at the time
of death. All three men were very heavy smokers. Significantly, three cases of lung cancer are
consistent with the national cancer incidence rate, over the same period, in U.S. white males of
the same age. Another subject, who had an estimated plutonium deposition of 0.245 microgram,
developed a rare bone cancer 43 years after exposure and died in 1990. This finding is
statistically significant for the small group of 26, but in the Los Alamos study (Wiggs 1994) of
303 workers, this same individual remained the only one to have developed bone cancer. That
one death from bone cancer in this larger group could well be due to chance and is not
statistically significant. Finally, three more died of causes unrelated to cancer.
Overall, data from the several studies of persons exposed to low levels of plutonium radiation in
the United States do not show a relation- ship between dose and effect. They merely indicate that
such a relationship does not exist or cannot be confirmed. If plutonium is harmful at these low
levels, its health risks are so small that, given the small number of workers involved,
epidemiological methods cannot differentiate between effects triggered by plutonium radiation
and variations in a group of people unexposed to such radiation.
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Although studies on plutonium workers in the United States did not demonstrate the risk from
plutonium radiation, there are data from much higher doses to which Russian plutonium workers
have been exposed. Russian scientists have recently published two studies (Tokarskaya et
al.1997, Koshurnikova et al.1998) of workers who had been exposed to plutonium at the Mayak
Plant. The authors demonstrate that an increased risk for lung cancer is associated with higher
exposures. Although both studies investigate this risk on many of the same workers, their
conclusions about the relationship between dose and risk are different.
In one study, (Koshurnikova 1998) analyzed data from a cohort of 1479 workers who had been
exposed to high doses of various types of radiation, including plutonium radiation, between 1948
and 1993. The control group was composed of 3333 other workers at Mayak who had also been
exposed to radiation but within occupational limits. The study found a linear relationship
between lung doses from 0.5 to 30 sieverts (or 50 to 3000 rem) and standardized mortality ratios.
While this result found no threshold for effects, the trend of increasing rates with increasing dose
is impressive.
The second study (Tokarskaya 1997) found a nonlinear threshold relationship between dose and
lung cancer risk in a case-control study devoted to 162 plutonium workers who developed lung
cancer between 1966 and 1991 and a control group of 338 Mayak workers who, during the same
period, did not. The authors found no lung cancer risk up to a threshold dose of 16 sieverts,
corresponding to about 1.6 micrograms of plutonium deposited. Above this threshold value,
however, the risk rises rapidly. The two Russian studies are very different in the dose response
relationships reported. However, the data demonstrate that lung cancer risk does indeed increase
with higher doses.
A recently reported study to estimate the mortality risk per unit dose from exposure to plutonium
produced results that compare well with estimates derived by other workers. This study
developed the estimates using four independent approaches – epidemiologic studies of workers
exposed to plutonium; epidemiologic studies of persons exposed to low-LET radiation combined
with a relative biological effectiveness factor (RBE) for alpha particles appropriate to the cancer
site; epidemiologic studies of persons exposed to alpha-emitting radionuclides other than
plutonium; and controlled studies of animals exposed to plutonium and other alpha-emitting
radionuclides extrapolated to humans (Grogan 2001). That work reported mortality risk per unit
dose of 0.13 per Gy for lung, 0.057 per Gy for liver, 0.0013 per Gy for bone, and 0.013 per Gy
for bone marrow (leukemia). Calculations of the risk for a unit intake compared well with
estimates prepared by other workers.
It has been almost six decades since plutonium was first made. No doubt, the dangers of
plutonium are real. However, plutonium has been handled in different chemical forms, fabricated
as a metal, machined, and used successfully primarily because standards and procedures were
established early. Because of this, there has been no instance of acute death from taking
plutonium into the body.
4.2

REVIEW OF INTERNAL DOSIMETRY METHODS

Exposure to radiation can occur from sources of penetrating radiation outside the body, such as
x-ray machines or industrial radiography sources, or from sources of radioactive materials, such
as plutonium or uranium, that enter the body, locate in an internal organ or organs, and irradiate
the tissues of those internal organs. The problem of calculating the dose depends on many factors
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such as the shape of the organ, the type of radiation, the amount of the deposit, and the
distribution of the deposit. Each of these individual factors is subject to considerable variability
and difficulty in determining accurately. Once a dose is calculated, effectively communicating
the possible effect of the dose on health requires additional skill and effort.
The current approach to limiting radiation exposure in the United States is derived from
recommendations in ICRP Publications 26 and 30. The ICRP approach uses the concept of
Committed Effective Dose Equivalent (CEDE) - a cumulative dose, weighted for the
contributions of individual organs, and summed over a 50-year period for workers. Quantities
derived from the CEDE such as the Annual Limit on Intake (ALI) and the Derived Air
Concentration (DAC) provide operational limits for workers so that the overall guidelines will
not be exceeded. The ALI is the activity of a radionuclide that would irradiate a person to the
limit set by the ICRP for each year of occupational exposure. The DAC is found by dividing the
ALI by the volume of air inhaled (2,400 m3 ) in a working year (2,000 hours) (ICRP 1979).
For internal exposures, determining the dose requires knowledge of the following questions:
How does the material get into the body?
Once in the body, how quickly does the material move to other organs?
Does the material in the initial organ leave the organ or does some remain?
Once in an organ, how does the material irradiate the organ and other organs?
Once in an organ, how does the material move to other organs?
Finally, how does is the material eliminated from the body if at all?
Answers to these provide the basis for developing an approach to calculate the dose to organs,
the effective dose equivalent to the body, and interpreting the effects of the dose.
4.2.1 Internal Dosimetry Methods
The methods for estimating organ
radioactive materials were discovered
guidelines and methodology. In 1979,
to limiting radiation, and for internal
66 provided revised recommendations
the body.

dose from internal radionuclides have evolved since
and used. Until 1979, ICRP Publication 2 provided the
ICRP Publications 26 and 30 changed the basic approach
radionuclides in particular. ICRP Publications 54, 60 and
and updated models on the behavior of radionuclides in

ICRP-2 assumed that a single organ could be considered the critical organ; that the organ
retention could be represented by a single exponential term; that the physical characteristics,
such as intake parameters, transfer functions, and tissue size and weight, could be represented by
“Standard Man” data; that organs could be assumed to be spherical; and that scattered radiation
could be ignored. Intakes of radionuclides were controlled by limiting “Maximum Permissible
Concentration” (MPC) values in air and water for workers so that the annual dose limit to the
critical organ would not be exceeded.
ICRP Publication 26 revised the system of dose limitation to one based on risk. This approach
acknowledged the availability of sufficient information about the effects of radiation to estimate
risk for fatal cancer from a unit dose equivalent in exposed people and in the risk of serious
disease to offspring of exposed people. The basic recommendations addressed both stochastic
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effects and non-stochastic effects. For stochastic effects, such as cancer and hereditary effects,
risks are assumed to be directly related to dose equivalent with no threshold, meaning that the
probability of the effect occurring, rather than the severity, is related to the dose equivalent. The
severity of non-stochastic effects, such as cataracts and erythema, varies with dose, usually
above a threshold or minimum dose.
ICRP Publication 30 provided revised dosimetry models that assume organ retention is
represented by one or more exponential expressions, the critical organ concept no longer applies,
the dose in an organ must consider radiation emitted by other organs in the body, and the
physical characteristics are represented by “Reference Man” data in ICRP Publication 23 (ICRP
1975).
Under the revised system, dose equivalent limits are intended to prevent non-stochastic effects
and to limit stochastic effects to acceptable levels. To meet this end, an annual occupational limit
of 50 rem (0.5 Sv) to any organ was established (ICRP 1979). For stochastic effects, the limit on
risk is the same whether the whole body is irradiated or organs are non-uniformly irradiated. This
is accomplished by assigning organ weighting factors, wt , that represent the ratio of the risk for
the effect in an organ to the risk for whole body irradiation. The limit on risk to the whole body –
called committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE) is then determined by summing the
contributions for each irradiated organ and is limited to 5 rem (0.05 Sv). The committed dose
equivalent (CDE) is the total dose equivalent averaged over a tissue (T) in the 50 years following
intake and is limited to 50 rem (0.5 Sv). Table 3 contains the organ weighting factors from
ICRP-30.
The dosimetry model calculates the absorbed dose averaged over the organ mass during 50 years
following intake. It considers each radiation type and applies a radiation weighting factor,
sometimes called the quality factor, which has the following value:
Q=1

for beta particles, electrons and all electromagnetic radiation.

Q=10

for fission neutrons emitted in spontaneous fission and protons.

Q=20

for alpha particles from nuclear transformations, for heavy recoil particles, and
for fission fragments.

Table 3. ICRP-30 Tissue weighting factors, wT (ICRP 1979).
Tissue
Gonads
Red Marrow
Lung
Breast
Thyroid
Bone Surface
Remainder

Weighting
Factor, wT
0.25
0.12
0.12
0.15
0.03
0.03
0.30

0.06 for the organs with the five highest dose.

The ICRP further refined its basic recommendations and updated certain models for the
respiratory tract and the biokinetics of deposited materials. The ICRP’s 1990 recommendations
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(ICRP 1991) provide weighting factors for tissues that were part of the remainder in the 1979
recommendations of ICRP-26 (ICRP 1979). Table 4 compares the tissue weighting factors of
ICRP-26 and ICRP-60 and include a reduction in the bone surface and breast factors by three
times, a 67 percent increase in the thyroid factor, and assignment of factors for additional organs,
including the skin of the whole body.
Table 4. Tissue Weighting Factors (ICRP 1991).
Tissue or organ
Gonads
Red Marrow
Colon
Lung
Stomach
Bladder
Breast
Liver
Esophagus
Thyroid
Skin
Bone Surface
Remainder
1

ICRP Recommendations
1979
1990
0.25
0.20
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.05
0.15
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.05
0.01
0.03
0.01
1
30
.052

A value of 0.06 is applicable to each of the five remaining organs or tissues receiving
the highest equivalent doses.
2
The remainder is composed of the following tissues or organs: adrenals, brain, small
intestine, kidney, muscle, pancreas, spleen, thymus and uterus.

The differences between the two ICRP models for the respiratory tract could be expected to
produce differences in estimated doses. During development of the updated respiratory tract
model, its performance was tested in detail to determine the affects of various parameters taken
alone and in combination. Some examples of the performance of both systems provide useful
information about likely differences in estimating both equivalent dose and effective dose
equivalent.
One such evaluation, reported by James (James 1994) compared the lung dose equivalent and
effective dose for several categories of radionuclides, including insoluble alpha emitters, such as
plutonium at Palomares. In those illustrations, James compared doses for intakes of 1 m activity
median aerodynamic diameter (AMAD) particles although ICRP recommends 5 m AMAD for
workers. For 1 m AMAD, Type S (Class Y) 239 Pu, the ICRP-30 and ICRP-66 equivalent dose
per unit intakes were 320 Sv/Bq and 84 Sv/Bq, respectively. The ICRP-66 equivalent dose
was lower by about a factor of 3.8. For 5 m AMAD particles, ICRP-66 estimated 50 Sv/Bq, or
about 6 times lower. Calculating effective dose for the same conditions, ICRP-30 produced 60
Sv/Bq and ICRP-66 produced 16 Sv/Bq for 1 m AMAD particles and 9.1 Sv/Bq for 5 m
AMAD particles, representing reductions of about 3.7 and 6.5, respectively. Thus, other factors
being equal, the ICRP-66 respiratory tract model can produce equivalent doses that are roughly 3
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to 6 times lower for the same intake than the ICRP-30 model. This difference, attributed to the
modified model for lung deposition and clearance and revised tissue weighting factors must be
recognized in evaluating methods for this project.
Determining the amount of material taken into the body during an exposure forms the basis for
estimating the amount of material that is transferred to the blood stream and internal organs as
well as the amount that clears from the body. Estimates of the organ dose from internal emitters
generally follows from an intake assessment, which is usually based on measures of the material
in the body or excreted from the body. Common methods include in-vitro bioassay of the amount
of the material excreted, measurements of body or organ content, or estimates from air or water
concentrations. For this case, estimates of the intakes from environmental plutonium
concentrations provide the best available method for assessing the intake. The large collection of
urinary analyses were evaluated and used to estimate intakes and doses; however, those were
judged unrealistically high. The methods and models used for accomplishing the estimates from
urine analyses are discussed in Appendix D.
4.2.2 Computer Models Investigated
Many computer programs have been developed and are available for performing the calculations
of the models discussed above. Currently more programs implement the ICRP-30 system than
the ICRP-66 model. This comes as no surprise since the ICRP-30 system remains the current
system for regulation of the doses from radioactive materials in the United States. However, one
objective for this project included the evaluation and recommendation or the best calculation
method. Since ICRP provisions are usually adopted in the U.S., investigating at least one
software program that implemented the most recent approach seemed reasonable. After some
review of the available software, three programs were selected for further study – the
Radiological Bioassay and Dosimetry Program (RBD) as modified for the Air Force, Code for
Internal Dosimetry (CINDY), and Lung Dose Evaluation Program (LUDEP ver 2.06). Testing of
program performance and selection for use are described in Appendix D.
4.3

MODEL ADOPTION

RBD/AF, CINDY, and LUDEP all provide acceptable performance on estimating intake,
calculating dose, and providing compatibility with the available data. LUDEP is somewhat less
convenient for manipulating large numbers of cases and for generating outputs that can be used
in other manipulations; however it implements the current ICRP respiratory tract model.
CINDY and RBD/AF implement the current regulatory system of the NRC and DOE for
radiation protection, while LUDEP offers the alternative for applying the respiratory tract model
and other features of recent ICRP recommendations. CINDY provides somewhat more flexibility
in setup, estimating intakes, and reporting. Consequently, CINDY was chosen as the primary
method for assessing the Palomares cases. LUDEP was retained as a reasonable alternate that
provides complementary assessments for interesting cases and offers a much-needed point for
comparison of results.
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5 ESTIMATES FROM ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENT S
5.1

METHODS

The environmental studies summarized in Section 3.1 reported values for the annual average air
concentration and the highest weekly measurement obtained with air samplers located near the
impact point for weapon number 2. These were selected as reasonable values for air
concentrations that response force personnel could have experienced. Those values were
combined with dose conversion factors for Type S plutonium calculated using LUDEP. Since
breathing rates affect the intake – the more air one breathes in, the more plutonium that enters the
lungs – the calculations were performed for standard workers (breathing rate of 1.2 m3 per hour)
and for heavy workers (1.688 m3 per hour). Also, the calculations were performed for particle
sizes of 1 micrometer and 5 micrometers AMAD. Smaller particle sizes tend to produce higher
deposition in the lung and consequently higher doses. Previous recommendations of the ICRP
(ICRP-30) recommended 1 micrometer AMAD; however, recent recommendations (ICRP-66)
favor 5 micrometers AMAD as more representative of worker exposures.
5.2

RESULTS

Calculations of intake and dose were performed for three exposure scenarios. The first assumed
that response force workers were on site for two weeks, and worked 6 days per week for 12
hours a day. This would represent many of the responders who rotated at two-week intervals.
The second scenario used 4 weeks on site under the same work conditions to represent those who
stayed somewhat longer. Finally, the last scenario assumed that responders could have been
exposed for 11 weeks, which essentially represents the entire response effort; i.e. from just after
the accident until March 31, 1966. Those estimates are shown in Table 5 and indicate that even
the highest scenario produces much less than 1 rem whole body committed effective dose
equivalent.
The resuspension factors described in Section 3.1 were used to calculate air concentrations,
intakes, and doses (CEDE) for the same scenarios described above. The results listed in Table 6
indicate that even the highest dose (0.312 rem) is well below a significant amount. Furthermore,
these estimates differ significantly from the intakes and dose estimates derived from urine
analysis, and demonstrate the need to refine the analysis with follow-up studies.

6 RESULTS FROM URINALYSIS DATA
The response to the Palomares nuclear accident involved hundreds of personnel working toward
the common purpose of recovering vital materials, protecting themselves and the local populace,
and restoration of the accident scene to useable and safe conditions. The accident itself released
plutonium during explosions and fires that followed the impact of two of the nuclear weapons
with the ground. The plutonium was released primarily as airborne dust and as residues from fire
that contaminated the ground. Since the fires essentially were out long before serious response
efforts started, the main source of exposure arose from activities such as vehicle movement,
handling debris during recovery, plowing fields to mix the contaminant into the soil, and vehicle
movement. Persistent winds also contributed to the resuspension of contaminated soils from the
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Table 5. Intake and dose estimates from air concentrations.
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ground or contaminated dusts from the surfaces of accident debris, local buildings, or
agricultural crops.
Ingestion by hand to mouth transfer is a second possible route of entry. However, that route is
very inefficient. Furthermore, the fraction of plutonium that enters the bloodstream from the
intestines is very small (0.00001 for Type S). For reasons discussed in Appendices D and E, the
ingestion route is not considered further.
The type of exposure was assumed a single acute exposure. This assumption accommodates the
long time for removal of plutonium oxides from the human body. The response activity occurred
from January 18, 1966 until April 3, 1966 when activities were moved from Camp Wilson to
another location. Personnel on site reached a maximum in late January; tapered off during
February, and then increased slightly in mid-March during the packaging of contaminated debris,
soil and other wastes for disposal. Most departed the site by late March 1967. The nominal
length of assignment was about two weeks. However, records indicate that some personnel
stayed much longer.
6.1

HIGH 26 C ASES

The responders were assigned to four groups of cases, as discussed above – the High 26 Cases
Group, the Repeat Analysis Cases Group, the Contamination Cutoff Cases Group and the
Remaining Cases Group. The High 26 Cases Group offered the best collection of urinary
measurement data to develop an overall understanding of the relationship between the
measurement results and possible intake of plutonium. Therefore, substantial effort was applied
to evaluating these cases. Then, that understanding was applied to the remaining three groups of
cases. As discussed above, however, the quality of the data set limited the preparation of
reasonable estimates. This section describes the approach to evaluating each group, the results
obtained, the relationship between the estimated dose equivalents and effects.
6.1.1 Methods and Results
The High 26 Cases Group represents the collected measurement data from 26 responders who
were identified for follow-up after the initial phase of sampling in 1966. This group provided 127
urine samples during their on-site and resampling activities. Most of those samples (102 of 127)
produced 239 Pu measurements from alpha spectrometry. Appendix E provides detailed
discussions of the data evaluation, results of model fitting, and estimated intakes and doses.
6.1.1.1 Methods
Careful evaluation of the results revealed several difficulties with the reported results. These
included differences in the reporting of confidence levels for the results. The reported errors for
gross alpha measurements represented the 95% confidence level while the reported errors for
alpha spectrometry measurements represented the 68% confidence level. Since the criterion for
reporting a result as no detectable activity was based on the 95% confidence limit, some alpha
spectrometry results may have been reported as positive when the estimated errors did not
support that conclusion. In addition, some alpha spectrometry reports contained calculated values
although the reported results indicated NDA. Those results were used in these estimates when
recorded on the individual data cards.
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Laboratory measurements experienced some difficulties with reproducibility also. In several
samples with multiple analyses, differences in reported concentrations of two to three times were
observed.
The urine analysis results for the High 26 Cases Group indicated that those cases with several
measurements for samples collected over the entire initial and resampling efforts could provide
the best data for testing. The data and CINDY and LUDEP program setup were varied in several
ways. Assumptions were developed for the date of exposure, the use of gross alpha results and
the use of NDA results. For the programs, the main adjustment involved the method for
weighting results during intake assessment using CINDY and LUDEP. Generally, the date of
exposure was assumed as the first day on site, gross alpha measurements were rejected, and
values were developed for NDA reports. These variations are discussed in detail in Appendix E.
6.1.1.2 Results
For the 26 cases, the preliminary intake estimates varied from 34,000 pCi to 570,00 pCi from
CINDY and 19,000 pCi to 2,600,000 pCi from LUDEP with the gross alpha results excluded in
all the cases. Estimates of committed effective dose equivalent ranged from 10 rem to 170 rem
(0.1 to 1.7 Sv) from CINDY and 1.3 to 180 rem (0.013 to 1.8 Sv) from LUDEP. LUDEP ranged
from –83% to +150% of CINDY results. The range of differences between LUDEP results and
CINDY results seems reasonable considering the variation in the data and the complexities of the
assessment. In addition to the intakes and CEDE estimates, 50-year committed dose equivalents
were calculated for organs using CINDY. Those results are discussed in Appendix E, however,
when compared with independent estimates from environmental data and with the results of
other exposure cases, these estimates seem unreasonably high.
6.2

REPEAT ANALYSIS CASES GROUP

Palomares responders were placed in the Repeat Analysis Cases Group if they met one or both of
the following conditions:
They submitted an initial urine sample while on site that was analyzed for gross alpha
radioactivity and then reanalyzed by alpha spectrometry for 239 Pu; or
They submitted an initial sample while on site that was analyzed by gross alpha counting and
then submitted one or more follow-up samples after returning to their base of assignment for
analysis by alpha spectrometry.
6.2.1 Methods and Results
From January 17, 1966 to June 22, 1966, this group provided 82 urine samples from 54
individuals that produced usable results. The gross alpha and alpha spectrometry measurements
are primarily greater than 0.1 pCi/d and the two types of measurements are interspersed among
one another. Most of the samples were characterized by a gross alpha measurement followed by
reanalysis by alpha spectrometry in an attempt to identify the radionuclide responsible for the
gross alpha result. In most cases, the alpha spectrometry result was lower than the gross alpha
measurement. Unfortunately, resampling was not accomplished for those in this group.
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6.2.1.1 Methods
The Repeat Analysis Cases Group had exposure dates that extended over a broader range of
dates than the High 26 Cases Group. However, many were among the initial responders who
arrived in January 1966. Because the time on site seemed shorter and better recorded for this
group, the exposure date was assumed as the midpoint of the time at Camp Wilson. In general,
gross alpha results for samples collected on site were excluded from the analysis, gross alpha
results reported as NDA were assigned a value of 0.009 pCi/d, numerical results recorded on
alpha spectrometry records reported as NDA were used, and some alpha spectrometry results
were excluded when they did not fit the expected urinary excretion pattern. Method details are
provided in Appendix D.
6.2.1.2 Results
For the 54 cases, the estimated intakes varied from 2,900 pCi to 1,300,000 pCi from CINDY and
11,900 pCi to 5,240,000 pCi from LUDEP with the gross alpha results excluded in all the cases.
Estimates of committed effective dose equivalent ranged from 0.9 rem to 400 rem (0.009 to 4.0
Sv) from CINDY and 0.8 to 367 rem (0.008 to 3.67 Sv) from LUDEP. LUDEP results ranged
from –238% to +94% of CINDY results. In addition to the intakes and CEDE estimates, annual
dose equivalents and committed dose equivalents were calculated for organs using both CINDY
and LUDEP. Details of these results are discussed in Appendix E. As for the High 26 Group,
these estimates are unrealistic when compared with the estimates from environmental
measurements.
6.3

CONTAMINATION CUTOFF CASES GROUP

The Contamination Cutoff Cases Group of analyses was created to calculate estimated intake and
dose equivalent for those whose urine measurement results indicated potentially contaminated
samples collected at the accident site but were below a reasonable minimum level that did not
represent unusually high exposures. While the data for this group were not especially robust, this
approach offered an opportunity to evaluate additional cases. As discussed in Appendix E, a
level of 0.1 pCi/d was adopted as reasonable maximum level for cases included in the
Contamination Cutoff Cases Group.
6.3.1 Methods and Results
6.3.1.1 Methods
The procedures for analysis of the High 26 Cases Group were applied to the Contamination
Cutoff Cases Group, except that the intakes and dose equivalents were calculated using only the
CINDY program. The group had exposure dates that began over a similar range of dates to the
Repeat Analysis Cases Group. Many of this group stayed on site for one to two weeks, with
some up to a month. The exposure date was assumed as the midpoint of the time at Camp
Wilson. See Appendix E for additional details of this group’s analyses.
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6.3.1.2 Results
For the 313 individuals in the Contamination Cutoff Cases Group, the estimated intakes varied
from 1,500 pCi to 110,000 pCi. Estimates of committed effective dose equivalent ranged from
0.46 rem to 34 rem (0.0046 to 0.34 Sv). The higher estimated intake and dose were produced by
a urine sample, taken at 25 days after the assumed exposure date, with a result of 0.099 pCi/d of
gross alpha activity. According to the excretion function derived, the urinary content on day 25
represents approximately 9
10-7 of the inhalation intake. This case illustrates how urine
concentrations that are even slightly above delectability can lead to sizeable estimated intakes
and dose equivalents. This further illustrates the difficulty in obtaining realistic estimates from
sparse data at or near the analytical methods detection limit.
6.4

REMAINING CASES GROUP

The cases that were not included in one of the previous three groups were placed in the
Remaining Cases Group. These samples included those from individuals who submitted only one
sample, or from cases where some follow-up was attempted but results were inadequate because
of low or no chemical recovery or laboratory error. This group contains sample measurements on
1,063 individuals for 1,219 samples. For discussion purposed, the lowest and the highest urine
results of 0 and 237.9 pCi/d of gross alpha radioactivity were input to CINDY, and produced
estimated intakes of 75,000 pCi to 20,000,000 pCi corresponding to CEDEs of about 23 rem to
6,000 rem (0.23 to 60 Sv). These results are clearly unrealistic, not supported by the air
concentrations observed at Palomares and require careful evaluation.

7 DISCUSSION
The preliminary intake and dose equivalent estimates for the Palomares response personnel used
the available data to the best extent possible. The approach involved reasonable assumptions
about the type of activities that the responders performed and about the length of time, they may
have been exposed. Detailed assignment records on the personnel were not available, nor was
any significant effort expended to determine the details. Written accounts of the accident and
response, correspondence in the records of some High 26 Cases Group personnel, and personal
conversations with some of these individuals provided a reasonable description of the situation
during the response.
Results obtained in environmental characterization programs around Palomares for over 15 years
following the accident provided an alternative route to assessing intakes and doses. Those
estimates are much more realistic when compared with the estimated intakes and doses for other
plutonium exposures to workers or members of the public.
7.1

RESULTS FROM ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

The estimated intakes and doses for three scenarios of worker activity indicate that the exposures
are well below recommended limits for workers and a small fraction of the dose (10 rem) for
which health effects have been reliably demonstrated in humans. The estimates are limited,
however, because they represent evaluations using representative scenarios. They do not
represent the exposures to any specific individual responder. Additional information on
responder activities, time exposed, conditions of exposure, use of personal protective equipment,
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and factors that influence intake are needed to develop case-specific assessments. Nevertheless,
these estimates form serious concerns about the reliability of estimates from the urinary bioassay
data. As a matter of fact, the difficulty in extrapolating urinary concentrations determined at the
limits of detection of the analytical methods are well known and are most likely a major
contributor to the disparity in the two approaches.
The estimates from the environmental data are very consistent with the results obtained for
residents of the Palomares area and with results for Manhattan Project workers. These
comparisons lend credibility to the bounds of estimates from the environmental data and support
conclusions about the significance of the exposures reached in 1966 through 1968.
7.2

RESULTS FROM URINARY BIOASSAY

The estimated intakes and doses for all groups were unrealistically high as discussed above.
Nevertheless the implications of these estimates for effects on health are included to provide
some interpretation for what are likely to be upper bound estimates. Furthermore, comments on
the analytical methods, case specific information, and other inconsistencies in the data are
presented as background for possible reevaluations in the future.
7.2.1 Assessment of Possible Effects
Characterizing the preliminary estimates of intakes and dose are useful only to indicate that
many individual cases represent significant to very serious situations when compared to accepted
guidelines for management of radiation exposures. About half the estimates exceeded the
cumulative dose that would be experienced by anyone in the United States from lifetime
exposure to the average background dose (roughly 21 rem (0.21 Sv) over 70 years). Fortunately,
the estimates derived from environmental data (Section 6.1.3.2 above), using very conservative
scenarios and assumptions, provide upper bound estimates that are well below accepted
guidelines and are more consistent with the exposure experience of the local populace on site at
Palomares and of industrial plutonium workers. All, but the extreme cases of the estimates, are
below the recommended average radiation exposure for members of the public in one year.
7.2.2 Comments on the Estimates
Substantial experience and useful observations arose from the attempts at preparing estimates of
plutonium intake and dose from the urinary bioassay data. Those observations and comments are
discussed below for each of the groups.
7.2.2.1 High 26 Cases
The intakes and doses discussed in the previous section represent conservative estimates of the
intakes and dose equivalents for the High 26 Cases Group. Additional comments are required to
put the estimates into perspective. Those comments address the quality of the urine bioassay
measurements, assumptions about the type and duration of exposure, the class (type) of material
involved and specific details of the duties performed by each individual. Without further details
and possible confirmation, permanent assignment of these intakes and doses to the individuals
may be premature.
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The laboratory analyses performed in 1966 and 1967 represent a comprehensive effort to assess
the possible exposure to plutonium. At the time, the urine results used the best available models
for estimating body burden. However, methods for estimating intake and deposition of plutonium
in the lungs were not well understood. Progress since then allows better estimates to be made
now. In fact, deposition in the lungs and the associated dose is the major contributor to the
annual dose in the first few years after the exposure. Unfortunately, a very small amount of
plutonium in urine can be associated with an intake that produces sizeable doses.
For the cases evaluated, the amount of plutonium in the urine after about one month is more than
one million times less than the amount of the intake. That fraction decreases slowly, but steadily,
thereafter. The sensitivity of the analytical methods limit the ability to confirm the amount
deposited. Samples were collected out to about 15 months following the accident yet the
expected excretion curve implies that plutonium excretion would continue beyond that time for
actual intakes. More sensitive techniques are now available that could provide new analyses of
urine samples.
At 34 years after the accident, the amount excreted per day would be about two million times
less than the initial intake. The feasibility of obtaining useful assessments of plutonium uptake
by sampling urine now depends mainly on the sensitivity of the analytical techniques and on the
ability of the available models to represent human excretion of the plutonium in urine.
Analytical techniques currently available that provide potentially adequate sensitivity include
alpha spectrometry, neutron induced fission track analysis (FTA), and mass spectrometry
(Wrenn 1994). Alpha spectrometry, which cannot distinguish between 239 Pu and 240 Pu has
nominal sensitivity for both of about 0.02 pCi per sample. That is about the same level available
during the resampling conducted in 1966 and 1967. Most mass spectrometry techniques provide
about the same sensitivity as alpha spectrometry. Thermal Ionization Mass Spectrometry (TIMS)
offers sensitivities of about 0.005 pCi per sample but is tedious and costly. Neutron induced FTA
provides sensitivities of about 0.00003 pCi per sample, or about 1,000 times better than alpha
spectrometry and routine mass spectrometry. However, FTA is performed at only one or two
laboratories.
The biokinetics and urinary excretion models available in ICRP-30 and from Jones (Jones 1985)
vary in their ability to model the available data on human excretion at long times after exposure.
The Jones model corresponds quite well as recently discussed (Luciani 2000). At 34 years after
exposure, the model predicts that the daily urinary excretion would be 10-5 of the amount
transferred to the blood. As an example, a urine sample with a measured 239,240Pu content of
0.00003 pCi/L would translate into an uptake of 4.2 pCi to the blood from the original inhalation
intake. For Class Y plutonium, about 5 percent of the inhaled plutonium transfers to blood.
Therefore, the intake would be 84 pCi, which is well below one ALI of 13,500 pCi. Follow-up
sampling and analysis using the most sensitive techniques available today, offers a reasonable
potential for obtaining useful information. A decision to use the approach should also consider
other factors, such as cost, ability to locate and obtain cooperation of response personnel, and
limited laboratory availability.
Assumptions were made concerning the type of exposure (single, acute inhalation) and dates of
the exposure. For some individuals, this assumption may represent up to several weeks of
difference in determining the elapsed time between exposure and collection of samples. The
elapsed time is one of the primary parameters for estimating the intake.
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The assessment also assumed that the plutonium was PuO2 and represented by lung Class Y
(Type S). All (100%) of the intake was assumed to be from this material. Limited tests were also
performed using CINDY assuming a mixed material (50% Class W and 50% Class Y). Those
attempts produced lower estimated intakes and doses, however, difficulties with reconciling the
approach with experimental confirmation of typical plutonium at Palomares are problematic. In
addition, as discussed in Section 3, the cases of mixed plutonium forms also demonstrate a longterm excretion component that is not observed for the data. Never the less, the estimates obtained
with the 100% Class Y assumption are higher and therefore conservative.
Finally, these estimates were performed with limited information about the specific activities and
times that the individuals were on the site. Efforts to perform a comprehensive search of all
records and information, including interviews, were beyond the scope of this effort. Some
additional refinement might be possible from an expanded search for more specific information.
However, the cost of such an effort should be balanced with the possible benefits from
confirmatory measurements of urinary content. Ultimately, credible estimates of intake and dose
will depend on an expensive, multi-phased approach involving:
Urinalysis of selected individuals using highly sensitive techniques to assess the presence of
plutonium in their urine.
Detailed interviews with individuals to develop the details of their exposure circumstances as
well as they can recall them.
Research and evaluation of all available information, especially that collected during the
recovery and response phases of the incident, including records available at DOD’s Defense
Threat Reduction Agency, the Air Force Safety Agency, the Department of Energy, and
possibly the appropriate representatives of the Government of Spain.
7.2.2.2 Contamination Cutoff Cases
The intakes and doses discussed in the previous section represent conservative estimates of the
intakes and dose equivalents for the Contamination Cutoff Group. The estimates are considered
conservative because the methods and data selected tend to overestimate the actual intakes and
doses. The additional comments made regarding the High 26 Cases Group apply to these cases as
well. Furthermore, confirmation of the possible exposures for this group are very important
because this group did not have any measurements taken in late 1966 or 1967, when alpha
spectrometry measurements were more commonly used.
7.2.2.3 Repeat Analysis Cases
The intakes and doses discussed in the previous section represent conservative estimates of the
intakes and dose equivalents for the Repeat Analysis Cases Group. The estimates are considered
conservative because the methods and data selected tend to overestimate the actual intakes and
doses. The additional comments made regarding the High 26 Cases Group apply to these cases as
well. Furthermore, confirmation of the possible exposures for this group are very important
because this group did not have any measurements taken in late 1966 or 1967, when alpha
spectrometry measurements were more commonly used.
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COMPARISON OF INTAKES AND DOSES TO OTHER PLUTONIUM EXPOSURE CASES

The results can be evaluated for reasonableness by comparing them to other plutonium exposure
situations. Two such reported cases are the evaluation of the citizens of Palomares by a Joint
Spanish-United States effort since the accident, and the follow-up of Manhattan Project workers
who received exposures to plutonium at Los Alamos. In addition, measurements of
environmental plutonium at Palomares provide data for performing independent estimates of the
intakes and doses for the accident response force.
7.3.1 Dose Estimates for Residents of Palomares
Since the accident, the Government of Spain has conducted a program to monitor the residual
radioactivity at the accident site. That effort has included measurements of air concentrations of
plutonium, soil contamination levels, and assessment of intakes and doses to the population.
During 1966, 59 people provided urine samples on three occasions. Those samples indicated the
possibility of contamination (Iranzo 1997). In 1967 samples were collected in Madrid under
controlled conditions. Of those, 23 exceeded the minimum detectable level of 0.02 pCi/ day.
During the ensuing years, additional samples have been collected from a larger group of
Palomares citizens and analyzed. The results indicate that 45 individuals who may have received
intakes during the initial clean-up showed intakes that represented committed effective dose
equivalents of 2 rem to 20 rem (0.02 to 0.2 Sv) (Iranzo 1987). That range includes the lower
portion of the results obtained for responders. In addition, the early concerns for sample
contamination and efforts to mitigate the possibility support similar concerns for the Air Force
urine sampling. Although, the Air Force resample effort was conducted away from the accident
site, the possibility exists that samples provided in mid to late 1966 and early 1967 may have
been influenced by continued sample contamination.
7.3.2 Manhattan Project Worker Evaluations
During the Manhattan Project, 26 white, male adult workers received intakes of plutonium
primarily by inhalation. Reports of follow-up studies of that group have indicated continuing
refinement of the estimates of their plutonium deposition. A recent report provided the results of
50 years of follow-up. The report indicated that the depositions for the 26 individuals ranged
from 1.35 nanocuries (50 Bq) to 85.86 nanocuries (3,180 Bq) (Voelz 1997). The corresponding
effective doses ranged from 10 rem to 720 rem (0.1 to 7.2 Sv). If those exposures occurred by
inhalation, the intake would have been approximately 20 times higher than the deposition or 27
nanocuries to 2.3 microcuries. Although the range of exposures is similar to the preliminary
estimates for Palomares response personnel, the responders’ exposures were unlikely to approach
those of the Manhattan Project workers. Responders would have handled the much different
(lower) quantities and forms of plutonium for much shorter times than the Manhattan Project
workers. Those workers performed continuous, industrial operations on a daily basis over several
years under what have been called “primitive conditions”.
The results of follow-up of citizens of Palomares and Manhattan Project workers indicate the
range of doses from exposures received under field conditions and those received in laboratory
or industrial conditions. It seems reasonable to consider the results for the Palomares citizens as
more representative of the kind of exposure conditions experienced by the response personnel
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because both were exposed to the same or similar sources, while the Palomares residents were
exposed for many years. Consequently, the results for responders that exceed even a fraction of
the upper range of CEDE (20 rem/0.2 Sv), may well represent sample contamination or other
artifacts. If that is the case, additional sampling and analysis of a carefully selected subset of the
response force today offers an attractive approach to confirming the deposition and associated
doses.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Records of urinary 239 Pu and gross alpha radioactivity of samples collected from responders to
the Palomares nuclear weapons accident were evaluated for possible use in calculating estimate
radioactivity intakes and committed effective dose equivalent using accepted models. Data were
reviewed and individuals assigned to four groups according to the amount and reliability of the
data. The groups included:
The High 26 Cases Group that included 26 individuals identified for resampling for 18 to 24
months after the initial phase of sampling in 1966.
A Repeat Analysis Cases Group that included 54 individuals who either had submitted
samples that were reanalyzed using more specific methods (alpha spectrometry), or who
were resampled.
A Contamination Cutoff Cases Group that included 313 individuals with results that were
below a reasonable, assumed cutoff level of 0.1 pCi per day.
A Remaining Cases Group that contained 1,063 records that were not otherwise evaluated
and that were strongly suspected of contamination from collection on site.
Two current computer methods were tested and used to estimate intakes of plutonium by acute
inhalation exposure. One method (CINDY) employed the ICRP-30 system for limiting internal
dose. The other method (LUDEP) implemented the new respiratory tract model described in
ICRP-66 and the organ/tissue weighting factors of ICRP-60.
Plutonium intake and dose values were estimated for all of the High 26 Cases Group, the 54
individuals in the Repeat Analysis Cases Group, and 313 individuals in the Contamination
Cutoff Cases Group. The intakes and doses ranged from below annual occupational limits to
more than the 50 rem (0.5 Sv) guideline for cumulative dose for workers. Some doses ranged as
high as several hundred rem. However, when compared with estimates derived from
environmental measurements, dose estimates for Palomares citizens, and dose estimates for
Manhatten Project workers, these preliminary estimates seen unreasonably high in many cases.
Additional efforts are needed to reconcile the results from the urine data with the levels that can
be reasonably supported by the environmental data and experience with other exposed people.
Several future actions should be considered to further refine these initial estimates.
1. Additional effort is needed to reconcile the estimated intakes and doses derived from the
urinary bioassay data with the estimates from environmental measurements. A targeted effort
that includes participant activities, participant interviews, urine and other appropriate plutonium
analyses using current techniques, medical records review, and modeling should be considered.
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2. The results of this effort should be communicated to responders, veterans organizations, and
other interested parties using appropriate information that clearly confirms the conclusions of the
original medical evaluation program, recognizes the difficulties in preparing updated intake and
dose estimates, and outlines the options for strengthening the estimates.
3. Further contacts with the Department of Energy for comparison with evaluations of their
personnel who responded to this accident could provide useful data. The effort should be
summarized in a companion document that conveys the details of the project and its potential
effects on health in an easily understood manner. That document should be made available to any
of the responders who desire a copy.
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APPENDIX A GLOSSARY
Absorbed Fraction (AF) – The fraction of energy emitted as a specified radiation, R, in a
specified source tissue, S, which is absorbed in a specified target tissue, T. [AF (T S)R]
Accuracy – The comparison of a measurement to the true value of a parameter. It is a function
of both bias and precision.
Activity Median Aerodynamic Diameter (AMAD) - The diameter in an aerodynamic particle
size distribution for which the total activity above and below this size are equal. A log-normal
distribution of particle sizes is assumed.
Activity Median Thermodynamic Diameter (AMTD)– The particle Diameter, Dtn
(thermodynamically classified) for which 50 percent of the total airborne activity, is associated
with particles of thermodynamic diameter is greater than the AMTD.
Aerodynamic Diameter (dae) – The diameter ( m) of a unit density (1 g cm-3 ) sphere that has the
same terminal settling velocity in air as the particle of interest. Same as AED.
Aerodynamic Equivalent Diameter (AED) - The diameter of a sphere, in m, of unit density (1 g
cm-3 ) that has the same terminal settling velocity in air as the particle of interest (a 1 m AED
particle has 1000 times the volume of a 0.1 m AED particle).
Aerosol – A suspension of fine solid or liquid particles in a gaseous medium.
Airborne Concentration – The activity of particulate matter or material in a unit volume of
aerosol, usually expressed in Ci cm-3 , Ci mL-1 or Ci m-3 .
Annual Limit on Intake (ALI) – The activity in Ci of a radionuclide which taken alone would
irradiate a person represented by reference man, to a limit established by a regulatory agency for
each year of occupational exposure.
Becquerel (Bq) – the International System of Units adopted unit for radioactivity. One Bq is
equal to a radioactivity of 1 nuclear transformation per second (ntps).
Biokinetic Model – A set of mathematical relationships formulated to relate the intake of a
material to the uptake, distribution, and retention of the material or radionuclide in various
organs and tissues of the body. Some models include subsequent excretion from the body by
various pathways.
Breathing Zone – The region adjacent to a worker’s nose and mouth from which air is drawn into
the lungs while he/she performs the assigned work.
CINDY – Code for Internal Dosimetry is a computer program that addresses the radiation
protection aspects of Department of Energy orders and Nuclear Regulatory Commission
regulations by implementing the approach described in ICRP Publication 30.
Class – The lung or inhalation classification scheme, developed in ICRP Publication 30, for
inhaled material according to its rate of clearance from the pulmonary region of the lung.
Materials are classified as D, W, or Y, which applies to a range of clearance half-times: for Class
D (days) of less than 10 days; for Class W (weeks) from 10 days to 100 days; and Class Y
(years) of greater than 100 days.
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Clearance Pathway – The route by which material that is deposited in the lungs can move into
the blood, lymph nodes or bronchi.
Committed Dose Equivalent (CDE) (HT,50 ) – The dose equivalent to organs or tissues (targets) of
reference (T) that will be received from an intake of radioactive material by an individual during
the 50 year period following the intake.
Committed Effective Dose Equivalent (CEDE) (HE,50) – The sum of the products of the tissue
weighting factor and the radiation weighting factor or quality factor applicable to each of the
body organs or tissues that are irradiated and the committed dose equivalent to these organs or
tissues. [HE,50 = wt (Ht,50 )].
Curie (Ci) – A unit of radioactivity. One Ci is equal to that quantity of radioactive material in
which there are 3.7 x 1010 nuclear transformations per second (ntps) or 3.7 x 1010 Becquerels
(Bq). One microcurie (1 Ci) is equal to 3.7 x 104 ntps or one-millionth part of a Ci.
Derived Air Concentration (DAC) – The concentration of a radionuclide in air, which breathed
or inhaled alone for 1 work yr (2000 hrs) would irradiate reference man to the radiation safety
limit for occupational exposure. The DAC equals the ALI of the radionuclide divided by the
volume of air inhaled by reference man in a working year (i.e., 2.4 x 103 m3 ).
Detriment – The identification and where possible the quantification of all the deleterious effects
of exposure to ionizing radiation. Total detriment is the sum of the contributions due to fatal
cancers, non-fatal cancers, and severe hereditary disorders weighted for life lost.
Disintegrations per Minute (dpm) – A rate of spontaneous emission of particles and energy from
the unstable nucleus of an atom. The curie is a unit of activity quantifying this process of
radioactive decay.
Dose Assessment – The process of assessing/estimating the radiological dose and associated
uncertainty based on best available information. Included in this dose estimate, through use of
exposure scenarios, source term data, bioassay results, monitoring or radiological survey data,
and pathway analysis.
Effective Half-Life – The time required for the amount of a contaminant deposited in a living
organism to be diminished to 50 percent as a result of the combined action of radioactive decay
and biological elimination.
Elimination – The removal of material from the body via urine, feces, sweat or exhalation.
Excretion usually refers to elimination via urine or feces.
Equilibrium, Radioactive – The state that prevails in radioactive series when the ratios between
the activities of two or more successive members of the series remains constant.
Equivalent Diameter – The diameter of the sphere that would have the same value of a particular
physical property as that of the irregular particle.
Exposure – The act of being exposed to a contaminant.
Exposure Assessment – The process of assessing/estimating the exposure to a contaminant and
associated uncertainty, based on best available information. Included in this exposure estimate,
through use of exposure scenarios, source term data, bioassay results, monitoring data, and
pathway analysis.
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Extrathoracic Fraction – The mass fraction of the inhaled particles which do not or fail to
penetrate beyond the larynx.
Geometric Standard Deviation – For a log-normal distribution, the exponential of the standard
deviation of the associated normal distribution (always 1).
Inhalabilty – The ratio of the number concentration of particles with a particular diameter
inspired through the nose or mouth to the number concentration of particles with the same
aerodynamic diameter present in the inspired volume of ambient air.
Inhalable Fraction – The mass fraction of the total airborne particles which are inhaled through
the nose and mouth.
Intake – The total amount of material that enters the body through the principal exposure routes
of inhalation, ingestion, or skin wounds.
Log-Normal Distribution – A distribution in which the logarithms of a variable (such as particle
size) is normally distributed.
Lower Limit of Detection (LLD) – The smallest amount of mass or radioactivity that yields a
statistically significant net result above the laboratory method background.
LUDEP – Lung Dose Evaluation Program is a computer program developed by the National
Radiological Protection Board of the United Kingdom that implements the Respiratory Tract
Model recommended by the ICRP’s Task Group on Lung Dynamics as adopted in 1993 and
published in ICRP Publication 66.
Mass Concentration – The mass of particulate matter or material in a unit volume of aerosol,
usually expressed in g m-3 , mg m-3 , or g m-3 .
Mass Median Aerodynamic Diameter (MMAD) – The aerodynamic diameter of a particle having
a median mass i.e., the masses of particles above and below this vehicle are equal.
Maximum Permissible Concentration (MPC) – A concentration for a radionuclide (established in
ICRP-2) in air or water set to keep dose to the critical organ from exceeding the annual limit.
The annual limit applied over an intake period of 50 years.
Maximum Permissible Body Burden (MPBB) – A limit associated with Maximum Permissible
Concentration that was the amount of material in the body that would not cause an organ dose to
exceed the annual limit to the critical organ.
Metabolic Model – A mathematical description of the behavior of inhaled or ingested
radionuclides in the metabolic process of cells, tissues, organs and organisms (humans). It is
most frequently used to describe its distribution among tissues/organs and elimination/excretion.
Micrometer ( m) – A unit of measure. One micrometer (1
10-6 m).

m) is one millionth of a meter (1 x

Non-Stochastic Effects –Those effects for which the severity of the effect varies with the dose
received and for which a threshold may exist. The following are examples of non-stochastic
somatic effects that are specific to particular tissues; cell depletion in the bone marrow causing
hematological deficiencies, and gonadal cell damage leading to impairment of fertility. For these
changes to occur, the severity of the effect depends on the magnitude of the dose received, and
there is a threshold of dose below which no detrimental effects are observed.
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Parent – A radionuclide that, on nuclear transformation (disintegration), forms a specified
nuclide either directly or as a later member of a radioactive series.
Particle Density – The mass of the particle itself per unit volume, usually expressed in g cm-3 ,
mg m-3 .
Particle Dissolution Rate – The rate at which the change of a particle from a solid to a liquid
form takes place.
Particle Transport – The process that clear material from the respiratory tract to the
gastrointestinal tract and to the lymph nodes, and move material from one part of the respiratory
tract to another.
Precision – The repeatability or reproducibility of a measurement.
random errors.

Precise results have small

Progeny – The decay product or products resulting after a radioactive decay or a series of
radioactive decays of the parent radionuclide. The progeny can also be radioactive, and the
decay chain will continue until a stable nuclide is formed.
Rad - The special unit of absorbed dose. One rad is equivalent to an absorbed dose of 0.01 J kg-1
or 0.01 Gray (Gy).
Reference Man – A male individual between 20 to 30 years of age weighting 154 pounds (70 kg)
is 5.6 feet (1.7 m) in height, and lives in a climate with an average temperature of 50 F to 68 F
(10 C to 20 C). He is a Caucasian and is a Western European or North American in habitat and
custom (ICRP Publication No. 23; updated by ICRP Publication No. 66 and ICRP Publication
No. 70).
Rem - The special unit of any of the radiation quantities expressed as dose equivalent. The dose
equivalent in rem is equal to the absorbed dose in rad multiplied by the quality factor or radiation
weighting factor. One rem equals 0.01 sievert (Sv). (1 millirem (mrem) is 1/1000 of a rem.)
Respirable Fraction (RF) – The mass fraction of the inhaled particles which penetrate to the
unciliated airways of the respiratory tract.
Respiratory Tract Clearance – The removal of material from the respiratory tract by particle
transport and by absorption into blood.
Respiratory Tract Deposition – The initial process determining how much of the material in the
inspired air that remains in the lungs after exhalation. Deposition of material may occur during
both inspiration and inhalation.
Respiratory Tract (Lung) Model – The model that describes the behavior of particles in the
respiratory tract of man. This model was developed by the ICRP’s task group on lung dynamics
and published in ICRP Publication 30. This model is used in the CINDY program; however,
LUDEP (an alternate computer program also used) uses the ICRP’s new lung model published in
ICRP Publication 66.
Resuspension - The transport of particles from surfaces (inside and environmental) back into the
atmosphere.
Risk – The characterization of a situation or action wherein two or more outcomes are possible,
the particular outcome that will occur is unknown, and at least one of the possibilities is
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undesired. Risk is also the sum of the possible alternative numbers of injuries or fatalities
weighted by their probabilities.
Sensitivity Analysis – The sensitivity of the model prediction to selected perturbation of model
parameters.
Solubility - The ability of a substance to form a solution with another substance. Normally lung
or tissue fluid is considered the fluid of choice.
Source Tissue – Tissue (may be a body organ) that contains a significant amount of a
radionuclide following an intake of that radionuclide into the body.
Specific Absorbed Fraction – The fraction of energy that is emitted as a specified radiation type
(alpha, beta, electron or photons) in a source organ/tissue that is absorbed in 1 g of a target
organ/tissue.
Stochastic Effect –Those effects for which the probability of an effect occurring, rather than its
severity, is regarded as a function of dose. Both hereditary effects and carcinogenesis are
stochastic effects.
Target Tissue – Tissue (which may be a body organ) in which radiation is absorbed.
Thoracic Fraction – The mass fraction of the inhaled particles which penetrate beyond the
larynx.
Tracheobronchial Fraction – The mass fraction of the inhaled particles which penetrate beyond
the larynx, but which do not or fail to penetrate to the unciliated airways of the respiratory tract.
Transfer Compartment – The compartment introduced (for mathematical convenience) into the
biokinetic model to account for the translocation of radioactive material through the body fluids
from where they are deposited in tissues or excreted.
Translocation – The movement of material, that has been deposited respiratory tract, by
dissolution and absorption into the blood.
Transportable Half-Time – The amount of time for half of the contaminant to be transferred to a
transfer compartment.
Transuranic (TRU) – An element with an atomic number greater than that of uranium.
Neptunium has an atomic number of 93 and plutonium has an atomic number of 94.
Uncertainty Analysis – The analysis of the uncertainty in model prediction. The production of a
Probability Density Function (PDF) that describes the confidence with which it can be claimed
that some characteristic of risk (probability, severity, episodic frequency, or total number of
effects) lies between two values.
Uptake – That quantity of material that is taken up or enters the body from the location of intake.
The routes of entry into the body are from the respiratory tact, gastrointestinal tract, absorption
through the intact skin, injection, or via a wound.
Weighting Factors –
Organ or tissue weighting factor (wt ) – The multiplication factor by which the committed
dose equivalent (CDE) in an organ/tissue is multiplied to yield the Committed Effective Dose
Equivalent (CEDE). This factor represents the relative contribution of that organ or tissue to
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the total detriment due to these effects resulting from uniformed irradiation of the whole
body. (The wt values are those given in ICRP Publication No. 26 for CINDY assessments
and in ICRP Publication 60 for LUDEP assessments.)
Radiation Weighting Factor (wR) – A factor [quality factor (Q)] which is dependent on the
type and energy of the radiation and is independent of the exposed organ/tissue. As used in
the calculation the average quality factor is used for both external and internal radiation.
(The Q values are those given in ICRP No. 26.)
Least Squares Regression Weighting Factor (wi) – A factor that determines the relative
significance of the ith data point in a least squares regression analysis. The factor is generally
user selected to represent a measure of the confidence or estimated error of the data point.
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APPENDIX B AVAILABLE AIR FORCE DATA
B.1. INTRODUCTION
This effort to re-evaluate possible doses to those who responded to the Palomares nuclear
accident required a complete and careful review and assessment of available data. Since the
accident occurred over 33 years ago, this review depended on the ability to identify relevant
records, reports and other data to form as complete a picture of the situation as possible. Initial
efforts focused on accumulating and reviewing records provided by the Air Force Medical
Operations Agency (AFMOA) at Bolling AFB, DC and the Institute for Environmental, Safety,
And Occupational Health Risk Analysis (IERA) at Brooks AFB, TX. IERA succeeded the
USAF Radiological Health Laboratory (RHL) as the Air Force’s primary radiological consultant
laboratory and custodian of personnel radiation exposure records in the USAF Master Radiation
Exposure Registry. Initial contact with both AFMOA and IERA identified and provided
information on the availability of Palomares records. IERA and AFMOA provided their records
in the form of:
Air Force Forms with laboratory analytical and exposure details of the nasal swipe and urine
samples submitted and processed.
Complete case files for the 26 individuals identified for follow-up in 1966 and commonly
referred to as the “High 26”.
A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet prepared by IERA staff that contained the data from those Air
Force Forms, and some data related specifically to the 26 individuals (referred to as the
“High 26” who were considered as having the highest exposures.
Copies of reports of the accident response, RHL documents on the evaluation of exposures
by urinalysis, and selected publications from journals and conference proceedings.
Those records formed the basis for significant effort: to understand what information the various
records contained; to determine how the data were used in the initial evaluations; to identify data
gaps, inconsistencies, and concerns with the use or interpretation of the data; and to prepare the
records for input to this intake and dose assessment effort. This appendix discusses the results of
this review and the modifications and assumptions made to the data for use in the dose
assessment. The appendix provides specific details of the three types of records and the concerns
they generated, as well as efforts to correct, improve, or interpret those records for this project.

B.2. T YPES OF RECORDS KEPT
The records prepared and maintained by the Air Force consisted of forms, computer
spreadsheets, and written correspondence and reports of activities. This section provides details
of the forms and the data they contained.
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B.2.1. Forms
RHL, as the central laboratory for providing radiological services to Air Force units, applied
their laboratory processes with some modifications to this accident. RHL, a sub-unit of the Air
Force Logistics Command (AFLC) at the time, used AFLC sanctioned forms for recording the
data and results of samples processed. Three series of forms were identified in the records
provided: AFLC Form 1165, Internal Dosimetry Data (May 66), AFLC Form 1165, Radiological
Sample Data (May 66), and AFLC Form 1165, Radiological Sample Data (Jul 67). Although
similar in design and content, these three forms apparently evolved over the course of the
laboratory effort on Palomares and other services at the time.
B.2.1.1

AFLC Form 1165, Internal Dose Data (May 66)

The AFLC Form 1165, Internal Dose Data contained data about the individual who submitted
the sample, radiation measurement data for urine, radon (breath) (sic), and feces/blood samples.
The form provides areas for recording counting data, instrument data, and other factors. For
Palomares, the form primarily recorded urine sample data and results. Figure B-1 illustrates an
example AFLC Form 1165.
Annotated comments (callout boxes) on Figure B-1 draw attention to several features of the form
and its use for the Palomares Accident. In addition to basic identifying information (name, and
Social Security Number (SSN)), the form typically contained an entry for the Air Force Serial
Number (AFSN) as an additional entry. At the time, the SSN had not become an official
identifier for Air Force military personnel.
Comments about certain uses of the form pertain to the review and analysis of data contained on
these forms for possible use in the reassessment project. These include (identified by text in
callout box on Figure B-1):
Basic Counting Data: this area provides spaces for the entry of Counter Identification (N),
Counter Background (cpm), Counter Efficiency (%), and other pertinent counting
information. Additional data were often recorded in this area. For example, the entry for
Counter background - 0.03 (900) – refers to the counts per minute (0.03) and the time the
background was counted (900 minutes).
Notation of Elapsed Days: this entry – t = 49 – refers to the elapsed time (in days) between
the assumed exposure and the date the sample was collected. According to other records, the
exposure date was generally assumed to occur on the day that was the midpoint of an
individual’s time on station.
Exposure Date Entry: an entry with the known or estimated dates of exposure. Often this
represented the actual calendar time at the site performing duties. In this case, the entry
contains a range of dates.
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Figure B- 1. AFLC Form 1165, Internal Dose Data (May 66)
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Results, etc.: this section demonstrates flexibility in use of the form by hand written
notations of the meaningful result. In this example, the result (2.15
0.30 pCi/L) is
expressed in activity per unit volume as picocuries per liter (pCi/L) and as activity per
sample (pCi/spl). In this case, the pCi/spl means the total gross alpha activity excreted in one
day as required by equations relating content in urine to systemic body content. In addition
to the actual value, the estimated error (based on 95% confidence level of the counting data
only) is also shown.
Correction for spike activity: This notation apparently refers to a factor applied to correct
for added 236 Pu radioactivity. The exact meaning of this notation has not been determined for
gross alpha measurements.
Apparent Result Notation: an entry in the feces/blood section that apparently represents an
independent evaluation of the radioactivity content and an estimate of the fractional systemic
body burden (0.44 BB).
Form printing location, etc.: represents the place (WPAFB – Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base), date (May 66), and quantity of forms printed (4500). This is an administrative
requirement.
Figure B-2 provides a second example of an AFLC Form 1165, Internal Dose Data. For this
case, three features are discussed.
Background counts, etc.: this form clearly shows the entry of the counter background rate
and counting time.
Exposure Date Entry: this form contains one date rather than a range. Based on personal
conversations with the individual, he arrived at the accident site early on 18 Jan 66 so the
date of 19 Jan 66 is reasonable. Also, the individual said that he stayed at the site until close
to the end of the operation. Therefore, a sample date of 18 Mar 66 could represent his last
sample while on site. In fact that is the case.
Apparent Result Notation: this entry refers to written notation (DR = 6.59
10–3 c). The
notation DR is identical to the notation for retained body burden in Langham’s excretion
equation for plutonium. That entry apparently denotes a retained body burden of 0.00659
microcuries or about 15%.
The previous examples provide the basis for further investigating the relevance of the data on
these forms. The relevance may be particularly crucial because these forms represent data for
some of the earliest samples collected; especially those collected on site at Camp Wilson that had
a very high potential for sample container contamination as referred to by Odland (Odland 1968a
and Odland 1968).
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Figure B- 2. Another Example AFLC Form 1165, Internal Dose Data (May 66)
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AFLC Form 1165, Radiological Sample Data (May 66)

The AFLC Form 1165, Radiological Sample Data (May 66) was apparently also used during the
same time period as the previous form. However, our review indicates that this form applied
primarily to samples analyzed by alpha spectrometry. Figure B-3 provides an example of this
form and contains notations on several interesting features. These features include:
Alpha Spectrometry Counting Information: This section of the form provides room for
recording specific information about the radioactivity counting process. Entries include:
identification of the radionuclide (236 Pu and 239 Pu) in separate columns; counter and
efficiency (SPEC 2, 24.3); total counts and minutes for each (400, 571, 1 are the time, and
the counts in the 236 Pu and the counts in the 239 Pu); background counts and time (800, 1, 1 as
time, counts in the 236 Pu area and counts in the 239 Pu area). These entries are self-explanatory
for the most part.
Elapsed Time in Days: the time from exposure (assumed as midpoint of time at the accident
site) to sample collection.
Exposure Time Entry: An entry of the presumed exposure period. This example contains
only the entry “66”, presumably indicating the year 1966. No day or month information is
entered.
Calculated Result: the results of calculating the radioactivity. In this case entered as (Fci/Spl
4.5
10.0) indicating 4.5 femtocuries per sample with an estimated counting error of 10.0
femtocuries per sample.
Other evaluations indicate that for alpha spectrometry RHL
calculated and reported the estimated error at the 68% confidence level. In this example, the
error is greater than the calculated result.
Reported Results: the result formally reported for this analysis. In this case the result was
reported as No Detectable Activity (NDA) meaning that the sample result was less than the
estimated error.
Observations about other data on this example reveal details of the processes used in analyzing
samples. For instance, the Sample Volume (2000 mL) and the Volume Analyzed (1000 mL)
indicate the standard practice that used one-half a submitted sample's volume thereby retaining a
portion for further confirmation or reanalysis if laboratory difficulties were encountered.
B.2.1.3

AFLC Form 1165, Radiological Sample Data (Jul 67)

This data form represents an evolution of the previous two versions of the AFLC Form 1165.
However, the form retains the same essential data presented on a piece of letter sized (8-1/2”
11”) card stock. This revised form retains the identifying information, but expands on and
reformats the basic radioactivity counting and results information. Figure B-4 provides and
example of this version of the form. Interesting features on the form are noted as before and
include:
Gross Alpha Information: this section contains the same information about the alpha
counter data. In this case, total counts and time appear to be reversed; i.e. for TOTAL CTS
AND TIME, the entries are 55 and 155. The first (55) was the RHL standard time for
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Figure B- 3. AFLC Form 1165, Radiological Sample Data (May 66)
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Figure B- 4. AFLC Form 1165, Radiological Sample Data (Jul 67)
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counting gross alpha samples. So, the second entry (155) represents the sample counts.
Similar comments apply to the background entries.
Alpha Spectrometry Information: Similar information for calculating the results from the
alpha spectrometry counting are included here. The counts and the counting time are
interchanged as above.
Add 236 Pu Tracer (Spike): the entry indicates the amount (in disintegrations per minute –
dpm) of tracer added to the portion of the sample taken for analysis. This value is used in
calculating the chemical recovery.
The preceding discussion about the forms provides the foundation for understanding the
evaluation process applied to analyzing entries in the spreadsheet discussed in the next section.
Clearly, consistency among the entries on the data forms and the entries in any final data set
would be required. The data cards formed the only permanent record available of the actual data
generated at the time of the incident. Consequently, they provided the primary means for
verifying information from other sources; at least when the data on the cards were unambiguous.
B.2.1.4

Informal Data Records

An informal, handwritten record appeared in the case files of the High 26 group. That record
was prepared on available paper scrap and was apparently used as source data for transfer to
punched data cards. RHL used punched data cards as the primary medium for maintaining data
and results for later use in organizing, sorting, reporting, and transfer to computer tape.
Figure B-5 illustrates one example of that form. The form contained an entry at the top (3826)
that represents the sequential portion of the RHL assigned sample number (66-3286). The form
also contains six numbered entries. The meaning of those data contained in those entries is
explained in Table B-1.

Table B- 1. Data contained on
informal RHL form.
No.

Meaning

1.

Urinary excretion pCi/24 hr and error

2.

Chemical Recovery (%)

3.

Total Sample Volume in Liters (L)

4.

Days elapsed from exposure to sample

5.

Day of Year Sample Completed (6256
th
means 256 day of 1966 or September
13, 1966

6.

Fraction of a systemic body burden

Figure B- 5. Informal RHL data form.
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B.2.2. Spreadsheet
During an initial visit, IERA representatives provided a copy of a Microsoft EXCEL spreadsheet
that they had prepared. The spreadsheet contained the basic data transcribed from the hardcopy
data forms into the spreadsheet. Table B-2 explains the data items in the spread sheet. Figure
B-6 contains an example of one page of the spreadsheet to illustrate the items of information
transferred to the sheet. The individual names, Social Security Numbers, and AFSNs have been
masked on this example for privacy reasons.
The spreadsheet contains information for 1,758 entries on 1,555 individuals.
Table B- 2. Data Items in IERA spreadsheet
Data Item
Name:(Last, First, M.I)
SSN:
AF ID # :
Type Sample
Type Anal.
Sample No.
Sample Date:
Base:
Date Recived (sic)
Sample Volume
Sample Analyzed
Date Analyzed
Final Sample Result
Uncertainty

Meaning
Individual Name
Social Security Number
Air Force Service Number
Type of Sample – urine, nasal swipe, fecal, etc.
239
Type of analysis performed – gross alpha, Pu
Sample Number assigned by RHL
Date the sample was collected.
Base of assignment of the person sampled.
Date the sample was received at RHL
The total volume of the sample in Liters or milliliters
Volume of sample used in a specific analysis procedure
The date the analysis was completed
Result in picocuries per day
The counting error or uncertainty of the result (apparently
95% confidence level for gross alpha results; 68%
confidence level for alpha spectrometry results.)

Although this spreadsheet does not contain any new data, it represented a substantial Air Force
effort that could serve as the basis for preparing data for further evaluation and use in the dose
assessment. The data added and revisions made are discussed in a later section of this appendix.
B.2.3. Reports
Additional information in the form of correspondence and written reports can provide details of
the accident and the response effort, as well as insight into the approach to evaluating possible
health and safety issues associated with the response effort. Several documents provided key
information about those factors and formed the foundation for the pertinent analysis required of
this effort. Documents that provided those kinds of key information included:
The Palomares Summary Report prepared by the Field Command, Defense Nuclear Agency that
provides a comprehensive summary of the details of the accident, contamination levels, response
efforts and limited discussions of health and safety actions (DNA 1975).
“Plutonium Deposition Registry Board, Proceedings: First Annual Meeting, 26 – 28 October
1966” prepared by the Air Force Logistics Command that described the proceedings of the first
meeting of this board and reviewed key issues and discussions on the progress and future plans
for the follow-up effort (Odland 1966).
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Figure B- 6. Example page of IERA results spreadsheet.
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An article entitled “Bioassay Experiences in Support of Field Operations Associated with
Widespread Dispersion of Plutonium,” in Proceedings of Symposium on Diagnosis and
Treatment of Deposited Radionuclides, sponsored by the Hanford Environmental Research
Foundation (Odland 1968a).
An article entitled “Industrial Medical Experience Associated with the Palomares Nuclear
Incident” published in the Journal of Occupational Medicine that was a peer-reviewed version of
the previous proceedings.
A letter by Colonel Wallace, Air Force Logistics Command Surgeon, with the subject:
“Palomares Broken Arrow – Report on Medical Follow-up Program” that summarized the results
of the follow-up program through January 1968 and concluded that neither additional follow-up
nor meetings of the Plutonium Deposition Registry Board were required (Wallace 1968).
These documents provided a narrative overview of the approach to conducting the assessment of
possible exposure to plutonium at Palomares. The discussions highlighted the issues faced, the
problems encountered, and the rationale that formed the basis for the effort and decisions made
throughout the period of on-site activity and subsequent follow-up. These issues are discussed in
Section 2 of the main report. However, key points from that review are repeated here and serve
as reference for the analyses to follow. The key points include the following.
Sample Contamination. During the initial phase on site, samples were collected under less
than ideal conditions that could have contaminated the sample containers and samples
themselves from the blowing dust containing plutonium. In fact, RHL reported frequent
episodes of gross alpha contamination on the outer surfaces of the sample containers
received.
Sample Collection Period. Ideally, samples should be collected for a full, 24-hour period to
obtain the best representation of the daily excretion required by methods for estimating body
content. In fact, most of the on-site samples were limited to 12 hours because of mission
needs and difficulties keeping subjects confined for an entire 24 hours. To compensate for
this, RHL corrected the result for every sample with a total volume of less than 1000
milliliters to 1200 milliliters; the volume assumed to represent the daily urine output of a
normal, adult male.
Exposure Type and Date. Most of the response personnel spent several weeks at the site.
Their activities varied from daily presence in contaminated areas to primary work in
administrative areas. As a simplifying assumption, exposures were considered as single,
acute intakes that occurred on the mid-point of the period of time spent on the site.

B.3. DATA EVALUATION AND PREPARATION FOR DOSE ASSESSMENT
B.3.1. Data Evaluation
One final product from this project is a dataset, containing the estimates of the possible intake of
plutonium and of the associated committed effective dose equivalent that can be loaded into the
Air Force Master Radiation Exposure Registry. This process requires that the data provided
undergo detailed scrutiny to determine its suitability and to identify possible consistency
problems. Upon receiving the collection of data forms, spreadsheet, and reports discussed above
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the data review occurred in several stages. Objectives of the review included availability of data
elements required for input to chosen internal dosimetry models. The primary parameters
include: the type of intake (inhalation, ingestion, skin contact), the date or dates the exposure
occurred, the date of collection of nasal swab or urine samples, the duration of the urine sample
collection, and the results of the sample analysis. Review of the data indicated that the hardcopy
forms recorded exposure date or dates, sample date, and results for many samples. In other cases,
forms did not contain all the required data. Consequently, our investigators sought alternate
approaches.
First, the spreadsheet and data forms were compared to determine whether all forms were present
in the spreadsheet and whether the entries were correct. The initial evaluation identified a
number of problems with the spreadsheet and supporting forms as shown in Table B-3.
This initial review indicated that substantial numbers of samples lacked one or more important
pieces of data such as a Sample Date or Exposure Date. The review also identified 115 data
forms attached to a primary card that apparently represented a repeat analysis of the same sample
or a follow-up sample for an individual. Those additional samples were not in the spreadsheet.
Following the initial review additional efforts corrected many of the missing entries through
more careful analysis of the information and reasonable assumptions about the missing
information.
Table B- 3. Issues with Palomares Data.
Issue
Exposure Date Not Available
Sample Date Not Available
No SSN Available
No Air Force ID Available
Sample Vol. < 600 mL
Sample Vol. > 1000 mL
Number with Additional
Sampling Data (2nd page)
Number of Cards Marked Out
Number of Cards Not Found

Number of Entries
402
445
385
2
323
434
115
2
5

Percentage
22.7
25.1
21.8
0.11
18.3
24.5
6.50

0.11
0.28
Total Number of Samples = 1768

The duration of sample collection is a critical piece of data that determines the daily excretion
rate of plutonium in urine. Daily excretion, as mentioned above, is the accepted parameter for
estimating body content at a time following exposure. Air Force reports indicated that sample
collection lasted 12 hours for many samples collected at Camp Wilson. To correct, the Air Force
established a procedure that corrected the result for any urine sample of less than 1200 milliliters
to 1200 milliliters. Although this may have been somewhat arbitrary, it provided a reasonable
and conservative correction. The procedure was deemed conservative because it would tend to
overestimate urinary excretion. For example, if an individual actually collected 900 milliliters in
a 24-hour period, the correction would still be applied and the estimated daily excretion would be
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increased by 25%. When other factors are equal, increasing the urinary excretion also raises the
estimated body content.
Our review of the data indicated that 12-hour samples were clearly designated in 42 of the
samples entered in the initial spreadsheet. Attempts to duplicate the Air Force estimate of
systemic body burden revealed that the sample volume correction might have been applied
inconsistently. However, this did not adversely affect any conclusions about the individuals
tested. This finding does not materially affect preparation of the data for this assessment except
for the samples clearly identified as 12-hour samples. This review concluded that adjustments to
samples that were not designated as 12-hour samples presented were unnecessary. Therefore,
recorded sample volumes were assumed to represent 24-hour output unless specifically
designated as 12-hour samples.
Missing or incorrect entries for Exposure and Sample Date present additional challenges to
performing a reasonable estimate of radiation dose. Careful review of the data indicated that
additional analysis would be required to establish these parameters.
Other observed issues included missing SSNs, AFSNs, and other entries. Upon further analysis,
it became evident that the records included information on the entire spectrum of responders –
from Air Force to other Services (Army, Navy, Marines); other US agencies (State Department,
Bureau of Mines), possible Spanish civilian employees of Torrejon Air Base or local citizens,
and at least one media representative. Only US Air Force personnel would have AFSNs,
however, entries for members of the other services had similar entries. Missing SSNs introduce
some problems for integrating the results into current data systems, however the issue can be
resolved.
B.3.2. Preparation of Data for Analysis
The issues identified in the previous section provided the basis for an approach to refine the data
by correcting errors and inconsistencies and by developing reasonable estimates of missing data.
As mentioned, this process had the primary objective of developing input data for the following
parameters: exposure date, sample date, sample duration, and urinary excretion rate and its
estimated error. Other inconsistencies observed in the data were also corrected to the extent
possible. Each of these procedures is summarized in the following sections.
B.3.2.1

Exposure Date

Exposures were assumed to be acute inhalation as discussed in the main report. The exposure
date was then calculated by determining the midpoint of the time an individual spent on station.
Exposure date entries on the forms included all of the following: a single date (25 Jan 66), a date
range (18 Jan 66 to 30 Jan 66), an arrival date (Arr: 20 Jan 66), a month and year (Jan 66), a
year (66) and a few others.
Generally, an arrival date or single date entry could be assumed to represent the beginning of
exposure and that was done. The end of the exposure presented additional difficulties. For data
forms that did not clearly indicate the end of the exposure period, Sample Dates for all samples
for an individual were reviewed. The day before the last Sample Date was assigned as the end of
exposure period. This approach seemed reasonable since the established procedure was to
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collect a sample from everyone before his or her departure. In some cases, individuals may have
returned to their base of assignment before providing a sample. These cases would generally
represent a few days. That delay was not viewed as serious when the other difficulties and
uncertainties are considered. If the last sample was collected after Camp Wilson ceased all
operations on April 11, 1966, that date was used as the end of exposure.
B.3.2.2

Sample Date

Data forms did not contain Sample Date entries for 445 samples. An alternative approach was
developed to provide a reasonable estimate of the Sample Date. Data on the date a sample was
received at RHL and the assigned laboratory sample numbers were used to develop the estimate.
The approach compared the range of valid Sample Date entries with the Date Received at RHL
and with the sequence of assigned sample numbers. Figure B- 7 illustrates the distribution of the
receipt of samples at the laboratory. The results of the comparison and some additional
judgement allowed the Sample Date to be estimated. Although not necessarily precise, the
approach allowed reasonable estimates of the Sample Date. The derived Sample Date
information was then entered into a master dataset along with the other data for each urine
sample. Notations documenting the source of the Sample Date were made for each entry.
B.3.2.3

Sample Duration

Actual sample duration was documented in a very small fraction (42 samples) of the samples
received. Fortunately, basic sample volume data provide the basis for making any corrections
needed. As discussed above, this project elected to treat recorded sample volumes as
representing 24-hour outputs unless the data forms specifically designated the samples as 12hour samples. For those, the results were adjusted to the currently accepted nominal daily urine
output (1400 mL) for Reference Man. Those adjustments were performed in the intake
assessment process.
B.3.2.4

Other Parameters

Analytical results for daily urinary excretion and the estimated error were transcribed as entered
on the hardcopy forms. However, in the case of samples reported as No Detectable Activity, the
data forms were reviewed for the presence of other calculations of a numerical result and its
estimated error. When found, these actual results were used in the analysis, even when the error
value exceeded the result. This procedure applied primarily when the results of multiple samples
were available, as was the case for many of the “High 26” group. In these cases, although the
errors were large, they nevertheless provided order of magnitude information about the levels
present and were useful comparisons to other values. Specific notes are contained in the
individual case files in Volumes II and III.
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Figure B- 7. Distribution of Samples Received at RHL
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Other Inconsistencies

Other inconsistencies in the dataset were also identified and corrected where possible. Although
these did not affect the actual intake and dose assessments, they do affect identifying
information. This review discovered inconsistencies in:
Individual names caused by interchange of a letter or two.
SSNs caused by typographical errors or easily identified keyboarding errors.
Errors in designation of the analysis type, such as GrossAlpha for Gross Alpha.
Base names caused by typing errors.
Other inconsistencies affecting only a few entries were revised as they were discovered.

B.4. SUMMARY OF THE DATA EVALUATION AND PREPARATION
After making the changes and updates discussed above the data set served as the basis for
additional evaluations before processing of the intake and dose assessments. Those additional
evaluations considered the amount of data available for each individual, the quality of the data,
and possible issues with the data that would limit its reliability in assessing individual cases. In
particular, the High 26 group had substantially more data than any other group of individuals.
That group of 26 was followed-up for more than a year. Follow-up began in the summer of 1966
and continued until August and September 1967 for some of the group. Because of this, that
group served as the primary group for study.
Evaluation of the data also revealed that about 115 appeared to have had their initial gross alpha
analyses repeated using the alpha spectrometry technique. Or, they submitted follow-up samples
upon request for analysis by alpha spectrometry. Those individuals comprised a second group
that received additional evaluation of their conditions. Review of their data for reliability as
indicated by adequate chemical recovery and other factors resulted in a total of 54 individuals
with adequate sample data. The remaining 62 were removed because their sample results were
not reported through laboratory error or other problems, or the chemical recoveries of their alpha
spectrometry samples were below 40% and not considered reliable. This group was called the
“Repeat Analysis” Group. Their individual cases were evaluated and the results are reported in
Appendix C.2.
Of the remaining majority of samples, most represented only one sample for an individual
collected while at Camp Wilson. As discussed in Appendix C.3, many of those results were
quite high indicating possible contamination. Review of the data also revealed that a substantial
number showed relatively low urine measurements. Their results were in the same range of
urinary excretion as the individuals with the lower intakes and associated CEDEs of the High 26
and Repeat Analysis Cases. Further review of the data and assessment of a reasonable lower
level of detection led to the conclusion that samples with results of less that 0.1 picocuries per
day represented that reasonable lower level. Individuals with daily excretions at that level were
evaluated and reported in Appendix C.3. This group, called Contamination Cutoff Cases, was not
evaluated to the depth of detail as the previous cases, primarily because they had only one result
for urine content. Nevertheless, the assessment provides an approximate estimate of their intake
and dose.
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Finally, all remaining samples were reviewed. Since their samples were collected on site and
were at risk of sample contamination, the urine measurements are entered at Appendix C.4.
However, no further assessment of their results was attempted.
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D. SELECTION OF DOSE METHODOLOGY
D.1. REVIEW OF INTERNAL DOSIMETRY M ETHODS
Exposure to radiation can occur from sources of penetrating radiation outside the body, such as
x-ray machines or industrial radiography sources, or from sources of radioactive materials, such
as plutonium or uranium, that enter the body, locate in an internal organ or organs, and irradiate
the tissues of those internal organs. The problem of calculating the dose depends on many factors
such as the shape of the organ, the type of radiation, the amount of the deposit, and the
distribution of the deposit. Each of these individual factors is subject to considerable variability
and difficulty in determining accurately. Once a dose is calculated, effectively communicating
the possible effect of the dose on health requires additional skill and effort.
The current approach to limiting radiation exposure in the United States is derived from
recommendations in ICRP Publications 26 and 30. The ICRP approach uses the concept of
Committed Effective Dose Equivalent (CEDE) - a cumulative dose, weighted for the
contributions of individual organs, and summed over a 50-year period for workers. Quantities
derived from the CEDE such as the Annual Limit on Intake (ALI) and the Derived Air
Concentration (DAC) provide operational limits for workers so that the overall guidelines will
not be exceeded. The ALI is the activity of a radionuclide that would irradiate a person to the
limit set by the ICRP for each year of occupational exposure. The DAC is found by dividing the
ALI by the volume of air inhaled (2,400 m3 ) in a working year (2,000 hours) (ICRP 1979).
For internal exposures, determining the dose requires knowledge of the following questions:
How does the material get into the body?
Once in the body, how quickly does the material move to other organs?
Does the material in the initial organ leave the organ or does some remain?
Once in an organ, how does the material irradiate the organ and other organs?
Once in an organ, how does the material move to other organs?
Finally, how does is the material eliminated from the body if at all?
Answers to these provide the basis for developing an approach to calculate the dose to organs,
the effective dose equivalent to the body, and interpreting the effects of the dose.

D.1.1.

Internal Dosimetry Methods

The methods for estimating organ dose from internal radionuclides have evolved since
radioactive materials were discovered and used. Until 1979, ICRP Publication 2 provided the
guidelines and methodology. In 1979, ICRP Publications 26 and 30 changed the basic approach
to limiting radiation, and for internal radionuclides in particular. That approach currently remains
the accepted approach in the United States for purposes of regulation. However, progress in all
areas of radiation effects and the behavior of radionuclides in the body have produced more
recent recommendations on a number of key elements in the process as presented in ICRP
Publications 54, 60 and 66. As for any dynamic area of study, continued improvements in the
understanding of plutonium’s behavior in the body, improved methods for estimating body
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content, and more accurate mathematical models for estimating intake and dose from body
content will evolve.
D.1.1.1. ICRP Publication 2 Methods
The models of ICRP-2 assumed that a single organ could be considered the critical organ; that
the organ retention could be represented by a single exponential term; that the physical
characteristics, such as intake parameters, transfer functions, and tissue size and weight, could be
represented by “Standard Man” data; that organs could be assumed to be spherical; and that
scattered radiation could be ignored. In performing the dosimetry, it was assumed that the
material was distributed uniformly throughout the organ and that the energy absorbed equaled
the energy emitted. Doses were limited to a specified annual dose to the critical organ.
Intakes of radionuclides were controlled by limiting “Maximum Permissible Concentration”
(MPC) values in air and water for workers so that the annual dose limit to the critical organ
would not be exceeded. The annual limit on dose to the critical organ applied over a 50-year
intake period so that the limit would not be exceeded even if a radionuclide were taken in
continuously over 50 years. An associated limit, called the “Maximum Permissible Body
Burden,” was that amount of a material in the body that would not exceed the annual dose limit
to the critical organ. The ICRP-2 method was in effect and adopted for the Palomares accident.
D.1.1.2.

ICRP-30 Models and Methods

The ICRP changed its basic recommendations and revised the system of dose limitation in ICRP
Publication 26 based on risk. This approach acknowledged the availability of sufficient
information about the effects of radiation to estimate risk for fatal cancer from a unit dose
equivalent in exposed people and in the risk of serious disease to offspring of exposed people.
The basic recommendations addressed both stochastic effects and non-stochastic effects. For
stochastic effects, such as cancer and hereditary effects, risks are assumed to be directly related
to dose equivalent with no threshold, meaning that the probability of the effect occurring, rather
than the severity, is related to the dose equivalent. The severity of non-stochastic effects, such as
cataracts and erythema, varies with dose, usually above a threshold or minimum dose.
ICRP Publication 30 provided revised dosimetry models that assume organ retention is
represented by one or more exponential expressions, the critical organ concept no longer applies,
the dose in an organ must consider radiation emitted by other organs in the body, and the
physical characteristics are represented by “Reference Man” data in ICRP Publication 23 (ICRP
1975). The model assumes that deposition in an organ is uniform, and that the total dose is
averaged over the organ.
Under the revised system, dose equivalent limits are intended to prevent non-stochastic effects
and to limit stochastic effects to acceptable levels. To meet this end, an annual occupational limit
of 50 rem (0.5 Sv) to any organ was established (ICRP 1979). For stochastic effects, the limit on
risk is the same whether the whole body is irradiated or organs are non-uniformly irradiated. This
is accomplished by assigning organ weighting factors, wt , that represent the ratio of the risk for
the effect in an organ to the risk for whole body irradiation. The limit on risk to the whole body
is then determined by summing the contributions for each irradiated organ and is given by:
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where wt H50,T is called the weighted committed dose equivalent or the committed effective dose
equivalent (CEDE), and H50,T , called the committed dose equivalent (CDE), is the total dose
equivalent averaged over tissue (T) in the 50 years following intake and is limited to 50 rem
(0.5 Sv). Table D-1 contains the organ weighting factors from ICRP-30.
The dosimetry model calculates the absorbed dose averaged over the organ mass during 50 years
following intake. It considers each radiation type and applies a radiation weighting factor,
sometimes called the quality factor, which has the following value:
Q=1 for beta particles, electrons and all electromagnetic radiation.
Q=10for fission neutrons emitted in spontaneous fission and protons.
Q=20

for alpha particles from nuclear transformations, for heavy recoil particles, and
for fission fragments.

Table D- 1. ICRP-30 Tissue weighting factors, wT (ICRP 1979).
Tissue
Gonads
Red Marrow
Lung
Breast
Thyroid
Bone Surface
Remainder

Weighting
Factor, wT
0.25
0.12
0.12
0.15
0.03
0.03
0.30

0.06 for the organs with the five highest dose.

Additional modifying factors, not discussed here, that consider irradiation from other organs and
radionuclides are used to calculate the final organ dose equivalent.
For inhaled radionuclides, the Task Group on Lung Dynamics developed a respiratory tract
model, which uses the approach shown in Figure D-1. That approach considers three classes (D,
W, and Y) of material based on retention in the deep or pulmonary section of the lung. The
classification depends on a range of retention half-times: D 10 days; 10 days W < 100 days;
and Y 100 days. ICRP-30 contains metabolic data for certain chemical forms of the materials.
The model defines three regions of deposition: nasal-pharyngeal (N-P), tracheo-bronchial (T-B)
and pulmonary (P). Fractions initially deposited in these regions are DN-P , DT -B, and DP and are
based on an aerosol particle size of 1 m. As Figure D-1 indicates, each section is divided into
compartments that are associated with clearance pathways and have an established clearance
half-time T and fraction F for removal of material. Compartments a, c, and e represent direct
transfer to body fluids, known as the transfer compartment, for further transfer to other organs or
excretion. Compartment g represents indirect transfer to body fluids through lymph nodes. For
Class Y material, only some material is transferred (in compartment i) to other bodily fluids. The
remainder stays indefinitely in compartment j. Compartments b, d, f and h transfer material to the
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Class
D
Region
N-P
(DN-P = 0.25)
T-B
(DT -B = 0.08)
P
(DP = 0.25)
L

Compartment
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

T
Day
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.2
0.5
n.a.
n.a.
0.5
0.5
n.a.

W
F
0.5
0.5
0.95
0.05
0.8
n.a
n.a
0.2
1.0
n.a.

T
day
0.01
0.4
0.01
0.2
50
1.0
50
50
50
n.a.

Y
F
0.1
0.9
0.5
0.5
0.15
0.4
0.4
0.05
1.0
n.a.

T
day
0.01
0.4
0.01
0.2
500
1.0
500
500
1000

F
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.99
0.05
0.4
0.4
0.15
0.9
0.1

INHALATION

DN-P
B
o
d
y
F
l
u
I
d
s
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b
GI

DT-B
c

d

DP
e

f

g

h
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T

i
j
LYMPH
NODES
Figure D- 1. ICRP-30 Model of the respiratory tract (ICRP 1979).
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gastro-intestinal tract (GI tract). Once a radionuclide reaches other organs, its behavior is then
governed by the metabolic model.
The gastro-intestinal tract model is based on the fraction transferred from the GI tract to the
systemic system (f1 ). Since f1 for Class Y plutonium is 0.00001, ingestion is not considered
significant for evaluation of the Palomares responders and the GI tract will not be considered
further.

TRANSFER
COMPARTMENT
a

TRANSFER

TRANSFER

TRANSFER

TRANSFER

COMPARTMENT

COMPARTMENT

COMPARTMENT

COMPARTMENT

b

c

d

i

EXCRETION

Figure D- 2. ICRP-30 Transfer Compartment Model (ICRP 1979).
Material that has been transferred to bodily fluids and other compartments of various tissues are
indicated in Figure D-2, taken from ICRP-30. The time a material takes to transfer from the
deposition site is represented by transfer compartment a. The clearance half-time for this
compartment is 0.25 day unless stated otherwise. Each tissue that receives the radionuclide will
have one or more compartments with an associated elimination rate. The model assumes that
there is no feedback, or recycling, of a material to an original compartment. That means the
model is a one-pass, or pass-through, model. Figure D-3 shows the ICRP-30 model for a Class Y
plutonium aerosol.
Calculation of the committed dose equivalent (CDE) for a given organ is the sum of the product
of two factors: Us, the total number of transformations of the radionuclide in the source organ (S)
over 50-years following intake, and SEE (T S), the energy absorbed in the target tissue (T),
modified by the quality factor, for each type of radiation emitted in S. ICRP tables of SEE values
are available for estimating the committed dose equivalent for an organ.
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Figure D- 3. ICRP-30 Pu Metabolic Model (ICRP 1979).
Reprint permission requested.
D.1.1.3. ICRP-60 and 66 Methods
Further refinement in the basic recommendations of the ICRP and in certain models have been
achieved since the revisions of ICRP-26 and 30. Most notable is a revision of the Respiratory
Tract Model by the Task Group on Lung Dynamics, approved by the ICRP and published in
Publication 66 (ICRP 1994). That model represents an update to ICRP-30 that provides a broader
scope, having been designed not only to evaluate secondary limits on intake of radionuclides by
inhalation for a worker, but also to:
Provide a realistic framework for modeling lung retention and excretion characteristics in an
individual case, and the resulting lung and systemic organ doses, based on bioassay data;
Take into account factors such as cigarette smoking and lung disease which influence lung
particle retention;
Enable knowledge of the dissolution and absorption behavior of specific materials to be used
in the calculation of the lung dose, systemic absorption and excretion of the materials;
Apply explicitly to age-dependent members of a population; and
Calculate biologically meaningful doses in a manner that is consistent with the
morphological, physiological, and radiobiological characteristics of the various tissues of the
respiratory tract.
The ICRP-66 lung model consists of three parts:
A particle deposition model,
A particle transport model, and
A particle absorption model.
The new lung model is fundamentally different from the lung model published in ICRP-30,
which calculates only the average dose to the lungs. It accounts for the differences in
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radiosensitivity of the respiratory tract tissues, and the wide range of doses they may receive, and
calculates doses to the specific tissues in the respiratory tract.
The respiratory tract is represented by five regions (Figure D-4): the nasal and oral passageways
termed the “extrathoracic” (ET) airways; three thoracic regions termed the Bronchial region
(BB); the Bronchiolar region (bb), and the Alveolar-Interstitial region (AI, the gas exchange
region); and the lymphatics associated with the extrathoracic (LNET ) and thoracic airways
(LNT H). The model evaluates the risks of lung and other cancers by calculating the doses
received by tissues in each of the regions, then summing and weighting those doses to obtain
equivalent doses, and finally applying the tissue weighting factors in ICRP Publication 60 (ICRP
1991).
The new model accommodates calculating the intake of different individuals (adults and
children), although that feature is not pertinent to this project. Intake depends on two factors:
inhalability and breathing rate. Inhalability is the ratio of the concentration of particles or gases
in air entering the respiratory tract to the concentration in ambient or surrounding air. Larger
particles (20 m and larger) have higher inertia and therefore are not inhaled as easily as smaller
particles under most conditions. The breathing rate depends on age and physical activity. The
model provides tables of reference values of breathing rates for men and women as well as
children aged 15, 10, 5, and 1 year, and 3 months for different levels of activity. The reference
values for adults were developed to simulate common activity levels in the workplace that
combine periods of sitting and exercise. The “reference male worker” is assumed to spend 3% of
an 8-hour work period sitting and 69% at “light exercise.”
Deposition is provided for each of the five regions of the lung for the various categories of
activity and breathing type – nose or mouth.
The model contains three clearance pathways: material in ET1 clears by direct means such as
nose blowing; in other regions clearance may be to GI tract and lymphs or absorption into blood.
Once cleared, particle transport is represented by the model in Figure D-5 that shows 14
compartments with individual values of the particle transport rate constant. Absorption into
blood is treated as a two-stage process involving dissociation into material that can be absorbed
(called dissolution) and absorption into blood of soluble material and material dissociated from
particles (called uptake). In addressing absorption, the model uses three material “Types”: F
(fast), M (moderate), and S (slow). These Types correspond to Classes D, W, and Y of ICRP-30.
The Types are characterized by the amount of deposit that enters the blood and an approximate
half-life according to the following:
Type F: 100% at 10 minutes.
Type M: 10% at 10 minutes and 90% at 140 days.
Type S: 0.1% at 10 minutes and 99.9% at 7000 days.
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Figure D- 4. Anatomical Regions of the Respiratory Tract (ICRP 1994).
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The dose to each region is determined according to ICRP’s general approach of averaging the
dose to target tissue in each region. Target cells in ET1 , ET2 , BB, and bb are calculated, and then
modified by a risk apportionment factor that represents the relative sensitivity of the region to the
whole organ. Finally, the ICRP tissue weighting factors are applied.
Anterior
nasal
Nasooropharynx/
larynx
Bronchi

Bronchioles

Extrathoracic
LN 13
ET

0.001

ET 12
seq

11

ET 2

GI tract
100

10
10

LN
TH

0.01
BB 9
seq

0.03
BB 8
2

0.01
bb 6
seq

0.03
bb 5
2
0.0001

0.00002
Alveolar
Interstitial

1 Environment
Out

ET 14
1

7

BB 1

2
4
bb1
0.001 0.02

AI

3

3
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2

2
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1

1

Thoracic

Figure D- 5. Compartment Model of ICRP-66 (ICRP 1994).
Assessment of intake presents one of the more difficult problems for estimating organ dose and
the CEDE. Commonly applied methods include in-vitro bioassay of the amount of the material
excreted, measurements of body content or organ content by external whole body counting, or
for inhalation or ingestion, estimating the amount of material in the air or water using air or
water samplers. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. For this case, the in-vitro
bioassay measurements of urine samples from 1966 and 1967 provided the best available method
for assessing the intake based on a substantial amount of recorded urinary excretion results.
Organ or tissue weighting factors affect the calculation of committed effective dose equivalent
from the effective dose equivalent for each organ or tissue. The ICRP’s 1990 recommendations
(ICRP 1991) provide weighting factors for a number of tissues that were part of the remainder in
the 1979 recommendations of ICRP-26 (ICRP 1979). Table D-2 lists the tissue weighting factors
of ICRP-60 as well as those of ICRP-26 for comparison. Substantial differences between the two
sets of weighting factors include a reduction in the bone surface and breast factors by three
times, a 67 percent increase in the thyroid factor, and assignment of factors for additional organs,
including the skin of the whole body.
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D.1.1.4. Effect of Respiratory Tract Model on Dose
The differences between the two ICRP models for the respiratory tract could be expected to
produce differences in estimated doses. During development of the updated respiratory tract
model, its performance was tested in detail to determine the affects of various parameters taken
alone and in combination. Some examples of the performance of both systems provide useful
information about likely differences in estimating both equivalent dose and effective dose
equivalent.
Table D- 2. Tissue Weighting Factors (ICRP 1991).
Tissue or organ
Gonads
Red Marrow
Colon
Lung
Stomach
Bladder
Breast
Liver
Esophagus
Thyroid
Skin
Bone Surface
Remainder
1

ICRP Recommendations
1979
1990
0.25
0.20
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.05
0.15
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.05
0.01
0.03
0.01
301
.052

A value of 0.06 is applicable to each of the five remaining organs or tissues receiving
the highest equivalent doses.
2
The remainder is composed of the following tissues or organs: adrenals, brain, small
intestine, kidney, muscle, pancreas, spleen, thymus and uterus.

One such evaluation, reported by James (James 1994) compared the lung dose equivalent and
effective dose for several categories of radionuclides, including insoluble alpha emitters, such as
plutonium at Palomares. In those illustrations, James compared doses for intakes of 1 m activity
median aerodynamic diameter (AMAD) particles although ICRP recommends 5 m AMAD for
workers. For 1 m AMAD, Type S (Class Y) 239 Pu, the ICRP-30 and ICRP-66 equivalent dose
per unit intakes were 320 Sv/Bq and 84 Sv/Bq, respectively. The ICRP-66 equivalent dose
was lower by about a factor of 3.8. For 5 m AMAD particles, ICRP-66 estimated 50 Sv/Bq, or
about 6 times lower. Calculating effective dose for the same conditions, ICRP-30 produced 60
Sv/Bq and ICRP-66 produced 16 Sv/Bq for 1 m AMAD particles and 9.1 Sv/Bq for 5 m
AMAD particles, representing reductions of about 3.7 and 6.5, respectively. Thus, other factors
being equal, the ICRP-66 respiratory tract model can produce equivalent doses that are roughly 3
to 6 times lower for the same intake than the ICRP-30 model. This difference, attributed to the
modified model for lung deposition and clearance and revised tissue weighting factors – must be
recognized in evaluating methods for this project.
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D.1.1.5. Intake Assessment
Intake assessment presents one of the more difficult problems for estimating the dose in affected
organs and the CEDE. Commonly applied methods include in-vitro bioassay of the amount of
the material excreted, measurements of body content or organ content by external whole body
counting, or for inhalation or ingestion, estimating the amount of material in the air or water
using air or water samplers. Each method has it advantages and disadvantages. For the case at
hand, in-vitro bioassay of urine samples provides the best available method for assessing the
intake.
This problem is common to the models discussed above. At the present time, either or both
models can assist in calculating an estimate of the intake from knowledge of in-vitro bioassay,
whole body counting, or measurement of air concentrations. Assessment of intake using in-vitro
bioassay is the primary method of interest in this case because urine sample results are available
for those who responded.
The models discussed above provide mathematical expressions, supported by a body of reference
data to determine the amount of a radionuclide that can be excreted. Special excretion functions
have been derived and are recommended for specific materials (ICRP 1988). In general, the
amount of a radionuclide excreted in urine per day is related to the amount of radioactivity in one
or more systemic retention compartments and fractional transfer parameters from those
compartments to urine or feces. For plutonium, two special models have been developed and are
commonly used. These are the “Jones” model and the “Durbin” model.
The Jones model (Jones 1985; Strong and Jones 1989) describes how plutonium excretion in
urine varies with time. The model is used with the standard intake models (respiratory tract,
gastro-intestinal tract, and direct), and models the material leaving those models as going directly
into the four Jones model compartments. The Jones model was originally developed to describe
the excretion rate of plutonium following intravenous injection. However, it has been modified
for use in estimating chronic and acute inhalation and ingestion exposures. The Jones model is
described by the following expression:
Eu

4
j1

Fjj exp (-kjj t)

where Eu = urinary excretion rate of plutonium at time t, in pCi/d
Fjj = fraction of injected activity that excretes according to exponential term j, in pCi/d
per pCi injected.
kjj = rate constant for decrease of excretion for exponential term j, in d-1 .
t = time, d.
The Jones Model transfer parameters are provided in Table D-3.
A second model, known as the Durbin Plutonium Excretion Model (ICRP 1988) performs in a
similar fashion to the Jones model. As with the Jones model, material leaving the intake models
(respiratory tract, gastro-intestinal tract, and direct) is modeled as going directly to the Durbin
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model excretion compartments. The Durbin model is characterized by five compartments and
has the following form:
5

Eu, t

Fp j exp ( - kp j t)
j 1

where Eu,t = urinary excretion rate of plutonium at time t, in pCi/d
FPj = fraction of injected activity that excretes according to exponential term j, in
pCi/d per pCi injected.
kPj = rate constant for decrease of excretion for exponential term j, in d-1 .
t = time, d.

Table D- 3. Jones Model Transfer Parameters (Strong and
Jones 1989).
Fractional Excretion
Rate Constant,
Rate by Compartment,
Compartment
d-1
d-1
1
5.58 10-1
4.75 10-3
2
4.42 10-2
2.39 10-4
3
3.80 10-3
8.55 10-5
-5
4
2.84 10
1.42 10-5
The Durbin Model parameters are given in Table D-4.

Table D- 4. Durbin Model Transfer Parameters (ICRP 1988).
Excretion
Compartment
1
2
3
4
5

D.1.2.

Urine Excretion
Fractional
Rate Constant,
-1
Rate, d
d-1
4.1 10-3
5.78 10-1
1.2 10-3
1.26 10-1
-4
1.3 10
1.65 10-2
3.0 10-5
2.31 10-3
-5
1.2 10
1.73 10-4

Fecal Excretion
Fractional
Rate Constant,
-1
Rate, d
d-1
6.0 10-3
3.47 10-1
1.6 10-3
1.05 10-1
-4
1.2 10
1.24 10-2
2.0 10-5
1.82 10-3
-5
1.2 10
1.73 10-4

Description of Computer Models

Many computer programs have been developed and are available for performing the calculations
of the models discussed above. Currently more programs implement the ICRP-30 system than
the ICRP-66 model. This comes as no surprise since the ICRP-30 system remains the current
system for regulation of the doses from radioactive materials in the United States. However, one
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objective for this project included the evaluation and recommendation or the best calculation
method. Since ICRP provisions are usually adopted in the U.S., investigating at least one
software program that implemented the most recent approach seemed reasonable. After some
review of the available software, three programs were selected for further study – the
Radiological Bioassay and Dosimetry Program (RBD) as modified for the Air Force, Code for
Internal Dosimetry (CINDY), and Lung Dose Evaluation Program (LUDEP ver 2.06). This
section provides a general description of each program and some salient features. Later sections
discuss the approach and results of testing the methods for this report.
D.1.2.1.

Radiological Bioassay and Dosimetry Program (RBD)

The RBD software package (ORNL 1993) was developed for the U.S. Army and modified for
the U.S. Air Force (Version RBD/AF) by Oak Ridge National Laboratory to demonstrate
compliance with Federal radiation protection guidance.
The algorithms within the RBD and RBD/AF programs are the same. The RBD/AF program
contains the following changes and enhancements to RBD:
Increased number of organs for which committed dose can be calculated.
Replacement of the “department identifier” input with “base code.”
Addition of an identifier field for gender of individual assayed.
The display of the allowable lifetime intake (ALI) for a radionuclide was changed to the
calculation of the fraction of the ALI received by the individual.
The format of the committed effective dose report was revised to reflect Air Force reporting
requirements.
The RBD model implements the ICRP-30 lung model and a urinary excretion model adapted
from Leggett and Eckerman (Eckerman 1987). The software package was designed to run
interactively on an IBM-compatible personal computer. RBD consists of a data base module to
manage bioassay data and a computational module that incorporates algorithms for estimating
radionuclide intakes from either acute or chronic exposures. These calculated results are based
on the measurement of the worker’s rate of excretion of the radionuclide or the retained activity
in the body using the approach contained in ICRP-30. RBD estimates an intake using a separate
file for each radionuclide containing parametric representations of the retention and excretion
functions. These files also contain dose-per-unit intake coefficients used to compute the
committed dose equivalent. Computed results derived from bioassay data (estimates of intake
and committed dose equivalent) are stored in separate databases, and the bioassay measurements
used to compute a given result can be identified.
D.1.2.2. Code for Internal Dosimetry (CINDY)
The Code for Internal Dosimetry (CINDY) (v.1.4) is a menu-driven interactive computer
program that was developed to address the Department of Energy Order 5480.11 and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission’s Standards for Protection Against Radiation (10 CFR Part 20). The
CINDY software package (PNL 1992) was developed by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
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to provide the capabilities to calculate organ dose equivalents and effective dose equivalents
using the approach contained in ICRP-30.
CINDY supports calculation of organ dose equivalents, effective dose equivalents and
committed effective dose equivalents; interpretation of bioassay data; and evaluation of
committed and calendar-year doses from intake or bioassay measurement data.
For inhalation exposures, CINDY uses the ICRP-30 lung model and approach for calculation of
organ dose equivalents and effective dose equivalents, which is described in the previous
discussion of the RBD/AF model. Biokinetic models are used to estimate intakes based on
bioassay data. For intake and urinary excretion of plutonium, the Jones and Durbin models are
both available, as in the LUDEP program.
The metabolic and excretion models available in CINDY are:
ICRP-30 Lung model
ICRP-30 Gastrointestinal (GI) model
ICRP-30 General systemic model
Jones and Durbin Plutonium Excretion Models
CINDY uses the quality factors and tissue or organ weighting factors published in ICRP-26.
D.1.2.3. Lung Dose Evaluation Program (LUDEP ver 2.06)
The Lung Dose Evaluation Program (LUDEP) (v. 2.0) is a personal computer program for
calculating internal doses using the ICRP-66 respiratory tract model. The LUDEP program runs
on an IBM-compatible personal computer in a DOS or Windows environment.
LUDEP was designed initially for two applications: (1) to help the ICRP Task Group examine
the ICRP-66 lung model (during its proposal stage) in detail, by testing the predictions of
deposition, clearance, and retention against experimental data, and by determining the model’s
implications for doses to the respiratory tract; and (2) to test the practicality of implementing the
model.
LUDEP calculates doses to all body organs. It includes a bioassay module that allows
calculations of excreted activity and retention in the lungs, other organs, and whole body.
The model contains several built-in databases, including radionuclide decay data from Oak
Ridge National Laboratory and from ICRP-38; biokinetic models from ICRP-30; and bioassay
functions from ICRP-54. ICRP data are generally used as the default values within the model,
although the user is given the option to input case-specific parameters.
The ICRP-66 model that is implemented in LUDEP 2.06 was designed to realistically represent
the deposition of inhaled particles in the respiratory tract, the subsequent biokinetic behavior of
inhaled radionuclides, and the doses delivered to the respiratory tract.
The LUDEP code allows the user to input the particle size of an airborne concentration or intake.
LUDEP allows the user to input the characteristic aerosol AMAD (or activity median
thermodynamic diameter - AMTD) for a given airborne concentration or intake. The code
contains a biokinetic model and organ dosimetry.
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The metabolic and excretion models available in LUDEP are:
ICRP-66 Lung model
ICRP-30 Gastrointestinal (GI) model
ICRP-30 General systemic model
ICRP-30 Plutonium biokinetic model
ICRP-54 Durbin Plutonium excretion model
Jones Plutonium Excretion Model
LUDEP allows users to choose either the quality factors or organ/tissue weighting factors
published in ICRP-26, or the radiation weighting factors and organ/tissue weighting factors
published in ICRP-60. The bone dosimetry is a recycling model with initial uptake onto bone
surfaces, transfer from surface to bone volume, and recycling from bone and other tissues to
plasma.

D.2. M ODEL T ESTING AND COMPARISON
Selection of a computer program to support intake and dose assessment required a set of criteria
to guide the testing and evaluation process. Criteria based on the ability to perform credible
assessments from the data available were a prime objective. That is, the computer tool should
demonstrate an ability to produce credible results with the data from 1966 and 1967. Considering
all of this, our approach recognized a need to be able to estimate plutonium intakes from urine
bioassay data, to calculate committed effective dose equivalents from those intakes, and to
readily accommodate the available data without major conversion efforts.

D.2.1.

Performance Criteria

The major task for this project involved an attempt to calculate intake from the urine bioassay
information available. Other data from the response and cleanup operation simply do not exist to
support intake estimates from air sampling or other means. Studies performed by JEN for
decades following that effort offer some data for developing independent intake and dose
estimates using environmental data. Nevertheless, the methods for estimating intake of
plutonium by inhalation from the urinary data must be evaluated for performance and ease of
use. Performing the intake assessment using this approach acknowledges that sizeable
uncertainties can be expected because the assessments assume the characteristics of reference
man rather than the specific characteristics of the individual involved.
Calculation of the organ dose equivalents and committed effective dose equivalent for each
responder based on the intake must also meet accepted performance.
Finally, the selected method must have data requirements that can be met using the available data
with as few conversions as possible.
These three criteria formed the primary basis for evaluating the performance of the three
computer programs.
Ease of use provided a secondary factor for evaluating each of the three programs. This factor
concentrated primarily on requirements for setting up input data sets and producing output data
and reports that could be manipulated easily for a number of purposes – comparing the results of
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testing the three methods, evaluating trends in intakes and doses for selected groups of subjects,
data plotting and report preparation.
D.2.1.1. Performance on Intake Estimates
Review of the documentation for each of the three methods indicated that all employed generally
accepted excretion models, i.e., either the ICRP-54 Durbin model, or the Jones model, or both.
Implementation of calculation procedures for those excretion models seemed similar in that the
approaches involved solutions to differential equations to determine the excretion patterns from
estimated intakes.
The common approach among the models involved:
calculating an initial estimate of intake from urine results,
calculation of the expected urinary output rate (pCi/d or Bq/d),
comparison of calculated urinary excretion to measured excretion using a form of statistical
goodness of fit, and
iteration until a selected calculation error was achieved.
The three methods were initially tested with an assumed excretion of 0.1 Bq/day (27 pCi/day)
excretion rate at a series of sampling times after acute inhalation intake over one year. That is,
for selected days, the urinary output of Class Y (Type S) 239 Pu was set at 0.1 Bq/day. The results
of that test are shown in Figure D-6. In those tests, LUDEP provided estimates that were
typically about 2 times higher than RBD estimates and about 3.5 times higher than CINDY
estimates. The committed effective dose equivalents associated with those intakes are shown in
Figure D-7.
Intakes Causing 0.1-Bq/d
Result at Times During Year 1
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Figure D- 6. Intake estimates of the three methods.
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Two of the three models (CINDY and LUDEP) offered options for weighting the measured
results in performing the estimate. RBD/AF applied weighting based only on the relative
contribution of multiple bioassay methods, e.g., results from urine bioassay and whole body
counting.
CINDY’s options include:
Unweighted least squares: The weighting factors are assumed constant and equal, implying
that the variance is independent of the magnitude of the measurement.
Ratio of the means: The weighting factors are assumed inversely proportional to the expected
value (as defined by the unit intake function). This assumption implies that the variance is
proportional to the magnitude of the expected value.
Average of the slopes: The weighting factors are assumed inversely proportional to the
square of the expected value, implying that the variance is proportional to the square of the
expected value.
User-defined weights: The user supplies the estimate of the variance for each measurement
value. The weighting factors are taken to be the inverse of the supplied variance.
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Figure D- 7. Estimated CEDE for three methods.
LUDEP offers the following options:
Uniform absolute errors: The uncertainty values are a constant value, K.
Uniform relative errors: Each uncertainty value is a constant proportion of the data point.
Square root errors: Each uncertainty value is a constant multiple of the square root of the
corresponding data point.
Errors included in data set: The values of the uncertainties in the data, if known, are used.
Logarithmic errors: Assumes the measured values fall about the true value with a log-normal
distribution.
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In comparing the approaches available in the two models, CINDY’s “unweighted least squares”,
“ratio-of-the-means”, “average-of-the-slopes”, and “user-defined weights” methods seem to be
roughly similar to LUDEP’s methods using “uniform-absolute errors”, “uniform-relative errors”,
“square-root errors”, and “errors included in the data set.” This conclusion results from
evaluation of the discussion on weighting in the CINDY user guide (PNL 1992), summarized
below.
Methods for comparing the estimated values with the measured values are based on the basic
formula for weighted least-squares regression of a linear relationship with zero intercept as
follows:
n

wi Ri X i
I

i 1
n

wi Ri

(1)

2

i 1

where I =

estimated intake (pCi for acute intakes and pCi/d for chronic intakes)

wi =

least-squares regression weighting factor.

Xi =

bioassay measurement for the ith data point (pCi/d for excretion and pCi for
retention).

Ri =

fractional retention or excretion estimate.

n =

number of bioassay measurement points.

In CINDY, the four methods for intake estimation relate to four methods for defining the
weighting factor, wi. Ideally, the weighting should involve the variance of the measurement
value (Bevington 1969). Each of the four methods, therefore, involves a particular assumption
about the estimation of the variance.
In general, the intake estimate from the “user-defined weights” method is preferred when the
input weighing factors represent good estimates of the variance of the measurement.
Alternatively, the “ratio-of-the-means” intake estimate is probably the best estimate because the
weighting is based on an estimate of the variance as proportional to estimated bioassay result.
This method generally gives better “eyeball” fit to the bioassay data (PNL 1992).
The unweighted least-squares regression analysis is expressed by the following equation:
n

X i Ri
I

i 1
n

Ri

2

(2)

i 1

where terms are as previously defined. This method may be used when all measurement values
are expected to have similar accuracy and all are significantly above the detection limits of the
measurement method. This method could also be referred to as “uniform weighting” because all
weights, wi, are assumed equal in derivation of Equation 2 from Equation 1.
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The “ratio-of-the-means” method is based on the assumption that the variance of the expected
value is proportional to the magnitude of the expected value. The weights are expressed as
follows:
1
kIRi

wi

(3)

where k is a constant of proportionality. Substitution of Equation 3 into Equation 1 results in the
following expression for the intake estimate:
n

Xi
I

i 1
n

(4)

Ri

i 1

As can be seen from this expression, the intake estimate is just the ratio of the sum of the
measured values to the sum of the unit intake function values. This is equivalent to the ratio of
the means of the measured values and the unit intake function values (proportional to the
expected values), hence, the name “ratio-of-the-means” method. Note also that from Equation 4,
the sum of the measured values is equal to the sum of the expected values:
n

n

Xi

i 1

IRi

(5)

i 1

This method is appropriate when the variance of the measurement is expected to be proportional
to the measured value.
The average-of-the-slopes method is derived from Equation 1 by defining the weights as
inversely proportional to the square of the unit intake function values:
1
kI 2 Ri 2

wi

(6)

The resulting expression for the intake estimate is as follows:
n

I

i

Xi
1 Ri
n

(7)

This expression gives the average of the ratios of measurement value to unit intake function
value, which is equivalent to the average of the slopes of the equation
Xi

IRi

(8)

This method is appropriate when the variance of the measurement is expected to be proportional
to the square of the expected value.
The user has the option of identifying the variance for each measurement data point. The fourth
method (user-defined weights) uses this statistical parameter as an inverse weight in Equation 1:
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(9)

where Vi is the user-supplied statistical parameter value for bioassay measurement i. This
method allows the user to implement almost any weighting method desired based on
predetermined weights. In evaluating the intake estimate using this method, only the data points
having a defined value for Vi are used in the calculation.
As an example of the use of the “user-defined weights” method, consider a set of bioassay data
values that includes an estimate of the standard deviation of the measurement value. The userdefined weights method can be used to provide an intake estimate based on the variance of the
measurement values. To perform the analysis, the reported standard deviations are squared to
provide the values for the weights to be entered into the CINDY program. This results from the
assumption that the variance of the measurement is represented by the square of the standard
deviation of the measurement. The code will use the inverses of the squared values as weights in
Equation 1 to give an estimate of the intake with variance weighting.
As noted above, selection of the weighting method and any factors are important for reasonable
results.
A number of cases were developed for testing the performance on estimating intakes. The
primary data used were derived from the group of High 26 individuals from the Palomares
follow-up. These were the only cases of data available with multiple bioassay measurements
taken over an extended period – 12 to 18 months from the time of the accident. Unfortunately
even those data raised questions about the actual dates of sampling and exposure, the reliability
of results and other matters. Significant concerns arose from the use of gross alpha counting of
initial samples and the possibility of contamination of samples collected on site (See Section 2
and Appendix B).
Using the bioassay data for two individuals who each had multiple samples taken, intakes and
associated CEDEs were estimated by LUDEP, CINDY, and RBD/AF. The results indicated the
estimated intakes were highest using LUDEP, lowest using CINDY, and intermediate using
RBD/AF. The 50-year CEDEs were highest using RBD/AF, while the other two models
provided lower results—in one case, LUDEP’s CEDE was slightly lower than that predicted by
CINDY, with the order reversed in the other case. The greatest difference in predicted CEDE
was a factor of 2.2.
Using a subset of the bioassay results (all individuals with sample results greater than 10
pCi/sample from the initial spreadsheet provided by the Air Force), CEDEs were estimated by
RBD/AF, CINDY, and LUDEP. As in the previously described case, RBD/AF generally
predicted higher results, while those of CINDY and LUDEP were more similar.
The bioassay results for the “High 26” were modeled using CINDY and LUDEP to determine
intakes and CEDEs. When CINDY doses were estimated using the “ratio-of-the-means” method,
the CINDY CEDEs were higher than those predicted by LUDEP by an average factor of 13.5.
When the “user-defined weights” method was used in CINDY, the CEDEs exceeded those
predicted by LUDEP by an average factor of 1.5.
For CINDY and LUDEP, the estimated errors from counting, as reported on the data forms, or
recalculated from the raw data on the forms, were used to calculate the statistical variance, which
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was used as the input value in the “user-defined weights” option for CINDY; the counting error
itself was used in the “errors included in data set” option for LUDEP. The estimated counting
errors involved some inconsistency – they were reported at 95% confidence level for gross alpha
results and at the 68% confidence level for alpha spectrometry; this difference was taken into
account ni calculating the variance used in the CINDY “user-defined weights” option. Often, the
later results were reported as No Detectable Activity. In that case, a value of 0.009 pCi/day was
assumed for gross alpha results, and a value of 0.003 pCi/day was assumed for alpha
spectrometry results. The errors in those were set at 25% of the value; which may be somewhat
low for the level of activity.
Using both the CINDY and LUDEP models, the sample data sets for the “High 26” were input to
estimate CEDEs for each individual, using first all the samples, then excluding those that were
analyzed by gross alpha, which would correspond with the early samples taken onsite. The
results show that the CEDEs are generally lower when gross alpha results are excluded,
averaging a 24% or 62% decrease in CINDY results (depending on weighting factor used—see
next paragraph) and a 6% decrease in LUDEP results. This difference between models may be
due to a noted tendency of LUDEP to weight sample results for longer times after exposure more
strongly in calculations using multiple bioassay data points.
When gross alpha data were included in the CINDY model runs, the CEDE using the “ratio-ofthe-means” method exceeded the CEDE using the “user-defined weights” method by an average
factor of 13. The CEDE from the “user-defined weights” method exceeded the CEDE from the
“ratio-of-the-means” method in only 2 of the 26 cases. When gross alpha data were excluded, the
CEDE from the “ratio-of-the-means” method exceeded the CEDE from the “user-defined
weights” method by an average factor of 3.4; in 3 cases the CEDE from the “user-defined
weights” method exceeded the CEDE from the ratio-of-the-means” method.
In general, from other tests, the “user-defined weights” estimates tended to apply more
significance to measurements taken at longer elapsed times from exposure. Coincidentally, those
values were generally much lower than the early measurements and had much lower absolute
values for the variance, which was estimated from the counting error.
For LUDEP, similar comparisons of the performance of the assumed errors options revealed
reasonable agreement among results from the “uniform-absolute errors”, the “uniform-relative
errors”, the “square-root errors” and the “errors included in the data set” options when applied to
the actual urine results of three of the High 26 Cases Group. Those agreements were achieved for
reasonable values of K (0.25 to 1), and showed agreement within about 50%, which seems
acceptable considering the nature of the data. The logarithmic errors option produced estimates
of intake that were 3 to 4 times higher than the other methods.
For CINDY, the “user-defined weights” method also seemed to attribute greater significance to
lower values of results, yielding lower values of intake. In effect, the approach seemed to ignore
other measured values. After multiple attempts to better characterize CINDY performance and
consultation with its developers (Traub 2000), we concluded that the uncertainty in the estimated
errors themselves contributed to this performance, and the “user-defined weights” method was
no longer used. The “ratio-of-the-means” method, recommended by the CINDY user manual
(PNL 1992), showed reasonable performance and was selected as the method to be used.
When other factors were held equal, intakes estimated by CINDY (using the “ratio-of-themeans” weighting method) and LUDEP (using the “errors included in the data set” option)
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agreed to within a factor of two for the majority of the High 26 Cases Group. Given the
variability of the data, the agreement was deemed reasonable and the performance acceptable for
the type of assessment performed.
D.2.1.2.

Performance on Dose Calculations

The performance evaluation tested conversion of intakes into committed dose equivalent in
organs or tissues and calculation of committed effective dose equivalents with RBD/AF, CINDY
and LUDEP. Testing the dose performance involved two separate efforts: basic assessments
using assumed intakes, and assessments of selected cases from the High 26 Cases Group.
The basic assessment test consisted of assessments of the same set of Palomares data derived
from the first 29 entries in the data listing (see Appendix B) provided by the Air Force. These
data consisted of single urine measurements (generally of 10 pCi/day or more), collected at the
accident site during the accident response effort. RBD, CINDY, and LUDEP calculated intakes
and doses for each of the 29 cases. Committed effective dose estimates from the three programs
varied by no more than a factor of about two from the highest dose to the lowest dose estimate
for each case, with RBD/AF generally giving the highest estimated CEDE; LUDEP yielding the
lowest; and CINDY providing intermediate dose estimates. That LUDEP produced the lowest
doses seems consistent with the findings about its performance discussed above.
The second part of the testing involved actual test cases from two members of the High 26 Cases
Group. Those cases had several urine measurements taken on site and during the follow-up
period. RBD/AF, CINDY, and LUDEP provided estimates of the intake and dose for these two
cases. These cases were calculated with several variations involving exclusion of selected
urinary measurements for reasons, such as suspected contamination, possible chemical recovery
issues, results below the detection limit, or simply to evaluate the behavior of the programs. The
results of these tests confirmed the tendency of the methods to favor urine results with lower
values, taken at long times after exposure. Generally, the CEDEs were highest for RBD/AF,
lowest for LUDEP, and intermediate for CINDY. Again, results differed by no more than a
factor of two. That performance seems acceptable.
Finally, CINDY and LUDEP were tested further with the entire High 26 Cases Group. In tests
paralleling the intake assessments, CEDEs were also estimated with and without gross alpha
results. LUDEP provided estimates that were about 30% lower than CINDY when gross alpha
results were excluded, and from about 30% to 90% lower than CINDY when all urine
measurements were included. Considering the nature of the data, the results are acceptable.
D.2.1.3.

Ability to Satisfy Data Requirements

Parameters required for calculating estimates of intake from urine bioassay and the associated
dose equivalents satisfy the model selected to perform the task. Computer software that
implements the models establishes unique processes for satisfying the data input needs. The three
computer methods were evaluated for the compatibility with available urine bioassay data.
Primary parameters included the date of exposure, date of sample, radionuclide, type of
exposure, pathway, particle characteristics, lung type or class, results and units, and sample
volume, among others. The requirements of each program are discussed and compatibility with
the available data assessed.
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RBD
Data items and that may require assumptions to achieve compatibility include:
Date – Since the Palomares data reflect exposure due to an incident, rather than a series of
routine monitoring measurements, the date of the exposure incident is required. In some
cases, this will have to be estimated based on the data on each dose data card, such as when a
range is presented. In some cases, the date of exposure and date of sampling recorded on the
dose data cards are the same. Unless adjusted based on additional information or other
reasonable assumptions, this will result in an error during model execution.
Time – The time of exposure does not affect the execution of the model if it is left blank.
Nuclide – Data for 239 Pu are included in the files of the model.
Pathway – As in the previous studies, inhalation exposure only can be assumed.
AMAD – The default value of 1 m can be used; range is 0.2 to 10 m.
Class – For inhalation, 239 Pu can be either Class W or Class Y. If it is assumed that all
is in the form of PuO2 , then Class Y should be assumed, per ICRP-30.

239

Pu

Measurement date – In some cases, this must be assumed due to incomplete data on the
dose data cards.
Measurement time – The time of measurement does not affect the execution of the model if
it is left blank.
Result and Units – The results on the dose data cards must be converted to units that are
accepted by the model. For urinalysis, the options are dpm/mL, dpm/day, dpm/sample,
dpm/L, g/mL, Bq/L, Bq/day.
MDA – The minimum detectable amount does not appear to be generally available on the
dose data cards. A value could be estimated. The model will accept a zero value in this field.
Volume – Sample volume is required if results are input in units of dpm/sample; otherwise, it
can be left blank.
Volume/day – The urinary volume per day is required for execution. The default is 1400
mL; the existing Palomares reports state that a value of 1200 mL was used as a default.
Overall, data are sufficiently available or can be reasonably estimated to run the RBD/AF model
using the Palomares internal dose data. However, the nature of the available data could result in
potentially large relative errors in time from exposure to sampling, which could have a
significant impact on the validity of any resulting conclusions as to the intake and committed
effective dose of a particular individual. It is however, reasonable to assume that these errors will
average out over the large data set available, leading to conclusions that are more supportable for
the exposure cohort as a whole.
Other model specific parameters are available as defaults appropriate for the model within the
program and supporting data files. These seem reasonable or can be readily modified.
CINDY
Most data items required to perform the calculations are available and compatible. Those data
items that may require assumptions to achieve compatibility include:
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Excretion period – Set to 24 hours if not specified otherwise.
Intake mode - Acute inhalation is assumed; can be changed.
Date and time of intake – Based on data reported on bioassay cards. Time set to 12:00 PM
since no times were reported, however the impact is unimportant for the radionuclide
involved.
Particle size – 1 ìm assumed.
Overall, data are sufficiently available or can be reasonably estimated to run the CINDY model
using the Palomares internal dose data. However, the nature of the available data could result in
potentially large relative errors in time from exposure to sampling, which could have a
significant impact on the validity of any resulting conclusions as to the intake and committed
effective dose of a particular individual. It is however, reasonable to assume that these errors will
average out over the large data set available, leading to conclusions that are more supportable for
the exposure cohort as a whole.
LUDEP
Most data items required to perform the calculations are available and compatible. Those data
items that may require assumptions to achieve compatibility include:
Intake - Acute intake by the inhalation pathway can be assumed.
AMAD – A value of 1 ìm can be assumed.
Absorption Type – This factor introduced in ICRP-66 as F, M, or S for default absorption
values corresponding to fast, medium, or slow absorption. Type S, which corresponds to the
Class Y designation of PuO 2 , can be assumed.
Time after intake (days) - In some cases, this must be assumed due to incomplete data on
the dose data cards.
Overall, data are sufficiently available or can be reasonably estimated to run the LUDEP model
using the Palomares internal dose data. However, as with the programs, the nature of the
available data could result in potentially large relative errors in time from exposure to sampling,
which could have a significant impact on the validity of any resulting conclusions as to the intake
and committed effective dose of a particular individual. It is however, reasonable to assume that
these errors will average out over the large data set available, leading to conclusions that are
more supportable for the exposure cohort as a whole.
The three programs provide adequate data compatibility. LUDEP uses SI units of becquerels
(Bq) for radioactivity, and sieverts (Sv) for dose equivalent. However, conversion of units from
picocuries per day (pCi/d) to becquerels per day (Bq/d) can be easily accommodated.
D.2.1.4. Ease of Use
With over 1,500 individual cases potentially requiring assessment, data input, result output and
other manipulations can impact efficiency. Each program was assessed for features of
convenience or difficulty that could impact effectiveness.
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RBD/AF
Input features of RBD/AF include:
A data input screen for bioassay data with the choices for selectable entries for: gender, base
code, assay, reason, nuclide, pathway, AMAD, class, in-vitro assay (measurement date,
measurement time), result (unit – for urine, units can be dpm/mL, dpm/day, dpm/sample, dpm/L,
ìg/mL, Bq/L, Bq/day), MDA, volume, and volume/day.
The program stores the data in files describing sets of cases, facilities or other convenient means.
This allows data preparation, calculation, and reporting to be conducted as separate activities.
Output features of RBD/AF include:
Estimated intake (in Bq and ìCi), estimated intake as a percent of the ALI, ALI (in Bq),
committed dose equivalent (in ìSv and mrem, by organ/tissue), and effective dose (in ìSv and
mrem). An optional graph of excretion rate vs. time can also be generated.
The summary output report presents, by individual committed dose equivalent (in mrem, by
organ/tissue), effective dose (in mrem).
The summary output report is presented in a space-delimited file, that is easily imported into a
spreadsheet (with only minor editing required) for manipulation and sorting.
CINDY
Input features of CINDY include:
Subject identification: name, identification number, SSN, dates of birth, sex, file name prefix.
Subject/Bioassay Measurement-Specific: exclusion flag, bioassay type, bioassay radionuclide,
sample end date and time, excretion period, measured value, measurement inverse weighting
factor, measurement unit numerator (pCi/nCi/dpm/Bq), unit denominator type, sample size and
units.
Subject/Intake Specific: exposure duration, intake mode, begin date and time of intake, end date
and time of intake, particle size, facility, employer at time of intake, radionuclides of concern,
intake estimate.
Run-Specific: dose report times, dose reporting limits, bioassay projection endpoint, bioassay
projection report times, bioassay projection graph selections, text report selections, radiological
working units options, error tolerances, radionuclide daughter handling, model selection, and
model parameter values.
Output features of CINDY include:
Several different output reports: For the current effort, useful data points are found on the
subject report, which reflects data inputs and normalization, as well as the intake assessment
summary and dose assessment reports.
Intake Assessment Report: includes intake estimate, lung model details, mean residence time
in each compartment of GI tract, and urinary excretion model details.
Dose Assessment Report: includes dose equivalent, weighting factors, and organ dose
equivalents, by organ; effective dose equivalent; lung model details; and systemic model
details.
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Optional display of a urinary excretion curve on the monitor or printed using text characters.
CINDY output formats can be saved in formats that are easily imported into most personal
computer application software.
LUDEP
LUDEP includes data input screens for the sequence of calculations necessary to estimate an
acute intake from urine bioassay data that include:
Intake (acute or chronic, inhalation or ingestion or injection, value entered in Bq (acute) or
Bq/day (chronic)), or exposure (concentration in Bq/m3 and duration in hours);
Deposition (AMAD (ìm));
Absorption (F, M, or S),
Radionuclides;
Biokinetic model,
Quantity to calculate (whole body retention, lung retention, urinary excretion rate, fecal
excretion rate, or specified organ retention);
Function (ICRP-54 function or enter own function);
Number of points: days (in this case) that encompass all sampling intervals;
Time: enter a start and stop time, in days;
Urine Sample Activity Data: time after intake (days), measured activity (Bq), and estimated
uncertainty (if known)
LUDEP does not generate a printable output report. Results are displayed on-screen. The output
for the calculation of intake based on urinary bioassay sample data provides a best estimate of
intake (Bq), standard error of intake (Bq), 95% confidence limit on intake, chi square test
statistic, and probability.
LUDEP operates solely as an interactive, desktop program that requires substantial effort to set
up and operate. Input parameters can be established for exposure scenarios, saved in files, and
used for multiple cases. Organ dose results can be saved to files, as can urine excretion data.
Overall, LUDEP does not provide the reporting convenience of RBD or CINDY.

D.2.2.

Sensitivity of parameters

Estimated intakes and associated doses depend on the selection of the various input parameters
and data. These parameters determine how the intake, biokinetic, and excretion models treat the
characteristics of each case. Some of those parameters depend on the characteristics of the
exposure scenario, while others depend primarily on the models themselves. In the latter case,
ICRP provides recommended values for many of these parameters based on calculating estimates
for reference man.
D.2.2.1.

Time from Exposure to Sampling

Exposure dates and sampling dates in Palomares records have substantial uncertainty. When
recorded, the data are quite specific. When not recorded, or when several samples were collected
on different dates, determining a representative acute exposure date can involve an element of
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subjectivity. This issue also relates to determining the type of exposure – acute or continuous –
as discussed in the next section. The effect of the time between exposure and sampling on
estimated intake was assessed with a simple test that varied the time only for a fixed urine
excretion value. The time values were varied in increments of one month for a period of two
years. Estimated intakes from CINDY varied from 15% for the first month to 7% for the second
and third months with a total decrease of 18% over the two-year period. LUDEP results
decreased by 5% at one month to 2% at the second month with a total decrease over the first year
of 12%. At worst, the differences during the first 30 days should be less than 15 % for CINDY
and about 5% for LUDEP.
D.2.2.2.

Use of Multiple Bioassay Measurements.

Multiple bioassay measurements affect the estimated intake primarily through the process of
obtaining the best fit of the calculated expected values of excretion to the measurements. Testing
the methods showed that the selection of weighting factors in CINDY (errors in data sets in
LUDEP) could have substantial effect on the intakes. The variations in those were discussed in
Section D.2.1.1. The methods performed acceptably within the boundaries of the expectations for
the available data.
D.2.2.3.

Particle Size

Using LUDEP, the estimated intakes of inhaled 239 Pu particles of different AMADs were
compared. In one test, the series of bioassay results for one individual were input using AMADs
of 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 1.0 m. Decreasing the AMAD between 1.0 and 0.5 led to a decrease in
the estimated intake; the difference over the entire range tested was less than 8% of the intake
associated with an AMAD of 1.0 m. In another evaluation, the organ dose equivalents to organs
were modeled using AMADs of 1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 10 m as shown in Figure D-8. In this case,
the organ dose equivalents decreased more than 70% over the range from 1 to 10 m in all
organs except the ovaries and the organs of the gastrointestinal (GI) system. There was no
change in the doses to the ovaries, and doses to the GI organs increased from 7 to 23%. Overall,
there was a decrease of 75% in committed effective dose equivalent (Figure D-9) when AMAD
was varied from 1 ìm to 10 ìm, and a decrease of 40% when the AMAD was increased from
1 m to 5 m.
These two comparisons indicate that using an AMAD of 1.0 m in LUDEP leads to the highest
estimated doses, and would therefore be the most conservative estimate of particle diameter.
ICRP-30 recommended a default AMAD of 1.0 ìm, but ICRP-66 recommended 5 ìm as
generally more representative in occupational settings in the absence of specific information. The
variation of organ dose equivalents and committed effective dose equivalent with particle size is
acknowledged. A value of 1 ìm AMAD was selected for modeling calculations as a conservative
measure.
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Organ Doses Versus Particle Size
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Figure D- 8. Variation of organ dose equivalent with particle size in LUDEP.
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D.2.2.4. Type of Exposure
The data for some cases indicated possible exposures at several times during the two to three
months on site. Evaluation of these cases could assume either a single acute exposure or a series
of exposures similar to a continuous intake over the time. CINDY provides for either type of
exposure scenario. A quantitative comparison of the two possible exposure scenarios was
conducted. In all cases attempted, the estimated intake for an acute exposure was higher than the
estimated intake for a continuous exposure, with an average increase of 50% and ranging up to
110%. When the range of exposure dates is reasonably well known, CINDY yields little
difference in the results obtained by assuming either an acute (median exposure date) or
continuous exposure. The differences in the two methods (acute vs. continuous) become greater
as more assumptions are required to establish the dates of exposure. The results were very close
when a range of dates was provided, varied significantly when only one date was provided, and
showed the largest variation when assumptions were required for both the beginning and end of
the exposure period. When only one date was entered on the bioassay data card, significant
(>50%) differences resulted for the acute and continuous estimated intakes for 22 of 30
individuals. The highest difference was an 80-percent increase in estimated intake using the
acute mode. When a range of dates was entered on the bioassay data card, there were no
significant differences in the estimated intakes when either the acute or continuous approach was
used. When no exposure date was entered on bioassay data card, significant differences occurred
in intakes estimated for seven out of eight individuals, ranging from 70 to 110 percent.
The LUDEP model as currently configured requires significant additional effort to calculate
continuous exposures when there is a time lapse between the end of exposure and the collection
date for a bioassay sample. The number of manipulations required to perform this assessment
were manageable for a few cases; however, the method was very unwieldy, and judged errorprone when applied to hundreds or thousands of cases.
In all comparisons, the estimated intake assuming acute exposure was higher than the estimated
intake assuming continuous exposure, with an average increase of 50% and ranging up to 110%.
These results emphasize the sensitivity of the estimated intake to the exposure date range.

D.3. M ODEL ADOPTION
Taking the four factors considered above, RBD/AF, CINDY, and LUDEP all provide acceptable
performance on estimating intake, calculating dose, and providing compatibility with the
available data. LUDEP is somewhat less convenient for manipulating large numbers of cases and
for generating outputs that can be used in other manipulations; however it implements the current
ICRP respiratory tract model.
CINDY and RBD/AF implement the current regulatory system of the NRC and DOE for
radiation protection, while LUDEP offers the alternative for applying the respiratory tract model
and other features of recent ICRP recommendations. CINDY provides somewhat more flexibility
in setup, estimating intakes, and reporting. Consequently, CINDY was chosen as the primary
method for assessing the Palomares cases. LUDEP was retained as a reasonable alternate that
provides complementary assessments for interesting cases and offers a much-needed point for
comparison of results.
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ESTIMATES FROM URINALYSIS
Urinalysis results existed for 1,758 samples collected from 1,555 individuals taken over a period
extending from a few days to about 2 years following the accident. Earlier samples, collected on
site, indicated the strong possibility of contamination. Follow-up samples, collected after
personnel returned to their permanent base of assignment, showed dramatically lower
concentrations. In 1968, those results demonstrated that no responder received a systemic body
burden above a small fraction of the maximum permissible body burden (MPBB) – the standard
for comparison at the time. This conclusion support expectations that estimates of intake and
dose using currently accepted methods could support similar conclusions. This appendix
discusses the urine data, provides preliminary estimates of intake and dose, and draws
conclusions about the reliability of the estimates.
Estimates of intake and dose based on urinalysis for plutonium proved to be affected by
numerous technical difficulties that made the results unrealistic compared to other plutonium
exposure cases from industrial and environmental settings. Nevertheless, review of the extensive
urinalyses confirmed the conclusions about the minimal impacts on the health of the responders
made during the post-accident evaluations in 1966 through 1968. Furthermore, this effort
completed a much-needed organization of the data, consistency checks and revisions, and
preparation of the data for use in future evaluations.

E.1

DATA

The Air Force Institute of Environment, Safety, and Occupational Health Risk Analysis
(AFIERA) and the Air Force Medical Operations Agency (AFMOA) provided records in the
form of:
Air Force Forms with laboratory analytical and exposure details of the nasal swipe and urine
samples submitted and processed.
Complete case files for the 26 individuals identified for follow-up in 1966 and commonly
referred to as the “High 26”.
A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet prepared by AFIERA staff that contained the data from those
Air Force Forms, and some data related specifically to the 26 individuals (referred to as the
“High 26” who were considered as having the highest exposures).
Copies of the accident response reports, USAF RHL documents on the evaluation of
exposures by urinalysis, and selected publications from journals and conference proceedings.
Appendix B contains a detailed discussion of the information collected, an evaluation of the
information’s suitability for a dose evaluation, and adjustments made to the data for performing
intake and dose calculations. The record prepared and maintained by the Air Force consisted of
forms, computer spreadsheets, and written correspondence and reports of activities.

E.1.1.

Forms

The USAF Radiological Health Laboratory (USAF RHL), the central laboratory for providing
radiological services to Air Force units in 1966, recorded the data and results of samples
processed on three series of forms: AFLC Form 1165, Internal Dosimetry Data (May 66), AFLC
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Form 1165, Radiological Sample Data (May 66), and AFLC Form 1165, Radiological Sample
Data (Jul 67). Although similar in design and content, these three forms evolved over the course
of the laboratory effort on Palomares. The three forms recorded the data about the individual
who submitted the sample, radiation measurement data for urine, radon (breath) (sic), and
feces/blood samples, counting data, instrument data, and other factors; and finally the results.
The Internal Dosimetry Data (May 66) form apparently served primarily for the samples
processed during the initial, or on-site, phase of the response. Figure B-1, Appendix B illustrates
that the May 66 version of the form contained information from samples collected in April 1966.
The Radiological Sample Data (May 66) form was used to record alpha spectrometry data for
most of the follow-up phase. The Radiological Sample Data (Jul 67) form was used during the
end of the follow-up phase.
Consistency among the entries on the data forms and the entries in any ultimate data set would
be required. The data cards formed the only permanent record available of the actual data
generated at the time of the incident. Consequently, they provided the primary means for
verifying information from other sources, at least when the data on the cards were unambiguous.

E.1.2.

Spreadsheet

AFIERA representatives also provided a copy of a Microsoft EXCEL® spreadsheet that
contained the basic data transcribed from the hardcopy data forms into the spreadsheet. Figure B6, Appendix B contains an example of one page of the spreadsheet to illustrate its contents. The
spreadsheet contains information on some 1,758 individual entries for 1,555 individuals. The
spreadsheet served as a good starting point for evaluating the data contained on the hardcopy
records.

E.1.3.

Reports

Several other documents provided essential information about the details of the accident, the
response effort, and the approach to evaluating health and safety issues during the response.
These documents provided a narrative overview of the approach to assessing possible exposure
to plutonium at Palomares. The discussions highlighted the issues faced, the problems
encountered, and the rationale that formed the basis for the effort and decisions made throughout
the period of on-site activity and subsequent follow-up. These issues are discussed in some detail
in Section 2 above. The issues related to possible sample contamination, the sample collection
period, and the exposure type and date formed the basis for evaluating the suitability of the data
for the evaluation effort.

E.2

EVALUATION OF THE DATA

E.2.1.

Condition of the Data

The data were evaluated to assess the availability of the elements required by the internal
dosimetry models, including: the type of intake (inhalation, ingestion, skin contact), the date or
dates the exposure occurred, the date of collection of nasal swab or urine samples, the duration of
the urine sample collection, and the results of the sample analysis. Review indicated that the
exposure date or dates, sample date, and results were not completely recorded for all cases. The
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collection of information was reviewed by comparing the spreadsheet and data forms to
determine whether all forms were present in the spreadsheet and whether the entries were
correct. The initial evaluation identified a number of problems with the spreadsheet and
supporting forms as shown in Table E-1.
This initial review indicated that substantial numbers of samples lacked one or more important
pieces of data and identified 115 data forms that apparently represented a repeat analysis of a
sample or a follow-up sample for an individual. Following the initial review, many of the
missing entries were corrected through careful analysis of the information and reasonable
assumptions about the missing information.
The duration of sample collection is critical to estimating the daily excretion rate of plutonium in
urine. Air Force reports indicated that sample collection lasted 12 hours for many samples
collected at Camp Wilson. The Air Force corrected the result for any urine sample of less than
1200 milliliters to 1200 milliliters. This conservative procedure would tend to overestimate
urinary excretion. Our review indicated that 12-hour samples were clearly designated in 42 of the
samples; however, attempts to duplicate the Air Force estimate of systemic body burden revealed
that the sample volume correction might have been applied inconsistently. However, this did not
adversely affect any conclusions about the individuals tested. Our review concluded that
adjustments to samples that were not designated as 12-hour samples presented were unnecessary.
Therefore, recorded sample volumes were assumed to represent 24-hour output unless
specifically designated as 12-hour samples.
Table E- 1. Issues with dose records.
Issue

Number of Entries

Percentage

Exposure Date Not Available

402

22.7

Sample Date Not Available

445

25.1

No SSN Available

385

21.8

2

0.11

Sample Vol. < 600 mL

323

18.3

Sample Vol. > 1000 mL

434

24.5

Number with Additional Sampling
Data (2nd page)

115

6.50

Number of Cards Marked Out

2

0.11

Number of Cards Not Found

5

0.28

No Air Force ID Available

Total Number of Samples = 1768

Missing or incorrect entries for Exposure and Sample Date also hinder a reasonable estimate of
intake and radiation dose. Additional analysis would be required to establish these parameters.
Other observed issues included missing Social Security Numbers (SSNs), Air Force Service
Numbers (AFSNs), and other entries. Many of those records pertained to a broad spectrum of
responders – from Air Force to other Services (Army, Navy, Marines); other US agencies (State
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Department, Bureau of Mines), possible Spanish civilian employees of Torrejon Air Base or
local citizens, and at least one media representative.

E.2.2.

Sample Collection and Handling

Urine sampling was begun within three days of the accident. Urine sample collection on site was
subject to several compromises. First, isolation of responders for 24 hours was desired and
attempted but operational requirements limited the period to 12 hours or less. Opportunities for
sample contamination from strong winds frequently spread dust over the base camp;
decontamination procedures were not always followed; make-shift sample containers were used,
and even when preferred containers were obtained, storage areas were frequently contaminated
by blowing winds.
Nasal swabs were also collected and submitted to the laboratory, however, records indicated that
of the 122 nasal swab records reviewed, 109 did not contain a result, 13 contained a result (8
were 0 pCi, 4 had values all below 1.5 pCi, and 1 was reported as NDA). Therefore, the nasal
swab records were not used in this analysis.
Laboratory personnel observed alpha particle contamination on the outside of sample containers
from the operational site very early in the program. This immediately raised issues about whether
any alpha activity detected in urine represented material excreted by responders. Follow-up
sampling was recognized as one means for resolving issues of possible contamination for
persons with urine levels indicating significant exposure.
Upon receipt at the laboratory, a unique sample number was assigned, the samples were recorded
into a sample logbook, and the AFLC Forms, discussed above, were completed. Attempts to
locate the logbook(s) were unsuccessful. Samples were then submitted for the selected
radioactivity analysis procedure.
During the follow-up sampling effort, sample containers obtained specifically for the purpose
and tested for contamination were used to collect urine specimens from individuals. Whenever
possible, sample collection was conducted at an Air Force medical facility under controlled
conditions to reduce the likelihood of mishandling and to fulfill the need for a legitimate 24-hour
collection period.

E.2.3.

Sample Analysis Procedures

The USAF Radiological Health Laboratory processed the urine samples in a two-phased program
– an initial phase and a resample phase. During the initial phase, samples collected on site were
processed by a gross alpha counting procedure with preliminary chemical processing to extract
any alpha emitting radionuclides from the bulk urine sample (Odland 1968a).
E.2.3.1.

Initial Phase Procedures

During the initial phase, samples were processed for counting by: digesting a portion of the urine
sample with nitric acid and hydrogen peroxide to a white residue; dissolving the residue and
coprecipitation of plutonium with bismuth salts; dissolving the salts with hydrochloric acid,
addition of lanthanum carrier, and coprecipitation of plutonium on lanthanum fluoride; and direct
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mounting of the precipitate onto 2” stainless steel planchets for gross alpha counting (Odland
1966).
A small amount of 239 Pu tracer was added to pooled urine and processed in the same batch as
Palomares samples. The added tracer served as an indicator of the effectiveness of plutonium
recovery, which was reported to average 75.6 19.6% (68% confidence) (Odland 1966).
The samples were counted in internal proportional counters optimized for detecting alpha
particles. Daily checks monitored instrument response, and daily background counts were done.
According to reports (Odland 1966), samples were counted for 120 minutes, and background
was counted for 960 minutes. Review of the initial data indicated that samples were often
counted for 55 minutes. Background was reported to range from 0.02 to 0.06 count per minute
and counting chambers were decontaminated whenever the background count exceeded 0.1
count per minute.
Gross alpha results were reported in pCi/sample, where:
pCi/sample = (gross counts/gross ctg time)- (background counts/bkgrd ctg time)
(counting efficiency)(2.22)(procedural yield)
Analysis of selected samples from the initial phase indicated that the results and estimated errors
were calculated, recorded, and reported. The estimated errors were determined from counting
data only and were reported at the 95% confidence level.
Procedural yield was determined from the results of the traced urine sample for each batch of
urine processed.
E.2.3.2.

Resample Phase Procedures

During the resample phase, the laboratory derived its procedures from those used for monitoring
workers at other facilities handling significant quantities of plutonium. The process involved
nitric acid digestion, coprecipitation of alkaline earth and plutonium phosphates, precipitation
with cerium, ion exchange to remove interfering ions, and electrodeposition onto stainless steel
planchets for radioactivity counting. A small quantity of 236 Pu was added to each sample before
chemical processing to evaluate radiochemical recovery.
Radioactivity counting was conducted using alpha particle spectrometry with solid-state surfacebarrier detectors in a vacuum. Count data were collected with a multichannel pulse-height
analyzer. Detector efficiency and background were monitored daily. Background was counted
for 800 minutes duration and samples for 100 minutes. Review of results indicated that samples
were counted for 100, 200, or 400 minutes, perhaps in attempts to achieve lower detectability.
Data were accumulated in 255 storage positions. Total events in a 236-Pu band and in a 239-Pu
band were determined. The activity in the counting sample was determined from the following
equation:
pCi/sample

( net cpm in 239 - Pu band) (dpm 236 - Pu added)
(net cpm in 236 - Pu band) 2.22
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gross cts in 239 - Pu band
gross ctg time
where net cpm in 239 - Pu band
bkg cts in 239 - Pu band
bkg ctg time

gross cts in 236 - Pu band
gross ctg time
and net cpm in 236 - Pu band
bkg cts in 236 - Pu band
bkg ctg time
dpm 236-Pu = activity of 236-Pu spike added to sample corrected for decay to date of count.
Corrections for sample volume to convert the result into the amount excreted in a day (24 hours)
were also applied before calculating the body burden. Errors were estimated based on counting
statistics and minimum detectable activity levels established and applied. Odland reported that
the minimum detectable activity (MDA) as used in the program was defined as the sample
activity associated with a counting error at the 95% confidence level equal to 0.95 times the
sample activity (Odland 1968a). That means that any sample whose estimated error exceeded
95% of the sample activity was reported as no detectable activity (NDA).
During review of the records, assessments of the procedures indicated that the estimated errors
on alpha spectrometry samples were calculated and reported at the 68% confidence level.

E.2.4.

Data Preparation

E.2.4.1.

Description of Changes

Adjustments to the data provided were made to fill data gaps and to overcome inconsistencies for
exposure date, sample date, sample duration, and urinary excretion rate and its estimated error.
Other inconsistencies observed in the data were also corrected to the extent possible.
E.2.4.1.1 Exposure Date
The exposure date was determined from the midpoint of the time an individual spent on station.
Exposure date entries on the forms included all of the following: a single date, a date range, an
arrival date, a month and year, a year only and a few others. Missing start dates were developed
from reasonable estimates based on other recorded information, such as arrival date. Exposure
end dates were derived similarly, or from recorded sample collection dates. Both of these
modifications are discussed further in Appendix B.
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E.2.4.1.2 Sample Date
Missing Sample Date entries for the 445 samples identified (Table E-1) were estimated with an
approach that used data on sample receipt at USAF RHL and assigned laboratory sample
numbers (See Appendix B). The approach recognized that receipt of samples at USAF RHL, the
sample number sequence assigned, and collection date were related. Derived Sample Date
information was then entered into a master data set along with the other data for each urine
sample.
E.2.4.1.3 Sample Duration
Actual sample duration was documented in a very small fraction (42 samples) of the samples
received. Fortunately, basic sample volume data provide the basis for making any corrections
needed. As discussed above, this project elected to treat recorded sample volumes as
representing 24-hour outputs unless the data forms specifically designated the samples as 12hour samples. For those, the results were adjusted to the currently accepted nominal daily urine
output (1400 mL) for Reference Man. Those adjustments were performed in the intake
assessment process.
E.2.4.1.4 Other Parameters
Analytical results for daily urinary excretion and the estimated error were transcribed as entered
on the hardcopy forms. However, in the case of samples reported as No Detectable Activity, the
data forms were reviewed for the presence of other calculations of a numerical result and error.
When found, these calculated results were used in the analysis, even when the error value
exceeded the result. This procedure applied primarily when the results of multiple samples were
available, as was the case for many of the High 26 Cases Group. In these cases, although the
errors were large, they nevertheless provided order of magnitude information about the levels
present and were useful comparisons to other values.
E.2.4.1.5 Other Inconsistencies
Other inconsistencies in the data set were also identified and corrected where possible. Although
these did not affect the actual intake and dose assessments, they do affect identifying
information. These reviews discovered inconsistencies in names, SSNs caused by typographical
errors or keyboarding errors, errors in analysis type, inconsistent base names, and others.

E.2.5.

Grouping of Cases

The majority of available records contained results from the gross alpha method on samples
collected on site. Typically, one record was available for each individual and initial results
indicated that intakes and doses estimated using the records would be unusually high. On the
other hand, the individual records for the High 26 Cases Group generally contained several
results with most from the preferred alpha spectrometry method. In between, the 115 individuals
with results from alpha spectrometry follow-up analyses had more limited data. An overall
approach to evaluating the cases was clearly needed.
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Review of Data Available

Estimating intake from urine bioassay depends on reasonably accurate urinary excretion values
that follow the expected pattern for the assumed type of exposure and Class (Type) of the
contaminant. The data should be as free of artifacts as possible. The varied quality of the records
cast doubt about whether reasonable estimates could be developed for all individuals. Records
for the High 26 Cases Group offered the best opportunity. On the other hand, most of the records
for samples collected on site raised serious questions about estimates derived from them. Some
of those issues arose from initial attempts to use the High 26 records as the model for the other
cases. As mentioned earlier, those studies indicated that including the results from gross alpha
analyses obtained from samples collected on site produced intake estimates and doses that
seemed unreasonably high. Furthermore, the pattern of results for samples collected during the
resampling phase often did not follow the pattern expected for Class Y (Type S) plutonium.
Figure E-1 contains results and expected urinary excretion for one case that illustrates the
difficulty. The figure shows the actual samples as data points and calculated curves for the actual
CINDY fit (intake = 58,000 pCi) and reasonable “eye-ball” fits of 23,200 and 870,000 pCi. The
first two samples were taken at 3 days and 59 days after the incident. This subject was one of the
first responders to arrive. In addition, the last two samples, taken at 472 and 547 days after the
incident were reported as NDA. They are plotted as 0.003 pCi/day for graphing purposes. The
“final” fitted result was obtained by excluding the first two samples from consideration. Even for
this case, the upper and lower rough estimates differ from the fitted curve by a factor of two,
with associated CEDEs of approximately 10 to 270 rem (0.1 to 2.7 Sv).
The apparent difficulties with fitting urinary excretion models to the actual data required further
investigation. Peer reviewers of a draft version of this report suggested that all of the data should
be considered to assess whether some other form of plutonium behavior was being observed
rather than the assumption of inhalation exposure to very insoluble Class Y (Type S) material.
These suggestions were evaluated for this revision by considering the validity of the Class Y
(Type S) assumption, by considering other routes of entry (e.g. ingestion), and by assessing the
effect of the alternate approaches on all data for the High 26 group.
Urine Result - Skarr
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NDA Results
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Figure E- 1. Example urinary excretion.
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Regarding the conclusions about material form, numerous investigators report that plutonium
produced under the conditions of the Palomares accident (i.e. explosion, and fire produce oxides
of plutonium under high temperature) tend to be very insoluble (Church 2000). Furthermore,
investigations at Palomares itself indicate that the material present on site consists primarily of
87% Type S (Class Y) and 13% Type M (Class W) material (Stradling 1993). Although those
findings represent studies conducted at some time after the accident, it seems reasonable to
expect that the solubility of plutonium would not decrease over time. Consequently, the
assumption that Type S (Class Y) plutonium was the principal form present during response
activities seems very reasonable.
Investigations of the behavior of the set of urine results with expected behavior involved
qualitative, graphical comparisons of the dataset with the expected curve shapes for urinary
excretion from inhalation of Type M (Class W) and Type S (Class Y) plutonium alone and in
combination, and from ingestion of soluble and insoluble plutonium. Figure E-2 compares the
urine results from the initial sampling and the re-sampling phases of the High 26 Group with the
urinary excretion patterns for inhalations of Type M (Class W) plutonium, Type S (Class Y)
plutonium and two combinations (one of equal amounts of Type M and Type S, and the other of
3 parts Type S and 1 part Type M). The excretion curves do not represent fits to the data. Rather
they have been scaled by the amount of plutonium intake required to place them on the chart. As
a matter of fact the assumed intakes are 15,000 pCi Type M, 15,000 pCi Type S, 15,000 pCi
Type M plus 15,000 pCi Type S, and 5,000 pCi Type M plus 15,000 pCi Type S, respectively.
The plutonium amounts are not critical for this comparison because the shapes of the curves
provide the substantial observations about the behaviors.
The urine results shown in Figure E-2 seem to decrease steadily, almost monotonically, on this
logarithmic presentation. However, each of the urinary excretion curves declines very rapidly at
first, but then declines much more slowly. Actually, for the plutonium forms involved, there is a
slight increase beginning at around 200 days that represents the continuing release of plutonium
retained in the lungs combined with additional plutonium being remobilized from other organs.
Most importantly, the expected excretion continues at an ever more slowly decreasing rate at
times beyond 500 days after the initial rapid decrease. There are obvious differences between the
data and the expected excretion.
Figure E-3, illustrates the behavior of ingested plutonium for comparison with the urine results.
Again as for the inhalation case, the excretion curves differ substantially from the results. A level
that seemingly predicts the excretion soon after exposure tends to over estimate excretion later.
Conversely, reasonable estimates at longer times generate significant differences at the earlier
times.
These discussions raise serious concerns about estimates of intake that would be derived from
the data. One interpretation suggests that other, or better, models should be tried. On the other
hand, the data themselves may be contribute to the difficulties; especially those from samples
collected on site or soon after departing Palomares. Alternately, improvements in laboratory
procedures may have contributed to the discrepancies. Conversations with USAF RHL personnel
who devised and directed the urine analysis program indicated that the alpha spectrometry
methods for 239 Pu were very much at the developmental stage for most of 1966 (Taschner 1999).
Additional first-hand experience by one of this report’s authors (a former director of
radioanalysis at the USAF RHL from 1969 to 1976) confirms those observations as well as the
difficulties in measuring such low concentrations of plutonium radioactivity (Case 2001).
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Consequently methods, used in this project, excluded data from the on-site samples and
attributed more significance to samples collected at later dates for the High 26 Group.

Palomares High 26 Group Urine Results
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Figure E- 2. Comparison of High 26 Group urine results with excretion expected
from inhalation of plutonium.
The remaining results generally fell into two categories: those with the results of some
resampling; and those with one sample and often very high results. Urinary excretion results for
the latter case ranged from 0.0 pCi/day to 237 pCi/day with corresponding committed effective
dose equivalent of up to 6,000 rem (60 Sv) from an estimated intake of 20,000,000 pCi. If real,
that intake would have produced a dose equivalent to the lung of almost 5,000 rem (50 Sv) and
an effective dose equivalent of about 560 rem (5.6 Sv) in the first year alone. Both of those are
100 times higher than the applicable regulatory limits for non-stochastic (prompt) and stochastic
(delayed) effects and would have produced deterministic (non-stochastic) effects. Clearly that
case is extreme and alternative approaches to processing were needed.
E.2.5.2.

Selection of Contamination Cutoff

Careful review of the group of data indicated that processing all of the cases would produce
unrealistic estimates that would be based on potentially contaminated samples. Contamination of
samples collected at the accident site continued to impact the evaluation as it did at the time of
the accident. However, review of those data also indicated a substantial number of cases that had
urinary results that were essentially below the detection limit or were quite low.
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Palomares Urine Results
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Figure E- 3. Comparison of High 26 Group Urine Results with expected excretion
following ingestion.
After consultation with AFMOA, the data were reviewed again to determine whether a
reasonable lower cutoff could be determined. Selection of a reasonable cutoff allows the use of
professional judgement to eliminate questionable data, while at the same time, allowing
reasonable estimates from apparently "uncontaminated" samples. This task was approached by
evaluating selected records to calculate a Lower Limit of Detection according to current practice,
and to research LLDs in use by other laboratories for similar assessments. The effort extracted
sample and background counting information for 39 gross alpha samples and 3 alpha
spectrometry samples. The mean and standard deviation of those were of 0.1
0.1 pCi/day for
gross alpha and 0.015
0.003 pCi/day for alpha spectrometry. These were compared with the
reported limits achieved by the combined U.S and Spanish effort to assess intakes and doses in
the local population. A detection limit of 0.74 mBq/d (0.02 pCi/d) was in use from 1966 to 1985
(Iranzo 1988). That limit is essentially the same as the result obtained from Air Force data.
Furthermore, the value of 0.1 pCi/day for gross alpha also seemed like a reasonable cutoff.
Consequently, that value was selected as a cutoff limit. Cases with urinary excretion
measurements below the level were categorized as the Contamination Cutoff Cases Group.
Those with measurements above the level were categorized as the Remaining Cases Group and
were not processed further in this project.
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DOSE CALCULATION

E.3.1.

Exposure Scenario

The type of exposure (acute or chronic; inhalation, ingestion, direct) must be known or assumed
to perform a meaningful estimate of an intake of radioactive material and its associated dose
equivalent. One or more of the common routes of entry (inhalation, ingestion, or direct)
generally apply. Examinations of the activities that may have caused the exposure provide the
clues to determining the type and route of the exposure.
As discussed above, the response to the Palomares nuclear accident involved hundreds of
personnel working toward the common purpose of recovering vital materials, protecting
themselves and the local populace, and restoration of the accident scene to useable and safe
conditions. The accident itself released plutonium during explosions and fires that followed the
impact of two of the nuclear weapons with the ground. The plutonium was released primarily as
airborne dust and as residues from fire, that contaminated the ground. Since the fires essentially
were out long before serious response efforts started, the main source of exposure arose from
activities such as vehicle movement, handling debris during recovery, plowing fields to mix the
contaminant into the soil, and vehicle movement. Persistent winds also contributed to the
resuspension of contaminated soils from the ground or contaminated dusts from the surfaces of
accident debris, local buildings, or agricultural crops.
Ingestion by hand to mouth transfer is a second possible route of entry. However, that route is
very inefficient. Furthermore, the fraction of plutonium that enters the bloodstream from the
intestines is very small (0.00001 for Type S). For reasons discussed in Sections 3.1.1.2 and 4.4.1
above, the ingestion route is not considered further.
The type of exposure was assumed to be a single acute exposure. This assumption
accommodates the long time for removal of plutonium oxides from the human body. The
response activity occurred from January 18, 1966 until April 3, 1966 when activities were moved
from Camp Wilson to another location. Personnel on site reached a maximum in late January;
tapered off during February, and then increased slightly in mid-March during the packaging of
contaminated debris, soil and other wastes for disposal. Most departed the site by late March
1966. The nominal length of assignment was about two weeks. However, records indicate that
some personnel stayed much longer.

E.3.2.

Parameters Used in Models

Two computer methods, CINDY and LUDEP, were selected to calculate estimates of the 239 Pu1
intakes and doses. CINDY applies the system described in ICRP-30 while LUDEP uses the
respiratory tract model of ICRP-66 and the organ/tissue weighting factors of ICRP-60. CINDY
served as the primary method and LUDEP provided alternative estimates for comparison. Both
programs require selection of input parameters that control the various factors of the intake
(respiratory tract), biokinetic and excretion models used in the analysis. Table E-2 contains the
parameters selected for the CINDY runs. The parameters chosen represent the default values for
1

The isotope, 239 Pu, is discussed as the primary isotope of interest. Commonly, 240 Pu that is also present in weapons
material cannot be distinguished from 239 Pu by the counting techniques used. However, no distinction is made for
this possible presence of 240 Pu.
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an acute inhalation exposure of Class Y 239 Pu obtained from ICRP-30 or other recognized
appropriate sources as described in the CINDY Users Guide (PNL 1992). In addition, urine
sample collection times were assumed to represent a 24-hour collection unless specifically stated
otherwise.
CINDY calculated the cases in a two-step process: the intake assessment mode to estimate the
intake from the urine bioassay measurements, followed by the dose assessment mode to calculate
the 50-year committed dose equivalent for each organ, and the 50-year committed effective dose
equivalent. For some cases, CINDY was also run in the bioassay projection mode to generate a
plutonium excretion curve for plotting and further analysis. Figure E-2 above represents such a
plot. In addition, CINDY was run in the calendar year dose assessment mode to calculate the
annual dose equivalent to specific organs for comparison with the non-stochastic limit.
For LUDEP, a similar process was used to setup the required parameters. LUDEP bases its
calculations on an estimate of the intake type and intake value. Intake is estimated for a unit
intake first, using a selected excretion model such as the Jones model. Then, the derived
excretion model curve is fit to the measurement data to generate an estimate of the intake.
Finally, the intake is used to estimate the organ dose equivalents and the committed effective
dose equivalent for the exposure type (acute, inhalation), activity parameters (worker, standard
worker), and model parameters. Table E-3 contains the parameters used for estimating intakes
and doses for LUDEP cases.
All cases were run with standard ICRP default values for the deposition and particle transport
factors except particle density, which was set at 10 g/cm3 , which is the density of PuO2 rather
than a density representative of dust. The compartment numbers for the clearance rate constant
values and the deposition fractions in Table E-3 refer to Figure 5 of the main report. The
compartment rate constants are the half-times (in days-1 ) that material moves from the “From”
compartment to the “To” compartment.

E.4

RESULTS

E.4.1.

High 26 Cases Group

The High 26 Cases Group represents the collected measurement data from 26 responders who
were identified for follow-up after the initial phase of sampling in 1966. The evaluation of the
cases is presented with discussions of their urine bioassay measurement characteristics, the
approach to performing the estimates, and a discussion of the results.
E.4.1.1.

Urine Bioassay Measurement Characteristics

The High 26 Cases Group provided 127 urine samples during their on-site and resampling
activities. Those 127 samples produced 25 measurements of gross alpha activity and 102
measurements of 239 Pu from alpha spectrometry. The 102 samples from alpha spectrometry were
distributed among the 26 people as shown in Table -4. The gross alpha method reported 24
results above the minimum detectable and one result as no detectable activity.
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Table E- 2. Parameters used in CINDY runs.
Parameter
Name
ID
SSN
Date of birth
Sex:
Intake exposure rate
Intake mode
Begin date
Begin time
Particle size (microns)
Facility
Employer
To exclude set non-blank
Bioassay type
Bioassay radionuclide
Sample end date
Sample end time
Excretion period (hr)
Measured value
Inverse of weighting factor
Unit numerator
Units are per ...
Sample size
Sample size units
Urine-male (mL)
Feces-male (g)
Radionuclides of concern
Intake composition

Change default parameters

Value
Subject identification
Specific to individual
Set to dummy value of 1234567890
Specific to individual or 000-00-0000 if not available
Not available: set to dummy value of 01/01/1945
Male (with few exceptions for obvious female names)
Intake information
Acute
Inhalation
Specific to estimated acute exposure date for individual
Left at default value of 00:00
1
Palomares
U.S. Air Force
Edit/input bioassay data
G or x entered if individual had a gross alpha result that was
being excluded from the current model run
u entered for urine
Pu239
Sample date, specific to individual’s sample
Left at default value of 00:00
24 unless dose card specifies otherwise (regardless of sample
volume)
Sample result (for units of pCi/sample) specific to individual’s
sample
Variance of sample error (not used in methodology reported in
final output)
pCi
[S] for sample
Sample volume (for units of mL) specific to individual’s sample
mL
Reference volumes
1400 (not used in modeling--overridden by entries made to
“excretion period“ parameter)
135 (not used in modeling—no bioassays of this type)
Intake Assessment Mode
Pu239; Working units = pCi
Fraction inhaled = 1
ICRP-30 Class D = 0%
ICRP-30 Class W = 0%
ICRP-30 Class Y = 100%
Radionuclide daughters: Consider? yes
Select radiological units: pCi
Error tolerance for integration: .0000001

Select models

Pu239: Jones excretion model
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Table E- 2. Parameters used in CINDY runs.
Parameter

Value

Dose Assessment Mode (specified period)
Radionuclides of concern
Pu239
Working units = pCi
Intake estimate
Quantity inhaled: in pCi, specific to individual based on results
of intake assessment mode run
ICRP-30 Class D = 0%

Change default parameters

ICRP-30 Class W = 0%
ICRP-30 Class Y = 100%
Dose reporting times = 1 report time
Report time in years = 50
Select radiological units: pCi
Error tolerance for integration: .0000001

Select models
Compartment
1
2
3
4
Bone

Liver

Testes

Inhalation

Ingestion

Pu239: Jones excretion model
Jones Excretion Model Parameters
Fractional Rates (1/d)
Transfer rate constant (1/d)
-3
0.558
4.75 10
-4
-2
4.42 10
2.39 10
-5
-3
3.60 10
8.55 10
-5
-5
2.84 10
1.42 10
Systemic Model – Pu
Fraction from transfer compartment: 0.45
Transfer compartment clearance half-time (d) : 0.25
Organ clearance half-time (d): 18,200
Fraction reaching urine: 0.5
Fraction Reaching feces: 0.5
Fraction from transfer compartment: 0.45
Transfer compartment clearance half-time (d): 0.25
Organ clearance half-time (d): 7,300
Fraction reaching urine: 0.5
Fraction Reaching feces: 0.5
Fraction from transfer compartment: 0.00035
Transfer compartment clearance half-time (d): 0.25
Organ clearance half-time (d): 3,650,000
Fraction reaching urine: 0.5
Fraction Reaching feces: 0.5
Pu f1 values
Class D:
0.001
Class W:
0.001
Class Y:
0.00001
Soluble:
0.001
Insoluble: 0.00001
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Table E- 3. LUDEP Input Parameters.
Intake regime
Time
Deposition

Exposure
Subject
Intake
50 years
Exposure
Subject
AMAD ( m)
Advanced
mode

Input parameters
Occupational
Standard worker
Acute, inhalation, 1 Bq (used to generate excretion curve)
Occupational
Standard worker
1
All defaults except density = 10 g/cc
ICRP Defaults
1. SUBJECT: Adult Male
2. ACTIVITY: Light Exercise
3. TYPE: Nose Breather
4. DISPERSION: polydisperse
Physiological Parameters
a) Functional Residual Capacity: 3301 cc
b) Extra-thoracic Dead Space: 50 cc
c) Bronchial Dead Space: 49 cc
d) Bronchiolar Dead Space: 47 cc
e) Height: 176 cm
f) Tracheal Diameter: 1.650 cm
g) First Bronchiolar Diameter: 0.165 cm
Activity Related Parameters
h) Ventilation Rate: 1.50 cu.m/h
i) Respiratory Frequency: 20.0 /min
j) Tidal Volume: 1250 cc
k) Volumetric Flow Rate: 833 cc/s
l) Fraction breathed through nose: 1.000
Aerosol Size Parameters
m) AMAD: 1.0000 m (changed from default of 4)
n) AMTD: 0.3407 m
o) g: 2.43
p) Den: 10.00 g/cc (changed from default of 3)
w) SF: 1.50
Deposition
q. ET1 17.54 %
r. ET2 22.59 %
s. BB 1.38 %*
t. bb 2.22 %*
u. AI 13.04 %
Total = 56.78%
v. Fs* (BB%) = 49.76, (bb%) = 49.98%
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Table E- 3. LUDEP Input Parameters.
Particle transport (See Figure 5)
Compartment
Rate Constant (1/d)
From – To
1 to 4
0.02
2 to 4
0.001
3 to 4
0.0001
3 to 10
0.000020
4 to 7
2.0
5 to 7
0.03
6 to 10
0.01
7 to 11
10.0
8 to 11
0.03
9 to 10
0.01
11 to GI
100.0
12 to 13
0.001
14 Out
1.0
Compartment
Deposition Fraction
ETseq/ET2
0.00050
BBseq/BB

0.00700

BB2/BB

=Fs1

Bbseq/bb

0.00700

Bb2/bb

=Fs2

AI2/AI

0.6000

AI3/AI

0.1000

Absorption
Radionuclides
Biokinetic
model

Selected S for default values
ICRP-38 database
Pu239

Excretion/
Retention

Quantity to
calculate
Select ICRP-54
function
Enter own function

(the results
of this run
are then
entered as
the bioassay
function in
the intake
estimate
mode)

ICRP-30

Period of
integration
Time
Number of points
Intervals

Part 4: Pu(Y)M.mod (for Pu, class Y, male)
Organs = liver, whole skeleton, testes (default for
Pu239)
Bone type = surface seeker (default for Pu239)
Blood half life = 0.25 d (default for Pu23)
Calculations
urinary excretion rate
Pu/Am (J) (this is the Jones Plutonium Excretion
Model)
Used defaults as follows:
A(1) = 4.75E-03
t½= 1.24E+00 d
A(2) = 2.39E-04
t½= 1.57E+01 d
A(3) = 8.55E-05
t½= 1.82E+02 d
A(4) = 1.42E-05
t½= 2.44E+04 d
A(5) = 0.00E+00 t½= 0.00E+00 d
A(6) to A(10) are zero
Retention t½in blood: 1.000E-07
1 day
1 day to 730 days
730
Linear
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Table E- 3. LUDEP Input Parameters.
Intake
estimation

Data filename

Assumed errors
Modify for DTPA?
Bioassay function
filename
Estimate intake

*.dat file for individual, showing days elapsed from
exposure to sample, sample result in Bq/d, and sample
error in Bq/d, as in the following example for an
individual with three samples
10 0.005 0.0005
43 0.004 0.0014
78 0.001 0.001
errors included in data set
no modification
File from excretion/retention mode run
command line, estimated intake appears on screen

Review of the procedures for calculating the radioactivity results and their errors revealed that
the reported errors for gross alpha measurements represented the 95% confidence level while the
reported errors for alpha spectrometry measurements represented the 68% confidence level.
Since the criterion for reporting a result as no detectable activity was based on the 95%
confidence limit, alpha spectrometry results may not have followed that convention. Therefore,
some alpha spectrometry results may have been reported as positive when the estimated errors
did not support that conclusion. Nevertheless, the approach was more likely to report a numerical
result, which is preferable to the NDA report. Unfortunately, the numerical values for the
laboratory’s NDA were not discussed in any of the reports of the sampling and analysis effort
reviewed for this project.
Table E- 4. Breakdown of alpha spectrometry samples.
Number of Samples
3
4
5
6
7

Number of Submitters
5
2
14
3
2

The measurement results from alpha spectrometry revealed that actual numerical values and the
associated counting errors were calculated even when the sample was reported as NDA. Those
results were used in developing these estimates when recorded on the individual data cards. The
alpha spectrometry results contained 63 reported values while the remainder were reported as
NDA or were not reported, apparently because of a laboratory error. Of the 63 results, 15 were
less than their error at the 68% confidence level and 33 results were greater than the 68% level
but less than the 95% confidence level. Only 15 results were above the 95% confidence level.
This means that for 48 of the 63 reported results, zero was included in the range of possible
results.
Reproducibility of the laboratory measurements was also evaluated using samples that were
reprocessed. Although limited, five samples were reprocessed primarily to correct low chemical
recovery. One of those was processed three times, reporting two numerical results that were less
than the 68% confidence level error, and one result as NDA. Of the other four samples, three
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showed differences in reported radioactivity of two to three times. The remaining sample was a
valid NDA report.
In considering the impact of these apparent analytical difficulties, the levels of radioactivity of
these samples (less than 0.1 pCi/d) may produce only a few detectable events during counting
periods of 100 to 400 minutes recorded. For those techniques, background counting levels are
also very low, usually on the order of one count in thousands of minutes. Although these levels
are quite low, they can represent plutonium intakes that require evaluation.
Figure E-4 illustrates the urine results obtained from the High 26 Cases Group. Those results
show the variability in measured plutonium values. The expected behavior of urinary excretion
from inhalation of Class Y (Type S) 239 Pu and an equal mixture of Class W (Type M) and Class
Y (Type S) 239 Pu are also shown. The results do not correspond to the expected pattern very well
at all as was previously discussed in Section 4 of the main report. Consequently, attempts to fit
the urinary excretion model to the measurements were expected to be difficult.
10

pCi/day

1

0.1

0.01
NDA or Not
Reported Samples
set at 0.003 pCI/d for
display.
0.001
0

100

200
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8,000 pCi Class M + 8,000 pCi Class Y

Figure E- 4. High 26 Cases Group urine results.
E.4.1.2.

Approach to Estimates

The urine analysis results for the High 26 Cases Group indicated that those cases with several
measurements for samples collected over the entire initial and resampling efforts could provide
the best data for testing. To do this, several variations on use of the data and setup for the
CINDY and LUDEP programs were used. For samples, assumptions were developed for the date
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of exposure, the use of gross alpha results and the use of NDA results. For the programs, the
main adjustment involved the method for weighting results during intake assessment using
CINDY and LUDEP.
E.4.1.2.1 Date of Exposure
The entire High 26 Cases Group arrived during the early phases of the response effort. Some
arrived the day following the accident while others arrived somewhat later. All arrived in
January 1966. Some remained on site for only a few days or weeks while others remained for the
entire deployment. Rather than use the midpoint of the assumed on-site period as the date of
exposure for this group, their arrival date at Palomares was selected. This assumption was judged
conservative since it would estimate slightly higher intakes because more days would elapse
between the assumed exposure and sampling. The effect would be minimal as shown by tests of
both CINDY and LUDEP (Section 3.3.1).
E.4.1.2.2 Use of Gross Alpha Measurements
Twenty-two of the 25 gross alpha results (one of the group had no gross alpha results) were from
samples collected on dates that represent on-site activities. The gross alpha activity of these
samples ranged from NDA to 35 pCi/d. That former result represents a very high urinary level.
Tests were run that included and excluded the gross alpha results, including those collected on
and off site as separate cases. The results indicated that both CINDY and LUDEP tended to
produce better fits for samples with lower values and taken at longer time following the
exposure.
E.4.1.2.3 Use of NDA Results
Samples reported as no detectable activity do not produce a numerical result. However, these
samples indicate that their radioactivity content is near or below the level that can be measured
with confidence. That is, at those levels, the analysis indicates that the radioactivity may, or may
not, be present. Since many of the results obtained during the resample period were reported as
NDA (see Figure E-4 above), a method was needed to make them available to CINDY and
LUDEP. The available choices included careful review of the data records for entries
representing a calculation of a numerical quantity for the sample that was reported as NDA.
Figure B-3, Appendix B illustrates such a case. Those were used whenever possible. For the
remaining samples, options included recalculation from the recorded counting data, arbitrarily
setting the value to zero, or arbitrarily setting the value to the lower limit of detection (0.003
pCi/day) for alpha spectrometry samples. All of those approaches were used.
E.4.1.2.4 Weighting Factors for Urine Measurements
Section 3.2.1.1 discusses the selection of weighting factors for estimating intakes from bioassay
measurements and Section 3.2.2 summarizes some performance tests. Those were confirmed for
the High 26 Cases Group data. Selection of the “ratio-of-the-means” method in CINDY and the
“errors included in data set” method for LUDEP provided conservative estimates of intake. That
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is, the selected methods provided estimates that were balanced between being unreasonably high
and artificially low.
E.4.1.3.

Results

The methods applied to estimating intakes and doses described above were applied to the 26
individual cases. Some adjustments were necessary to accommodate the specific data qualities
for each case. Although intake and committed dose equivalent dose to organs, and committed
effective dose equivalent were estimated, they are not adopted as official estimates for any
individual because of the difficulties discussed earlier in the report. This section summarizes the
overall results and discusses approaches for developing estimates that are more reasonable.
The urine results for the 26 individuals in this group exhibited two common traits that could have
substantially affected the intake estimates and doses. These traits were 1) an unexpectedly rapid
decrease in urine concentration for follow-up program samples, and significant variation in
replicate analyses of individual samples. Figure D-5 illustrates these two traits.
Urine Result - Example 1

Urine Result - Example 2
1.E+01
Pu in Urine (pCi/d)

Pu in Urine (pCi/d)

1.E+01
1.E+00

1.E+00

1.E-01
1.E-02

1.E-01
1.E-02
1.E-03

1.E-03
1

10
100
Elapsed Time (Days)

Urine Result

Calculated

1000

NDA

1

10
100
Elapsed Time (Days)
Urine Result

Calculated

1000
NDA

Figure E- 5. Examples of urine result characteristics.
Interestingly, most samples in this group show decreasing urinary excretion, usually reaching the
non-detectable level for later samples. Of course, if those latter values are correct, then the
estimated intakes and corresponding doses would be much lower than reported in this study.
Alternately, the rapid decrease in value could be related to improved laboratory capability.
The variability of replicate measurements was only reported for a few samples. However, if
those reported are typical of the analytical performance, then similar variability would be
expected for the other samples. Unfortunately, there are no data to support this possibility.
E.4.1.3.1 Intakes and Doses from Urinalysis
For the 26 cases, the preliminary intake estimates varied from 34,000 pCi to 570,00 pCi from
CINDY and 19,000 pCi to 2,600,000 pCi from LUDEP with the gross alpha results excluded in
all the cases. Estimates of committed effective dose equivalent ranged from 10 rem to 170 rem
(0.1 to 1.7 Sv) from CINDY and 1.3 to 180 rem (0.013 to 1.8 Sv) from LUDEP. LUDEP ranged
from –83% to +150% of CINDY results. The range of differences between LUDEP results and
CINDY results seems reasonable considering the variation in the data and the complexities of the
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assessment. In addition to the intakes and CEDE estimates, 50-year committed dose equivalents
were calculated for organs using CINDY. Those results are listed in Table E-5 to illustrate the
range of estimated values. However, when compared with independent estimates from
environmental data and with the results of other exposure cases, these estimates seem
unreasonably high.
Table E- 5. High 26 Preliminary Intake, Committed Dose Equivalent and Committed
Effective Dose Equivalent Estimates.
Subject
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked

Intake (pCi)
CEDE Testes
Breast
R Marrow
Lung Thyroid
6.8E+04
21
3.0
0.0
16.3
76.9
0.0
8.6E+04
26
3.7
0.0
20.6
97.2
0.0
6.2E+04
19
2.7
0.0
14.8
70.1
0.0
6.3E+04
19
2.7
0.0
15.1
71.2
0.0
5.60E+05
170
24.3
0.0
133.9 633.0
0.0
6.5E+04
20
2.8
0.0
15.5
73.5
0.0
1.6E+05
49
7.0
0.0
38.3 180.9
0.0
1.1E+05
34
4.8
0.0
26.3 124.3
0.0
4.2E+04
13
1.8
0.0
10.0
47.5
0.0
6.4E+04
20
2.8
0.0
15.3
72.3
0.0
5.5E+04
17
2.4
0.0
13.2
62.2
0.0
4.4E+04
14
1.9
0.0
10.5
49.7
0.0
7.6E+04
23
3.3
0.0
18.2
85.9
0.0
7.2E+04
22
3.1
0.0
17.2
81.4
0.0
1.8E+05
55
7.8
0.0
43.0 203.5
0.0
2.1E+05
65
9.1
0.0
50.2 237.4
0.0
6.6E+04
20
2.9
0.0
15.8
74.6
0.0
6.8E+04
21
3.0
0.0
16.3
76.9
0.0
6.9E+04
21
3.0
0.0
16.5
78.0
0.0
3.4E+04
10
1.5
0.0
8.1
38.4
0.0
1.00E+05
31
4.3
0.0
23.9 113.0
0.0
7.1E+04
22
3.1
0.0
17.0
80.3
0.0
4.4E+04
14
1.9
0.0
10.5
49.7
0.0
5.8E+04
18
2.5
0.0
13.9
65.6
0.0
6.4E+04
20
2.8
0.0
15.3
72.3
0.0
9.9E+04
30
4.3
0.0
23.7 111.9
0.0

Bone Sur
Liver Other
LL Int. UL Int. S Int.
212.9
38.4
3.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
269.2
48.6
4.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
194.1
35.0
3.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
197.2
35.6
3.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
1753.0 316.5
29.2
0.1
0.0
0.0
203.5
36.7
3.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
500.9
90.4
8.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
344.3
62.2
5.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
131.5
23.7
2.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
200.3
36.2
3.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
172.2
31.1
2.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
137.7
24.9
2.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
237.9
43.0
4.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
225.4
40.7
3.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
563.5 101.7
9.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
657.4 118.7
11.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
206.6
37.3
3.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
212.9
38.4
3.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
216.0
39.0
3.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
106.4
19.2
1.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
313.0
56.5
5.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
222.3
40.1
3.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
137.7
24.9
2.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
181.6
32.8
3.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
200.3
36.2
3.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
309.9
56.0
5.2
0.0
0.0
0.0

Annual dose equivalents to the organs and effective dose equivalent per year are shown in
Figure E-6 for an intake of 34,000 pCi; the lowest intake estimated by CINDY. These curves
represent the accumulation of dose to the specified organ in each year following exposure.
Readers should note that the lung dose dominants for the first few years. According to this
estimate, the bone dose then predominates thereafter, reaching a maximum at around 13 years
following exposure and then slowly declining. These curves illustrate the need to consider both
the delivery of the dose and the 50-year cumulative total when assessing the potential for health
effects.

E.4.2.

Repeat Analysis Cases Group

Palomares responders were placed in the Repeat Analysis Cases Group if they met one or both of
the following conditions:
They submitted an initial urine sample while on site that was analyzed for gross alpha
radioactivity and then reanalyzed by alpha spectrometry for 239 Pu; or
They submitted an initial sample while on site that was analyzed by gross alpha counting and
then submitted one or more follow-up samples after returning to their base of assignment for
analysis by alpha spectrometry.
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In general, the urine measurements for this group were not as robust as those for the High 26
Cases Group and follow-up did not extend beyond an initial resampling attempt. The following
sections discuss the urine measurements available for this group, the process of estimating the
intakes and dose equivalents, and the results.
Organ Dose Equivalent
Intake = 34,000 pCi (NRC ALI)

10

Dose Equivalent (rem)
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Other
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EDE

Figure E- 6. Annual organ dose equivalent for 34,000 pCi intake of 239 Pu.
E.4.2.1.

Urine Bioassay Measurement Characteristics

The Repeat Analysis Cases Group provided 82 urine samples that produced usable results. Other
samples submitted did not produce usable results for several reasons. These reasons included
laboratory errors during processing and chemical recoveries that were unreported, too low to be
measured or below 40%. This project established a minimum requirement for chemical recovery
at 40% for alpha spectrometry samples as a reasonable lower limit for credible results. The 82
samples were collected from 54 individuals during January 17, 1966 to June 22, 1966.
Figure E-7 illustrates the distribution of sample results obtained for this group. Most of the
samples (88) were collected on dates (before April 3, 1966) that represent on-site activity, while
66 samples were collected after that time. The results indicate that the gross alpha and alpha
spectrometry measurements are primarily greater than 0.1 pCi/d and that the two types of
measurements are interspersed among one another. Gross alpha results, however, tended to have
higher values than the alpha spectrometry measurements.
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A more detailed review of the data indicated that the samples and analyses were distributed as
shown in Table E-6. This distribution seemed to imply that most of the samples were
characterized by a gross alpha measurement followed by reanalysis by alpha spectrometry in an
attempt to identify the radionuclide responsible for the gross alpha result. In most cases, the
alpha spectrometry result was lower than the gross alpha measurement. Twenty-three individuals
were characterized by this situation. Unfortunately, resampling was not accomplished for those
in this group of 23.
Results for Repeat Analysis Group
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Alpha Spec NDA
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display.
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Figure E- 7. Results for Repeat Analysis Cases Group.
The remaining 31 individuals had records characterized by at least two samples with gross alpha
measurements on the initial sample and gross alpha or alpha spectrometry or both on the
resample. Alpha spectrometry measurements were performed on several initial samples.
Table E- 6. Distribution of Samples for the Repeat
Analysis Cases Group.
Number of Samples
1
2
3
4
5

Number of Submitters
23
25
3
1
2
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E.4.2.1.1 Date of Exposure
The Repeat Analysis Cases Group had exposure dates that extended over a broader range of
dates than the High 26 Cases Group. However, many were among the initial responders who
arrived in January 1966. Many stayed on site for one to two weeks, with some up to a month. A
few may have remained until the very end of operations. Just as for the High 26 Cases Group,
some sample dates were not available in their records and were assigned. Since the time on site
seemed shorter and better recorded for this group, the exposure date was assumed as the
midpoint of the time at Camp Wilson.
E.4.2.1.2 Use of Measurements
Many gross alpha results for resamples were not reported at all. Therefore, the approach to
calculating the estimated intake assumed the following.
Gross alpha results for samples collected on site were excluded from the analysis.
Gross alpha results reported as NDA were included with an assumed value of 0.009 pCi/d.
Alpha spectrometry results reported as NDA were reviewed and numerical values included if
found on data cards.
Some alpha spectrometry results that did not fit the expected urinary excretion pattern were
excluded even if the sample was not collected on site.
E.4.2.1.3 Weighting Factors for Urine Measurements
Section 3.2.1.1 discusses the selection of weighting factors for estimating intakes from bioassay
measurements and Section 3.2.2 summarizes some performance tests. Those were confirmed for
the High 26 Cases Group data and applied to the Repeat Analysis Cases Group.
E.4.2.2.

Results

The methods used for estimating intakes and doses for the High 26 Cases Group were applied to
the Repeat Analysis Cases Group. Some adjustments were necessary to accommodate the
specific data qualities for each case. The results are anonymously listed in Table E-7. This
section summarizes the overall results and discusses approaches for developing estimates that are
more reasonable.
E.4.2.2.1 Intakes and Doses
For the 54 cases, the estimated intakes varied from 2,900 pCi to 1,300,000 pCi from CINDY and
11,900 pCi to 5,240,000 pCi from LUDEP with the gross alpha results excluded in all the cases.
Estimates of committed effective dose equivalent ranged from 0.9 rem to 400 rem (0.009 to 4.0
Sv) from CINDY and 0.8 to 367 rem (0.008 to 3.67 Sv) from LUDEP. LUDEP results ranged
from –238% to +94% of CINDY results. In addition to the intakes and CEDE estimates, annual
dose equivalents and committed dose equivalents were calculated for organs using both CINDY
and LUDEP.
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Table E- 7. Repeat Analysis Group Preliminary Intake, Committed Dose Equivalent, and
Committed Effective Dose Equivalent Estimates.
Name
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked

E.4.3.

Intake (pCi)
CEDE Testes
Breast
R Marrow
1.00E+05
31
4.3
0.0
23.9
1.70E+05
54
7.4
0.0
40.7
4.40E+03
1.4
0.2
0.0
1.1
6.90E+04
21
3.0
0.0
16.5
2.30E+04
7.1
1.0
0.0
5.5
1.40E+05
43
6.1
0.0
33.5
9.40E+05
290
40.9
0.0
224.8
1.90E+05
58
8.3
0.0
45.4
1.10E+05
34
4.8
0.0
26.3
4.30E+03
1.3
0.2
0.0
1.0
3.10E+05
95
13.5
0.0
74.1
2.00E+05
61
8.7
0.0
47.8
1.50E+05
46
6.5
0.0
35.9
3.90E+05
120
17.0
0.0
93.3
3.60E+05
110
15.7
0.0
86.1
2.60E+04
8
1.1
0.0
6.2
4.40E+03
1.4
0.2
0.0
1.1
1.90E+05
58
8.3
0.0
45.4
5.50E+05
170
23.9
0.0
131.5
2.90E+03
0.89
0.1
0.0
0.7
1.20E+05
37
5.2
0.0
28.7
4.40E+03
1.4
0.2
0.0
1.1
1.30E+06
400
56.5
0.0
310.9
9.40E+04
29
4.1
0.0
22.5
4.70E+03
1.4
0.2
0.0
1.1
1.80E+05
55
7.8
0.0
43.0
4.00E+05
120
17.4
0.0
95.7
4.90E+04
15
2.1
0.0
11.7
3.20E+04
9.8
1.4
0.0
7.7
9.20E+04
28
4.0
0.0
22.0
2.50E+05
77
10.9
0.0
59.8
9.30E+04
29
4.0
0.0
22.2
1.80E+05
55
7.8
0.0
43.0
1.40E+05
43
6.1
0.0
33.5
1.30E+05
40
5.7
0.0
31.1
2.70E+05
83
11.7
0.0
64.6
6.80E+04
21
3.0
0.0
16.3
2.10E+05
65
9.1
0.0
50.2
7.70E+03
2.4
0.3
0.0
1.8
2.40E+05
74
10.4
0.0
57.4
2.70E+05
83
11.7
0.0
64.6
1.40E+05
43
6.1
0.0
33.5
1.10E+05
34
4.8
0.0
26.3
2.80E+04
8.6
1.2
0.0
6.7
9.50E+04
29
4.1
0.0
22.7
3.10E+05
95
13.5
0.0
74.1
1.10E+05
34
4.8
0.0
26.3
1.90E+05
58
8.3
0.0
45.4
1.40E+05
43
6.1
0.0
33.5
1.40E+05
43
6.1
0.0
33.5
1.20E+05
37
5.2
0.0
28.7
1.85E+05
55
8.0
0.0
44.2
4.40E+03
1.4
0.2
0.0
1.1
4.00E+05
120
17.4
0.0
95.7

Lung
113.0
192.2
5.0
78.0
26.0
158.3
1062.6
214.8
124.3
4.9
350.4
226.1
169.6
440.9
407.0
29.4
5.0
214.8
621.7
3.3
135.7
5.0
1469.6
106.3
5.3
203.5
452.2
55.4
36.2
104.0
282.6
105.1
203.5
158.3
147.0
305.2
76.9
237.4
8.7
271.3
305.2
158.3
124.3
31.7
107.4
350.4
124.3
214.8
158.3
158.3
135.7
209.1
5.0
452.2

Thyroid
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Bone Sur
Liver Other
LL Int.
UL Int.
S Int.
313.0
56.5
5.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
532.2
96.1
8.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
13.8
2.5
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
216.0
39.0
3.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
72.0
13.0
1.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
438.3
79.1
7.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
2942.6 531.3
49.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
594.8 107.4
9.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
344.3
62.2
5.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
13.5
2.4
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
970.4 175.2
16.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
626.1 113.0
10.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
469.6
84.8
7.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
1220.9 220.4
20.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
1127.0 203.5
18.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
81.4
14.7
1.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
13.8
2.5
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
594.8 107.4
9.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
1721.7 310.9
28.7
0.1
0.0
0.0
9.1
1.6
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
375.7
67.8
6.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
13.8
2.5
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
4069.6 734.8
67.8
0.1
0.0
0.0
294.3
53.1
4.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
14.7
2.7
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
563.5 101.7
9.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
1252.2 226.1
20.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
153.4
27.7
2.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.2
18.1
1.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
288.0
52.0
4.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
782.6 141.3
13.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
291.1
52.6
4.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
563.5 101.7
9.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
438.3
79.1
7.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
407.0
73.5
6.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
845.2 152.6
14.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
212.9
38.4
3.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
657.4 118.7
11.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
24.1
4.4
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
751.3 135.7
12.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
845.2 152.6
14.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
438.3
79.1
7.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
344.3
62.2
5.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
87.7
15.8
1.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
297.4
53.7
5.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
970.4 175.2
16.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
344.3
62.2
5.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
594.8 107.4
9.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
438.3
79.1
7.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
438.3
79.1
7.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
375.7
67.8
6.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
579.1 104.6
9.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
13.8
2.5
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
1252.2 226.1
20.9
0.0
0.0
0.0

Contamination Cutoff Cases Group

The Contamination Cutoff Cases Group of analyses was created to calculate estimated intake and
dose equivalent for those whose urine measurement results indicated potentially contaminated
samples collected at the accident site but were below a reasonable minimum level that did not
represent unusually high exposures. While the data for this group were not found especially
robust, this approach allows additional cases to be evaluated. As discussed in Section 4.4.2, a
level of 0.1 pCi/d was adopted as reasonable maximum level for cases included in the
Contamination Cutoff Cases Group.
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Urine Bioassay Measurement Characteristics

The Contamination Cutoff Cases Group contained 313 individuals who provided 344 samples.
Of the 344 samples, 30 samples were collected on site, had high results and were subsequently
reanalyzed. The 314 resamples produced results that were substantially below the values of the
initial group of 30 samples. Of the 314 repeat samples, 13 results were produced by alpha
spectrometry. Figure E-8 illustrates the distribution of the results with sample collection date.
The figure also shows that the majority of samples were collected during the period of on-site
activity and were susceptible to sample contamination.
E.4.3.2.

Approach to Estimates

The procedures for analysis of the High 26 Cases Group were applied to the Contamination
Cutoff Cases Group, except that the intakes and dose equivalents were calculated using only the
CINDY program. LUDEP was not used. NDA reports were not encountered in this group.
Contamination Cutoff Cases
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Figure E- 8. Urine results for the Contamination Cutoff Cases Group.
E.4.3.2.1 Date of Exposure
The Contamination Cutoff Cases Group had exposure dates that began over a similar range of
dates to the Repeat Analysis Cases Group. Many of this group stayed on site for one to two
weeks, with some up to a month. A few appeared to remain until the very end of operations. As
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for the High 26 Cases Group, some sample dates were assigned. Since the time on site seem
shorter and better recorded for this group, the exposure date was assumed as the midpoint of the
time at Camp Wilson.
E.4.3.2.2 Use of Measurements
As mentioned in Section D-4.3.1, 30 individuals submitted more than one sample. The lowest
results for any individual were used regardless of whether the analysis was performed using
gross alpha counting or alpha spectrometry.
E.4.3.2.3 Weighting Factors for Urine Measurements
Each individual case contained only one measurement. Consequently, weighting factors were not
a consideration for this group of assessments.
E.4.3.3.

Results

The methods used for estimating intakes and doses for the High 26 Cases Group were applied to
the Repeat Analysis Cases Group. Some adjustments were necessary to accommodate the
specific data qualities for each case. The results for each individual are listed anonymously with
the pertinent data used for calculating the estimated intake and dose equivalent in Table E-8.
This section summarizes the overall results and discusses approaches for developing estimates
that are more reasonable.
E.4.3.3.1 Intakes and Doses
For the 313 individuals in the Contamination Cutoff Cases Group, the estimated intakes varied
from 1,500 pCi to 110,000 pCi. Estimates of committed effective dose equivalent ranged from
0.46 rem to 34 rem (0.0046 to 0.34 Sv). The higher intake and dose estimate were produced by a
urine sample, taken at 25 days after the assumed exposure date, which produced a result of 0.099
pCi/d of gross alpha activity. According to the excretion function derived, the urinary content on
day 25 represents approximately 9
10-7 of the inhalation intake. This case illustrates how urine
concentrations that are even slightly above detectability can lead to sizeable estimated intakes
and dose equivalents.
E.4.3.4.

Remaining Cases Group

The individual cases that were not evaluated in one of the previous three groups were placed in
the Remaining Cases Group. These samples included those from individuals who submitted only
one sample, or from cases where some follow-up was attempted but results were inadequate
because of low or no chemical recovery or laboratory error. This group contains sample
measurements on 1,063 individuals for 1,219 samples. Figure E-9 illustrates the distribution of
the results with positive values. The remaining results were zero, NDA, or not reported.
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Table E- 8. Contamination Cutoff Group Preliminary intake, committed dose equivalent,
and committed effective dose equivalent estimates.
Name
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked

Intake (pCi)
CEDE
1.5E+03
0.46
2.4E+03
0.74
2.5E+03
0.77
2.6E+03
0.8
2.8E+03
0.86
2.9E+03
0.89
3.2E+03
0.98
3.3E+03
1
3.4E+03
1
3.6E+03
11
3.8E+03
1.2
3.8E+03
1.2
4.0E+03
1.2
4.1E+03
1.3
4.7E+03
1.4
4.7E+03
1.4
5.0E+03
1.5
5.5E+03
1.7
5.8E+03
1.8
6.0E+03
1.8
6.1E+03
1.9
6.4E+03
2
6.4E+03
2
6.8E+03
2.1
6.8E+03
21
7.0E+03
2.2
7.9E+03
2.4
8.0E+03
2.5
8.4E+03
2.6
8.6E+03
2.6
8.7E+03
2.7
9.2E+03
2.8
9.4E+03
2.9
9.5E+03
2.9
9.8E+03
3
1.0E+04
3.1
1.0E+04
3.1
1.1E+04
3.4
1.1E+04
3.4
1.1E+04
3.4
1.1E+04
3.4
1.1E+04
3.4
1.2E+04
3.7
1.2E+04
3.7
1.2E+04
3.7
1.2E+04
3.7
1.2E+04
3.7
1.2E+04
3.7
1.2E+04
3.7
1.3E+04
4
1.3E+04
4
1.3E+04
4
1.3E+04
4
1.3E+04
4
1.3E+04
4
1.3E+04
40
1.3E+04
4
1.4E+04
4.3
1.4E+04
4.3
1.4E+04
4.3
1.5E+04
4.6
1.5E+04
4.6
1.5E+04
4.6
1.5E+04
4.6
1.5E+04
4.6
1.5E+04
4.6
1.6E+04
4.9
1.6E+04
4.9
1.6E+04
4.9
1.6E+04
4.9
1.7E+04
5.2
1.7E+04
5.2
1.7E+04
5.2
1.7E+04
5.2

Testes
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7

Breast
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

R Marrow
0.4
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.6
1.6
1.7
1.9
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.1
2.2
2.2
2.3
2.3
2.4
2.4
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1

Lung
Thyroid
1.7
0.0
2.7
0.0
2.8
0.0
2.9
0.0
3.2
0.0
3.3
0.0
3.6
0.0
3.7
0.0
3.8
0.0
4.1
0.0
4.3
0.0
4.3
0.0
4.5
0.0
4.6
0.0
5.3
0.0
5.3
0.0
5.7
0.0
6.2
0.0
6.6
0.0
6.8
0.0
6.9
0.0
7.2
0.0
7.2
0.0
7.7
0.0
7.7
0.0
7.9
0.0
8.9
0.0
9.0
0.0
9.5
0.0
9.7
0.0
9.8
0.0
10.4
0.0
10.6
0.0
10.7
0.0
11.1
0.0
11.3
0.0
11.3
0.0
12.4
0.0
12.4
0.0
12.4
0.0
12.4
0.0
12.4
0.0
13.6
0.0
13.6
0.0
13.6
0.0
13.6
0.0
13.6
0.0
13.6
0.0
13.6
0.0
14.7
0.0
14.7
0.0
14.7
0.0
14.7
0.0
14.7
0.0
14.7
0.0
14.7
0.0
14.7
0.0
15.8
0.0
15.8
0.0
15.8
0.0
17.0
0.0
17.0
0.0
17.0
0.0
17.0
0.0
17.0
0.0
17.0
0.0
18.1
0.0
18.1
0.0
18.1
0.0
18.1
0.0
19.2
0.0
19.2
0.0
19.2
0.0
19.2
0.0

Bone Sur
Liver Other
4.7
0.8
0.1
7.5
1.4
0.1
7.8
1.4
0.1
8.1
1.5
0.1
8.8
1.6
0.1
9.1
1.6
0.2
10.0
1.8
0.2
10.3
1.9
0.2
10.6
1.9
0.2
11.3
2.0
0.2
11.9
2.1
0.2
11.9
2.1
0.2
12.5
2.3
0.2
12.8
2.3
0.2
14.7
2.7
0.2
14.7
2.7
0.2
15.7
2.8
0.3
17.2
3.1
0.3
18.2
3.3
0.3
18.8
3.4
0.3
19.1
3.4
0.3
20.0
3.6
0.3
20.0
3.6
0.3
21.3
3.8
0.4
21.3
3.8
0.4
21.9
4.0
0.4
24.7
4.5
0.4
25.0
4.5
0.4
26.3
4.7
0.4
26.9
4.9
0.4
27.2
4.9
0.5
28.8
5.2
0.5
29.4
5.3
0.5
29.7
5.4
0.5
30.7
5.5
0.5
31.3
5.7
0.5
31.3
5.7
0.5
34.4
6.2
0.6
34.4
6.2
0.6
34.4
6.2
0.6
34.4
6.2
0.6
34.4
6.2
0.6
37.6
6.8
0.6
37.6
6.8
0.6
37.6
6.8
0.6
37.6
6.8
0.6
37.6
6.8
0.6
37.6
6.8
0.6
37.6
6.8
0.6
40.7
7.3
0.7
40.7
7.3
0.7
40.7
7.3
0.7
40.7
7.3
0.7
40.7
7.3
0.7
40.7
7.3
0.7
40.7
7.3
0.7
40.7
7.3
0.7
43.8
7.9
0.7
43.8
7.9
0.7
43.8
7.9
0.7
47.0
8.5
0.8
47.0
8.5
0.8
47.0
8.5
0.8
47.0
8.5
0.8
47.0
8.5
0.8
47.0
8.5
0.8
50.1
9.0
0.8
50.1
9.0
0.8
50.1
9.0
0.8
50.1
9.0
0.8
53.2
9.6
0.9
53.2
9.6
0.9
53.2
9.6
0.9
53.2
9.6
0.9

LL Int.
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

UL Int.
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

S Int.
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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Table E- 8. Contamination Cutoff Group Preliminary intake, committed dose equivalent,
and committed effective dose equivalent estimates.
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked

1.9E+04
1.9E+04
1.9E+04
2.0E+04
2.1E+04
2.1E+04
2.1E+04
2.1E+04
2.1E+04
2.2E+04
2.2E+04
2.2E+04
2.2E+04
2.2E+04
2.3E+04
2.3E+04
2.3E+04
2.3E+04
2.4E+04
2.4E+04
2.4E+04
2.4E+04
2.4E+04
2.5E+04
2.6E+04
2.6E+04
2.6E+04
2.6E+04
2.7E+04
2.7E+04
2.7E+04
2.7E+04
2.8E+04
2.8E+04
2.8E+04
2.9E+04
2.9E+04
2.9E+04
2.9E+04
2.9E+04
2.9E+04
2.9E+04
2.9E+04
2.9E+04
2.9E+04
3.0E+04
3.0E+04
3.0E+04
3.1E+04
3.1E+04
3.1E+04
3.1E+04
3.1E+04
3.1E+04
3.1E+04
3.1E+04
3.2E+04
3.2E+04
3.3E+04
3.3E+04
3.3E+04
3.3E+04
3.3E+04
3.3E+04
3.4E+04
3.4E+04
3.4E+04
3.5E+04
3.5E+04
3.5E+04
3.5E+04
3.5E+04
3.6E+04
3.6E+04
3.6E+04

5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
6.1
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.4
7.4
7.4
7.4
7.7
8
8
8
8
8.3
8.3
8.3
8.3
8.6
8.6
8.6
8.9
8.9
8.9
8.9
8.9
8.9
8.9
8.9
8.9
8.9
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.8
9.8
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

0.8
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.6
1.6
1.6

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

4.5
4.5
4.5
4.8
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
6.0
6.2
6.2
6.2
6.2
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.7
6.7
6.7
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.9
7.2
7.2
7.2
7.4
7.4
7.4
7.4
7.4
7.4
7.4
7.4
7.7
7.7
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
8.1
8.1
8.1
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.6
8.6
8.6

21.5
21.5
21.5
22.6
23.7
23.7
23.7
23.7
23.7
24.9
24.9
24.9
24.9
24.9
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
27.1
27.1
27.1
27.1
27.1
28.3
29.4
29.4
29.4
29.4
30.5
30.5
30.5
30.5
31.7
31.7
31.7
32.8
32.8
32.8
32.8
32.8
32.8
32.8
32.8
32.8
32.8
33.9
33.9
33.9
35.0
35.0
35.0
35.0
35.0
35.0
35.0
35.0
36.2
36.2
37.3
37.3
37.3
37.3
37.3
37.3
38.4
38.4
38.4
39.6
39.6
39.6
39.6
39.6
40.7
40.7
40.7

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

59.5
59.5
59.5
62.6
65.7
65.7
65.7
65.7
65.7
68.9
68.9
68.9
68.9
68.9
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
75.1
75.1
75.1
75.1
75.1
78.3
81.4
81.4
81.4
81.4
84.5
84.5
84.5
84.5
87.7
87.7
87.7
90.8
90.8
90.8
90.8
90.8
90.8
90.8
90.8
90.8
90.8
93.9
93.9
93.9
97.0
97.0
97.0
97.0
97.0
97.0
97.0
97.0
100.2
100.2
103.3
103.3
103.3
103.3
103.3
103.3
106.4
106.4
106.4
109.6
109.6
109.6
109.6
109.6
112.7
112.7
112.7

10.7
10.7
10.7
11.3
11.9
11.9
11.9
11.9
11.9
12.4
12.4
12.4
12.4
12.4
13.0
13.0
13.0
13.0
13.6
13.6
13.6
13.6
13.6
14.1
14.7
14.7
14.7
14.7
15.3
15.3
15.3
15.3
15.8
15.8
15.8
16.4
16.4
16.4
16.4
16.4
16.4
16.4
16.4
16.4
16.4
17.0
17.0
17.0
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5
18.1
18.1
18.7
18.7
18.7
18.7
18.7
18.7
19.2
19.2
19.2
19.8
19.8
19.8
19.8
19.8
20.3
20.3
20.3

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.9
1.9
1.9

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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Table E- 8. Contamination Cutoff Group Preliminary intake, committed dose equivalent,
and committed effective dose equivalent estimates.
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked
Data Masked

4.1E+04
4.1E+04
4.1E+04
4.2E+04
4.2E+04
4.2E+04
4.3E+04
4.3E+04
4.3E+04
4.4E+04
4.5E+04
4.5E+04
4.6E+04
4.6E+04
4.7E+04
4.7E+04
4.7E+04
4.8E+04
4.9E+04
4.9E+04
4.9E+04
5.0E+04
5.0E+04
5.0E+04
5.0E+04
5.0E+04
5.1E+04
5.1E+04
5.1E+04
5.1E+04
5.1E+04
5.2E+04
5.2E+04
5.2E+04
5.2E+04
5.2E+04
5.2E+04
5.3E+04
5.3E+04
5.3E+04
5.4E+04
5.4E+04
5.4E+04
5.5E+04
5.5E+04
5.5E+04
5.5E+04
5.5E+04
5.5E+04
5.6E+04
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Table E- 8. Contamination Cutoff Group Preliminary intake, committed dose equivalent,
and committed effective dose equivalent estimates.
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Approach to Estimates

Intake and dose were not estimated for individuals in the Remaining Cases Group because
sample contamination from on-site collection was suspected and because the sample data
contained uncertainties about exposure dates and recorded sample collection dates. However,
the lowest and the highest urine results of 0 and 237.9 pCi/d of gross alpha radioactivity were
input to CINDY, and produced estimated intakes of 75,000 pCi to 20,000,000 pCi corresponding
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to CEDEs of about 23 rem to 6,000 rem (0.23 to 60 Sv). Results of this magnitude are clearly
unrealistic, not supported by the air concentrations observed at Palomares and require careful
evaluation.
E.4.3.6.

Results

A range of estimates for the Remaining Cases Group showed that the intakes could range from
75,000 pCi to 20,000,000 pCi with CEDEs of 23 rem to 6,000 rem (0.23 to 60 Sv). The upper
end of the range represents very substantial exposures that should not be attributed to any
individual without follow-up sampling to provide confirmation of the results. Additional efforts
could be made to determine more details about the specific dates of assignment and duties of the
individuals. These estimates indicate the possible difficulties that may be encountered when
samples, contaminated from collected on site, are analyzed. Unfortunately, the possibility of
contamination prevents useful evaluation of these data, especially without the benefit of followup samples.
Remaining Cases
1000

Urine (pCi/d)

100

10

1

0.1
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01/13/66

01/23/66

02/02/66

02/12/66
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03/14/66

03/24/66

Sample Date

Figure E- 9. Urine results for the Remaining Cases Group.
As a final note, Figure E-9 shows a decreasing trend for the sample results. If resampling had
been extended beyond the end of March 1966 as for some other groups, there is ample reason to
expect that urinary excretion for this group would have followed similar patterns. Consequently,
there are no more reasons to believe that this group received unusual exposures than the other
groups. However, the data are simply not available to confirm the status of the individuals in this
group. Therefore, follow-up sampling now for selected members of this group could provide
information for re-evaluation of the possible exposures.
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U.S.

Troops Who Cleaned Up
Radioactive Islands Can’t Get
Medical Care
By DAVE PHILIPPS JAN. 28, 2017

RICHLAND, Wash. — When Tim Snider arrived on Enewetak Atoll in the middle of
the Pacific Ocean to clean up the fallout from dozens of nuclear tests on the ring of
coral islands, Army officers immediately ordered him to put on a respirator and a
bright yellow suit designed to guard against plutonium poisoning.
A military film crew snapped photos and shot movies of Mr. Snider, a 20-yearold Air Force radiation technician, in the crisp new safety gear. Then he was ordered
to give all the gear back. He spent the rest of his four-month stint on the islands
wearing only cutoff shorts and a floppy sun hat.
“I never saw one of those suits again,” Mr. Snider, now 58, said in an interview
in his kitchen here as he thumbed a yellowing photo he still has from the 1979 shoot.
“It was just propaganda.”
Today Mr. Snider has tumors on his ribs, spine and skull — which he thinks
resulted from his work on the crew, in the largest nuclear cleanup ever undertaken
by the United States military.
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Legal Win Is Too Late for Many Who Got Cancer After Nuclear Clean-Up
Air Force veterans who dealt with a Cold War-era atomic accident in Spain have won the right to sue collectively for health benefits
— but not before many had lost battles with cancer or other ailments.

By Dave Philipps
Feb. 11, 2020

SPRINGFIELD, Mo. — On Christmas Eve, Victor Skaar mailed a stack of letters to Air Force veterans he had served with in Palomares,
Spain, scrawling a simple headline at the top of each one: “Great News!”
Mr. Skaar, a retired chief master sergeant, was one of 1,600 troops scrambled by the Air Force in 1966 to clean up a classiﬁed nuclear
disaster by collecting debris and shoveling up plutonium-laced soil. Many were later stricken with cancer and other ailments, and tried
without success to get the federal government to take responsibility and pay for their medical care.
He wanted to spread the word about an encouraging development: A lawsuit he had ﬁled against the Department of Veterans Affairs had
been certiﬁed as a class action, meaning that there was ﬁnally a chance to set the plutonium case straight, not just for him but for everyone
who was there.
But his letters soon began trickling back to him: Undeliverable. No forwarding address. One brought a reply from a widow. Each one in his
mailbox made his heart sink.
“For many of them, it’s too late,” he said of his comrades. “They’re gone.”
As one of the ﬁrst cases ever granted class-action status by the Court of Appeals for Veterans Claims, the Skaar lawsuit represents a major
step forward for veterans with long-term health issues linked to toxic exposure in the service.

ʻFirst they told me there were no records, which I knew was a lie because I helped make them.ʼ
Until now, even in situations where thousands of troops were exposed to hazards like radioactive fallout, burn pits or Agent Orange and
then faced similar problems afterward, each one has generally had to grapple with the vast military and veterans’ bureaucracies alone.
“It’s a huge difference, and will only make it easier for veterans,” Bart Stichman, director of the National Veterans Legal Services Program,
said of the ruling. His organization is a nonproﬁt group that helps veterans pursue claims.
Mr. Skaar, 83, learned during his Air Force exit physical in 1982 that his white blood cell count was way off. He has been ﬁghting ever since
to get the military to acknowledge his condition as service related.
“First they told me there were no records, which I knew was a lie because I helped make them,” he said as he sorted through brittle and
yellowing documents in his home ofﬁce outside Springﬁeld, Mo. On the wall was tacked a hand-drawn map he had used in the cleanup,
marked with high radiation readings he had jotted in black ink. “Then they told me I had been exposed, but the levels were so low that it
didn’t matter,” he said.
In a statement this month, the Air Force maintained its assessment that the Palomares troops had not suffered harmful exposure to
radiation.
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Through a Freedom of Information Act request in 1992, Mr. Skaar obtained a list of 26 airmen
who had tested high for radiation exposure during the 1966 cleanup of a nuclear disaster at
Palomares, Spain. One of the names was his own.

A veterans’ legal services clinic at Yale Law School helped Mr. Skaar pursue his lawsuit. The clinic, which is run by students, has a track
record of winning precedent-setting victories in court.
The decision to try for class-action status was a “no-brainer,” said Meghan Brooks, a clinic member who has since graduated. “The bunk
science the Air Force was using was not just harming Mr. Skaar, but all the other Palomares veterans,” she said. “Mr. Skaar really wanted
to ﬁght on behalf of others.”
Even so, each letter returned to Mr. Skaar was a reminder that the wheels of justice can grind so agonizingly slowly that by the time they
churn out a resolution, many who needed relief are gone.
The Palomares disaster occurred on Jan. 17, 1966, when an American B-52 bomber on a Cold War patrol exploded during a midair refueling
accident, sending four hydrogen bombs hurtling toward the ground. They were not armed, so there was no nuclear detonation, but the
conventional explosives in two of the bombs blew up on impact, scattering pulverized plutonium over a patchwork of farm ﬁelds and
stucco houses.
Plutonium is extremely toxic, but it often acts slowly. The alpha-particle radiation it gives off travels only a few inches and would not
penetrate skin. But inhaled plutonium dust can lodge in the lungs and steadily irradiate surrounding tissue, gradually inﬂicting damage
that can cause cancer and other ailments, sometimes decades later. A single microgram absorbed in the body is enough to be harmful;
according to declassiﬁed Atomic Energy Commission reports, the bombs that blew apart at Palomares contained more than 3 billion
micrograms.
The Air Force sought to clean up the disaster quickly but quietly. It threw together a response crew made up of low-ranking airmen with no
special training — cooks, grocery clerks, even musicians from an Air Force band — and rushed them to the scene. Wearing nothing more
protective than cotton coveralls and sometimes a paper dust mask, they cut down contaminated crops, scooped up contaminated soil, and
packed the material in 5,300 steel barrels that were shipped back to the United States to be buried in a secure nuclear waste storage site in
South Carolina.

ʻWe had to ﬁnd all the bombs and do the cleanup — that took priority.ʼ
Ofﬁcials assured the public at the time that everything was ﬁne, claiming that only one of the bombs had “cracked” (in fact, two had been
blown up), and that only a “small amount of basically harmless radiation” had been released. But documents that have since been
declassiﬁed showed that Defense Nuclear Agency experts knew there was considerable risk.
Veterans of the cleanup who ﬁled claims were blocked by a bureaucratic Catch-22. There was so much plutonium ﬂoating around during
the cleanup that it kept the Air Force from getting accurate contamination readings, and most of the collected data was discarded. But the
Air Force went on to conclude that since it did not have readings showing otherwise, none of the troops were exposed to damaging levels of
radiation. Based on that assertion, the Department of Veterans Affairs has consistently denied nearly every claim related to Palomares.
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Air Force personnel wore masks and gloves as they worked in 1966 in the ﬁelds around Palomares where three hydrogen bombs had accidentally fallen. Conventional
explosives in two of the bombs went off, scattering plutonium dust. A fourth bomb fell into the sea. U.S. Air Force

In 2016, dozens of veterans described the cleanup and the health problems they had afterward to The New York Times. Many of them have
since died of cancer or related illnesses.
Nolan Watson, who slept by one of the bomb craters the night after the blast, had bone and joint problems for the rest of his life, along with
multiple cancers. He died in 2017.
Arthur Kindler, a supply clerk who got so covered in plutonium-laced dust a few days after the blast that the Air Force took his clothes and
made him scrub in the ocean, developed testicular cancer in 1970, and later had three bouts of cancer of the lymph nodes. He died in 2017
from complications of cancer.
Frank B. Thompson was a 22-year-old trombone player who spent days searching contaminated ﬁelds, and later struggled for years with
liver cancer. He died in 2018.
John H. Garman, a former security-forces airman who was one of the ﬁrst on the scene and secured the area around one of the bomb
craters, died of respiratory disease in 2019.
It is impossible to deﬁnitively connect individual cancers to a single exposure to radiation. And no formal mortality study has been done to
determine whether there has been an elevated incidence of disease among the Palomares veterans. All they know is what they have seen
happen to their comrades and themselves.
“It’s a sad, sad thing,” said Janice Slone, who recently put her husband, Larry Slone, in hospice care. She said that Mr. Slone, who picked up
bomb fragments at Palomares with his bare hands, watched friends die of cancer while he suffered for years with a progressive
neurological disorder.
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A portrait of Mr. Skaar taken in 1962.

If Mr. Skaar’s suit is successful in forcing the government to recognize that the Palomares veterans were exposed to damaging radiation,
many would be entitled to free health care. As it is, some of their families have drained their savings trying to pay for care. Ms. Slone said
her family had spent $35,000 in recent months to keep Mr. Slone in hospice.
“Larry was very proud of his service,” she said. “We have a ﬂag up in his room. But when you serve and then the Air Force lies about it —”
She paused, and began to cry. “There’s no other way to say it, it’s a betrayal.”
For decades, the Air Force has cited urine samples taken in the ﬁeld in 1966 to support its claim that the cleanup troops were not harmed,
even after its own analysis raised alarms about the data. Mr. Skaar was the health technician in charge of collecting the samples; he said
conditions at the scene made it impossible to do the job according to protocol.
“There was no time,” he said. “We had to ﬁnd all the bombs and do the cleanup — that took priority.”
Plutonium in the air, on the equipment and on technicians’ hands probably contaminated at least some of the urine samples. When the test
results came in alarmingly high, Air Force scientists attributed the readings to such contamination and discarded two-thirds of them,
keeping only the lowest readings.
The doctor in charge of the testing, Lawrence T. Odland, said in a 2016 interview that the retained data was useless, and that the scientists
had agreed that the cleanup troops should be monitored for health problems for life. But the registry he set up for them was almost
immediately shut down. Dr. Odland died in 2019.
The Air Force said it stood by its conclusion, based in part on the urine tests, that no troops were exposed to harmful radiation at
Palomares. It said that the danger of contamination was minimal and that the troops were protected by strict safety measures.
The data was recently reviewed by Frank von Hippel, a nuclear physicist and professor emeritus at Princeton University. In an interview,
he called the Air Force’s ﬁndings “completely arbitrary.”
“This stuff is not easy to get right, and in the past, when the government wasn’t sure, they just presumed everyone was exposed,” he said.
“Here they’ve basically done the opposite.”
The question before the court in Mr. Skaar’s lawsuit is whether the government’s conclusion that the cleanup troops had no service-related
radiation exposure was so arbitrary and capricious that it violates the law. Mr. Skaar knows the answer will come too late for many. He
doesn’t plan to give up.
“I want to go to my grave knowing I’ve done the best I could,” he said.
Dave Philipps covers veterans and the military, and is a winner of the Pulitzer Prize for National Reporting. Since joining the Times in 2014, he has covered the military
community from the ground up. @David_Philipps • Facebook
A version of this article appears in print on , Section A, Page 14 of the New York edition with the headline: Long Wait for Aid After Rush to Clear Atomic Mess
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Palomares, spain and Thule, Greenland nuclear weapon accidents
va s comrai s s t one d for the purpose of p r ov i d i n'q s ome insight into
the demands which could be made on united States' ambassadors
and "their staffs should such an accident happen again.
have been fortunate that
have not had a major
overseas accident of the scale of Palomares or Thule since
19G8. One of the unfortunate by-products of this excellent
nUclear safety recoJ:d has 0een the atrophying of expertise und
consciousness of tbe lessons learned from those accidents.
(U)In a
of important respects today's environment
overseas is different from that of the lute 1960's. A
but
opbosition to
Nuclear Porce
deployments--qulescent now--is lurking just below the Gurface
lacking a cause celebre. A potentially Widening "nuclear
allergy" exists, brought about throug& emerging, left of
center-nuclear-free minded second generation leaderships in the
post-Uorld-h'ar II international system. These adverse "trends"
ar e fueled by a cancer ted effor t by the Sovie t Union ·to
undermine allied support for U.S. nuclear deployments.
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united states' ambassador and his staff will playa
key role in effective management of the u.s. Government
response to an accident. As noted herein, embassies are
generally ill-equipped to deal with such exigencies. The
local conditions ana install
ylan.

J.S

art of his emer en c:

action

1 .

Office of the Bi:3tociilil;
of state, lias dorie an outstanding job of surfacing
the diplomatic problems of Pa Loma r e s and Thule in a paper which
is interesting reading. I hope this contribution to .our .;
understanding of the kinds'of demands whIch could be made on
our eJi1bassies is useful but continues to be unusea.
(U)Dr. .Jar.-.es E. 11iller of the

Depi'Htrnent

Michael Barrett Seaton
Bureau of Political-Military Affairs
April 1985
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SU1111ARY .
(..g.) 'l'he January 17, 1966 and January 21, 1968 crashes of
nuclear-weapons-eguippeq SAC B-52 bombers on the territory of
two U.S. allies thrust the Embassies in spain and Denmark into
cOQplex and ultimately unsuccessful negotiations

assu@ed by the
included managing a public
effort designed to influence the citizens of the host state,
a s s i s t i nq- in efforts to clean up the contaminated crash sites,
and settling the damage clai@s filed by the nationals of the
host nation.
All of these functions were carried out in
cooperation with the Department of Defense.
A clear division
of responsibility emerged: the military concentrated on
clean-up and c.luims settlement while the Embassy or Department
of stateassu@ed primary responsibility for. retaining U.S.
nuclear weapons rights.
In Spain public relations matters
the major cause of conflict between t&e Embassy and
military, 'while geographic separation gave the Department of
Defense primary control of pUblic relations in Greenland.
The
role of the American Ambassau9r and the depth of Embassy
during these crises varied,in accordance with the
circumstances of the accidents, the form of government ot the
host nation, and the character of tbe U.$. chief of mission.
(U}Certain clear lessons emerge from the two accidents.
within the limits imposed by atomic weapons information
.security, the united States should seek to prOVide the press
with with all available information as quickly as possible.
Expert technical assistance should be prOVided both at the
crash site and at the Embassy as soon as possible after an
accident.
The United States should be ready to provide quick
service for claims arising from an accident.
The U.S.
Ambassador must be in a position to assert his responsibility
for all political activities in the host nation.
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PALOMARES, SPAIN, JANUARY 1966
The Incident
(U)At approximately 10:22 a.m., January 17, 1966, aKC 135
refueling aircraft operating from Moron AFB collided with a
B-52 bomber of the Strategic Air Command in the skies over the
southern Spanish Village of Palomares. Seven U.S. airmen we r e
killed.
The four unarmed nuclear devices wh i ch the aircraft
was carrying apparently broke lose from their moorings during
the disintegration of the n-52. One bomb
with other
wreckage into the sea off Pa Lorna r e s i the otber three 'bombs
landed around the village.
The non-nuclear charges on two of
these devices exploded releasing
of plutonium into
the air an d onto the ground.
Nreckage of the two aircraft wa s'
strewn over a wide area around the village, but;
no
tovTnspeOplel;lere injured by t h e falling, debris or by plutonium
co n t am i nati ion ."
' ,
("&-)1'11e u.s. Air Force took full control of on-si te efforts
to recover the wreckage and nuclear armament and to
decontaminate the crash site.
The Department of Defense also
took charge of the settlement of claims arising from the
accident.
The U.S. Embassy in Spain ,initially had an
political tole: dealing with the impact of the
accident on U.s.-Spanish relations.
Subsequently, it moved
into areas which initially had been under exclusive control of
the Department of Defense: the settlement of claims arising
from the accident, and the clean-up operations. The objective
of American di lomac was to retain S anish defense cooperation
'm6'd1.:t:£;,:

U.S. Embassy at Madrid was informed of the accident
at Palomares by phone by its military liaison group within an
hour of the crash.
In turn it notified the Department of state
of the available details of the crash and initial Spanish
Government and public reaction. Ambassador Angier Biddle Duke
had been attending a meeting of a major business association
when an aide arrived to verbally inform him of the accident.
He immediately left the meeting and drove to the Spanish
Foreign Office to seek a
with Foreign Minister
Ferdinanda Maria
However, the Foreign Minister was
not in his office and Duke reported the available details of
the accident to the Under secretary for Political Affairs,
.-BECREg:>
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Adolfo Cortina. In his meetings with Cortina and other senior
of the Spanish Foreign Office Duke attempted to
coordinate areSponse to the accident and expressed U.S.
apologies for the incident .. Despite the fact that many of the
details of the accident were known to both the Spanish and
foreign press, Spanish officials requested that the "nuclear
aspect" be nplayed down . . . in any pUblic releases" and that
Spain be, "disassociated from ani nuclear implications."
Ambassador Duke instructed ull U.S. agencies in Spain to follow
the press guidance set out in a
1964 "USAFE nuclear
a cc i de n t I nr orraar i on plan" .and with·held authorization for any
public reference to the B-52's nuclear armament. l An initial
piess.stater.1ent which did not mention the nuclear
of
the accident \JBS cleared wi th the Government of Spain and
released at Torrejon AFB at 9:45 p.m.
time on January 17.
Initial Public Relations
(U)l?rOTil
start of the Palonares recovery operation, the
Embassy f a c e d tvo interconnected pub I i crela t ions proble.ms:1)
insuring accurate reporting in the Qedia and 2) winning the
agreeQent of spanish authorities to provide as complete
Ln f or ma t i on on the operation as s e cur i ty consider Q.t i.o ns
per@itted. Without access to more information, the tendellcy qf
the press t owar d rai s r e pr e s en t a t i on and sensationalism
increased. The Franco regime, however, in spite of a certain
nellowing of its authoritarian nature after a quarter century
in power, saw the press as an
to be fended off rather
tban pl a ca t e d . .
'

(-&)From the beginning, Department of State officials wanted
to deal publicly with the nuclear issue.
Spanish
Government, however, strenuously objected to providing any
details to the press, an attitude initially shared by u.S.
military representatives on the scene at Palomares. 2 U.S.
officials recpgnized that holding on to the trust'and
cooperation of the Franco regime was critical to the successful
conclusi()n oft,he
the bombs and
Thus, the Spa ni sh Governmen t
he d a veto power over t e release of information. In order to'
Spanish confidence, the Embassy and recovery teams at
Palomares made conscious efforts-to assure that the Spanish
Government was kept fUlly informed of all apsects of the
recovery operation. Ambassador Duke met frequently with
Spanish officials, JUSMG kept the High General staff informed
of the Defense Department's actions
Palomares, while
Secretary of State.Rusk and
Earl Wheeler, the Chairman
of
Joint Chiefs of Staff, sent personal messages to their
Spanish counterparts thanking them for their cooperation and
rBECRET
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assuring them that the
operation was receiving
constant attention at the ,highest levels of the u.s.
Government. 3

- E-B-1 The Franco regime's efforts to avoid mention of the
B-52's nuclear armament collapsed 'on January 19 when United
Press International reported not only that the' B-52 was
carrying nuclear bombs but that one was missing and hundreds of
geiger counter equipped u.s. troops were combing the
countryside areund Palomares uearchihg for signs of ,
radioactivity. On January 20, the Spanish Government
authorized release of a
which admitted the 8-52
carried nuclear armament but insisted that initial radiological
surveys had established that no pUblic health danger existed in
the Palomares area. The statement represented a Spanish
redrafting of an Embassy-proposed pre?s release which
fuller details of the nuclear aspects of the accident.
By
January 21 the nuclear contamination issue was
full
play in the Spanish press. The failure of the U'.S. and Spanish
Cove rn men t s to pr ov i d e a c cur a t e information on the crash
conb i n ed 'wi t h the problem of t he un i.s.s i nq nuclear weapon- created
serious public relations problems for the Embassy for months
afterwards.
'(S)7he con ce r n of Spanish o f f i c i a l s "lith the public
relations
increased as the size of the foreign press
cocps covering the accident grew. In an effort to impose
censorship on the Spanish pubLic, the Franco Government banned
tile sale of foreign newspapers and. news magazines. On January
21" the Spanish Foreign
called in Duke to complain about
an alarmist
wireservice story whi6h attributed its
sources to the U.s. Embassy. Franco had read the article and
was upset. The spanish Government threatened to take
unspecified "independent action," in retaliation for the
bUke was able to refute that story's attribution to U.S.
sources by contacting the UPI bureau chief in Madrid and thus
to preserve close intergovernmental ccoperation. 5
tsfThe key motivations for the Franco Government's
sensitivity were its concern about the impact which stories
about nuclear contamination would have on southern spain's
lucrative tourist industry and its fears that the underground,
and semi-legal opposition forces, including the outlawed
Party, would effectively exploit the incident in
their campaign to topple the regime. Ironically, the
sensationalism of the Communist-controlled and clandestine
PIndependent Spanish Radio n would have considerable effect on
the populace of Palomares precisely
the information
provided by their own government was both sketchy and believed
unreliable. u.S. officials also suspected that the Government
of Spain intended to use the bomb accident as a bargaining chip
SECRET
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t-B-)For u.s. officials, the critical issue was limiting
adverse publicity which
trigger a formal Spanish demand
for the cessation of overflights of its territory by
armed aircraft. The threat that such permission would be
withdrawn first surfaced on January 19 when Spanish Vice
President Munoz
suggested that in future the
States conduct its refueling operations over international,
waters. Officials at the Spanish Foreign Office also
comp La i ne d to Embassy officials about holding refueling
operations over their territory. Duke warned Washington that
the speedy recovery of the missing fourth nuclear c1evice was
the key to reducing press coverage which could force the
Spanisll Government to suspend overflight permission. Continued
illtellse press coverage
force
Spanish Government to
take dramatic action
reassure restive domestic pUblic
opinion. 7
f-t;-)Duke I s \/arning proved instantly prophetic. On January
22 Hunoz, Grantle.s. met wi t h the Chief of. the U. s. .rusnc., Hajor
General Stanley J. nono van , to request the su s pen s i on of the
overflight of Spanish territory by nuclear-armed U.S.
The spanish Foreign
initially told reporters
that any changes in the flight paths of its aircraft were
unilaterally. made by U.S. authorities. However r in the face of
continued intense press coverage of Pa Lornar e s and rising
Jiscontent among influential segments of the spariish
intelligentsia and bureaucracy, Spanish Information Minister M.
Fraga Iribarue told a January 29 press conference that U.S.
nuclear armed overflights of Spain had been n ermanently"
sus ,ende d I

.

ho d any consultations
statement. 8

U.s. officials prior
The Question of a Joint Statement

united states, follOWing its established' policy,
refrained from public comment on issues relating to" I t s nuclear
defense opera t ions. The Embassy, however,' was 'act! vely
attempting to counter misinformation originating from the
recovery site. Because of the isolated location of the
recovery operation, security measures enforced by the
government, and the limited value of news relating to the land
clean-up operation, the majority of the foreign press covering
the Palomares story stayed in Madrid, awaiting
developments in the reCovery operations. All of these
conditions produced misinformation and sensationalism.
£ECRE!I'
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The Embassy was also concerned about the lack of
information being provided by the Department of Defense's on
site press-spokesman.- The paucity of factual information
provided corcespondents visiting the scene tended to exacerbate
already unfavorable reporting. lIT an effort t6 counter these
factors, Ambassador Duke toured the recovery site on February 3
and upon his return to
held a news conference at which
lIe explained the progress of the clean-up operation as well as
the technical difficulties facing the Navy in its search for
the missing bomb. Duke's continued concern over accurate presb
coVerage of the clean-up and salvage operations led him to
. strongly endorse a suggestion by the DOD press representative
the craSfr site for a press conference, jointly sponsored by
the Embassy and
government, and preferably held at
palOJilareS, which vou.l d dispell rumors about contamination. The
spanish Government did not act upon this suggestion due to
internal disagreements. After state Department-DOD
consultations the idea was vetoed as "undesirable" by the U.S.
'
Government. 9
{-e-)Inaccurate reporting dogged U.S. officials.
day
after DUke's February 3 press conference, the New York Times
erconeously quoted him
identifying the missing bomb as an
hydrogen
In ,view of Spanish
to any
discussion of t he bomb's characteristics (particularly its
killing, power and radius); Duke obtained a retraction from the
Times' Spanish correspondent, Tad Szulc. I O
(-S-)Neamvhile t he Embassy continued to press the Spanish
Government ror the release of a joint statement which would
clarify the details of the palomares accident and clean-up. In
mid-February 1966, the Embassy submitted to the Foreign Office,
the Spanish Atomic Energy Commission (JEN), and Vice President
'Munoz Grandes a state Department draft of a joint U.s.-Spanish
statement. ,While lnitial reaction to the U.S. proposal was
generally favorable, all three forwarded suggestions for
changes in the text. An internal Spanish Government debate on
the text effectively blocked the issuance of any statement.
Vice President Munoz Grandes, in partiCUlar, was opposed to any
public statement on the accident at a time when the soviet
Union pad
a major propaganda offensive. He feared
that the SoViet Union would simply exploit additional .
information to keep the issue before world public opinion.
Information Minister Fraga and the JEN favored release of the
text, while the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was divided on the
issue. Finally, Franco vetoed any further disclosures. On
February 25, the Embassy suggested that the United states
corisiderd issuing a
statement. l l
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{-BiOn -Harch I, the press impasse was finally broken by the
action of the Chairman of the JEN, Jose Maria otero. without
clearance from either the Foreign Office or High General staff
of the Spanish Army, he discussed the contamination issue, .
'outlined clean up operations, and confirmed that one of the
nuclear weapons was still missing in a press interview. u.S.
officials speculated that otero's actions were encouraged by
Information Minister Fraga, a leading proponent of openness
with the press. 1 2 The following day, the Department of state
released a previously prepared statement stressing the satety
features of u.S. nuclear weapons and confirming the details of
otero's interview.
(-elOn Harch 8 Amba s s ado r Duke, Information Minister Fraga,
and members of their families went swimming in the sea· off
Palomares to demonstrate
safety of the area for tourists.
The germ of this idea may have originated with Spanish Desk
Officer Frank Ortiz who in Januacy 19G6 suggested that
"rrewswo r t hy " visitors patronize' hotels near the crash site.
ri'he Spanish cove r nmen t had scheduled a neil! hotel for opening in
March at Mojacarclose
Palomares and was very concerned that
the adverse publicity would destroy the tourist season in that
area. Duke'conceiveq the idea of attending the opening and
taking a swim. Joined by most of his staff, he took the plunge
into the icy waters in the morning.
that
Fraga and Duke took a second sv i m, The impact on vor Ld pub Li c
opinion vas immediate and highly favorable. This vivid proof
that the sea was not endangered by 'contamination probably saved
,
the tourist season in Southern spain. 13
(-€-)As the clean-up operation progressed successfully and
local claims procedures began operating effectively, the major
pUblic relations problem facing Embassy officials was providing
information on the effort. to recover the missing nuclear
weapon. In view,of security considerations and the
difficulties of securing Spanish agreement to the release of
information, the Embassy secured the concur ranee of the Air
Force command in Spain for its recommendation that the united
States inform the Franco Government that it intended to make
appropriate
on recovery operations available to the
.
press without prior consultations. l 4
Location of the Missing Bomb
f.S-)After an exhausting search, the mt ssing bomb was
finally located .and tentatively identified on March 15, 1966.
However, the reluctance of the commander on the scene, Rear
Admiral William Guest, to release information without definite
confirmation that the
was in fact the missing bomb
SEGREp·
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forced the Embassy to cancel precipitously an early morning
press conference on March 16. At the same
leaks within
the military chain of command outside Spain put increasing
pressure on the Embassy and military recovery operation to
provide some sort of information. Finally, on March 17 after
confirmation that the bomb had been located, the Embassy issued
a statement which had preViously been prepared through
consultations with the Department of state." Equipment problems
and the loss of contact v i th the bomb for 9 days delayed final
recovery.IS
f-G)The long search and sUbsequent recovery problems
combined with the scarcity of information available reinforced
press tendencies toward sensationalism. At the urging of u.s.
representatives in spain, including Ambassador Duke, the
Department of Defense approved a plan to permii representatives
of the press to.view the bomb shortly after it was hauled
aboard a U.s. 0avy recovery vessel.
Embassy had apparently
initially wanted the press to be present during the recovery
operation to establish u.s. credibility but accepted military
to this plan. As an
S?anish officials
pr.ess pool representqtiv€s view the
recovered bomb and that the press then receive a formal
briefing on the recovery operation. I S
the recovery operation, leaks from the Spanish
representative at Palomares created additional press problems
and" Ambassador Duke sent an Embassy
to the
recovery s i te to "insure ." . . press t r ea t ment . . . recovery
operations protects and advances U.S. interests," through
strict control of the information released. In a largely
unsuccessful effort to minimize speculation, the United states
had established a daily Navy-Air Force joint briefing at
However, the long delay in recovery of the missing
bomb, the limited information being prOVided by military
officials, isolation of the site, and the attendant growth of
rumors defeated this aspect of the public relations
and
spawned sensationalistic accounts, partiCUlarly in the Western
European press. In addition, the long simmering differences
between the Embassy staff and the DOD press "representatives at
Palomares surfaced when Embassy officers made their unhappiness
known to members of the
complaining that the military
treated them as "nuisances. nIl
(U)The Navy's inability to retrieve quickly the lost
nuclear weapon after its discovery created additional problems
for the Embassy. On the international level the soviet Union
was exploiting u.s. difficulties to attack the stationing of
nuclear weapons outside U.S. national territory and demanding
international verification of the recovery_ Meanwhile a large
and growing groqp of journalists was waiting in Madrid for
'SECRE'i'
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permission to visit the crash site and view' the results of the
recovery operation. Press coverage of the clean up and
recovery was limited, first by the need to keep everyone not
associated with the operation aWgy from areas of potential
contamination at the land sites and then by securityconsiderations and the practical impossibility of accomodating
large
of press representatives on the recovery ships.
The Franco Government, of course, preferrred to keep the press
away from the site entirely. Its aims were facilitated by the
of Palomares and the slow progress and
unnewsworthy nature of daily recovery and .clean-up operations.
The vast majority of the press gladly preferred to await major
developments in the comfor-t of ,t1adrtd's hotels. I 8
,-&)On April 7, 1966, the na va I task force retrieved the
missing bomb .. The Embassy notified the Spanish Foreign Office
and Informatioil Ministry while JUSMG reported the succesful
r-ecovery to the High General Staff, Ai r f1i nistry and JEN.
Ambassador Duke proceeded to the recovery site together with
representatives of the Spanish Government. 1 9 on April 8, the
.Spanish officials boarded a·- U. S. -Navy recovery vessel and.
viewed the weapon. A small number oE press
were·brought alongside the recovery ship for a glimpse of the
bomb' and the U.S. military provided a briefing on the recovery
operatiori for the the entire press corps. At the request of
the
of Spain, relayed through. the Embassy, the
recovekY ship with its atomic cargo immediately departed for
the United States -without docking at any Spanish port. A
majority of the press departed soon after .the weapon recovery
was completed. 20
.
remained a public relations problem for·the
Embassy for nearly a decade afterwards. The annual
anniversaries of the accident were marked by television and
press retrospectives
on the effects of the crash on
the people of Paloraares. The' Embassy was frequently requested
-to provide technical assistance for these inquiries and to
explain the U.S. position. The popUlation of the Village
declined rapidly as the soil became increasingly alkaline and
incapable of supporting the area's primary cash crop;
tomatoes. In addition, many Villagers departed out of fear of
radiation effects. Internal opponents of the Franco regime,
initially spearheaded by the Duchess of Medinia-Sidonia,
attacked the spanish Government,
it had failed to
safeguard the interests of its own citizens, particularly their
rights to claim damages from the United states. The Embassy
originated a plan to show U.S appreciation to the people of
Palomares for the assistance they rendered to the downed
aviators and their patience during
SUbsequent clean up by
building a water desalination plant to assist in irrigation
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projects.. The idea, which washington approved with some
reservations, ran into a series of bureaucratic impasses in
spain.7 1
. . J.
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Settlement of Claims
+a-) Al though the Embassy showed no desir e to inter: fere vii th
the on-site operations of the Air Force and Navy it was slowly
dragged into a more active role in the Palomares area by the
complaints of local residents (magnified through the reporting
of the spanish and international press) that claims settlements
were progressing too slowly, Ambassador Duke urged that the
process be sped up. On February 12, 1966, at a meeting of the
chief of JUSMG and the High General staff, Spanish officers
requested that the claims agreeiilents forms used by the United
states be rewordeJ tb permit filing later or suppleiilentary
claims for 10 to 20 years after the accident. They pointed out
that the effects of the
on the citizens and land of
Palomares might not be fUlly revealed for many years after the
accident. The Embassy contacted the Department bf State
uIgell speedy consiueration and ilctioll on the position of the
. . Governmel1','
t "5
I
• 1
,
Spanlsn
e, , .
proceSSIng
was
suspended at Spanish
consideration of
aspects of the spanish request, the Depar tment of sta te '
.
forwarded a letter for delivery to the spanish Government which
e xp.l.a i nad the procedures outlined in, the Foreign c l a i ms Act and
prOVided assurances that claims could'be filed
an extended
period of time following the accident.
on the
claims settlements issue took place on February 19 and 21, 1966
between
chief of JUSMG and a representative of the Spanish
High. General staff. The negotiators reached agreement that the
assurances contained in the U.S. letter satisfied Spanish
concerns. 26
'

(-e7Claims settlements continued for years after the
accident. Francisco Simo Orts, the Spanish
who saw
the fourth bomb land at sea and assisted in rescuing downed US
airmen r filed a series of claims against the United states
which embarrassed both U.S. and Spanish officials and kept the
issue of U.S. fairness in the press. The Embassy also
inherited responsibility for handling claims after the military
clean-up teams left Palomares, serving as a clearing house for
the inquiries and complaints of the spanish Government. The
satisfaction of claims of Spanish
remained an irritant
in u.S.-Spanish relations for nearly a decade. In 1976, the
.
Embassy braced for major
which would mark the
tenth anniversary of the 'Palomares crash. None took place.
Internal political matters connected with the transition from
dictatorship to
in Spain had eVidently lessened
public interest in the 1966, crash .27
.,sECRE.!I'
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Clean-Up operations
(UlAs was the
claims issues, the Embassy
,
initially left the clean-up operations to the'representatives
of the Department of Defense at Palomares. However, the
requirements of an effective public relations effort and of
effective communication with the Spanish
inevitably
led to an increased Embassy role in these matters.
rn i tially / Ambassador Duke I s major requirement wa s
accurate information on the on-site operations. Teams of
lluclear-experts.from the
of Defense and the Atomic.
Energy COffilnission had arrived at the crash site within days of
the accidents and were directing the clean-up and bomb land
portion of the search for the missing nuclear bomb. The
Embassy lacked a specialist in nuclear matters Duke relied
upon his military attaches to provide the Embassy with
information'on the ·recovery and decontamination operations.
-UtilizirigthE!it 'contacts wlth' the 16th Air Force-, tbeattaches: .
were able to provide the Ambassador with a frequent (initially
daily) written report on operations at Palomares which was then
and passed on to the,State Department. 28
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THULE, GREENLAND, JANUARY 1968
(U)At approximately 3:40 pm, January-21, 1968, a SAC 8-52
bomber carrying nuclear weapons crashed on.the 7-foot-thick ice
of North star Bay approximately 7 miles from the runway at
Thule h2D. The aircraft had been attempting .an emergency
landing after a fire broke out in its heating sjstem. Six
'crewmen bailed out successfully and were SUbsequently rescued.
r.. seventh aiec3 durit').g the bai.lout 'procedure.
The four nuclear
devices r e ma i.ned wi t h i n the aircraft and b r o ke up upon impact.
Al?ha radiation was released in
crash site area. In
additioll, small frag8ents from the aircraft passed through the
ice pack anJ settled at the bottom of North Star Bay.
(U)Tbe 8-52 crush occurred at a particularly sensitive time
for tbe gave r nme n t of Dan i ,s11 P r Lme !'1in i s ter Jens at to Kr ag ,
since aria t i ona I e Lec t i.on campaign was Ln its: final days.
Danish'Government; upon receipt of information of the crash
(apparently through military channels) I released a statement
(January 22 r 1968) wh i ch claimed t ha t Denmark dill not permi t
flights by nuclear armed aircraft over any part of its national
territory, including Greenland, and stressed that the plane had
been attempting an emergency landing after encountering
inflight problems. The text of this statement was not cleared
with the U.S. Government prior to its release. The United
states had operated its nuclear armed aircraft over Greenland
since the conclusion of a 1957 agreement with the Government of
Denmark. 34

(U)Because the wreckagci was located in a xemote and lightly
popUlated area, claims did not playa major role in the Thule
incident. The distance between the crash site and Denmark
reinforced the clear division of responsibility between the
military and U.S. Embassy already eVident after the Palomares
The Department of Defense took charge of the
recovery and
operations at the crash site, and assumed
responsibility for the payment of claims arising from the
accident. In addition,
Defense Department public relations
teams took charge of the press covering the recovery operation
in Greenland and were the primary source of information for
reporters in Washington. However, Denmark's democratic
politics put an even greater premium on the skillful handling
of public relations by Ambassador Katherine White and the
Embassy staff in Copenhagen.
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Initial Public Relations Efforts
(.fi-}Within hours of the first -news of the crash, the Embassy
faced a mounting volume of requests from Danish journalists to
travel to Thule. These .requests were referred through the Air
Attache to the USAF Foreign" Liaison Office. The Embassy
cautioned both the Departments of state and of Defense that
U.S. failure to grant permission to travel to Thule AFB and to
facili tate the work of the pre s s in this frigid area would
create serious political problems since it would qe interpreted
as an affront to Danish territorial sovereignty.35
"
(""3"}The lessons of Palomares concerning the need for a good
public relations program were in the forefront of U.s.
Gbvernment concern in Washingt6n. On January 23, the Assistant
secretary.of state for European Affairs, John Leddy, met with
Danish Ambassador Torben Ronne. Leddy opened the discussion by
the need for providing the presswith.as much
iDformation as possible, consonantwith'sccurity requirements
on both the cr a.sn .an d the c Le an-eup.i ope-r a t.Lon . Hepointedl:.Y
cited the bad precedents created by press censorship at
Palomares.
Leddy secured Amba s s ado r Ronne I s approval for a
Department of Defense preas release describing the findings of
a ground survey team at the crash site. Ronne urged the
quickest possible release of the document. The United States
repeatedly cleared jts press releases with the Danish
Government during the first stages of the Thule operation.
j

(U)The immediate problem for both governments was insuring
the availability of proper support and
for"
.
Danish and American reporters desiring to visit Greenland. In
addition to troublesome climatic conditions, the arrival of
reporters threatened to overwhelm the limited facilities of
Thule AFB already straining under the requirements of
supporting recovery qperations in sub-zero temperatures. In
spite of protests by local commanders, the U.S. Government
insisted that facilities be provided for the press.
Fortunately, the forbidding conditions in _Greenland and other
major 'stories (in
of the U.S.S. Pueblo
and the Tet offensive) quickly diverted international press
attention. By early February the press corps had left Thule
but the story" remained a major item of interest in Denmark. 37
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Reaction in nenmark
(U)The neeQ to provide
credible information on
the Thule accident was underlined by the response of the Danish
press. Anti-American feeling, fueled by the war in Vietnam,
reached
peak in Europe during the late 1960's. Even
normally pro-American parts' of t ha t press publ i cLy called into
question the honesty of the U.S. Government and reported that
U.S. aircraft had frequently overflown Greenland, fueling
suspici on tha t the Uni ted States had viola ted its agreemen t s
with the Danish cove r mnent . Danish .pa r t i c i pe t i on in the study
of the nuclear effects of the craSh, however, strengthened tIle
credibility of U.S. public staternents. 30
(U)Dtie to the distances and time problems involved in
coordinating information between Washington, Thule, and
Copenhagen, EmoaBsy p r e s s officers played a Li mt t e d role in t h e
U.S. public relations effort which was the pri"mary
r.esponsibili ty .of Air .porce pub l ic relations teams at Thule AFB

and

Embassy

cooperation with the Air Attache and.Embassj press offics,
arranged transportation for 21 Dcinish and European journalists
to Tbule and accompanied them on the visit. The press office
also managed to coordinate a nearly simultaneous release of
information with Washington by taking down the texts of
Department of
press bulletins over the phone, copying
t hern , and then 'providing them to' Danish journalists.
Department of Defense films ort nuclear safety were flown from
.Washington to Copenhagen for screening by the Danish press.
The European Command of the U.S. Army provided the Embassy with
a specialist in nuclear matters'who assisted press office
personnel in preparing and delivering press briefings on such
potentially sensitive subjects as safe levels of radioactivity
and decontamination procedures. The Embassy also reported that
it found a Department of Defense guidance on nuclear matters,
prepared after the Palomares accident, of value in its dealings
.
with the press. 39
(U)On February 5, 1968, the U.s. command at Thule began
sending-a daily report to washington and the Embassy on the
clean-up operations, designed for briefing the press. The
daily information summary was replaced on March 16, 1968 by a
system of infrequent releases marking new stages in the
progress of the
operation. In the meantime, Danish
press interest in the Thule crash began to recede. U.S.
cooperation with the Government of Denmprk on health and
environmental safety overcame the effects of initially hostile'
press reporting and r-eestablished credibility with the Danish

.'
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public. As early as
scientists returning
from Thule reported that no evidence existed of immediate
danger to the population of Greenland from the crash. 40 To
further strengthen the sense of U.S. concern, Ambassador White
made a personal
to the Thule area on February 24-28.
White initially
a personal visit to the site on
February· 2. The
was accompanied by her Deputy Chief
of Mission and by a delegation of Danish Government officials
and press.
White and Danish officials
the speed
and efficiency of the
operations at a press
conference. 4l The program of combining the quick release of
accurate information, facilitating the travel and
of Danish and foreign journalists, and
cooperation with the Government of Denmark p-aid major dividends
for tl1e United states by improving ,the tone of Danish press
coverage and increasing public confidence in the ability and
determination of the United States to handle the clean-up
operations safely.
Clean-Up
(-&1The inhabi tants of the Thu.le area, an estimated 650
were never in any danger of direct contamination
from the crash. The area around the
site was immediately
. sealed off By.Thule APE personnel to prevent any chance of
contamination of the populcition. Local concern about the
effects bf radiation centered on indirect contamination through
the entry of pI u toni urn in to the food cha i n . Of par ticul a r .
. concern
the possibility that radioactive wreckage might
have passed through the. ice flow and contaminated the sea
floor. Statements issued by scientists from the Danish Atomic
Energy Commission who
in the clean-up operations
and by thesubseguent follow-up examination of the ocean floor
conducted during the summer of 1968 by the Department of
Defense greatly allayed these fears. 42 _ .
(U)During the winter,
of Defense directed
clean-up operations centered on recovery of aircraft wreckage,
including pieces of the four nuclear weapons, and the
collection of contaminated ice and snow. The major problems
facing the military were delays caused by bad weather and the
assembling of adequate equipment. Core samples were taken from
the ice to
the depth to which radioactivity had
penetrated. The clean-up proceeded from the edges of the crash
site to the center so the burried-out
impact area was the
last to be cleaned up. Recovered debris together with
contaminated water were then packed and shipped to the United
states for final
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E--&-)The clean-up' ope ra t Lon s produced only minimal economic
disruption for
inhabitants of ThUle. Most of the
restricted area was reopened for-use in April and the SAC'
clean-up operation was finished by mid-April: Tests run by
Danish scientists on the plant and marine life in the area
during· the spring indicated that
crash had had no effeci on
the local
. J:Irrc:,Ji'uilS':ttj:)'.r",Q;
)f(at'(ln'e;OiY\I;eJL,c

!ELli3_':::J
.B1. 133

!'lost of the d i s cu s s i ons r e La t I nq to nu
clean-up and moni toring of the crash site wer.e ca r r i ed out by
scientific. teams representing the t vo governments. The U.s . .
team Has" organized and led by the Department of Defense. 'l:he
Embassy played no significant
in clean-up operations.
Nuclear Overflight und storage
(U) In faa tter s relati ng to nucl ear pol icy the Embassy ill
Denmark played a much more restricted role than did the Embassy
iTt: spa"i·tl af·eert:he :-P"a-lomares accident", . The. Danish Governraen t.chose to utilize its Embassy in Washington to convey its views
and carryon most of the SUbstantive
on nuclear
pOlicy questions with the United states.

E-&)The major objective of the Government of Denmark in its
Jiscussions with the United states was to secure
joint
statement that no atomic weapons were stored in Greenland and
that the frequently-observed B-52 flights into Thule and over
Greenland were by aircraft that did not carry nuclear
armament. (The Danish press was
of stories quoting
Greenlanuers who. claimed that B-52 aircraft regUlarly flew over
the island and landed at Thule AFB.) The United states, as a
matter of policy, wished to avoid
statements regarding the
storage or transporation of its nuclear armaments. On January
26, 1968, U.s. Assistant secretary of state Leddy submitted to
the Danes a draft statement which avoided any mention of the
n u cl e ar iss ue.

underlined u.s.
to consult with
policy.44

on nuclear

+sTOn February 7, shortly after the formation of a new
Danish Government, Ambassador White met with Foreign Minister
Poul Hartling at the Dane's request. Hartling presented White
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,

(U)'rhe following day the Danish pa r I "Lament passed a motion
instructing its government to seek "absolute guarantees" froD
the United states that Denmark would remain a nuclear-free zone.
.

- .,.

-

.-

(-f.5"'")During the negotiations wh i ch f oLlowed , the Embas.sy
played a secondarY role: providing information on pUblic
opinion, the attitudes of Danish civilian and military
officials, and the negotiating positions of the Danish
Government and suggesting U.S. negotiation strategy based on
this information. Talks between the 'United states and nenraar k
took place in h'ashington. 46

"e

separate oral statement a anne
,
conditions of extreme and sudden peril to the Atlantic
which did not permit sufficient time for consultations with the
Danish Government might lead the United states bnilaterally to
resume overflights of. Greenland. The Danish Government dropped
its request for a U.s. statement endorsing its position on
nuclear weapons (May 16) and subsequently issued a unilateral,
declaration which reaffirmed its earlier statements. In
keeping with its standing policy, the United .States made no
cornment. 47
SE6RET
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Coordination Between the Embassy -and the Recovery Operation
(U)Distance and the isolation of
site warrented
the Embassy policy of non-interference in recovery operations.
In addition, the Embassy had no contingency plans for coping
with a nuclear accident and the Embassy officers had no
training in this field. Moreover,. the Mission in Denmark
1 acked special ists in nuclear affa irs and in the days - f ol Low i ng
the crasll urgently
the loan of a qualified specialist in
nuclear affairs from the Embassy in Stockholm. As
noted, the Department of Defense came to the rescue when it
authorized the loan ·of an officer from the European command
the necessary technical expertise and the ability to deal
with the press."
the Embassy played an important though
limited role in facilitating contact between U.S. and Danish
scientists. Ambassador White insiSted on acting as the
go-bet1:1een for Defense nepa r t raen t s c i e nt I s t.s and th,d r Dani s h
counterpar t s.. "'I'he.Embassy eli d the CJroundwo.rk for a jo i nt
.
meeting at Copenhagell between a team of
scientfsts led uy
Dr. Carl walske, Assistant Secretary of
for Nuclear
EnergYr and representatives of the Danish Atomic Bnergj
Agency. All messages. between the U.S. scientific team and the
Danish Government were sent through the Embassy ill order to
maintain . . . excellent coordination among all American
agencies which has characterized . . . B-52 crash. n48 The
Embassy also provided communications facilities between the
Department of Defense Science Team and Washington. Initially,
communications between the DOD
Danish representatives
travelled through a number of channels. However, once the
Embassy became aware of this, it insisted that all future
contacts must go through it, permitting the state Department to
stay up to date with the scientifi"c and technical-aspects of
the negotiations over the clean-up operation. 49
0

••

Embassy also played an important role in the
coordination of the texts of joint U.S.-Danish statements on
scientific and technical aspects of the clean-up and recovery
operations.. Finally, during
summertime U.S. and Danish
ecological surveys of North
Bay and enVirons, Embassy
officials worked with the representatives of the Danish
Government on the pUblic information program. 50
(U}Overall
between the Embassy and Department
of Defense representatives was extremely close and appears to
have been unmarred by any serious policy or personality
disputes.
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Claims
(U)The Danish Government declined to press any claims
against the United
arising from the accident. The
Department .of Defense handled the payment of local claims
arising from the accident. These claims were minimal and the
Embassy does not appear to have taken any role in the
.
settlement procedures. 51

.

.
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CONCLUSIONS
(U)While the documentation available for this study was not
sufficient to trace the .daily activities of either the
Ambassador or the Embassy staffs during the crises which
f o Ll owed the crash of B-52' sat Palomares· and Thule, it does
permit certain conclusions concerning the role of the
Ambassador, the tasks performed by the Embassy, and the
relationship of t he Embassy to the U. S. mili t a r y dur ing the
recovery and clean-up operations..
. .
(U)Both Ambassadors confined themselves to traditional
functions, seeking to establish cooperation with the
host government and to provide information which would put U.s.
actions in the most favorable light
the publics of
Spain, Denmark, and Greenland. Still, a good deal of
flexiGility existed for the
of the
role during these Ln c i de n t s .aud the de qr e e to which the
Ambassador took a hand in the resolution of events was
determirted by
circumstances of
accident and the
personality of the incumbent. On the Whole, Ambassador Duke
took a more active role than Ambassador White both in
diplomatic exchanges with the host government and in the public
diplomacy
of his mission.
(U}Geography was a factor in the role which Ambqssadors had
in these crises. Although Palomares was situated in a remote
part of Spain, it was on the European mainland and close enough
to the centers of Spain's booming tourism trade to endanger
part of Spain's economy as well as heighten concern about the
possibility of an accidental nuclear explosion throughout the
western Mediterranean area and northern Europe. The B-52 crash
near Thule occured in a Virtually
area, offshore,
and close· to a U.S. military facility. These factors in the
ThUle incident led to greater Department of Defense control and
less Embassy involvement.
(U)The differing experiences and managerial styles of the
two Ambassadors also interacted with the partiCUlar
circumstances of the two incidents. Both Ambassadors were
political
but DUke had previously served as Chief
of Protocol at the Department of State and, possessing a more
complete knowledge·of the foreign policy-making apparatus in .
Washington, was potentially in a better position to gain
acceptance of his views. More importantly, Duke's particular
situation required a more aggressive representation of U.S.
interests. The ·United States was seeking to preserve its
nuclear rights and to widen the scope of the information made
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issues related to the clean up and to claims arising from the
accident. This made the Embassy in Spain and the Ambassador a
key figure in the complex negotiations which finally resolved
the palompres incident.
'
(..£-.)On the other hand, within hours of the crash at Thule,
the Danish G6vernment began aggressively seeking concessions
from the United States ,through their Ambassador in Washington.
Thus the Embassy in Denmark was largely bypassed on matters of
policy and handled more routine matters. Moreover, the
documentation indicates that AmbassaJor White handed
responsibility for these matters to her deputy chief of mission
who, while very active, probably lacked the weight with both
the highest levels of the Danish Government and senior u.s.
officials which an Ambassadqr often
(U)The Embassy role in both episodes was almost exclUsively
non-technical in character. Inadequately staffed to handle the
scientific and technical problems arising from the accidentsl
both Embassies relied upon the Department of Defense, the·
Atomic Energy Commission, anJ the Dep?rtment of state for.
technical advice. This essential technical support vas quickly
available in Spain but was not immediately available- in the
Danish case. Coordination on technical matters, sllch as
clean-up, decontamination, and weapons recovery, was performed
primarily by the Defense attaches who utilized their
familiarity with the agencies and commands of the
Department and with the military e s t ab Li ahmen t of the host
nation to provide the Embassy with accurate information a0d
advice. In addition, in Spain, the Chief of JUSMG was able to
utilize a' close relationship with Munoz Grandes to improve
inter-governmental cooperation on the recovery and clean-up'
operations and to assist the Embassy's ultimately unsuccessful
efforts to regain Spanish permission for overflights by nuclear
ar med aircraft
(U)Throughout both incidents the overriding concerns qf the
Embassy were the impact of the accident on the U.S. 'public
image and
retention of special rights and privileges
relating to the movement and storage of nuclear weapons. The
Embassy in Spain faced almost unsurmountable public relations
problems due to the authoritarian nature of the spanish regime
which sought to impose a heavy-handed censorship on the press
and thus increased pUblic concerns and suspicions. profiting
from the lessons of the Palomares incident and from the
requirements of Danish democracy, the Embassy in Denmark was
able to
a more successful pUblic relations effort after
the Thule accident.
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HnNeither Embassy was able to influence significantly the
host government on the matter of u.s. nuclear weapons rights.In
case of Denmark, the decision was made to revoke those
rights within hours of the Thule crash. In the case of Spain,
the Embassy's efforts were undercut by the inability of U.S.
recovery teams to find the missing nuclear device and a
resultant public outcry which drove the Franco regime toward a
cancellation of perlnission for u.s overflights.
(U)Cooperation betweell the agencies of the Defense
Department and the Embassies was good: In Spain, the Embassy
felt compelled to prod the military over the speed of its
claims repayment operation, but also provided the Department of
Defense with badly-needed assistance in negotiations over both
claims settlements procedures and standards for contamination
clean-up.52
(U)Finally, both missions inherited reoponsibility for
final settlement
legal problems arising fromrthe crash. In
the case of tile BmiJassj -inOe-nmark, these responsibilities were
very limited due to the site of the crash and the
disinclination of the Danish
to press any claims.
The Palomares crash, however; produced a long lasting series of
headaches for the Embassy in Spain, arising primarily from
legal claims but also involving the actions of opponents of the
Franco regime. The Embassy in Spain continues to take action
on problems r e La te d to the 1966 crash at Paloma-res.
P A/ H 0 : J E t1i
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NOTE ON SOURCES
(U)This
based on the files of the Department
state. In
it, primary reliance"was placed on the
Madrid and Copenhagen Post files and upon the files of the
Danish Desk. The Central files of the Department of State were
also ·consulted but they yielded little useful information.
Other sources included press accounts, books published in the
aftermath of the Palomares accident and information supplied by
officers of the· Department of State.
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NOTES
1. Madrid tel. 839, Jan. 17, 1966, Confid-Nofor. Def 18 Madrid
Post Files (Hereinafter cited MPF). On the releasa of
information to the press, cf. -Madrid tel. 846, Jan. 17,- 1966,
Confid., Def 17, MPF. Detailed accounts of the initial actions
oithe.embassy staff are in Tad Szulc, The Bombs of Palomares
(NY, 1967), pp. 54-62 and· Flora Lewis, One of Our H-Bombs Is
Missing (NY, 1967),·pp. 63-68.
Both are based on interviews
conducted shortly after the acident.
2. Tel. 839 from Madrid, Jan. 17, 1966, Confid. op. cit.
3. Deptel. 851 to Madrid, Jan. 22, 1966, Secret, Def 18.1,
MPF. Unnumbered Department of Defense tel. to tbe Embassy in
MaJrid, Jan. 22, 1966, ibid. Cf. Madrid tel. 838, Jan. 21,
19GG, Def. 17, ibid.
4. Madrid tels. 855 and 857, Jan. 19, lR66, both Secret.
Madrid 859, Jan. 20, 1966, Secret, all Def 17, MPF. DOD
officials at palomares initially attempted to place a veil of
secrecy around all aspects of the accident to avoid expo sur e of
the.nuclear weapons on board the B-52. Szulc, whose
presentation of the activities of the Embassy is consistently
favorable, is highly critical of U.S. military efforts at press
control and later· DOD pUblic affairs pr9grams. He enjoyed a
good relationship with Embassy personnel and his criticisms of
the military public relations effort, in addition t6 reflecting
a reporter's pique with the· efforts at a news blackout,'
magnified Embassy frustrations with the DoD handling
of its on-site press briefings .. Bombs of palomares, pp.
114-15, 123i 168-69, 214-15. Lewis, while critical of the DOD
public relations effort more accurately places most of the
blame
lack of information on the Spanish Government and
notes U.S. Embassy irritation with Spain's efforts at
censorship. One of Our H-Bombs, pp. 101-02, 176.
5. Madrid tel. 871, Jan. 22, 1966, Secret, Def 17, MPF.

6. Ibid.
7. Madrid tel. 869, Jan. 21, 1966, Confid. Cf. Madrid tel.
873, Jan. 23, 1966, Confid. Tel. JUSMG to CINCEUR, Jan. 22,
1966, Secret, all Def 17, MPF.
See, Szulc, The Bombs of
Palomares, p. 117 on trend of press repotting.
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8. Madrid tel. 896, Jan. 26, 1966, Secret. Madrid tel. 914,
Jan. 29, 1966, Confid., all Def 17, MPF. The extra-legal
opposition capitalized on the crash to mount a small and
peaceful demonstration outside the 0.5. Embassy on Feb. 2,
1966. Francofs police eventually broke this march up.
9. Madrid tel. 951, Feb. 5, 1966, Secret, Def 17, MPF •. Notes
of a conversation with
DUke, Feb. 2, 196G, Secret r
Def 18.1 MPF. Madrid tel. 966, Feb. 9, 1966, Confid, Def
l7,MPF. The proposal for a Palomares press confeience was
down in Deptel. 941, FeG. 12, 1966, secret, Def 18.1,
MPF. No rationale for this decision was outlined in fhe
When Duke's proposal failed to win the agreeQent of
the spanish Government, the Embassy.suggested a joint TV'
appearance by U.S. and SpaQish scientists. Madrid tel. 974,
Feb." II, 1966, Confid., Def
MPF.
Cf. Szulc, Bombs of
Palomares, "pp. 168-69.
10. Madrid tel. 942, Feb. 4, 1966, Confid., Dei 17, MPH. A
s omevha t garbleJ version o f this "incident is in Szulc, Bombs of
Palomares, p: 175.
11. Madrid tel. 1020, Feb. 18, 19G6, seccet.
Feb. 25, 1966, Confid., both Def 17, MPF . .

Madrid tel. lOG6,

12. Madrid tel. 1099, Mar. 2, 19GG, Secret, Det 17, MPF.
13. Ortiz to Duke, Jan. 20, 196G, Confid., Def. 18.1, MPF.
Szulc, Bombs of Palomares, pp. 219-227 for further Jetails.
14. Madrid tel. 1239, Mar. 22, 1966", Confid., Def 17, MPF.
15. On the problems of the recovery operation and
efect on
press relations, see Sculz, Bombs of palomares, pp. 234-45;
Lewis, One of Our H-Bombs, p. 213.
16. Madrid tel. 1276, Mar. 26, 1966, secret, Def "17, MPF.
17. Unnumbered telegram
to the Secretary of
Defense, Mar 24,
Confid. Madrid tel. 1269, Mar. 25,
1966, secret, both Def 17, MPF. Sculz, Bombs of Palomares, pp ..
215-16, reprints part of one of the press conferences which
vividly present the press relations problems created by efforts '
to avoid admitting that a nuclear
missing:
Reporter: "Tell me, any sign of
bomb?"
USAF Spokesman: "What bomb?"
Reporter: "Well, you know,_the thing you're looking for ... "
USAF Spokesman: nyou know.perfectly well we're not "looking for
any bomb. Just for "debris."
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Reporter: "All right, any signs of the thing which
say is
not the bomb?"
USAF spokesman: "If you put it that way, I can tell. you that
there is no sign of the thing that is not the bomb."
Sculz adds: "And so it went for days, for weeks." The New York
Times (March 4, 1966.) greeted the March admission that a bomb
was in fact missing with the caustic comment that it took,the
United states only 40 days to acknowledge the truth. On
Embassy officials complaints to the press about being treated
as nuisances, szulc, Bombs of Palomares, p. 171. On growing
Embassy d i s s t a i s f ac t i o n with the pub Li c relations operation and
stains between Embassy officials and DOD representatives; cf.,
Notes, "Action," Jan. 24, 1966, Unclass., Def 18.1, MPF.
"Ambassador's Comments on Return from
Feb. 3, 1966,
ibid.
18. Cf, Szulc i

BOIilbs .0£ Pa Lomar e s , pp. 22G-27.

19. HaJriJ tel. 1359, April 7, 1966, ConEid., Def 17, MPF.
20. Munoz
request was reported in Madrid tel.
March 25, 1966, Confid., Def 17, MPF.
21. Cf. Deptel. 118041,
14/ 1967, LOU, Def 17-Palomares/'
MPF. On the problem with the duchess, Madrid tel. 1800,
13, 19G7, LOU, Def 17, HPF.
On the prQblems with the
desalination plant, cf. Madrid 1557/ Jan. 12/ 1966/ tonfid.,
Def 17, MPP. See also the
marta in Time, Jan. 24, 1969,
pp. 41-42., VIashington post, Feb. 9/
Atlas, Dec.
1971, pp. 7U-79.
22. Mpdrid tel. 1316, April 1, 1966, Secret, Def 12, MPF.
23. Madrid tel. 1444, April 22, 1966, Secret, Def 17, MPF.
24. Madrid tel. 1531, May 6, 1966, Secret, Def 17-1, MPF.
Madrid tel. 1836, June 23, 1966, secret, Def 12, MPF.
tel. 1555, December 16, 1966, Secret, Def 17-1, MPF.
25. Madrid tel. 997, Feb. 12, 1966, secret, Def 17, MPF.
26. Madrid tel. 1025, .Feb. 19, 1966, Secret. Madrid tel. 1031,
Feb. 21, 1966, Secret. Madrid tel. 1038, Feb. 21, 1966, LOU,
all Def 17, MPF. On the claims settlement procedures, see
Defense Nuclear Agency, "Palomares Summary
Jan. 15,
1975 (U), pp. 149-81. A copy of the agreement on claims
procedures is attached as appendix A to this paper.
27. Memorandum of a conversation between Duke and Aguirre de
Career, Director General of North American
Spanish
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Foreign Office, Madrid,
5, 1967, Confia, Def'17, MPF.
Notes of discussion w,ith Harvey Ferguson, INR/WEA, nov.: I,
1984. Ferguson was Economics Officer in Madrid in 1976.
28. Madrid tel. 88S, Jan. 25, 1966, Confid-Limdis.
Madrid tel.
887, Jan. 25, 1966, Confid.
Memorandum,from Wilson to Duke,
Jan 26, 1966, Secret, all Def 17, MPF.

29. Defense Uucleur Agency, "Palomares Summary Report," pp.
44-73 for details. A copy of the Wilson-Hontel agreement is
included as appendix B to
paper.
For objections to the
notion of a nuclear waste site in spain, see
from Chief of
JUSMG to the Chief of staff of the Air Force, Feb. 3, 1966"
Secret, Dei 18.r, MPF.
30. State tel. 941 to
Feb. 12, 1966, Secret. . State
tel. 942 to Madrid, Feb. 12, 1966, secret, both Def 18.1, MPF.
A copy of the interagency paper is included as appendiX C to
this paper.
31. Itladrid tel. 995, Feb. 15, 1966, Secret.
Madrid tel. 1019,
Feb. 18 1 196G, secret, both Def 17 /' HPF.
A copy' of the
telegram outlining this verbal agreement is attached as
appendix D to this paper.

32. State tel. 993 to Madrid l

Feb. 19, 1966 1 secret, De£ 17,

r1PF.

33. Madrid tel. 1031, Feb. 21, 1966, Secret.
Feb. 25, 1966, Confid." De f , '17, L"1PF.

Madrid tel. 1054,

34. The text of this statement and the text of a t.e Le qr au
reporting Danish agreement are attached as appendix E to this
paper.
35. Copenhagen tel. 2837, Jan. 22, 1968, Secret, Def 17,
'copenhagen Post Files.
Hereinafter cited CPF.'
36. Memorandum of a conversation between Leddy and Ronne,
washington, Jan. 23, 1968, Secret.
37. Copenhagen tel. 2863, Jan. 23, 1968, Unclass., Def 17, CPF.'
38. ,Copenhagen tel. 2949, Jan. 28, 1968, Unc1ass., Def 17 8-52,
·CPF.
39. Copenhagen tel. 1340, Feb. 2, 1968, ,LOU.
PAO Monthly
. report for January 1968, Feb. 21, 1968, Unclass., both Def 17
B-52, CPF. The "information guidance" referred to was no. 5329
sent to Madrid on March 3, 1966.
No copy of this guidance was
found in the Madrid Post files.
SECRE'1'

UNCLASSIFIED
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40. Copenhagen tel. 1552, Mar. 3, 1968, Unclass., Def 17 B-52,
CPF.
41. Copenhagen tel. 1341, Feb. 2, 1968, LOU. Tel. from 4683 AB
Group Thule to the Department of Defense, Feb. 29, 1968,
Unclass., Def 17, B-52, CPF.
42. Tel. from the SAC Disaster Control Team, Thule, to the
Embassy in Denmark, Jan. 28, 1968, Con f i.d,
Tel·. from Thule APB
to the Department of
Jan. 28, 19G8, Unc1ass.
Tel • .
from the Department of Defense to the Embassy in Denmark, Jan.
30, 1968,
Copenhagen tel. 1358, Feb. 8, 1968, Def 17
Greenland Crash, CPF.
43. Memorandum from Leddy (EUR) to Rusk (S), Feb. 23, 19G8,
Confid., Lot 73D170, "Thule Crash-Internal Memos."
Memorandum
on the Thule
April 10, 1968, Unclass., Lot 73D170,
.Thule Crash--rnformation, General."
Memorandum from George
(EUR) to Rusk (5), July 22, 19G8, Secret, "Lot
73D170, "Tbule_Crash-C1ean-Up operati6n." state tel. 231303 to
Copenhagen,
j1,
LOU,Dcf 17 B-5Z;
44. Memorandum of a conversation between Leddy alld Ronne, Jan.
26, 1968, secret; DeE 17 n-52, CPF.
45. Copenhagen tel. 1352, Feb. 7, 1968, Confid.
Copenhagen
tel. 1360, Feb. 8, 1968,
both Def 17 a-52, CPF.
46. Copenhagen tel. 1389, Feb. 14, 1968, Confid., Def 17 3-52,
CPF.
Copenhagen tel. 1395, Feb. 15, 1960, secret, Def 15,·
CPF.
Copenhagen tel. i401, Feb 16, 1968,.Secret. Letter from
Byron Blankinship (DCM, Copenhagen) to David McKillop
(Director, EUR/SCAN), Copenhagen, Feb; 23, ·1968, Co nf i d ; , both
Def 17 B-52, CPF.
47. President's Evening Reading, May 9 and 31, 1968. Letter
from Leddy
Warnke, Assistant secretary of Defense,
April 17, 1968, Secret, both Lot 73D170, "Thule·Crash-Internal
. Memos." The memoranda outlining this agreement are attached as
appendix F to this paper.
.
48. Copenhagen tel. 3210, Feb. la, 1968, Unc1ass.
Letter from
White to GOUlding, Assistant secretary of Defense, Feb. 12,
1968, Unc1ass., Def 17, CPF.
49. Copenhagen tel. 3346, Feb. 16, 1968, Confid., Def 17 B-52,
CPF.
-

50. Copenhagen tel. 1431, Feb. 27, 1968, LOU. Copenhagen
5684, JUly 18, 1968, Secret, both Def 17 3-52, CPF.
SECRET

UNCLASSIFIED
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51 ..Copenhagen tel. 4315, April 22, 1968, Unclass., Def 17
B-52, CPF. Letter from White to Goulding, op cit.
52. In spite of disagreements over pUblic relations matters and
other irritants, the level of cooperation between Embassy and
on-site DOD teams was so satisfactory that Ambassador Duke
wrote a three page letter to Secretary of the Air Force Harold
Brown, praising the performance of General Wilson, the
commander of the clean-up operation. -Duke to Brown, May 10,
1966, Def.

UNCLASSIFIED
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REPORT ON IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
PALOMARES NUCLEAR WEAPONS ACCIDENT REVISED DOSE EVALUATION
REPORT (FY14 NDAA. "SEC. 1080A)
Introduction:
A nuclear weapons accident occurred on January 17, 1966, over Palomares, Spain, when a
United States Air Force (USAF) B-52 bomber and KC-135 tanker aircraft collided. The accident
led to the release of four thermonuclear weapons. Two of the weapons were damaged when they
impacted the ground, causing a release of radioactive plutonium. This release resulted in a threemonth response effort to identify, characterize, remove, and remediate the accident site. During
the response effort, some personnel were exposed to airborne dust and debris contaminated with
plutonium.
The response effort began on the evening of January 17. A base of operations (Camp
Wilson) was established, and measurements for released plutonium began on January 18. The
response force peaked at about 680 U.S. personnel on January 31, and then gradually fell until
the effort ceased on April 11. Approximately 1,600 personnel participated during the operation.
Urine samples were collected from 1,586 response personnel and nasal swab samples from 120
personnel while on site to assess possible intakes of plutonium and the potential effects on
health. The sample results were evaluated in terms of a maximum permissible level used at the
time.
The Air Force Medical Service (AFMS) established the Plutonium Deposition Registry
Board in 1966 to oversee exposure assessment and biological monitoring. The assessment
program concluded that of the nearly 1,600 participants, 26 personnel represent the highest
exposure cohort. Those 26 (referred to as the “High 26”) were followed up for a period of 18 to
24 months following the accident. The Board monitored and evaluated exposure assessment
activities, but suspended efforts in 1968. The AFMS determined little additional information
could be gained from continuing the effort as collected samples from the highest exposed
personnel showed no detectable radioactivity from urine bioassay analysis.
Discussion:
The AFMS contracted out a “re-look” of exposure and biological monitoring data using the
most up-to-date methods for estimation of plutonium intake and committed dose (total dose
integrated over a fifty-year period following intake). That effort, completed in 2001, essentially
confirmed the overall conclusions from 1968 that adverse health effects would not be expected
for responders to the accident, but offered three recommendations on actions that might be taken
to improve the estimates of plutonium intake and committed doses, and provide further
explanation of the discrepancy between the initial high bioassay (urinalysis) results and exposure
estimates from environmental sampling.
Recommendation 1. Consider reconciling the estimated intakes and doses derived from the
urinary bioassay data with the estimates from environmental measurements. A targeted
effort that includes participant activities, participant interviews, urine and other appropriate

plutonium analyses using current techniques, medical records review, and modeling should
be considered.
Response: In 2001, the Air Force Medical Service determined additional bio-monitoring
to reconcile the difference between the estimated intakes and doses derived from the urinary
bioassay data with the environmental measurements was not necessary. Further, additional
bio-monitoring was not expected to produce higher dose estimates than those calculated in
the 2001 report. As part of our most recent reassessment, we considered improved detection
sensitivity/selectivity for further bio-monitoring that became available in 2011. While there
is some scientific “value” in studying why the air sampling results predict exposures less
than those predicted from the biomonitoring, we believe existing biomonitoring information
is sufficient to reconstruct doses and establish an acceptable upper bound on possible
exposures. This information can and should be used to provide the conservative (worst
case) estimate of exposure for responders.
Recommendation 2. Consider communicating the results of this effort to responders,
veterans organizations, and other interested parties using appropriate information that
clearly confirms the conclusions of the original medical evaluation program, recognizes the
difficulties in preparing updated intake and dose estimates, and outlines the options for
strengthening the estimates.
Response: In May 2002, the AFMS created a public web site and posted the 2001 report
along with a summary of the report to communicate the results to the general public. The
2001 report did not change the conclusions reached from the initial assessment concluded in
1967.
Recommendation 3. Consider further contacts with the Department of Energy (DOE).
Comparison with evaluations of their personnel who responded to this accident could
provide useful data. The effort should be summarized in a companion document that
conveys the details of the project and its potential effects on health in an easily understood
manner. That document should be made available to any of the responders who desire a
copy.
Response: Few Department of Energy (DOE) personnel directly participated in the cleanup and monitoring efforts. DOE (Atomic Energy Commission at the time) did not collect
monitoring data; therefore a direct comparison is not possible. The DOE also, for a time,
maintained a webpage on the Palomares incident for the general public.
Conclusion:
The follow-up biomonitoring results obtained in 1967 provide a reasonable, yet conservative
(worst case) exposure estimate for response personnel. Modeling methods currently available to
perform dose reconstructions would not change the fundamental conclusions reached in 1968
that adverse acute health effects were neither expected nor observed, and long-term risks for
increased incidence of cancer to the bone, liver and lung were low. Biomonitoring today, though
technically feasible, is not expected to confirm a correlation between health outcome and
exposure due to the low exposure levels. The Air Force is able to establish an upper bound on

possible exposures for response personnel, based on the “High 26” cohort (considered the
highest exposed 26 individuals), using actual bio-monitoring results from a time close to the
actual exposures and will apply this conservative approach in addressing requests from Veterans
Affairs for exposure assessments. This revised conservative approach will afford the veteran
with the benefit of the doubt as to level of exposure. Hence, we do not recommend additional,
broad-scale, follow-up biomonitoring.
References:
Labat-Anderson, Inc. “Palomares Nuclear Weapons Accident: Revised Dose Evaluation Report,
Vol I-III.” Report for USAF, April 2001.
Odland, Lawrence T., Lt Col, USAF, MC, Robert L. Farr, Kenneth E. Blackburn, and
Amon J. Clay, “Industrial Medical Experience Associated with the Palomares Nuclear
Incident,” Journal of Occupational Medicine, Vol 10 No 7 (July 1968): 356-362.

Attachment
HQ AFSEC/SEWN Ltr to AFMSA/SG3PB,
9 January 2014
Equivalent Organ Doses from Single Intake of 239+240Pu,
Based on ICRP 26/30/48 and ICRP 71.

Intake (nCi) = 34
ICRP 26/30/48 Inhalation
Exposure Pathway
Organ
Gonads
Breast
Lung
Red Marrow
Bone Surface
Thyroid
Liver
Effective

Dose (rem)
1.51
0.00005
40.6
8.3
103
0.00005
3.80
10.5

Type S

ICRP 71 Inhalation Exposure
Pathway

Organ
Adrenals
Bladder Wall
Bone Surface
Brain
Breast
Oesophagus
St Wall
SI Wall
ULI Wall
LLI Wall
Colon
Kidneys
Liver
Muscle
Ovaries
Pancreas
Red Marrow
Respiratory ET Airways
Tract
Lungs
Skin
Spleen
Testes
Thymus
Thyroid
Uterus
Remainder
Effective Dose
GI-Tract

Class Y

Dose (rem)
0.040
0.040
21.4
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.042
0.042
0.10
4.9
0.040
0.30
0.040
1.14
4.8
10.9
0.040
0.040
0.31
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.043
2.0
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DECLARATION OF VICTOR SKAAR
1. My name is Victor B. Skaar, Chief Master Sergeant, U.S. Air Force (ret.). I was born on
November 12, 1936. R. 2112.
Air Force Service
2. I joined the Air Force on my 18th birthday, November 12, 1954, as a healthy young man
from the farm. R. 2112, 2455. I served in the Air Force for nearly twenty-seven years. I
retired from service honorably on July 31, 1981. R. 2112.
3. During my years in the Air Force I worked in a variety of specialties and roles, including
Veterinary Medicine, Preventive Medicine, Military Public Health/Occupational
Medicine, Medical Disaster Control, Environmental Health Technician, Air Force
Recruiter, Armed Forces Courier, and Aircraft Loadmaster. R. 2112.
Palomares Disaster Involvement
4. On January 17, 1966, a B-52G Bomber on a
C
D
mission, with a
crew of seven, carrying four thermonuclear weapons, collided with a KC-135 tanker,
with a crew of four, during a refueling attempt at thirty thousand feet over Palomares,
Spain. R. 2457. Three of the bombs fell on land in and near Palomares, a small remote
fishing village, while the fourth fell into the Mediterranean Sea, about three quarters of a
mile offshore, causing a historically unique and challenging underwater search and
recovery operation by the U.S. Navy. R. 2489.
5. Two of the bombs that landed on land near Palomares detonated on impact, releasing
semi-critical plutonium mass into the air. R. 2489, 2457. Because of the high winds, the
plutonium dioxide particles contaminated a wide area. R. 2457. The bombs were spread
out across a distance exceeding one mile. R. 2457.
6. While stationed at Moron Air Base (AB), I was the second most senior enlisted Medical
Disaster Control Technician in the 16th Air Force Command in Spain. I was immediately
dispatched on short notice to Palomares a few hours after the terrible aircraft accident on
January 17, 1966. R. at 2489, 2457.
7. I remained at the site for approximately sixty consecutive days where I worked in heavily
contaminated areas. R. 2489.
8. My duties at the site varied extensively and involved daily, intimate contact with the
various hazardous weapons radioactive components. My duties included:
a. Securing and managing the operational availability of the five alpha radiation
detectors available in Spain. Those delicate PAC-1S instruments were designed
for use on concrete or similar surfaces, not in the hostile environment and
landscape where we found ourselves. The on-scene commander, Major General
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Delmar Wilson, ordered the immediate establishment of an appropriate Precision
Measurement Equipment Laboratory on-site. A technician with field equipment
arrived and was ready in the provided c a environment
8
.I
was relieved on Day 2 to attend to
c ca Broken Arrow
. (Broken
Arrow is the Strategic Air Command code for any and all accidents or incidents
involving damage to an actual nuclear warhead.)
b. Mapping and sketching the village of Palomares for the purpose of monitoring
radioactivity, designating discrete structures, garden plots, fields, and other
general topography features, in order to develop a final decontamination and
remediation plan.
c. Coordinating with local and national Spanish officials, including the Junta de
Energia Nuclear (JEN - Nuclear Energy Agency). Being proficient in Spanish and
technically competent, I was assigned as the liaison Team Chief with six trained
monitors for the village and inhabitants, planning and coordinating all activities
with my JEN partners. We monitored village residents, their houses, barns and
sheds, the water supply, agricultural products, and local livestock. Our priority
a
a
a
a c
c
t that they would
return to their normal lives. The Operations Staff had divided our area of concern
into six discrete zones. The total area included some 250 contiguous contaminated
acres, plus an unknown size of nearby downwind hills, caves, and old abandoned
mine shafts that had to be searched and monitored on-foot with great difficulty.
Our Spain-based medical Broken Arrow staff were augmented by five sergeants
from Air Force bases in Europe.
d. Cleaning and decontaminating structures, areas, and animals. We cleaned, and
decontaminated insides of houses and attached animal and chicken barns. We
monitored individual animals and bathed them in the presence of their owners.
Once decontaminated and re-monitored, the trusting and happy owners departed
with a more positive outlook for their future.
e. Conducting ground surface monitoring and recording results on a grid that was
updated nightly during the command staff meeting for future planning purposes.
f. Collecting urine samples from servicemembers at the site. I collected samples,
prepared containers for shipment the best we could with the local materials onhand, and delivered them to the helicopter crew-chief /courier with appropriate
handling instructions. Those samples were handed-off to a KC-135
crewmember/courier en route directly to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (AFB)
and the U.S. Air Force Radiological Health Laboratory, the DOD designated
laboratory that ultimately received and processed all future Palomares-related
urine specimens. R. 2108, 2489, 1926.
9. My greatest exposure to plutonium occurred during ground surface monitoring. We
would walk, teamed with a Spanish JEN Technician, in a grid-line, halt every two steps
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(about five feet), squat to the ground, and place our PAC-1S Alpha particle monitoring
device within an inch of the surface being monitored while being careful not to actually
touch the surface. For a significant portion of my time at the site, I spent my working
hours in those fields performing close encounter activities. My comrades and I were
breathing whatever particles were out there. R. 1926-27.
10. I did not use personal protective equipment while conducting these activities, as the staff
had decided that the only respiratory protective devices available paper or cloth
a
provided little or no actual protection in our environment and that
individuals may wear them if they felt more secure.
11. Plutonium particles became airborne in the wind as did dust. We had a job to do and did
b
c b
c a
ac a s which were not meant
for outdoor work. Likewise, our goal in the village was to restore the confidence of our
wonderful, unfortunate Spanish friends rather than to frighten them further. Such senior
decisions were made only after considerable consultation and advice from staff. This was
in fact and foremost a critical military operation with presidential interest during the peak
of the Cold War.
12. As the process of detection, decontamination, remediation and ultimate restoration
continued, the wind blew radiation particles around the site despite our best efforts to
keep critical areas, dirt roads, piles of dirt and vegetation moist. Our various teams
monitored and remediated as best possible considering the great demand for and the
availability of a limited amount of water and specialized trucks to haul it from about
thirty miles away. This entire area was normally ninety percent dependent on irrigated
water for daily use. After our departure, agencies of the USA donated the construction of
a hydroelectric dam, creating electricity and a stable water supply for the village and
agriculture. I witnessed this fantastic improvement during my visit to Palomares in 1999.
R. 1927.
13. Veterans at Palomares first harvested crops of top-grade tomatoes, beans, and similar
vegetables that were almost ready for market within the Northern European community.
That terrible financial loss for farmers was rapidly settled by the on-site staff finance
officer and his Spanish attorney partner, who daily settled claims for loss. He was known
a a
man with the suitcase. I specifically witnessed an incident in the
village as one of our water trucks ran over a loose piglet. The distraught owner verbally
blamed the unfortunate young airman driver, and the claim was very rapidly adjudicated,
without consideration of how and why the piglet happened to be in the pathway of that
vehicle. The cash settlement included consideration of and for the number and value of
any number of off-spring the owner would have enjoyed in the future. I repeat that our
stated goal was to get the job done while earning the trust and respect of villagers that
only knew Americans from watching the daily refueling symphony high in the clear blue
sky above.
14. From my personal perspective of daily contact, understanding their culture, their
language and sharing their pain, I will take to my grave the knowledge and pride of our
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Palomares veterans, from our young Airmen to our commander General Wilson, the
knowledge that we each did our utmost best and our countrymen should have been proud.
Instead, our Palomares Broken Arrow records became secured within the various
government agencies far beyond the Cold War requirements. 0. R. 2457.
15. Recorded plutonium levels were so intense that occasionally our PAC-1S instruments
were unable to measure the radiation. At times it exceeded one million counts-per-minute
of alpha energy. As far I am aware, plutonium exposure had never been encountered at
those levels before. R. 2457, 2461.
16. Toward the end of our combined hard work, airmen with shovels had placed heavilycontaminated materials, including vegetation, soil, clothing, and rocks, into thousands of
fifty-five gallon steel drums. Each full drum was sealed, cross banded with three-quarters
inch wide industrial-strength steel, covers welded to the steel bands, blown free of dust,
and finally monitored with a PAC-1S prior to being loaded onto the flat-bed trailer for
delivery to the beach, about one half of a mile away. Ultimately, as the final drum was
processed and departed the loading site, my direct boss, Captain Dave Trimberger, the
Bioenvironmental Engineer, released me to return to Moron AB and prepare my family
for a rapid reassignment to Air Force Recruiting Service, reporting on May 3, 1966.
17. As a result of my contributions at Palomares, I was awarded the Air Force
Commendation Medal, with my First Oak Leaf Cluster. on-site by Major General Delmar
Wilson, Commander 16th Air Force and On-Scene Commander, Palomares Broken
Arrow. R. 2107.
18. While at Palomares, I provided two urine specimens which were sent to the Radiological
Health Lab at Wright-Patterson AFB in Ohio. My first specimen indicated an extremely
high level of plutonium contamination. R. 2489. R. 2430. R. 2427
Post-Palomares Activities
19. Subsequently, I submitted four additional urine specimens for urinalysis as part of a longterm follow-up effort. R. 2427-29. One of my samples, submitted in October 1966,
reported plutonium at a concentration representative of eleven percent of systemic body
burden. Because of this high level, I was selected as one of twenty-six individuals at
Palomares for long-term follow up,
h
26
. R. 2427.
20. On December 7, 1967, LtCol Lawrence T. Odland (Dr. Odland) sent me a letter
indicating that the Air Force was discontinuing their Long-Term Medical Follow-Up
Program for participants in Palomares because, as he said,
a
a
a ac
a a . R. 2430.
21. Dr. Odland apparently knew then a
c
a a
b
c
a
,a
c a a
b c a
a .
Exhibit 16. I discovered this only in 2016. Dr. Odland was actually the Air Force official
a
A F c
a
a
P
D
R
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B a
a
Pa
a
a
. He was also the Senior
U.S. Air Force Medical Doctor on-site at Palomares. Exhibit 16.
22. Organizers at an early meeting of the Plutonium Deposition Registry Board proposed
keeping information about exposure analyses for individual veterans outside of their
medical records and not notifying individuals of their exposure. Exhibit 16.
23. In his 1968 report, Doctor Odland recommended that long-term follow-up would no
longer be of value. Subsequently, an order was given to halt the follow-up program and
A F c a
a
c . Exhibit 13; Exhibit 16. Dr. Odland has
spoken publicly that he did not agree with the decision to cease the follow-up program.
Application for Benefits Related to Radiation Exposure
24. As explained below, at first the VA denied that I had even been exposed to ionizing
radiation. The VA had neither prior technical expertise nor experience nor data
comparable with our exposure for their reference. For years, I personally met with
individuals from the VA, the Air Force, and Department of Health & Human Services to
secure my follow-up medical records and urinalyses related to Palomares, and for all
other Palomares comrades as well. The VA should accept these facts we were there, we
were exposed, and we were injured.
25. On July 8, 1981, I submitted an application for benefits related to my exposure to
extremely high levels of plutonium radiation, among other conditions. R. 2491. Little did
I know that I was setting out on a decades-long task to receive recognition from the VA
for my exposure to radiation and the adverse health implications thereof.
26. During my hearing before the Rating Board at the VA Regional Office in Little Rock,
Arkansas in February 1982, the Chairman of the hearing admitted that records of my
exposure to alpha radiation were not available in my record and said that the VA would
try to locate them. R. 2462.
27. On July 16, 1982, the VA denied my claim related to radiation exposure because my
exposure to plutonium [was] not established a
c . R. 2450. On August
13, 1982, I appealed that decision to the Board of Veterans Appeals (BVA) because I
knew without a doubt that the Air Force collected data on my exposure. I submitted urine
specimens and had correspondence to prove that. R. 2445.
28. On January 28, 1983, the Air Force sent data on my radiation exposure to the VA. R.
2427-29.
29. On December 13, 1983 the BVA remanded my claim to determine if a condition I had,
osteopenia, could be caused by my exposure to plutonium radiation. R. 2382-84.
30. In early 1984, during a compensation and pension examination, a VA doctor gave me a
provisional diagnosis of osteopenia due to plutonium exposure. R. 2317.
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31. On March 15, 1984, the VA issued a Supplementary Statement of the Case denying my
claim for exposure to plutonium because current medical testing does not show
osteopenia and even if so, it would be speculative to relate them to the plutonium
. R. 2311.
32. On July 20, 1984, the VA issued another Supplementary Statement of the Case that stated
I do not have osteopenia. The VA also stated that
a
b
a
a M.
Skaar has, in reasonable medical probability, a chronic disease or disorder as a residual of
his plu
. R. 2297-2299.
33. In 1984, I submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to the Department of
the Air Force, Strategic Air Command Chief of Administration and Records/Archives for
my radiation records. The response told me to contact the Radiological Health Laboratory
at Brooks AFB Texas to obtain information. R. 792.
34. After that advice, I decided to take a break from further search as I had just relocated to a
challenging position in public health/environmental health management with the Clark
County Health District, Las Vegas, Nevada, and had little free time to deal with the VA.
35. While working at the Clark County Health District, I met Dr. Otto Ravenholt, MD MPH,
Chief Health Officer of the Clark County Health District. He soon became interested in
my chronic blood disorders as a result of my plutonium exposure. Dr. Ravenholt was a
Korean War veteran and understood the VA system. His personal and professional
interest in the Palomares Broken Arrow of 1966 reignited my search for truth and justice
for us veterans.
36. In 1990, I became familiar with works released by the U.S. Agency for Toxic Substances
and Disease Registry (ATSDR) as a function of my significant county-wide professional
hazardous materials knowledge, skills, and abilities. The official ATSDR Toxicological
Profile pertaining to the medical aspects of human exposure to radioactive materials
included a small segment about our Palomares exposure. I identified an error of serious
significance contained within their official document and reached out to the ATSDR, but
never received a formal reply. R. at 797.
37. In 1992, I again began seeking a complete set of my own records related to plutonium
exposure. I sent several FOIA requests to different federal agencies for my Palomares
records. The Air Force Radiological Health Laboratory insultingly responded that the
records did not exist.
38. I knew better and telephoned the senior director. When the director, a US Air Force
Colonel, told me that the records did not exist, I reminded him that he knew that not to be
true, and that I would go to the top to gain my records. Other Palomares veterans received
similar negative responses or no response to their personal attempts to obtain their
records.
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39. Shortly thereafter, I initiated my final FOIA request directly to the Secretary of the
United States Air Force and included copies of all related prior rejections and false
denials. This apparently caused a door to be unlocked after some 27 years.
40. On January 4, 1993, I received a copy of four urinalysis lab reports from four of the six
urine samples I submitted in the 1960s. R. at 2128. I also learned that I was number 24 of
26 on the alpha list of those 26 identified a
26.
41. During 1995, I developed a professional relationship with a concerned public health
professional, Joseph L. Hughart, Lt.Cmd, MPH, U.S. Public Health Service. He visited
Dr. Ravenholt and me, and arranged for me to present on the Palomares experience at a
formal meeting of national public health and other first responders in Tampa, Florida.
42. I remained in contact with Mr. Hughart. In early 1997, he told me that the U.S. Public
Health Service would develop new toxicological profiles based on information I provided
them, it would consider whether there should be follow-up health exams for the
Pa
a
26, a it also planned to develop Palomares into a case study for
responding to the release of plutonium into the environment. R. 793-94.
43. Separately, on August 15, 1983, a doctor at Lovelace Medical Center wrote me a letter
regarding an abnormal blood count which showed low white and red counts and low
hematocrit. R. 2146. The doctor noted that in light of my exposure to radioactivity, I
should pursue further follow up.
44. At that time I did not follow up on my yet-to-be-diagnosed abnormal blood count because
I was busy relocating from Arkansas to New Mexico.
45. After taking an early retirement from Honeywell, I accepted a third relocation to Las
Vegas, Nevada with the Clark County Health District as an Environmental Health
Supervisor in 1991. Duties included HazMat and solid waste management, involving
annual physicals. Dr. Ravenholt, the Chief Health Officer, became aware of my chronic
ab
a a
c like blood conditions and took a personal interest in my Palomares
exposure.
46. On July 21, 1998, I was formally diagnosed with leukopenia, low white blood count, by
Dr. M. Nafees Nagy at the Nevada Cancer Center. R. 2104.
47. I sought to reopen my claim for residuals from exposure to plutonium on August 20,
1998. R. 2150. I submitted my formal arguments for reopening the claim on December
10, 1998. R. 2119.
48. Around the same time period, I continued seeking further information about my radiation
exposure dose along with the doses of other veterans. My wife and I drove from Missouri
to Bolling AFB in Washington, D.C. to seek answers about my exposure from the U.S.
Air Force Surgeon General Chief Health Physicist, Lt. Col. Kristen N. Swenson. R. 780.
She was somewhat embarrassed to admit that neither she nor her staff had knowledge or
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c
Palomares
initial risk assessment.

Broken Arrow. However, she committed to initiating an

49. Subsequently, the Air Force selected Labat-Anderson, Inc. to prepare new dose estimates
for Palomares veterans. I was interviewed by the assigned expert, who admitted to
lacking any prior knowledge or experience in the subject and task at hand. From what
I
, his lack of expertise was endemic across Labat-Anderson and its products.
50. In June 1999, I discussed Labat-A
aa
a
Palomares veterans with the Deputy Director of the Environmental Sciences Division of
Labat-Anderson, Inc. R. 799.
51. On February 18, 2000, the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) issued a rating decision
on my leukopenia claim, denying service connection of my radiation exposure and my
leukopenia. R. 2095-2099.
52. Further blood tests conducted on December 16, 2008 showed low red blood cell count,
low hemoglobin, and low hematocrit. The VA c c
a I
b
a
with leukopenia since at least 1998. R. 2059-61.
53. O S
b 25, 2009, D . K
L. G
a S.J
OR
Ca c C
Springfield, Missouri, concluded that the etiology of my pancytopenia is likely related to
my exposure to heavy radioactive material. R. 1939. Abnormal platelets/pancytopenia is
a further extension of my chronic abnormal leukopenia.
54. On October 17, 2010, my long-term family doctor confirmed my leukopenia diagnosis.
R. 2047.
55. In March 2011, I began to pursue service connection for my leukopenia, chronic low
blood counts, and thrombocytopenia based on exposure to radiation again. R. 2077.
56. In August 2011, my doctor reiterated the conclusion that my pancytopenia is most likely
related to my exposure to heavy doses of radioactive material. R. 2046. I sent this
information to the VA to continue my claim for leukopenia and to add my diagnosis of
pancytopenia to my radiation residuals claim. R. 2034. I sent additional information to
the VA on September 22, 2011. R. 1926-28.
57. On June 1, 2012, the VA denied my claim for leukopenia, confirming the previous denial
of this claim. R. 1862. In their explanation, the VA said that their decision is based on an
opinion provided by the Director of the Post 9-11 Era Environmental Health Program, on
behalf of the Undersecretary of Health. R. 1864.
58. The Director of the Post 9-11 Era Environmental Health Program, on behalf of the
Undersecretary of Health, concluded that my leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, and
pancytopenia could not be attributed to my exposure to ionizing radiation in service
because my maximum total effective dose equivalent was 4.2 rem and health risks are
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minimal from exposures of under 5 rem per year and 10 rem in a lifetime. R. 1875, 1877.
This data was not assessed by any independent outside agencies or entities.
59. The VA issued a Statement of the Case (SOC) on September 25, 2013 confirming the
denial of a service connection based on the opinion of the Director of the Post 9-11 Era
Environmental Health Program, on behalf of the Undersecretary of Health, and
acknowledging receipt of my private medical records linking my leukopenia to my
radiation exposure. The SOC did not weigh the differing opinions. R. 1691.
60. On November 22, 2013, I appealed my denial to the BVA. R. 1582. I wrote to the BVA
that I was appealing a variety of issues and complained that the VA had relied on
evidence I had never reviewed and that I had requested but never received. R. 1582-86.
61. On December 6, 2013, the Air Force Medical Support Agency sent a memorandum
signed by Lt. Col. Cagle in response to a request by a congressional committee to the
VA,
c
c
a
Pa
a
a a
ab
new radiation intake estimates for all Palomares veterans. R. 1580-81. Upon receipt of
a
L . C . Ca
a
a
myself and others,
I telephoned the officer to discuss the process. He was professionally responsive but
admitted that he had not personally examined the entire medical after-action report of the
Palomares operation.
62. I later met in D.C. with Lt. Col. Cagle, his staff Director, Air Force Col. Phillips, two of
their Chief Master Sergeants, and one civilian consultant, who as a first lieutenant had
signed on
a D a
R c
b a
A F c a I
had received during the 1980s. I realized that these airmen disappointingly had little
knowledge and less interest in our history. Col. Phillips explained that our level of
exposure would not likely be the direct cause of any of our stated cancers, or blood
disorders, in their opinion.
63. On September 30, 2014, after receiving the evidence I had requested earlier, I was
appalled at what I found. The VA relied on an exposure estimate, 4.2 rem, without
explaining how they came to that number.
64. I informed the BVA of my prostate cancer diagnosis and treatment on October 21, 2014.
R. 824. My later claim to the VA was denied, because they stated in an expert medical
opinion that the diagnosis of my recognized radiogenic disease occurred after the time
that a relationship between exposure and disease would have developed.
65. On October 30, 2014, I informed the VA that my dose
capricious and was formed
c
c
a

ab a a
ac . R. 780, 824.

66. On May 29, 2015, without addressing my arguments about my dose, the BVA remanded
my case to the VA Regional Office. The BVA held that new and material evidence had
been presented to reopen my February 2000 rating decision denying entitlement to
service connection for radiation residuals. R. 703-707.
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67. On August 4, 2016, the Director of the Post 9-11 Era Environmental Health Program, on
behalf of the Undersecretary of Health, again concluded that leukopenia is not likely
caused by exposure to radiation. The Director relied on a new dose estimate, showing a
committed effective dose of 17.9 rem and a red marrow dose of 14.2 rem. R. 132-35.
68. On August 19, 2016, the VA Regional Office again denied my claim for service
connection for leukopenia as a result of radiation exposure. R. 122-27. The RO did not
explain the scientific basis for the dose it relied on, nor did the RO address my earlier
complaints about the arbitrariness of the dose selected.
69. On September 14, 2016, I filed a VA Form 9 to appeal my claim to the BVA. R. 103. I
also contacted the great Missouri Congressional staffs for assistance and encouragement
with my claim.
70. On April 14, 2017, the BVA denied me entitlement to service connection for leukopenia
as a result of radiation exposure. R. 1-12.
Skin Cancer
71. Following a biopsy in October 2012, doctors diagnosed me with basal cell carcinoma and
melanoma. R. 1719-20, 763-65.
72. Later in November of the same year, my skin cancers were removed. The melanoma
cancer was deep into the flesh but successfully removed. Six-month follow-ups were
scheduled. R. 163, 1503-1505.
73. The VA learned of my skin cancer during a compensation and pension medical
examination in January 2013. R. 1645.
74. In September 2013, I sought review from the VA of the connection between my skin
cancer and my exposure to ionizing radiation. R. 27.
75. The VA evaluated my melanoma skin cancer based on my first dose estimate of 4.2 rem.
R. 1491. The VA found that there was a 35.13 percent probability of causation at the 99th
percentile using the Interactive RadioEpidemiological Program (IREP), its system for
calculating the likelihood of causation due to radiation. R. 1530-35.
76. The VA then denied my basal cell carcinoma and melanoma claim in March 2014. R.
1372.
77. On May 16, 2014, I submitted a statement to the VA asking them to address claims for
exposure to ionizing radiation and melanoma and basil cell skin cancer. R. 1305.
78. On June 23, 2014, I again wrote a letter to the VA complaining about the doses relied on
by the VA and asking the extent to which my melanoma skin cancer is included in the
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DECLARATION OF NONA ARP WATSON
1.

My name is Nona Arp Watson, and I am the widow of a deceased U.S. Air Force veteran,
Nolan Watson. I am submitting this declaration to support Victor Skaar’s legal challenges
related to the events that took place in the vicinity of Palomares, Spain in 1966 in
connection with the “Broken Arrow” nuclear disaster. I also wish to describe my deceased
husband’s medical conditions that were caused by his participation in the Palomares
nuclear clean-up effort and the Department of Veteran Affairs’ treatment of his radiogenic
disability claims.

2.

The facts set forth herein are based on conversations with my late husband Nolan Watson
and his first-hand account, repeated to me over many years, of his experience at Palomares.
My knowledge regarding his activities derives from conversations I had directly with
Nolan and from personally viewing documentation and evidence supporting his statements.

3.

I was born on November, 4, 1944.

4.

I graduated from Berry College in Rome, Georgia with a degree in education in 1966. In
approximately 1979, I obtained a Master's degree in education from West Georgia College
in Carrollton, Georgia. I am a retired teacher with experience teaching middle school
science and math. I retired after teaching for over 28 years.

5.

Nolan Watson was born on February 5, 1943 and died on May 20, 2017.

6.

Nolan Watson and I were married in 2002.

7.

Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of a statement,
handwritten by Nolan Watson regarding the accident at Palomares, Spain that Nolan
Watson submitted in support of his claim for disability benefits to the Department of
Veterans Affairs, along with a typewritten transcription of his statement.
Nolan Watson's Service in the Air Force and the Accident at Palomares

8.

After graduating from high school in 1961, Nolan Watson joined the United States Air
Force. When he was completed his tour with the U.S. Air Force in 1967, his rank was
Airman First Class (E-5).

9.

In approximately 1963 or 1964, Nolan was transferred to an Air Force Base in Morón,
Spain. While at Morón Air Force Base, he served in the 3973 combat defense squadron. He
was a K9 dog handler working security.

10.

On January 17, 1966, two United States military planes, a B-52 Bomber and refueling
plane, collided near Palomares, Spain. When the two United States military planes collided,
four nuclear bombs fell on the Spanish coast.

11.

Nolan was on the first bus that was sent to Palomares to search for the lost nuclear bombs.
The bus met a one and one half ton truck at a dry riverbed where the tail of the B-52
bomber was found.

12.

After my husband reached the riverbed, the servicemen ate a meal together. Then, my
husband was put on a team with five servicemen from the Air Force Base at Torrejón,
1

Spain. The search team initially assembled by the Air Force was very unorganized. No one
had maps of the area to assist the servicemen in their search for the bombs.
13.

Before beginning their search for the nuclear bombs, the Air Force did not give Nolan or
any of the other servicemen with him any equipment or protective gear to use or wear.

14.

Nolan and the other servicemen with him searched for the bombs during the day on January
17, 1966. Sometime after dark, they feel asleep on the ground, with no tents, equipment,
sleeping gear, protective clothing or gear, or flashlights.

15.

When the sun rose on the morning of January 18, 1966, my husband and the other
servicemen with him noticed they were sleeping near a huge crater where one of the four
bombs had crashed.

16.

At that time, my husband noticed that the bomb in the crater was damaged. He later learned
that plutonium from the bomb escaped into the atmosphere. Thus, that first night after the
accident, my husband and the servicemen with him slept very near the exposed plutonium
without any protective gear or clothing.

17.

After finding the damaged nuclear bomb, Nolan Watson and other servicemen waited
several hours for a team from the Air Force decontamination group to arrive at the location.
When the decontamination group arrived, the group made my husband and the other
servicemen in his group change clothes, though my husband kept on his shoes and
underwear. Someone in the group had a Geiger counter and waved the counter over Nolan's
and the other serviceman's clothing. Nolan remembered the Geiger counter giving off high
readings. However, the decontamination group never took down the names or identity of
my husband or the other servicemen.

18.

During the search and clean-up efforts in which my husband took part, my husband and
other servicemen wore regular clothes, without coveralls or gas masks. During this time
period, some servicemen received surgical masks, but not my husband.

19.

Nolan Watson was told by the Air Force at the time of the accident that there was no
danger of radiation at the recovery and clean-up site. In fact, he was asked by the Air
Force to eat the local tomatoes so that the Spanish residents would not be afraid of side
effects due to radiation.

20.

During the remaining time Nolan Watson worked around the recovery efforts, no one ever
checked him again for radiation exposure or any other health concern.

21.

The Air Force never asked my husband to provide a urine sample while he was in
Palomares in January 1966.

22.

Nolan remained at the recovery and clean-up site from January 18, 1966 through January
30, 1966.

23.

At no time after my husband left Palomares did the Air Force or any other governmental
entity request that my husband provide a urine sample or take any other test that would
measure his exposure to radiation during the recovery and clean up at Palomares.
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Nolan Watson's Health Problems and Conditions
24.

After my husband was exposed to the radiation at Palomares in January 1966, for the
remainder of his life, he experienced significant health problems and conditions.

25.

During his lifetime, my husband suffered from numerous health maladies, including
headaches, stiff hips, painful joints, kidney stones, kidney cancer, and localized skin
cancer.

26.

In 2003, six months after we were married, Nolan was diagnosed with cancer in his left
kidney. His treating physicians said the cancerous tumor in his left kidney could have been
there for ten or more years, depending on how long the cancerous tumor had been growing.
At that time, his physicians removed his left kidney.

27.

About the same time, his treating physicians told Nolan that his remaining kidney was not
fully functional. His physicians recommended that he closely monitor his diet so that he
would not have to go on dialysis. This effort helped him to avoid dialysis for about four to
five years. I helped Nolan carefully monitor his diet and lifestyle during this time period.

28.

In or around the 2009, despite his efforts to monitor his diet, Nolan had to start dialysis
services. Until he died in 2017, Nolan had to go to a dialysis center three days per week.

29.

Due to Nolan’s dialysis schedule, he and I were significantly limited in traveling and
engaging in any activity that was far from the dialysis center.

30.

In fact, each time that he had to go to the dialysis center, it would consume approximately
five hours of his day. And, on each of those days, he felt poorly for the rest of the day and
evening. He was unable to participate in activities he enjoyed on dialysis days, including
taking care of our farm and tending his garden.

31.

In 2010, Nolan’s physicians discovered that he had cancer in his other kidney. His
physicians told him that the cancer was inoperable. Still, he continued dialysis.

32.

Also during this time period, Nolan and I were required to pay co-pays on everything at the
Veterans Hospital in Augusta, Georgia or at the dialysis centers. Some of these years, we
drove 10,000 miles going to and from the Veterans Hospital and the dialysis center.
Because of my retirement benefits from my tenure as a teacher, Nolan did not qualify to
receive any financial assistance for his medical bills and related expenses.

33.

In early 2017, Nolan’s treating physicians had informed him that the cancerous tumors in
his right kidney had grown. The physicians also told him that they expected the cancer to
spread beyond his right kidney and as they had told him in 2010, they could not operate to
remove the kidney.

34.

In May 2017, Nolan fell in our yard at home when he was trying to turn off the water hose
he was using to water his garden. The fall caused internal bleeding and my husband died
several days later in the hospital.
My Investigation into Palomares and the Air Force's Actions

35.

Sometime in or about 2008 or 2009, Nolan and I, and another couple that Nolan knew
through his service at Morón Air Force Base talked about planning a reunion for the 3973d
3

defense squadron that had served at Morón at or about the same time as Nolan. We planned
an initial reunion for the veterans.
36.

Thereafter, each year, other veterans and their families planned other reunions for the
3973d defense squadron. It was at these reunions that I first heard the veterans discussing
the Palomares accident. The veterans discussed how the Air Force had told them that no
harm could come to them from radiation exposure unless they touched the radioactive
material. The veterans also discussed how they had no protective clothing or gear during
the recovery or clean-up.

37.

From my tenure as a science teacher, I knew that the veterans' discussion about exposure to
radiation (based upon representations made to them by the Air Force) were inaccurate. I
was surprised and disturbed to hear about the lack of effort made by the Air Force to
protect the servicemen during the recovery and clean-up and to follow up with the veterans
to monitor their health. At this time, I decided to look more into the Palomares accident and
the Air Force's response to the accident as it related to the veterans.

38.

Initially, I had conversations with Otto Kosa, another Air Force veteran who served during
the Palomares accident, about the accident. He decided to place something on the defense
squadron's website asking the veterans to contact him if they had participated in the
recovery and clean up in January 1966. Mr. Kosa would then forward me these veterans'
names, and I had conversations with several of them.

39.

These initial conversations prompted me to conduct some research. I found the Air Force's
initial report on the accident in 1975. Mr. Kosa found a copy of the 2001 Labat-Anderson
Report on the internet around the same time and he forwarded it to me. The LabatAnderson Report referred to several appendices, but they were not attached to the copy that
Mr. Kosa found.

40.

I studied the Labat-Anderson Report, and shortly thereafter found a summary of the Report
that the Air Force published in 2002 on the internet. On that webpage, I found a link to the
Appendices (except for Appendix C) to the Labat-Anderson Report. Appendix C contained
information relating to urine samples that were taken and evaluated by the Air Force during
the recovery and clean-up at the Palomares accident.

41.

A review of the Appendices, along with the Labat-Anderson Report’s analysis, caused me
to seriously question its conclusions regarding the veterans' exposure to radiation that the
Air Force accepted that were set forth in the Report. To fully analyze the Report, I needed
to review Appendix C.

42.

It was at that time that I contacted the office of my congressperson, Representative Paul
Broun. I hoped that his office could help me locate a copy of the Appendix C and help with
correspondence to the Air Force regarding the Labat-Anderson Report.

43.

On March 21, 2011, I opened a Congressional inquiry with Representative Paul Broun. A
staffer with Representative Broun's office was able to find a copy of Appendix C and
provided a copy to me.
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44.

After reviewing the 1975 Report and the Labat-Anderson Report and its Appendices, I
concluded that the Report relied upon many factual inaccuracies, and performed
scientifically deficient analyses, resulting in flawed conclusions. For example:
The Labat-Anderson Report neglects to mention that many responders never gave a
urine sample on site or never had a urine sample taken.
Of the 680 responders present in January 1966, only 127 urine samples were taken
that month, when the risk of contamination would have been highest. My husband –
who arrived the first day and slept next to a cracked-open hydrogen bomb leaking
radioactive plutonium, meaning he may have been one of the most-exposed
servicemen at Palomares – was never even asked to provide a sample.
Of the 127 samples taken in January 1966, only 44 of those 127 samples provided a
result. Thus, of the 680 responders present in January, the time period right after the
accident, the Air Force had only 44 samples – the initial sampling therefore covered
less than 7% of those present.
Of the samples they actually did have, Labat-Anderson excluded those with the
highest measurements.
There were problems with processing the urine samples, too. For example, I was told
by the some of the veterans with whom I spoke that some of the urine samples were
sent to the labs in coke bottles. Appendix C shows there were large time gaps in the
labeling of the samples at the lab. Many of the ones taken in January took a month or
more to get to the lab, while others took only a few days to get to the lab.
Appendix C of the Report indicates that approximately 1,600 original urine samples
were taken from the responders in Palomares. A review of the data in Appendix C
shows that over 500 of these samples did not even have a result. Thus, almost onethird of the urine samples taken provided no data to the Air Force whatsoever.
Only half of the Palomares veterans with urinalysis results in Appendix C had
samples collected on site, and only half had their samples retested, as protocol
required.

45.

Labat-Anderson stated in their Report that their results were preliminary, and
recommended that new bioassay testing be conducted in order to properly analyze
Palomares veterans’ exposure. To my knowledge, no follow-up urinalysis or other testing
was ever conducted.

46.

The Report also recommended that the Air Force communicate with all responders about
efforts to determine exposure levels. To this day, the Air Force has never informed the
responding servicemen of their potential radiation exposure. The Air Force made no effort
to contact the responders.

47.

Amazingly, in 2012, shortly after I inquired about the discrepancies and inconsistencies in
the Labat-Anderson Report through my Representative as discussed below, the Air Force
removed the Report from the internet so that others could not review it.
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Representative Broun's Inquiry and Legislative Action
48.

In early 2012, as a result of the congressional inquiry that I opened, Rep. Paul Broun sent a
letter to the Air Force asking why new urine testing had not been ordered as recommended
by the Labat-Anderson Report. A true and correct copy of this letter is attached hereto as
Exhibit B.

49.

On May 21, 2012, Air Force Major General Lori Robinson responded; however, she just
restated the conclusions of the Labat-Anderson Report. A true and correct copy of the
Major General's response is attached hereto as Exhibit C.

50.

Rep. Broun responded to Major General Lori Robinson's letter challenging her information
about the nasal swabs, and the urine, air, soil, vegetation, and water samples. A true and
correct copy of Rep. Broun's response is attached hereto as Exhibit D.

51.

The Air Force responded to Rep. Broun's letter in July 2012. A true and correct copy of
that letter is attached hereto as Exhibit E.

52.

In June 2013, Rep. Broun introduced and the House of Representatives passed H.R. 1960,
an amendment to the FY14 NDAA, requiring the Air Force to answer Congress about its
efforts after the Labat-Anderson Report. A true and correct copy of a letter from Rep.
Broun to Nolan Watson concerning HR 1960 (along with a copy of HR 1960) is attached
hereto as Exhibit F.

53.

HR 1960 stated: "Not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the
Secretary of the Air Force shall submit to the Committees on Armed Services of the Senate
and the House of Representatives a report on the implementation of the recommendations
of the Palomares Nuclear Weapons Accident Revised Dose Evaluation Report related in
April by the Air Force in 2001."

54.

In December 2013, in response to HR 1960, the Air Force provided a "Methodology
Report" to Congress. The Air Force's response was to simply state that conducting new
urinalysis could lead to an even lower radiation exposure estimate, without explaining why.
A true and correct copy of the Air Force's response is attached hereto as Exhibit G.

55.

On March 23, 2014, I sent eleven questions to Rep. Paul Broun to ask the Air Force
regarding its 2013 Methodology Report. A true and correct copy of the memorandum
containing the eleven questions (without exhibits) is attached hereto as Exhibit H.

56.

On May 9, 2014, the Air Force answered my eleven questions by restating, in more words,
its 2013 Methodology Report. A true and correct copy of the Air Force's response is
attached hereto as Exhibit I.

57.

To this day, the U.S. Government maintains that Palomares veterans were not exposed to
dangerous levels of radiation. Yet this conclusion from the Labat-Anderson Report is based
on completely unreliable data obtained from urine samples taken from some – not all – of
the responding servicemen.
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Nolan Watson's Disability Claim
58.

In 2011, Nolan Watson filed a disability claim with the Department of Veterans Affairs,
asking for service connection for his kidney cancer, caused by radiation exposure during
the recovery and clean-up at Palomares in January 1966.

59.

In support of his claim, Nolan filed a statement from his treating physician at the Charlie
Norwood VA Medical Center in Augusta, Georgia. The statement explained that he had no
family history of cancer, and that kidney cancer is one of the types of cancer that may be
caused by exposure to radiation. His doctor wrote: "We discussed that there was no way to
prove or disprove his cancer was due to radiation, but that renal cell carcinoma has been
associated with radiation in other studies and he has no family history or other risk factors
so it is as likely as not that his renal cell carcinoma was caused by his active duty radiation
exposure." A true and correct copy of his physician statement is attached hereto as Exhibit
J.

60.

While in the process of assisting Nolan with the filing of his disability claim in 2011, I was
told by a representative of the Georgia Veterans Affairs Services office in Conyers,
Georgia that the Department of Veterans Affairs automatically turn down disability claims
relating to radiation exposure twice before the Department would take the claim seriously.

61.

My husband’s claim for disability benefits was initially denied in July 2012. In September
2012, Nolan appealed this initial decision.

62.

In May 2016, the VA denied Nolan's initial appeal. On August 13, 2016, Nolan filed an
appeal to the Board of Veterans Appeals and requested a hearing in Washington, D.C.

63.

After Nolan Watson passed away in May 2017, I filed a substitution form in the pending
appeal, substituting myself as his representative.

64.

The Board has taken no action in Nolan’s appeal since 2016.

65.

From the time Nolan filed his disability claim in 2011 until he passed away in 2017, he
would tell me that if his claim was approved, he wanted to be able to leave a little money to
his grandchildren.

66.

Nolan Watson had formed many bonds with other servicemen in the Air Force, and he was
proud of his service to his country. However, during the years that his disability claim was
pending until his death, he felt betrayed by Air Force officials, the Department of Veterans
Affairs, and his elected representatives.
Communications with Other Palomares Responders

67.

During the course of my investigation into the Palomares accident and the Air Force's
response, I was able to discuss the accident with other Air Force servicemen. These
servicemen sent me copies of their statements regarding the events around the Palomares
accident.

68.

Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of a statement made by Peter Ricard
that he emailed to me on August 22, 2012. Mr. Ricard was stationed at the Morón Air
Force Base. Regarding his operation of a radioactivity detector after the accident, he states:
"My duty consisted of 'operating' a PAC 1S radioactivity detector. I was instructed not to
7
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The Honorable Buck McKeon Chairman
The House Committee on Armed Services
2120 Raybum House Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20515
-

Dear Chairman MeKeon:
my
I am writing to you to share my concern about an issue that was brought to my attention by
constituent, Mrs. Nona Watson in regards to her husband’s service in the Juited States Air
force.
As you are likely aware, on January 17,1966. a United States Air Force B-52G carrying Ihur
Mk28 Hydrogen Bombs collided in mid-air with the Kt’-135 tanker that was reftieling the
aircraft. The B-SW broke apart. scattering three of the United States’ Mk28 Hydrogen Bombs
over the landscape of the small fishing village of Palomares, Spain. [he other Hydrogen Bomb
tell into the ocean, However, due to the impact of the three other bombs into the landscape, the
non-nuclear explosives were detonated, causing approximately two square miles of radiation
contamination.
Mrs. Watson came to our office on March 21, 20 t 1 to open a congressional inquiry in regards to
her husband, Nolan Watson, and his ongoing claim with the Department ot’veterans Affairs.
Through documents received from Mr. and Mrs. Watson, it has come to my attention that there
were possibly up to one-thousand members of the United States Military that were exposed to
radiation and placed In harm’s way due to this fact, However, the United States Air Force has
not recognized that these soldiers were possibly exposed to dangerously high levels of radiation,
While the Air Force has claimed that all precautions necessary were taken, multiple documents
and personal statements presented to my office show that there were many contradictory
statements and orders issued in regards to the Palamares Incident.
It has also become extremely hard for the Veterans from this incident to have their claims for
radiation exposure approved by the Department of Veterans Affairs. While Mrs. Watson has
intbrmed us that one of the men who responded to the crash (the surviving Veterans have a
reunion where they meet and discuss these issues yearly) has had his claim approved, most arc
like Mr. Watson’s which lingers in the system most likely awaiting denial due to the fact that this
incident is not recognized as possibly exposing our service-men to dangerously high levels of
radiation.
My office stands prepared to offer any assistance that you request in regards to this letter, My
staff also stands ready to provide the documentation that has been provided to us in regards to
the Palomares Nuclear Incident by my constituents.
424 W’,’QN
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that you would direct any
I am respeetfidly requesting your review of this incident and
rds to this matter which is located at the
correspondence to my Athens DistrIct Office in rega
following address:
The Office of Congressman Paul C. Broun
3706 Atlanta Highway Suite 3B
Athcns Georgia 30606

look forward to your response.
Thank you fbr looking into this miportant matter and I

Respectfully Yours.

Paul C. Broun, MD.
Member of (‘ongress
CC:
rans Aftiiirs
The honorable Jeff Miller, Chainnan —The House Committee on Vete
e
Forc
s
Air
The Honorable Michael B. Donley, Secretary of the United State
rans Affairs
The Honorable Eric Shinseki, Secretary U.S. Department of Vete
force
s
General Norton A. Schwartz, Chief of Staff- The United State Air
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON DC 20330—1000

QFFCE P’Th

CETAt

MAY 21 2012
SAFJLL
1160 Air Force Pentagon
Washington, DC 20330
The Honorable Paul &oun
United States Representative
3706 Atlanta Highway, Suite 313
Athens, 0A30606
Dear Representative Broun:

Thank you for your letter to the Chief of Staff of the Air Force regarding Mr.
and Mrs.
Nolan Watson’s concerns about radiation exposure as a result of a mid-ai
r collision that occurred
on January 17, 1966 over Palornares, Spain.
The Air Force Surgeon General’s office investigated this incident
in %001 the report
from which addresses concerns noted In Mrs. Watson’s inquiry. The report

concluded that the
responders were not expected to experience any health effects from their partici
pation in the
response to the Palomares accident. The Air force Medical Support Agenc
y (AFMSA) has not
received a Veterans Affairs radiogenic disease claim for vfr, Nolan
Watson; therefore, the Air
Force has not specifically evaluated his potential exposure.
Lu general, radiological health concerns from personnel responding to this
ircident are
primarily due to inhalation of air-suspended radioactive materials dispers
ed as a result of the
accident, During the initial response and subsequent recovery operati
ons, personnel involved
were provided protective clothing. Air sampling was conducted and assesse
d on-site to monitor
and limit the inhalation of radioactive plutonium, especially during activities
such as plowing
fields, curing and bundling crops, filling barrels with contaminated soil, and
removal of
contaminated debris from the sites of aircraft wreckage and damaged bombs
. In addition, swabs
of the nasal passages of responders were taken and assessed as a means of provid
ing on-site
indications of possible plutonium inhalation. These samples were subseq
uently sent to the
USAF Radiological Health Laboratory (RHL), Wright-Patterson Af3,
OH for confirmatory
analysis.
Throughout the response effort and subsequent follow up, 1,586 urine sample
s, 439 air
samples, and numerous soil, vegetation, and water samples were collected and
analyzed either
on-site or at the USAF RHL. Of the 1,5g6 urine samples, twenty were
found to exceed the body
burden. At the time of the accident, body burden was the term applied
to the amount of a

radioactive m ierjaLthe body that could result in a diadoa dose
at.the allowable occupadonal.
limit
A urine re-sampling program started soon after operations ceased on
April ii, 1966
evaluated 422 urine samples and identified six individuals who exceed
ed ten percent of a body
burden. Twenty-six individuals (twenty from the original sampling,
and six from the re
sampling) were followed for eighteen to twenty-four months, after
which it was concluded that
little additional information could be gained by further sampling
Air Force offlcIalshave
reviewed applicable records and determined Mr. Watson is not among
the group of twenty-six
individuals and would not, therefore, have exceeded annual occupational
exposure limits as
specified in Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 2G. 1201.
Since November2011, AFMSA has spoken with Mrs. Watson regarding the
Air force’s
response to this incident In an effort to address her concerns, they
have contracted an individual
to review and address aspects of her concems AFMSA is in the proces
s of ñnatizing the
response and will provide this directly to Mrs. Watson upon its compl
etion.
We tnst this infonnation is helpful.
Very respectfully,

LOR J, OBNSON
Majo
neral, USAF
Director, Legislative Liaison

S
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Major General Lou J. Robinson, USAF
Director, Legi5tative Liaison
SAFI’LL
1160 Air Force Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 2030
Major General Robinson:
Thank you ftw your response dated May 21, 2012
in regards to my constituents Nolan and Nona
Watson. I appreciate the prompt response and
professionalism displayed by the men and women
of the United States Air force Office of the Lcgi
slati’e Liaison. However, 1 am writing you to
discuss a number of discrepancies that have com
e to my attention in your letter.
In the second paragraph of your letter, you refer
ence the following:
The Air force Medical Support Agerny (AFMSA)
has not received a Veterans
Affairs radiogenic chsease claim for Mr. iVol
an Watson; thereflire the Air Force
has not spee/icatly evaluated his potential expo
sure.
However, upon discussion with Ms. Gail Berr
y, the Supervisor of the Radiation Ratings Division
of the Veterans Affairs Regional Office in Jackson,
Misissippi, this information was requested
via e-mail on April 27, 2012, almost one mon
th before your letter was written. Also, according to
Ms. Junie St. Jacques-Culmer of the Veterans Affa
irs Regional Office in Atlanta, Georgia this
information was also most likely requested by the
Atlanta Regional Office at a previous date.
Why does the AFMSA not have a record of these
requests?
There are also discrepancies in other paragraphs
of the letter. In my original letter to you, I stated
that my office stood ready to provide additiona
l documentation to the United States Air Force in
regards to this issue, however this information was
not requested, I refer to the following
statements in your correspondence:
¶j3. During the initial response and subsequent reco
very operations, perwnnel
involved were provided protective clothing
In
addi
tion. snubs ofthe nasal
[...]
passages of responders were taken and asesscd
as a means of providing on-site
indications ol possible plutonium inhalation. Thes
e samples were subsequently
sent to the USAF Radiological Health Laboratouy
(RHL). Wright-Patterson AfB,
OH for confirmatory analysis.
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¶4. Ihroughout the response effort
and subsequent follow up, L586 urine
samples, 439 air samples, and numerou
s soil, vegetation, and water samples
were
collected and analyzed either on-site
or at the USA f-RI-IL.

¶6. Since November 2t)1 I, ADMSA has
spoken with Mrs. Watson regarding the
Air Farce’s response to this incident,
In an effort to address her concerns, thei’
have contracted an individual to review
and address aspects of her concerns.
AFMSA is in the process offinalizing
the response and will provide this directly
to Mrs. Watson upon its competition.
The information and evidence given
to my office from Veterans who served in
Operation Broken
Arrow in the cleanup of the Palomares
Nuclear Accident directly contradicts the
information
provided to my office in paragraphs two,
three, and four of your letter. for your conv
enience, I
have enclosed these statements and a
copy of your original correspondence. In
refer
ence to the
ADMSA report. I would like to know what
the expected completion date is and when this
report
is completed, I respectfully request that
you furnish my office with a copy of this repo
rt.
Please direct all correspondence to Jared
Pedcn in my Athens District Office. The addr
ess is:
The Office of Congressman Paul C. Broun,
M.D.
3706 Atlanta Highway
Suite 33
Athens, Georgia 30606
Mr. Peden can also he contacted at Jared.P
cden(iMaiLHouse.Gov or at (706)-549-9588.
I look
forward to your prompt response and requ
est that you respond to my office no later
than July 2..
2012.

Sincerely,

2S
Paul C. Broun, M.D.
Member of Congress
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DEPARTMENT OFTHE AIR FORCE
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WASHINGTON, DC

Office of the Secretary

July 12,2012
SAF/LL
1160 Air Force Pentagon
Washington, DC 20330
The Honorable Paul B roun
United States Representative
3706 Atlanta Highway, Suite 3H
Athens, GA 30606
Dear Representative Broun:
This is in reply to your recent inquiry on behalf of Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Watson.
Due to the Air forces obligation to protect personally identitiable information (P11) and differences in
e-mail encryption. the Air Force Medical Support Agency (AFMSA) does not receive radiogcnic disease
claims from the Department of Veterans Affairs’ (OVA) Jackson Regional office by e-mail. Tt does receive
facsimiles, mail, and commercial deliveries. AFMSA received Mr. Watson’s claim by fax en April 26, 2012,
with the claim dated April 27, 2012. The OVA claim was evaluated and a dose reconstruction was performed
and AFMSA provided the attached response to the Jackson Regional office on June 2012.
.

Mr. and Mrs. Watson previously mailed documentation to AFMSA directly. The 12 pages of
testimonials included with the subject letter do not change the previous cited lindings in the 2001 report.
Again, responders were not expected to experience any health effects from their participation in the response to
the Palomares accident. The testimonials were forwarded to the Air Force Safety Center’s Weapon Safety
Division for retention.
AFMSA provided a copy of the attached response iPalornares Nuclear Accident Information to Mrs.
Watson by e-mail on June 25, 2012.
We trust this information is helpful.
Sincerely,

KELLY L. GOC1GIN. Colonel, USAF
Chief. Congressional inquiry Division
Office of Legislative Liaison
Auachments:
1. Response to the OVA for Mr Watson. 8Jun 12
2. Palornares Nuclear Accident Information, 25 Jun 12
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Mr. Nolan F. Watson
1850 Barrows Gmve Rd
l3uckhead. UA 3(k25 (04

Dear Mr. Watson.
h s)ne To your reqUt tor assistance. I am happy to repoTt that I have
successfully introthiced an amendment to 1 [ouse ResoLution 1960. the National Defense
Authorization Act of 2014.

This Amcndmcnt requires that the Screiary of the Air ree suhutic a report to
the Committees on Armed Services of the Senate awl the Hnue of Rpr n1ative a
report on the implemen ation of the recommendations of thc Pak!’rnarex Nic1ear Weapons
Accideflt Revised L)osc vaIuation Report that was released in Apdl of 200 by rhe
Unitd States Air Force. This report is due within i80 das of House Resolution 1960
becomm la’.
W will take final voles or U.k. 1%:’ this Friday. Once the United States Senate
passes its version of the National Dnse Auihori.aiiotc AcL the bill will go to
conference. This is the btes* information ivaiih1e. I am bert to serve ytu aiid I am
makLn every effort to resolve your case 1t3 ymr tisc[iort, I ‘i.lI contact you as soon
as more information is available.
ityou have any questions or concerns. please contact JaTCd Peden in my Athens
Disuict Office located at 3706 AtlnIa [Iighay. Suile 2, Athens. (eorgia 3060%. You
may also C(rntact ynttr caseworker by calling 7UI 4J95S.

Thank cu for your patience in this rtirrtet.
Rspcctflilly Yours.

C
Paul C. Broun. MJ
Mnther of Cot rzss
PB1
Fn,1oure: !3 OUn N DAA Aiuendment
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AMENDMENT TO THE Rws COMMITrEE PRINT

OF ELR 1960
OFFERJD BY MR. BROUN OF GEORGIA
At th end of subtitle H c:iC title X add. the folkwing
new section:

I SEC.

1CO REPORT ON 1MPLEMENTATh)N OF TUE REC

2

OMMENtATIONS (W THE PALOMAR1 NtJ

3

ACCIDENT !UWISED DOSE

4

EVALUAflON REPORTS

5

Not later thai; 1St) days after the thii.e of the enact-

6 ment of this Act, the Secretary of the AIr Force shall ub
7 nut. Lu the CorninitLs on Armed Ser’ices of he Senate

g md the House of Representatives

rclort. on the. irnpie

9 nerttation of the reeomnieTHlItmns of the ?aknncres Nu—
10 clear

II

eleaied in April by the Air Foree in 20(11.

VHLO&1 O13611 6m1

Jm iG2O13 24pr

eapon Accident Revised Dose Evabatkn Report.
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DEPARTMENT OF ThE AIR EORC
NEAP1L1ARTERS ULiTE STATES AIR FORCE

WANOTON, DC

icb-213

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS, JACKSON. MS
ATTN M’;. Gail Biiy
FROM: Air Fot McdicaL Support Ancy/SG3PB

jEc Rj Expoue Estimatcs for USAF Niic1ar Weapon Acidcnt. Respndis
PE**re Spain

—

The Air fvi Offi f the Surgn Gtnera1 recendy cvaluld intcrnai pcsc fvr
o[vcd in the 1966 USAF incidcit
corn1eting onizig rditioii do asesrnnts f& veterns
re$pone it Palomares. Sprn A review ws trnted to eure a vonservhve and conslstcM
apphd to aLt dose rc stneions for Ln trn..rJen This office conrnits to strwe
Lp1wh
toward timely, scIcnUfiaUy-bae4 repons r alL heal th-rcia(ed ‘etrn ]iilrns.
‘.

Our review found thlit approcimaey I 600 personnel) ucludtn Army, Navy Acr l’oree1
and ether US federal crnptoyee were iwotvtd various stages of th r pone wilh I 58
rpe tbr iaiysi We have rvord for 19 USAF Vet:CtflS
indvidua1s u muting t 5t
with the PiIornarc repoe. with three ini1vidua]
odation
who obrntted caiins since 2001 In
appeals fo reassessinenL fora toaI of 22 cJairns For sevcraL of thec c!itn, dose csümates and
subqunt pottscs involved taiivc from the Air Force Safety Ccner.
sistcncics hi dose sss wei over fr pt 1%
A review of these 22 cases indk
was
bscd on Lhe mewauri expected dose a derived from
the assigned dose
years k same
avage ambent air mornturing resuh (3 lrirenl) A doc alue c’f this marntude hkely cppies
LVLdu5ks in
to the average spunse pii% bit appEir to undereattmatc doses t oiie
nOe rCceLit datms a d*tailcd dose re onscruttiun was pec formed using pLucomiur (Pu) intake
values based on inkial nd foHow-p urine samples. The comiiited do t .pifl organs and/Ur
bes Was then assessed using vitious rnndelh prottx[ based on pubibitiorts of tbe
to lest Protection ([CRP>. Previous assessments from this
internccnri1 C tnn-tissoc on R
office varIed due , data availability and nterpretafloa, updates to ICRP n*dds1 ud differeciees In
tona OpLfltOrt:Dfl the appropriate use of multiple dari sets (ambient sfrmon[Iring va. udr
ecrtion biomonitoring).
Following acornprhenive review of all data generited from 19%6 this ifficc ha deided
La ornialIy sslarthe ur reapoise methodology for rudracion doe tnquinos mvok.ing Ptdotnares
worst
portccipaiits Ic1oing o. we v’ili use a comnum at pioeh to pod a eoervaLtve,
case dcm estnnate to the veterart to alThrd h’ni or her the bencft of the doubt Ths offico will
use the fnltcwing methodology to respond o VAIvetran ese uqmne for Palomercs rpcuiders
..

.

£stab1isi

veteran s presence at the incident sire.

2
b
pruvidcd by the

Perform a

rerIcw Qf duties bscd

øri

hitoricaJ r onls and satemems

veteran.

c. Review avaflable bioassay dati or the veicran and assign an intake value.
(1) lf the veteran is member of the cthirt with the highest exposure
pcmial (designated as the 111gb 26), use their istabishcd nike esiniatc. The estabLished
intakes range trw 34OOO to 57OOOO picocuries (pCi),
t exceed the
piisders. detne intake as
rnj.e tr this
The
Intake
intake cakulated for the [east exposed member of the High 2 grnup”
vnlivcIy set at 1IOO to 34J)OO pCi
group will be c
(2) For the remaining r

U Htimate committed riwes for the orjan() of eul rn The timary Qrits
exposure are the lung, tivtt and bone surface, based on ffiternational
plunium
of concern frt,m
Conimission on Rathoogical Protection (1CRP) PubLication 3C (used by the Nuclear keg tory
6 (used by the
Commisün arid Environmental P ection Agency) nd CRP PuhlLction
nervy and the [)efcnse Thrt Reduction Agency), We wLi provide both ICR?
Dvpartnent
to the VA.
responses
model results in
N the member does not have a valid untie samptc. rcwistmct the close based
on similar exposures using their specific duti, if possible. If that is noi p ssible. consider having
the member provide a urine sample for analysis usIng the btes analyücal procedures that claim to
eliminate or greatly reduce confounding factors such as radioactivity from tiawral or backgrouM
sourccs
This office wtih asistancc from the Mr torte Silety Cnis, wifl reevaluate the 1 claims
reviousy addressed and nppty the above methodology to rectify n sistencics in
determination. We may request your assistance in identifying claims adjudicutcd prioT to the year
2OO and for which w may not have records ott hard.
The AFISG point of contet s Majcr Dan Shaw. W3-6814W or emait at
danieLshawpcntngciitafmil

zua. &L

RIC]IARD A. AS[tWORTIl, Cul, (!SAF, BS(’
Chiet Ioetw iromnental Engineering Btach
Oflice of the Air [‘orcc Sweon General

cc::
AFSl(,iSLWN (Dr Steven Rademacher)
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

The Honorable Paul C. Broun, M.D.

FROM:

Mrs. Nona Arp Watson

CC:

The Honorable Buck McKeon, Chairman
The House Committee on Armed Services

DATE:

March 21, 2014

RE:

Questions to Air Force regarding Report on Implementation of the
Recommendations of the Palomares Nuclear Weapons Accident
Revised Dose Evaluation Report

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

In April 2001, the Palomares Nuclear Weapons Accident Revised Dose
Evaluation Report (the “2001 Report”] was released by the Air Force. The 2001
Report recommended further actions that the Air Force should take regarding
possible radiation exposure to the responders who assisted after the Palomares
nuclear accident in 1966.

A copy of the 2001 Report (without appendices] is

attached as Exhibit 1. Such recommendations included:
(1] Additional effort is needed to reconcile the estimated
intakes and doses derived from the urinary bioassay data
with the estimates from environmental measurements. A
targeted effort that includes participant activities,
participant interviews, urine and other appropriate
plutonium analyses using current techniques, medical
records review, and modeling should be considered.
(2) The results of this effort should be communicated to
responders, veterans organizations, and other interested
parties using appropriate information that clearly confirms
the conclusions of the original medical evaluation program,
recognizes the difficulties in preparing updated intake and
dose estimates, and outlines the options for strengthening
the estimates.
(3) Further contacts with the Department of Energy...
2001 Report, pp. 32-33.

On May 22, 2002, the Air Force Medical Service issued a release (the “May
2002 Release”). A copy of the 2002 Release is attached as Exhibit 2. In the May
2002 Release, the Air Force acknowledged that the “ability to reconstruct doses [of
radiation exposure] from urinalysis was confounded by poor data quality.” The May
2002

Release

also

acknowledged

that

the

2001

Report

made

“several

recommendations, to include further research in some areas, communications with
the veterans involved in the clean-ups, and continued interaction with the
Department of Energy.” In the May 2002 Release, the Air Force Medical Service also
stated that “[e]fforts to implement these recommendations are underway.” (emphasis
added).

After May 2002, the Air Force failed to make any efforts whatsoever to
implement these recommendations despite representing to the public in its 2002
Release such implementation was underway. No further testing or studies were
conducted to determine radiation exposure levels of the responders, no direct
communications with veterans or veteran organizations were made, and
information available to the public indicates that there was no continued interaction
with the Department of Energy.

Given the Air Force’s complete failure to implement the recommendations of
the 2002 Report for over ten years, in June 2013, The Honorable Paul C. Broun, M.D.
of Georgia introduced the Amendment to the Rules Committee Print of H.R. 1960
(the “2013 Amendment”). A copy of the 2013 Amendment is attached as Exhibit 3.
The 2013 Amendment required that the Air Force submit a report on its
implementation of the recommendations of the 2001 Report.

On December 6, 2013, the Air Force submitted its Report On Implementation
of the Recommendation of the Palomares Nuclear Weapons Accident Revised Dose
Evaluation Report (FY14 NDAA SEC. 1080A) (the “2013 Report”). A copy of the
2013 Report is attached as Exhibit 4.

In the 2013 Report, the Air Force (after

2

initially misstating the conclusion of the 2001 Report) stated that it was not
necessary to implement the first recommendation contained in the 2001 Report
relating to the further interviewing and testing of those responders to the
Palomares accident. The Air Force reasoned that the initial urine samples obtained
in 1966 and limited testing thereafter of only selected responders was sufficient to
determine compensable exposure levels for all responders even though it had
previously (in the May 2002 Release) concluded that the initial urine sample data
was of “poor quality” as a result of “sample contamination and limited analytical
sensitivity.”

Thus, the Air Force acknowledged that it did not implement the

recommendation and failed to perform any additional interviews or tests of any of
responders. It simply relied on admitted “poor” data to support its conclusion that
no further action was needed.

As for the second recommendation regarding communications with
responders with the results from the further interviews and testing that the Air
Force was supposed to conduct, in the 2013 Report, the Air Force stated that it had
implemented such recommendation simply by creating a public web site and
posting the 2001 Report and a summary of such Report thereon. The Air Force
made no effort to contact the responders, though the Air Force has a record of all the
responders who were present after the Palomares accident. The Air Force simply
concluded that posting the

2001

Report on the Internet was sufficient

communication with the responders. Notably, the 2001 Report is no longer available
on the Internet.

Sometime in 2012, access to the 2001 Report was taken off the

Internet As such, no responder could presently review or obtain a copy of the
Report.

As requested by your staff, I have listed below several questions to be
addressed to the Air force concerning its 2013 Report. After each question, to
provide background and context, certain information pertaining to the question is
discussed.

3

QUESTION 1: THE 2001 REPORT RECOMMENDED THAT FURTHER ACTIONS
“SHOULD” BE TAKEN TO DETERMINE RESPONDERS’ EXPOSURE LEVELS. IN
THE 2013 REPORT, THE AIR FORCE STATES THAT THE 2001 REPORT ONLY
RECOMMENDED THAT FURTHER ACTION “MIGHT” BE TAKEN. WHY DID THE
AIR FORCE CHANGE THE MANDATE OF THE 2001 REPORT FROM “SHOULD” TO
“MIGHT?”

The 2001 Report recommended that the Air Force should take further actions
because of the unreliability of the initial urine samples. See 2001 Report at p.
32 (“Several future actions should be considered to further refine these initial
estimates.”) (emphasis added); ki. Executive Summary at p. ES 2 ([T]he urine
results are inconsistent with plutonium’s know behavior and are inadequate
by themselves to support meaningful intake and dose evaluations without
confirmatoty studies, such as analysis of urine samples now using very
sensitive instrumentation, detailed review of participant medical records,
participant interviews, and comprehensive assessments based on sound
environmental measurements.”) (emphasis added).
>

In the 2013 Report, the Air force misrepresents the conclusion of the 2001
Report and states the 2001 Report “offered three recommendations that
might be taken to improve the estimates of plutonium intake and committed
doses.” 2013 Report (emphasis added).
The 2001 Report did not use the permissive, weak suggestion of “might.” It
clearly stated that the Air Force “should” take further actions, implying by its
choice of the word should an obligation or duty to take further action.
—

—

4

OUESTION 2: PLEASE EXPLAIN HOW, IN THE 2013 REPORT, THE AIR FORCE
CAN BLATENTLY MISREPRESENT THE CONCLUSION Of THE 2001 REPORT?

The 2013 Report states in pertinent part: “[The 2001 Report] essentially
confirmed the overall conclusions from 1968 that adverse health effects
would not be expected for responders to the accident.” 2013 Report at p. 1.
> The 2001 Report never made this conclusion. In fact, in the Conclusion and
Recommendation and Executive Summary sections quoted below, the 2001
Report concluded that additional information was needed and recommended
that the Air Force take future action to make determinations about actual
exposure.
o

Conclusion and Recommendation Section: “Additional efforts are
needed to reconcile the results from the urine data with the levels that
can be reasonably supported by the environmental data and
experience with other exposed people.” 2001 Report at p. 32.

o

Executive Summary Conclusion: “[T]he urine results are inconsistent
with plutonium’s know behavior and are inadequate by themselves to
support meaningful intake and dose evaluations without confirmatory
studies, such as analysis of urine samples now using very sensitive
instrumentation, detailed review of participant medical records,
participant interviews, and comprehensive assessments based on
sound environmental measurements.” See 2001 Report at Executive
Summary at pp. ES 2-3.

S

QUESTION 3: THE UNRELIABILITY OF THE INITIAL URINALYSIS DATA WAS
THE REASON THAT THE 2001 REPORT RECOMMENDED FURTHER ACTION,
INCLUDING FURTHER TESTING, BE TAKEN TO DETERMINE RESPONDERS’
EXPOSURE LEVELS. IN THE 2013 REPORT, HOW CAN THE AIR FORCE NOW
RELY UPON THE VERY SAME UNRELIABLE URINALYSIS DATA TO REJECT THE
RECOMMENDATION IN THE 2001 REPORT FOR FURTHER TESTING?

In the 2013 Report, the Air Force rejected the recommendations in the 2001
Report to perform additional testing or studying because it “believe[d]
existing bio-monitoring information [was] sufficient to reconstruct doses and
establish an acceptable upper bound on possible exposures.”
The “existing bio-monitoring information” to which the Air Force refers is the
unreliable initial urine samples and further sampling based on such initial
urine samples. Thus, the Air Force is stating that further testing is not
needed because the prior urinalysis testing was “sufficient.” This directly
contradicts the Air Force’s prior stance on the reliability of such testing.
>

The 2001 Report recommends that the Air Force should conduct further
testing and studies because of the unreliability of the urine samples. In the
2013 Report, the Air Force rejects such recommendation based upon its
assessment of the very same unreliable urine samples.

6

QUESTION 4: IN 2002, THE AIR FORCE ACKNOWLEDGED THAT THE INITIAL
URINE SAMPLES TAKEN AFTER THE PALOMARES INCIDENT WERE OF POOR
QUALITY, “MOSTLY AS A RESULT Of SAMPLE CONTAMINATION AND LIMITED
ANALYTICAL SENSITIVITY.” IN THE 2013 REPORT, HOW CAN THE AIR FORCE
RELY SOLELY UPON SAMPLES IT HAS ACKNOWLEDGE ARE Of “POOR QUALITY”
TO DETERMINE WHICH RESPONDERS WERE EXPOSED TO THE HIGHEST
AMOUNTS OF RADIATION?

> On May 22, 2002, shortly after the 2001 Report was issued, the Air Force
Medical Service published the May 2002 Release.
> In the May 2002 Release, the Air Force Medical Service stated: “The
Palomares report [the 2001 ReportJ found that the ability to reconstruct
doses from urinalysis was confounded by poor data quality, mostly as a result
of sample contamination and limited analytical sensitivity.” May 2002
Release at p. 1 (emphasis added).
> In the 2013 Report, the Air Force relies upon these same initial urine samples
to determine which responders received the highest exposure based on the
testing results of the “High 26.” See 2013 Report (“The Air Force is able to
establish an upper bound on possible exposures for response personnel,
based on the ‘High 26’ cohort (considered the highest exposed 26
individuals) using actual bio-monitoring results from a time close to the
actual exposures
.

.

> This reliance is misplaced and flawed.
> It is important to understand how these “High 26” were identified. In 1966,
the Air Force made a decision to follow up with 422 responders based solely
upon the results from the unreliable initial urine samples. It was from the
retesting of those responders that the Air Force identified the “High 26.”
o

Notably, the Air Force did not resample all the responders who gave
initial samples, including the responders whose samples had not
provided a test result. For example, 507 out of the total 1,635 initial
urine samples did not provide any test result (or 31% of the total
samples]. None of these responders ever had any test result from
their urine samples so it is impossible for the Air Force to know if any
of these responders’ level of radiation would have equaled or
exceeded that of the “High 26” if those responders had been retested.

o

In fact, 65% (83/127] of the initial urine samples taken in January
1966 (the same month of the accident] did not have test results and
none of these responders whose urine samples did not have a test
result were ever retested to determine if they were in the High 26.
7

Simple logic would expect those responders present during the initial
recovery of the bombs would be more likely to have a higher exposure
to radiation, especially those responders who were near the bombs
before recovery occurred. However, 83 of these responders who
provided an initial urine sample never had any test result and were
never retested. Again, based only on the initial urine samples that
provided NO RESULT, it is impossible for the Air Force to know if the
radiation level of any of these responders who were present during
the first couple of weeks after the accident would have equaled or
exceeded that of the “High 26.”
o

Moreover, not all responders gave an initial urine sample.

Despite the complete unreliability of the test results from the initial urine
samples, the Air Force solely relied upon such samples to determine which
responders to retest in 1967-1968. Only from those retested did the Air
Force designate the “High 26.” Such process is completely unreliable and
completely ignores all responders who were not tested at all and a
substantial percentage of responders who were tested but whose urine
sample never provided any test results.
How can the Air Force say that these 26 had the highest exposure when it did
not even have results from almost a third of the responders and it admitted
in 2002 that the initial urine samples (from which the Air Force chose certain
responders for follow up testing) were of poor data quality?
> Additional discussions about flaws in the initial urine sampling are discussed
below and further support the fallacy of the Air Force’s reliance on the “High
26” to make any determinations about any responders’ claims with the
Veterans Affairs.
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QUESTION 5: EVEN PUTTING ASIDE THAT THE AIR FORCE PREVIOUSLY
ACKNOWLEDGED IN 2002 THAT THE INITIAL URINE SAMPLING WAS
UNRELIABLE, HOW CAN THE AIR FORCE NOW RELY UPON SUCH SAMPLES FOR
ITS CONCLUSIONS GIVEN THE APPARENT FLAWS AND UNRELIABILITY OF
SUCH SAMPLING?

The Air Force acknowledges that the data collection cards are the only
permanent record of the actual data relating to the initial urine samples
generated at the time of the incident. See 2001 Report, Appendix E at p. E-3
(relevant portions of Appendix E are attached as Exhibit 5). The information
on the data cards was transcribed into a spreadsheet. An example page of
the spreadsheet was included in the 2001 Report. See 2001 Report,
Appendix B at p. 3-12 (relevant portions of Appendix B are attached as
Exhibit 6). However, the entire spreadsheet was reproduced in Appendix C
to the 2001 Report. Appendix C was not made available to the public;
however, a copy of the full spreadsheet contained at Appendix C was
obtained through Congressmen Broun’s office. A copy of the spreadsheet
contained at Appendix C is attached as Exhibit 7. This spreadsheet collects
all the data relating to the initial urine samples from the data cards.
> Appendix C listed 1,758 entries indicating 1,635 initial urine samples and
123 nasal swabs. Nowhere in the 2001 Report or the 2013 Report does the Air
Force acknowledge that 507 of the 1,635 initial urine samples did not have a
result.
> Before determining the High 26, the Air Force did not follow up and retest
any of the responders whose 507 urine samples did not provide a test result.
This represents approximately 31% of all initial urine samples about which
the Air Force had no information. No one knows what the level of radiation of
those responders was at that time.
> Notably, of the 127 initial urine samples taken in January 1966 (the month of
the incident), 83 did not have a result. Thus, 65% of the initial urine samples
of those present immediately after the incident occurred did not have a
result. See Summary of January 1966 initial urine samples (“January 1966
Summary”) attached as Exhibit 8. Again, before determining the High 26, the
Air Force did not follow up and retest any of the responders whose 83 urine
samples in January did not provide a test result. No one knows what the level
of radiation of those responders was at that time.
> Of the 52 first initial urine samples taken in January 1966 (sample numbers
in the “200s” that arrived at the lab on January 25, 1966], only TWO (or 4%]
had a test result. See January 1966 Summary. Notably, the two for which a
result was recorded had identical data suggesting that a single data sample
was double counted. Moreover, none of these 52 urine samples from January
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1966 had a sample date listed on the spreadsheet. No one knows what the
level of radiation of those other 50 responders was at that time.
A review of the January 1966 Summary shows that the entries for many of
the urine samples taken during that month were missing pertinent
information or had obvious errors. For example, 55 of the 127 urine samples
taken in January 1966 were missing sample dates. And, one sample date
was listed before the accident even occurred. See Sample # 1125 on January
1966 Summary (listing sample date as January 12, 1966, five days before the
accident occurred).
> Further review of the January 1966 Summary shows that 69 out of 127 of the
transit times for the initial samples were over thirty days. Three samples
took over 60 days to arrive at the lab. See Samples #s 1935, 1943, and 1991
on January 1966 Summary. This delay in testing the urine samples from
January 1966 supports the statement in the May 2002 Release that the
“urinalysis was confounded by poor data quality, mostly as a result of sample
contamination and limited analytical sensitivity.” May 2002 Release at p. 1
(emphasis added). This is especially true if the relatively short transit times
of the urine samples from other months are compared to those of January.
The relatively low number of samples taken from responders in January also
is of grave concern. On January 31, a total number of 680 United States
personnel were at the response site. See 2001 Report at p. 3. Only 127
samples were taken from those 680 responders. See Appendix C; see also
January 1966 Summary. And, of those 127 samples, only 44 had results.
Thus, only about 7% of the responders present in January 1966, the time
immediately after the accident, had given urine samples.
> And, the responders from Moron, one of two Air Force bases that sent
responders to the site, were even less represented in test results than the
entire population. for example, on January 18, 1966, 126 personnel from
Moron were sent to the site. See 2001 Report at p. 3. Testimony from
responders sent from Moron indicates that many more responders were sent
from that base in January. However, only six urine samples were collected in
January from all the responders sent from the Moron base. See January 1966
Summary.
> Moreover, at the time the initial urine samples were obtained, the
collector(s) did not obtain any information about the responder’s job duties,
proximity to the bombs, or the number of days the responder had been at the
accident site. If a responder gave a sample on the first day he arrived at the
accident site, there was no retesting of that responder if he worked at the site
for 2 months. Thus, the initial urine samples provide absolutely no
information about where responder was working, how long responder had
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been present at site when he was tested or how long the responder stayed at
site after he was tested.
In addition to 507 of the urine samples not having test results, it is notable
than several of the samples lacked virtually any information whatsoever. See
Appendix C at p. 19. These samples lacked date received, sample date, test
results, base of responder, etc. The only data collected was the amount of
urine collected. Despite the complete lack of information, the Air Force relies
upon these samples to increase the number of samples taken.
The initial urine samples lack any indicia of reliability and simply should not
form the entire basis for the Air Force to decide in 2013 what the
compensable level of exposure for the responders should be. The Air Force’s
reliance on such flawed data is entirely misplaced.
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OUESTION 6: IN THE MAY 2002 RELEASE, THE AIR FORCE STATES: “EFFORTS
TO IMPLEMENT THESE RECOMMEDATIONS [FROM THE 2001 REPORT] ARE
UNDERWAY.” PLEASE IDENTIFY ALL EFFORTS MADE BY THE AIR FORCE TO
IMPLEMENT THE RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE 2001 REPORT FOR THE
TIME PERIOD BEGINNING IN 2001 UNTIL 2013 WHEN THE 2013 REPORT WAS
RELEASED.

> May 2002 Release states: “The reports make several recommendations, to
include further research in some areas, communication with veterans
involved in the clean-ups, and continued interaction with the Department of
Energy. Efforts to implement these recommendations are underway.” May
2002 Release at p. 2.
> The Air Force has not revealed any efforts it was making in 2002 or
thereafter to implement these recommendations.
> Was this a misstatement? Was the Air force actually not making any efforts
to implement these recommendations?
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QUESTION 7: WHY DOES COMPARING A RESPONDER’S LEVEL Of EXPOSURE
BASED ON 1966 URINE TEST RESULTS TO THE EXPOSURE LEVELS Of THE
“HIGH 26” IN ANY WAY SUPPORT THE CONCLUSION THAT FURTHER BlO
MONITORING IS NOT NECESSARY?

> The Air Force is still relying upon unreliable data to make its decisions on
which responders should or should not receive any compensation for
injuries possibly caused by radiation exposure.
> If the 1966 data is unreliable, the Air Force should not solely rely upon such
data to make its decision in 2013 of what level is compensable and that NO
FURTHER TESTING IS NEEDED.
> Only further testing will show the actual level of exposure of the responders.
This is likely why the 2001 Report recommended that further testing be
conducted. The Air force’s conclusion in 2013 that further testing is not
needed, which is entirely based upon the unreliable data collected in 1966, is
illogical and wrong.
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GIVEN THAT THE AIR FORCE HAS ADMITTED AND
QUESTION 8:
ACKNOWLEDGED THAT PRESENT DAY BlO-MONITORING OF THE SURVIVING
RESPONDERS IS FEASIBLE, WHY WILL THE AIR FORCE NOT AGREE TO RETEST
ALL THE SURVIVING RESPONDERS TO DETERMINE WHICH ONES WERE
EXPOSED TO COMPENSABLE LEVELS OF RADIATION?

> The Air Force admits in the 2013 Report that current bio-monitoring is
feasible. See 2013 Report (“As part of our most recent reassessment, we
considered improved detection sensitivity/selectivity for further bio
Thus, the Air Force COULD
monitoring that became available in 2011.”).
test every surviving responder and get a test result which would indicate that
responder’s level of radiation exposure in 1966.
> About one third of the responders who gave initial urine samples in 1966
never had a test result from such sampling. Moreover, some responders
never gave a urine sample. It is impossible to look at the 1966 data and come
to any conclusion regarding these surviving responders. These responders
would have to be tested now to determine what their level of exposure was.
> Moreover, those surviving responders who did provide a urine sample in
1966 and whose test result from that time shows a level of radiation below
that of the “High 26” should also be retested. As discussed above, a
responder could have given a sample on his first day at the site and then
remained at the site for days, weeks, or even months. Even if such
responder’s 1966 sample was uncontaminated, that responder’s 1966 test
likely would not be an accurate gauge of radiation exposure. These surviving
responders should also be retested to obtain accurate, reliable results.
The number of surviving responders to retest is finite and would not require
the testing of thousands of veterans. Most likely, the number of surviving
responders is less than 1,000. The Air Force has records identifying all
service personnel who responded to the Palomares accident.
> The Air Force never indicates further bio-monitoring would be cost
prohibitive. Given the danger to which the veterans were exposed during
their service at the Palomares accident and the possibility of significant
health issues relating to such service, the limited costs associated with the
testing should not be a consideration in refusing to conduct such tests.
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QUESTION 9: THE 2001 REPORT RECOMMENDED THAT THE AIR FORCE
COMMUNICATE WITH ALL RESPONDERS, VETERANS ORGANIZATIONS AND
OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES ABOUT EFFORTS TO DETERMINE EXPOSURE
LEVELS. IN THE 2013 REPORT, THE AIR FORCE STATES THAT IT FOLLOWED
THIS RECOMMENDATION BY SETTING UP A WEB SITE POSTING THE 2001
REPORT. PLEASE EXPLAIN HOW SETTING UP A WEBSITE AND MERELY
MAKING THE REPORT AVAILABLE WITHOUT ANY DIRECT COMMUNICATIONS
WITH VETERANS OR VETERANS ORGANZIATIONS FOLLOWS THE LETTER AND
SPIRIT OF THE RECOMMENDATION MADE IN 2001?

In the 2001 Report, the recommendation was to communicate to
“responders, veterans organizations, and other interested parties” the
“results of the [further testing/studies] efforts” “using appropriate
information that clearly confirms the conclusions of the original
medical evaluation program, recognizes the difficulties in preparing
updated intake and dose estimates, and outlines the options for
strengthening the estimates.”
> There is no record that the Air force ever made any attempt to reach
out to ANY responder or veterans organization.
> Posting the 2001 on the Internet is lip service to this
recommendation. If the 2001 Report merely wanted the 2001 Report
to be made public, perhaps the posting of the Report on the Internet
would have complied with such recommendation. But, merely posting
the 2001 Report on the Internet is not communicating with the
veterans or veterans organizations about potential exposure levels.
> There is no record that any responder has ever received any direct
communications from the Air Force about possible health effects due
to radiation exposure at the Palomares accident. The Air Force’s
refusal to communicate to all of the responders indicates that the Air
force DOES NOT WANT these responders to know of the possible
adverse health conditions radiation exposure could have caused.
> The Air Force should send a notification to every single Palomares
responder that he/she might have been exposed to compensable
levels of radiation during his/her response to the Palomares accident.
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QUESTION 10: WHY DID THE AIR FORCE TAKE THE 2001 REPORT OFF
THE INTERNET (AND THUS MAKE IT INACCESSABLE TO VETERANS AND
VETERAN ORGANIZATIONS) SOMETIME IN 2012?

> The second recommendation of the 2001 Report was to communicate with
veterans about exposure levels. The Air Force represented that it fulfilled
this recommendation by posting the 2001 Report on the Internet.
> However, the Air Force removed the 2001 Report (and the May 2002
Release] from the Internet sometime in 2012. A search for the word
“Palomares” on the Air Force (www.af.mil] and Air Force Medical Service
(www.afms.af.mil) brings up NO results. Moreover, a Google search for
“Palomares Nuclear Accident Revised Dose Report (2001)” does not bring up
the 2001 Report. Further Google searches using a combination of relevant
words (dose, report, Palomares, etc.) also does not lead a searcher to the
2001 Report. Prior to 2012, these searches found the 2001 Report without
any problem.
> It is somewhat unbelievable that the Air Force now can stand by its
statement that it made the 2001 Report available to veterans and veterans
organizations by making it available electronically on the Internet. Such
Report is not available and its absence now indicates that the Air Force is
trying to keep the 2001 Report (and the May 2002 Release] from the very
veterans and veterans organizations with which it was supposed to
communicate.
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QUESTION 11: HOW CAN THE AIR FORCE CITE TO THE FACT THAT 120 NASAL
SWABS SAMPLES WERE TAKEN IN 1966 TO ASSESS RADIATION LEVELS Of
RESPONDERS WHEN THERE WERE ONLY RESULTS FROM 5 OF THOSE
SAMPLES?

> In the 2013 Report, the Air Force briefly describes what testing was
conducted in 1966 after the Palomares accident. In that regard, the Air Force
states that it collected “nasal swab samples from 120 personnel while on site
to assess possible intakes of plutonium and the potential effects on health.”
2013 Report.
> However, a review of those nasal swaps samples and test results shows that
of 123 nasal swabs (not 120) only FIVE had test results. See Appendix C.
That means that the Air Force had five nasal swap test results from the other
1,600 responders.
> The sampling from the nasal swabs further supports the Air Force’s
conclusion in 2001 and 2002 that the data collected in 1966 was of poor
quality.
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From: Peter Ricard fpmr1rittermaiLcorn)
To: nonawatson@bellsouth.net;
Date: Wed, August 22, 2012 1:09:54 PM
Cc:
Subject: Peter Ricard-..Palomares Statement

August 21, 2012

To Whom It May Concern:
I am Peter Michael Ricard and I make this statement voluntarily. I was stationed at Moron AB, Spain from July
1964 to December 1967. My highest grade held at that time was Sergeant (E-4). While assigned to the 3973
Headquarters Squadron, Moron AB, I served as a cook at the Moron and San Pablo dining halls.
I was not in the initial cadre ordered to Palomares. I either went in the second or third group. We were flown
from Moron AB to Vera, Spain and back in a C424 aircraft. I was there for a three week TDY. I was quartered in
an Army tent. At the time of the Broken Arrow, I had been in the Air Force 34 months and my grade was Airman
St

Class (E-3)

While at Palomares, I was assigned two separate tasks. My initial tasking was to search for the one missing
nuclear weapon. This task was performed with several hundred airmen. We would stretch out in long lines and
walk and climb the valley where the “experts” thought the fourth weapon might be. We would walk several
miles in one direction till noon, at which time a helicopter would bring us bag lunches. After lunch, we would
stretch the line out from where end of the line was and moving the line out from that point and return to the
point where we began. We covered the entire valley and the foothills in this fashion many times. No weapon
was found.
My second assignment was with the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and their Spanish counterparts. My duty
consisted of “operating” a PAC iS alpha radioactivity detector. I was instructed not to turn on the PAC 15 when
we would encounter the local inhabitants; we were not to excite the locals. We took “readings” in the valley as
well as on the local farms. We would also “fake” taking reading of their animals. I honestly do not recall anyone
recording any readings. It seemed our task was to placate the local natives.
I should state that I had no training with the PAC 15. All I did was turn it on and off. I had no knowledge of the
significance of the readings and the affect on the humans in contact with radioactivity. I can honestly state that
I don’t even know if the equipment worked properly.
We were not issued any protective clothing during my time at Palomares. All assigned tasks while walking and
searching for the weapon and while operating the PAC 15 alpha radioactivity detector were done wearing Air
Force fatigues without any protective clothing or respirators or caps of any sort.
During my last night at Camp Wilson I was required to stay in the quarantine tent. I was never requited to give a
urine sample. I was never examined. I have no idea how much radioactivity I was exposed to during my three
weeks at Camp Wilson.
After my return to Moron I never again heard about my service at Camp Wilson. I was never contacted to
inquire about my health or any concerns I might have about my tour of duty at Camp Wilson.
I was discharged from the Air Force in December 1967. I later in July 1968 re-entered the Air Force. The
Personnel Office was never able to find my personnel file, nor my medical and dental files. I am wondering all
these years later if that is just coincidental.
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I submit this statement voluntarily. This statement is an honest attempt to state the conditions under which I
served while assigned to Camp Wilson, Palomares, Spain.
I have to state that I don’t believe we were ever told the truth about the existing threat to our health that
existed. They told us there was no danger. I have several conditions today such as diabetes and coronary
disease which could possibly be attributed to exposure to plutonium.
I firmly believe that the senior Air Force leadership was ill prepared to deal with the conditions at Palomares and
they were not prepared to provide adequate detection and monitoring of nuclear agents.
Respectfully,

PETER MICHAEL RICARD, Major, USAF (Retired) (SSAN: 015-34-6734) (AFSN: 11423350)
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nonawatson
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

“ton mccutchen” <mccutchenron@gmaiLcom>
<nonawatson@be!tsouthnet>
Monday, October25, 2010 8:07 PM
Palomares, Spain

To Whom It May Concern:
In Feb 1966 I was ordered to go to Palomares Spain from where I was
assigned at Moron AB, Spain to assist in Operation Recovery.
From the time we arrived there until we departed several weeks later we
were lied to by our superiors.
We were told there was no danger from radiation (plutonium). We were
told there was nothing to worry about, there was no danger.
We were told that we didnt need any safety equipment. We were never
issued protective suits, respiration equipment, gloves, nothing, yet day
after day we removed tons and tons of radioactive dirt and
were told that there was no danger.
We were never given a physical. No urine test. No limg x-ray. Nothing.
They did destroy our clothing though, I guess for safety reasons. Or was
it to get rid of the evidence?
We were lied to the entire time we were there. They are stifi lying about
it. But we know the truth, all of us, all 1600 of us, we know the truth.
Ronald E. McCutchen
10319 Timbercrest La.
Austin TX 78750
512-627-3767
AF Ser# 18686357

11/8/2010
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tufoemsiloit We estimate that you will need an average of 15 minuSes to ruvieg list instructions, find the toibnnation, and complete
this foon VA cannot conduct or sponsor a collection of
infonnation unless a valid 0MB control number is displayed. You are nOt required to respond, to a collection ofinfomsation if this
number is not displayed. Valid 0MB control numbers can be
located on the 0MB Internet Page at .wjjtchouse.gpyIomMibmiy(QMBIN3Jsisl#VA. If desired, you cats call 1-800-827-10
00 to get infuemalinis on where to send comments or
suggestions about this form.

FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME LAST NAME OF VETERAN (Tjpe orprint)
-

SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

-

Ronald H. Howell

VA FILE NO.

t,/,53..24 798 507

The following statement is made in connection with a claim for benefits in the case of the above-named veteran:

Duties and activities while in radiation risk activity.
When I first arrived I was retrieving parts of the two bombs that broke open
and I was
exposed to the radiation dust. At the end of each day I was checked for
contamination
before I went into the contamination showers. After the showers I was
rechecked and
sometimes had to shower a second or third time until I reached an acceptable
reading on the
counter.
After the bombs were retrieved and moved off site I then searched for and
removed plane
parts in the valley and mountains. When that phase was complete the tomato
fields had to be
cleared. The fields were sprayed with defoliant and we cut down the plants
with machetes.
The plants were put in shredding machines and then transferred into 55 gallon
blue barrels.
The barrels were stacked by the beach and then transported to a US Navy ship
and sent to
the USA.
The tomatoes were frequently served by the field mess to military, personnel
working in the
fields.
I served at this site in Palontares for three months from January
April 1966. I have
enclosed additional documentation concerning John S. Chipouras, a fellow
veteran who wits in
Palomares for three weeks during the period I was there. He too has health
problems caused
by the ionizing radiation exposure that we were subject to.
-

I have also enclosed additional information regarding the “Broken Arrown.
Copies of many MRI’s I have documenting the brain tumor have already
been submitted to you.
I have been told that this is a very slow growing tumor and it quite likely
that I have had
it for many years. It was only diagnosed when it significantly affected
my hearing.
Additional testimonials:
A1C Nolan F. Watson
MC Larry L. Slone
A2C Travis E. Quinn
A1C Wayne L. Hughart
Ronald E. McCutchen
MC Adolph Vasquez

I CERTIFY THAT the statements on this form are true and correct to the

best of my knowledge and belief

SIGNATU

DATE SIGNED

-

ADDRESS

zi

TELEPHONE NUMBERS (Jnthide4reaCde)
DA’191ME

EVENING

6079 46th Ave. N. St. Petersburg, FL 33709
(727) 403—0770
(727)
PENALTY: The law provides severe penalties which include fine or imprisonment, or both, for the willful submission ofany
statement or

evidence of a materinJ fuct,

knowing it to be fuse.
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Exhibit 20

Exhibit 21

Exhibit 22

Exhibit 23

DECLARATION OF ANTHONY D. MALONI
1. My name is Anthony D. Maloni. I was born on October 10, 1944. I am submitting this
declaration to support Victor Skaar’s account of the events that took place in the vicinity
of Palomares, Spain in 1966, in connection with the “Broken Arrow” nuclear disaster. I
also wish to describe my medical conditions, which I believe were caused by my
participation in the Palomares nuclear clean-up effort, and the VA’s refusal to recognize
my service connection claim.
2. I joined the United States Air Force on May 18, 1964, and received an honorable
discharge on May 12, 1968.
3. On January 20, 1966, I was 21 years old, and was sent to Torrejón Air Force Base, Spain
to serve as a teletype operator.
4. Within a day or two of arrival at Torrejón, I was ordered onto a bus bound for Palomares,
along with dozens of my fellow airmen. We were one of the first waves of troops who
arrived at the crash site.
5. Our superior officers told us that they were going to the crash site and that bombs had
been lost, but no one warned us of the potential health consequences of exposure to
radioactive plutonium and uranium at the site.
6. My first task was to join crews that were destroying crops in the agricultural fields that
were near the village. We walked the fields pulling up stakes, uprooting cabbages, and
cutting through tomato fields twice the size of football fields with machetes and loading
the plutonium-contaminated vegetables in the backs of trucks.
7. Large pits or holes were dug at various areas in which all the contaminated fruits and
vegetables were dumped in and then covered up with lime.
8. The Air Force did not issue us protective clothing or equipment while we worked in the
dirt surrounding the crash site, with the exception of a thin surgical mask that we were
not required to wear. I wore the mask only briefly because it was uncomfortable and was
clear even to us airmen that the only protection it might offer was psychological.
9. My next task was to look for debris from the B-52 bomber and the KC-135 plane that
collided in mid-air and were blown apart.
10. Our superior officers required me and the other airmen to stand shoulder-to-shoulder and
slowly walk the fields surrounding the crash site to identify irradiated debris from the
wreckage. If the debris was small enough, we picked it up with our bare hands.
11. A couple of days later, a shipment of handheld Geiger counters arrived, to our delight.
However, when we turned them on, they all went crazy. The officer in charge said that
the Geiger counters were useless because the radiation levels were much higher than the
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Geiger counters could handle. We were then ordered to put them back in their boxes to be
sent back home.
12. About five days later, another shipment of Geiger counters arrived with the ability to
detect larger amounts of radiation. These were similar to the ones that people use today to
look for coins in the ground. When we turned these Geiger counters on the same thing
happened to these as the hand held – readings jumped all over the place. We were told to
do the best we can.
13. When we scanned the homes of local Palomares residents, we were instructed to turn off
the Geiger counters and only pretend to use them to give the residents peace of mind.
14. When we turned the counters back on, however, they recorded very high levels of
radiation.
15. One day on detail looking for debris, we encountered thick smoke and horrible odors. As
we continued to work it got much worse. I had never encountered that odor but one of the
airmen near me said the smell was diesel fuel.
16. Our group continued to move forward over a large embankment and what we came upon
was a burning field that was sprayed with diesel fuel. We were told that the soil was
highly contaminated because large parts of the wreckage were previously there.
17. The smoke from the burning field was so thick and acrid, it made me vomit. I have no
doubt that what I breathed in that day damaged my lungs and other parts of my body.
18. While at Palomares, like most of the responders I lived in a tent on the beach within sight
of one of the impact craters from the dropped bombs, and bathed in the Mediterranean
Sea.
19. It took several days for supplies to be delivered to Palomares, and we drank the local
water.
20. The Air Force dining mess fed us the tomatoes that had been growing in the irradiated
fields, which the Spanish government had demanded that the U.S. Government purchase.
21. While at Palomares, I provided a urine sample. The Air Force did not tell us precisely
what the sample was for.
22. I remained at Palomares for approximately a month assisting with the cleanup until I was
eventually sent back to Torrejón.
23. At Torrejón I gave urine samples on a monthly basis. At one point, as the doctor collected
my urine sample, I asked him if exposure to the radiation would render me sterile. This
was one of the rumors that had been circulating among the other responders. I didn’t have
kids yet, and was terrified of the possible health effects of our exposure.
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24. The doctor told me that I should not worry about sterility, but told me that I had a good
chance of developing bone cancer or something similar.
25. When I returned to Torrejón, I went back to my position as a teletype operator. One of
my assignments involved typing up airmen’s results from urine sampling. I saw my own
results, and remember being worried, because they appeared to be very high.
26. The Air Force did not provide me with the results from my urine sampling during my
service.
27. When I left the Air Force in 1968, I made sure to check that I had been exposed to
radiation on my medical discharge exam. This is the only reference to my exposure
anywhere in my military medical records.
28. I believe that the Air Force would never have provided me with the results of my
urinalysis if I had not submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request in March
2017 and then joined a federal FOIA lawsuit brought by Vietnam Veterans of America
(VVA). See VVA, Connecticut State Council of VVA, and Antony Maloni v. Dept. of
Defense, No. 3:17-cv-1660-AWT (D.Conn. filed Oct. 3, 2017).
29. The Air Force did not send me my results until April 2018 – over a year after I submitted
my FOIA request and six months after I joined the VVA lawsuit.
30. The government never followed up with me regarding my exposure at Palomares.
31. When I entered the Air Force at 19 years old in 1964, I was a healthy young man from a
remarkably healthy family. I am one of ten children, and none of my siblings have faced
the health challenges that I describe below.
32. Shortly after returning from Palomares to Torrejón Air Force base, I went to the hospital
because I had pain in my back and I was weak, nauseated, and exhausted. I don’t
remember what exactly it was or if the doctors could even diagnose it.
33. I began developing severe migraine headaches after Palomares and these headaches have
never gone away. Some of them last for days and can be truly debilitating. There were
times when I had to leave work and stay in my bedroom for a couple of days.
34. In my early 30s, I began to develop autoimmune-related skin conditions like psoriasis and
partial alopecia, as well as hay fever and chronic bronchitis, which persist today.
35. I have had high blood pressure since my early 30s, and in my early 60s, I suffered a heart
attack, despite trying to remain fit because of my immune system.
36. In 2015, I was diagnosed with arthritis in my neck.
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37. In 2018 I caught pneumonia twice, the flu, and I was diagnosed with arthritis in my legs,
which has made walking and exercise more difficult.
38. Over a number of years, I have made repeated trips to the dermatologists with rashes so
severe that the dermatologist have been giving me internal medicine because I have been
in so much pain. I have been taking prescribed medicine for years, but my skin continues
to cause me extreme problems and pain.
39. In February 2014, I applied for service-connected disability benefits related to exposure
to radioactive plutonium at Palomares.
40. On September 9, 2014, the Boston Regional Office denied my claim, writing that “a
review of service records fails to show exposure to ionizing radiation during service.”
41. I filed a Notice of Disagreement on August 25, 2015, explaining that I was exposed at
Palomares, and had checked the box for radiation exposure on my medical forms when I
was discharged from the Air Force.
42. I elected to have a hearing with a Decision Review Officer. The hearing did not take
place until January 6, 2017.
43. After the hearing, the VA denied my claim again. I filed an appeal to the Board of
Veterans Appeals in September 2017. My appeal is currently pending before the Board.
44. I have done everything in my power to live a healthy life for my wife, my children, and
myself. I try to stay in shape. April 1st this year will be 50 years since I gave up smoking.
I do not drink, and I have never taken an illegal drug in my life.
45. I am the only one of my ten siblings to suffer from the medical conditions that I described
above. I believe that the month that I spent at Palomares breathing in the plutonium-laced
air, with absolutely no protection while performing my duties as a member of the United
States Air Force has not only permanently compromised my entire immune system, but
has caused me extreme pain and suffering over many years, and continues to add on more
with each passing year.
46. In concluding, I would like to describe how I feel about Palomares. Over the last 10 years
or so I have read a number of articles and watched videos about Palomares and the many
different people who have been there, as well as of others who have not been to
Palomares, but who are experienced in the science of plutonium and in how the
government has handled my and other Palomares veterans’ cases.
47. I have learned that each hydrogen bomb that was on the B-52 was on the order of 100
times more powerful than the ones that were dropped on Japan, and that comparisons are
unfair because the level of plutonium in the Palomares bombs was so much higher.

